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73 CD PLAYERS - 
SUMMARISED

5 DAT RECORDERS ON TEST |

140 AMPLIFIERS AID 
27 TUNERS - SUMMARISED
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PERSPECTIVES: GETTING 
TAPED

117 LOUDSPEAKERS - 
SUMMARISED

114 CARTRIDGES - 
SUMMARISED

20 HEADPHONES UNDER 
REVIEW

73 CASSETTE DECKS - 
SUMMARISED

45 TURNTABLES AND
15 TONEARMS - SUMMARISED

OVER 25 CASSETTE DECKS ON TEST
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WIN TWO TICKETS TO A TOP AMERICAN ROCK CONCERT. 
Every component that comes from Marantz these days seems to receive unanimous 

accolades. The PM45 amplifier, for example:

"SOUND QUALITY IS SIMPLYVERY GOOD INDEED" m-fianswers, budgethi-fisupplement 

"HIGHLY COMMENDED" what hi-fi awards 7988. "RECOMMENDED" Ht-Ft choice.

In fact, we're so confident that every Marantz hi-fi product is the best of its kind, we 

want you to try them.

Simply find your nearest participating Marantz Dealer and ask for a demonstration. 

Providing it's before December 15th, the first thing the Dealer will do is give you an 

entry form for our Rock in America competition.

The chance to win a free trip for two in one of the major US cities to see the rock and 

roll concert of a lifetime.

You don't have to buy anything to enter. We just want you to know that Marantzare 

the best. Good listening. And good luck.

Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middx UB7 OLW. Tel 01-897 6633.



Transconductance Pre-amplifier 
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Intelligent Battery Power Supply

From Pink Triangle Projects Ltd
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Cover photograph of the Pioneer D1000 by Chris 
Richardson -seepage 75.

THE FRONT END

7UPDATENews of the latest hardware, gimmicks and goodies to hit the audio market.
13CHOICE SESSIONSBeginning a new section in the magazine where each month we report on developing products, industry gossip and all matters hi-fi,
21READERS WRITE/CHOICEANSWERSComments and questions on the vagaries of audiophile existence.

PERSPECTIVES

34GETTING IT TAPEDRichard Black's guide to the world of tape recording, with details about formats, techniques and how to get the best from your machine.
43PERSONAL MESSAGESHi-fi guru, and consultant editor, Paul Messenger adds his audio tales to the the Front End.

MARKET RESPONSEDan Houston collects feedback from dealers on sales, reliability and general trends in the cassette deck market.
47CHOOSING AND USING CASSETTE DECKSHow to select what you need from the vast array of tape decks on the market.
49CASSETTE DECK REVIEWSAlvin Gold fast forwards, rewinds and occasionally pauses in his assessment of 25 new cassette decks and 5 DAT machines.

26MUSICAL MACHINESAutomobile exotica. Dan Houstonwaxes lyricaJ about Bruce Owen's twoFerraris and their in-carentertainment systems.
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HEADPHONE REVIEWSJason Kennedy fearlessly exposes hishighly tuned Jugs to the sounds oftwenty pairs of cans, including thelatest from Quart and Sennheiser.
I95TECH TALKExplaining the more complex aspectsof cassette deck technology and thetest procedures used.

97CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONSA summary of the state of the cassette player art and the best performers from the tests. Plus our features comparison chart on over 70 cassette decks.
VALVE AMPliFIERS

103CHOOSING AND USING VALVE AMPLIFIERSJohn Bamford and Paul Miller unravel some of the mysteries of the vacuum tube, giving pointers to potential buyers along the way.
105VALVE AMPLIFIER REVIEWS • The editor gets it together with hi-fi that glows and assesses a group of separate and pre/power combos.

/ ICHOOSING AND USING HEADPHONESAn overview of the headphone scene and the factors to consider when buying a pair.

BACK END

146THE CHOfCE DIRECTORYOur unique information packed buyers' guide to the currently available hi-fi products we have reviewed.

SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY Regional dealer listing for the best hi-fi m your area.
CHOICE MATTERS

16COMING UPSomething to look forward to ... next month's issue will contain a free classical CD to play whilst you read Martin Colloms' reviews of 30 new CD players. Other goodies include digital amplifiers and a whole horde of speaker cables.
25BACK ISSUESFill in this page for back issues of the world's no. 1 guide to buying hi-fi.

H ......aving tested a whole bunch of cassette decks earlier in the year we were worried that this time around there would be insufficient new recorders to warrant a full Choice review project/ We couldn't have been more wrong. New models keep a-coming faster than we can keep up with them.We've managed to get our hands on five OAT recorders for this issue and decided to publish reviews to give you an idea of what to expect in the future. The hi-fi industry is none too happy with us because OAT has not been officially launched on the consumer market - but if you want a machine badly enough there are several dealers in London selling grey imports. The OAT situation is explained more fully in Choice 
Sessions, a new feature which begins on page 13.Also this month we've tested 20 headphones at prices to suit most pockets, while for dedicated hi-fi enthusiasts we have a selection of exotic valve amplifiers under review. Getting the best from valve equipment involves careful system matching and 'tweaking' but if you've the patience the results can be most rewarding.This month's Aspirations feature looks at two gorgeous Ferraris kitted out with superb in-car sound systems. Our photographer, Chris Richardson has really captured the spirit of these classic cars - a fitting tribute to Enzo Ferrari who died just a few days before this issue went to press.We've a treat in store next month, in that we're giving you a limited edition compact disc - exclusive to Hi-Fi Choice - highlighting some of Decca Classics' brand new recordings scheduled for release this autumn. Trouble is, we're unable to avoid incurring VAT and other charges, so next month's Choice will cost £3.95. Still, it's a bumper issue featuring reviews of 30 new CD players - and with an hour-long compact disc worth £12.95 mounted on the cover we think you'll agree it's an issue not to be missed. Publication date is 14th October and we expect November's Choice to be in great demand. As they say in the commercials, hurry to your newsagent to avoid disappointment!

John Bamford
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PUBLICATION
Enquiries regarding the content or this journal should be made in writing to Hi-Pi Choice Editorial, 14 Rathbone Place, London Wl PI DE. We regret enquiries cannotbe dealt with by telephone. While every care has been taken in II. preparation of this journal, the publishers cannot be held responsible for the accuracy or theinformation herein, or any consequence arising from them. Readers should note that all judgements have been made in the context of equipment available to Hi-Fi
Choice at the time of review, and that 'value for money' comments are based on UK prices at the time of review, which are subject to fluctuation and are only applicableto the UK market. This edition © 1988, Felden productions.
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yamaha 
CD
technology 
and music 
in perfect 
harmony...



you are part of the digital audio revolution. Sit back. relax and

enjoy the CD experience. Pure. dynamic. effortless- Yamaha digital

technology delivers the best that music has to offer.

And no-one does it better than Yamaha. Critically acclaimed CD

players that offer superb engineering, advanced technology and

innovative features Plus a natural quality of sound that demands

reaching for new heights of excellence. choose

your attention. Instantly, at the touch of a button

- in harmony with the rest of your system.

So whether you're buying your first CD player or

from the Yamaha range Because they're music - naturally.

For further information and the name of your nearest Yamaha

deale . contact us at the address below:

YAMAHA 1887-1987 YAMAHA HIFI
Over one hundred years of musical experience.

Yamaha Electronics (UK) Limited. Yamaha House. 200 Rickmansworth Road. 
Watford. Herts WDI 715. Tel: Watford (09231 33166.



digital CD
technology ~
stradivarius
or stanley?. .

16-Bit No Oversampling 16-Bit 2 times Oversampling at
88.2 kHz

Hi-Bit 8 times Oversampling at 
352.8 kHz

Newly developed Hi-Bit Digital Filter
LSI

.and so the digital vs. analogue debate lingers on. But not 

for much longer Today, Yamaha announce a quantum leap in 

technology that heralds a new era of digital sound reproduction 

Hi-Bit is the culmination of a multi-million pound research 

programme. the results of which can now be heard in the new 

range of unique CD players from Yamaha.

CD COMES OF AGE

At its current state-of-the-art peak, Hi-Bit represents the biggest 

single advance in digital audio technology. Look at the 'scope 

traces above and you'll begin to see why

HI-BIT TECHNICAL SUMMARY

^:::^.^ ijii |::::^ g g
••••• ••••••••YAMAHA HI-BIT DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

Hi-Bit processing features 8-times oversampling resulting in a 

clean. accurate waveform and completely eliminating the need for 

filtering at output stage by raising residual noise to such a high 

frequency - 352.8 kHz - as to have absolutely 

no effect on audible frequencies . This pure 

signal passes through sophisticated. twin 

digital-to-analogue converters. that employ a 

unique floating bit system' to maximise 

processor efficiency at all signal levels. The resulting output is

extremely uniform. with an unprecedented I 18dB 

SIN ratio and can be fed directly to an amplifier, 

by-passing all analogue filtering stages.

Hi-Bit Direct Output is the future of CD. It's 

digital, it's music- naturally

For detailed technical information and the name of your nearest

Yamaha dealer, contact:

YAMAHA 1887-1987 YAMAHA HIFI
Over one hundred years of musical experience.

Yamaha Electronics (UK) Limited, Yamaha House. 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford. Herts WDI 715 . Tel: Watford (0923) 33166.

•Floating bit system applicable to CDX910 and CDXll 10 only.



UPDATE

PRODUCTS
All THAT GLITTERS Monitor Audio's new metal dome tweeter, a design which the company views as its most exciting development in drive unit technology to date, is gold anodised.The tweeter is to be known as the MA G95 Reference Gold and will first be seen in two models, the R852/Gold and a brand new floor standing loudspeaker, the R/200/Gold, at the Heathrow Penta hi-fi show beginning September 15th. R852/Gold will cost £449 in any wood finish, the larger R/200/Gold £799 - again, in any choice of veneer.Monitor Audio claims that the technique of gold anodising the 26mm aluminium/magnesium alloy dome has resulted in improved static stiffness and resistance against deformation. The first break-up mode is at 28kHz, which compares well with the 23kHz specification of MA's existing metal dome tweeters.Many speaker manufacturers - including, for example, TDL and Musical Fidelity - are using metal dome tweeters which Monitor Audio developed in conjunction with Elac. However, the news is that Monitor Audio are retaining excl'fi sive rights to this latest design.Doubtless we can expect further models incorporating the gold tweeter to be announced in coming months.
This time they ’re keeping it to 
themselves - the new gold dome 
tweeter from Monitor Audio.

THREE FROM SMEThree brand new models from the world's most respected manufacturer of top quality tonearms is pretty convincing evidence that the vinyl disc medium remains as healthy as ever.
Model3 is available in three different effective lengths (nominal stylus-to-pivot) of 9, 10 and 12 inches. Priced from £495 to £575, the 309, 310 and 312 slot in below the established Series IV and V tonearms. A detachable 

headshell facility and the alternative armtube lengths along with the lower prices are expected to widen appeal to a broader market, though the physical similarity to the upmarket models is unmistakeable.
Model3 shares many of the components used in Series IV and V, including the swivelling output socket, underslung counterweight system and substantial steel yoke. The main difference is replacement of the cast magnesium one-piece armtube by swaged aluminium two-piece tubes, enabling the alternative lengths to be offered and providing some cost savings.UK enthusiasts are likely to find the 309 the most attractive. Increasing effective length reduces the geometric tracking error of a pivoted tonearm and also the level of bias compensation necessary, but it also increases effective mass quite dramatically, as does a detachable headshell, and both compromise rigidity to some degree. That said, some Japanese enthusiasts like long, high mass arms, and the 12-inch variation

HI-FI CHOICE U OCTOBER 1988

A high-end tonearm with a 
detachable headshell! SME's Model 309 will also have professional applications for those needing to play over size acetate discs. 

SPOOKY SPEAKERS Barely a year since the last set of 'tweaks' on AR's budget loudspeakers, the company has announced a complete range of six new Spirit models, from the £110 two-way 112 to the four-way £450162. Whether referring to petroleum, alcohol, art nouveau statuettes or even things we wot not of, the marketing slogan 'Spirit of the Age' is still difficult to forgive.The new Spirits are apparently the first range instigated directly by the UK factory for its European and Middle Eastern customers. System design is by Dave Berriman, based on drivers by AR USA's Mark Nazar, housed in pretty and subtle cabinetwork from Cambridge Industrial Design.Key features include the 36mm thick baffle made from a dual density M OF/chipboard



'sandwich' for good rigidity and damping, and the frameless grille cloth which avoids causing reflections by using a peripheral elastic fixing band. All but the cheapest model use ' polypropylene-coned drivers, and all avoid unnecessary crossover network components by utilising the natural rolloffs of carefully engineered drivers. ,The 112 and £140122 are high sensitivity (90dB) models with 6.5-inch bass/mid units, aligned for close-to-wall siting.The £180132 and £320152 use 8-inch bass-mid drivers and again benefit somewhat from nearby wall assistance, the152 being the 'luxury' version with real wood veneer, high power magnet, extra internal cabinet bracing and optional hi-wiring.Back to vinyl finish, the threeway £270 142 and top of the line

Back in black, ARs new Spirit 
loudspeakers.

four-way, floor standing162 are both intended for free space siting. All models have appropriate partnering stands supplied by Monotrak Engineering.A parallel announcement- happily avoiding any involvement with the occult- introduces six new electronics components. The company's first cassette deck takes AR firmly into the ranks of complete system brands, the RD- 06 joining the T-06 tuner and recently introduced CD-06 CD player (review next month) as source components for three new amplifiers (A-03, A-05, A-07), with anX-07 for (US?) receiver enthusiasts. 'Reflecting current trends, the amplifiers are single board 

designs with 'tuned' power supplies, MM/MC cartridge options and direct coupled speaker terminals. Electronic switching reduces signal runs on the '05 and '07 models, which both cater for video as well as audio connections. The tuner is available as a remote option with a handset that can also control A- 07, RD-06 and CD-06. All retain the attractive and familiar 'slant front' styling which distinguishes AR's electronics. UK prices have not yet been finalised.
TWO IN ONERote! are launching a receiver which promises to combine the qualities of their best selling RA820A amplifier and RT850AL tuner.The £230 RX-850AL is a stereo receiver with five inputs and long, medium and FM wavebands. Tuning is digital by manual or auto scan with LED signal strength reading.Rotel's Brian Hillier said the company wanted to produce a quality product for the first time buyer or 'non-true' enthusiast. They're also launching a £220 cassette deck. The RD-865 has Dolby B, C and HxPro, a bias adjustment function extending to plus or minus 20 per cent and many other goodies.
The receiver revival starts here: 
Rotel's RX-850AL.

Brooding in the basement, B&W's 500 Series.
FOUR MOREB&W Loudspeakers are upgrading their100 series with four new models under the 500 Series banner. The new digital monitors are partly the product of B&W's CAD (Computer Aided Design) system which is supposed to take us further down the road to technical perfection."Special attention", says the blurb, "has been paid to driver design linearity ... all internal wiring being of high quality 32 strand cable." The lineup will be at Penta and goes like this : DM550 - £149, DM560 - £199, DM570 - £279, DM580 - £399.

PAUPERS' CHOICEFor those of you without a wad to wave, Goldring have come up with a new budget cartridge. Labelled an 'audiophile' product, Goldring's Elan cartridge retails for the equivalent of many a Southern kid's pocket money and effectively replaces their budget Epic model. The press release takes the trouble to mention that the £14.95 Elan is a moving magnet design (the only moving coils made for paupers are contraceptives) and says its
The Goldring Elan, a budget
'audiophile' cartridge.

strong points are rigidity of body, full shielding and low mass cantilever assembly. They also say it's designed for hi-fi rather than ... something else.
FLAT OUTQED have decided to appeal to the ‘hide-it-hear-it’ market by making a flat loudspeaker cable which upgrades their famous 79- 
Strand cable. The F200 low profile speaker cable uses thinner copper strands (200 in total) than the best selling 79- Strand, which are insulated in • flat cable to be concealed under a carpet.HI-FI CHOICE Il OCTOBER 1988



QED's Bob Abraham, said the product retains the 79-Strand "neutral characteristic" but "opens the sound up a bit more" It's available in black or white and sells for £1.95 per metre.
BABY ROCKDue to be launched at the Penta Show is the budget Townshend International turntable from the stables of hi-fi passionate Max Townshend.Dubbed T/5 the new £350-ish turntable features arm, cartridge and acrylic lid, but the trough, as found on the Rock, will be an optional extra. Max has also come up with a first (as far as we know) by using a vinyl platter in the 'baby Rock) The 18mm thick slab weighs "a fair bit" at around 4lbs but is said to sound great. "Kick drums really stand out - it's brilliant," gushed Max who wanted to make the whole unit out of vinyl but was held back by the price. Convinced that vinyl makes a better platter than the more expensive acrylic, Townshend International are considering a vinyl platter for existing Rock owners. Reach for your wallets guys.TI are also purveying their £13 Elite Alignment Gauge which
Tales from the riverbank: complete 
with paddle and trough, 
Townshend S new outboard 
turntable.

calculates distortion over the whole record surface, allowing you to align your arm and cartridge with "ten times greater accuracy than is attained with a conventiunal two point gauge." "Remember," says the wizard, "a one degree angle offset and 1mm overhang error can cause 300 per cent increase in distortion. "The Elite Alignment Gauge, long-regarded as an essential tool for all vinyl enthusiasts, has been revamped and comes with new easy-to-understand instructions. Townshend International, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel: 0932-246850.
NEW BEARDBeard's M-70 valve monobloks have been upgraded to a Mkll version.Several upgrades have been made to the M-70 including the use of van den Hul wiring throughout, and Tiffany connectors on in/outputs. The class A amplifier will have an aluminium chassis with a durable 'gold' finish.
HEYBROOK'S TWIN 
PORTED BABY Heybrook has announced a replacement for theHB2 loudspeaker. Dubbed theHB150 it is of a similar size to its predecessor but has a number of significant differences. Like the 
Point 5 model the bass/mid unit is driven without a crossover using a Cobex phase plug which, to quote Heybrook, "gives seamless integration throughout the crossover region".The tweeter is almost inevitably an aluminium metal dome unit but unusually, the low frequency extension of the HB150 is enhanced by twin rear firing reflex ports which, much like the AEJ, have radiused exits. The company claims that the low frequency rolloff point is at 40Hz - which ain't bad for a cabinet measuring 406x230x220mm (hxwxd).Due to retail for £299 the HB150 is available in two finishes: black ash and crown walnut veneer.Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd, Estover Close, Estover Industrial Estate, Plymouth, PL6 7PL. Tel: (0752) 780311.
THAT'S CHEAPThat's tape continues to muscle in on the cassette market with the launch of a budget RX blank tape.The ferric tape retails at £1.05 (five for £4.99) and is said to "think it's a chrome tape with a huge +4dB MOL" (maximum 

output level) .. Like other That's tapes it enjoys the lifetime guarantee from its distributors Harman UK.
OBELISK 
EMERGENCE "We kept it underground for four months," said Richard Hay of Ion Systems' new Obelisk range of amplifiers. The four new amplifiers, not formally aired as yet, are available from Ion Systems and are priced between £165 and £325. An external power pack can be hooked to the top of the range 3 + model for an extra £125. The range will replace the existing line-up which was found to be "too plain" according to Hay. "We've set about making it more upmarket and improving the circuitry," he said.Obelisks aren't exactly as common as pebbles; so far the firm has twelve dealers nationwide but is hoping soon to increase that number.Ion Systems, 61 Mochdre Business Park, Newtown, Powys SY16 4LE. Tel: (0686) 25266.
A triplet of new-look Obelisks 
from Ion Systems.

ARTEMIZ ACTIONRoksan Engineering have officially launched the Artemiz tonearm. Retailing for £350 it is undoubtedly one of the most innovative tonearms to have appeared for some time. It's most striking feature is the counterweight which is attached via a unpivot bearing and hangs underneath the arm beam, the idea being that because the weight is free to move, tracking force doesn't vary with the height of the stylus. It uses a similar (but adjustable) column fixing to — the RegaRB300 making it easy 

for Xerxes owners with that arm to make the upgrade. Roksan claim that due to the very revealing nature of the Artemiz, compatibility with other turntables is limited to those with very low noise floors.At the press launch, held in central London, they also played the new Shiraz cartridge which uses an EMT generator fixed with three bolts in an open body. Price will be around £300 but availability has not yet been confirmed. Our first impressions of this combo were positive to say the least and we will be hassling Roksan for a review sample as _ soon as full production starts, supposedly some time this month.Roksan Engineering, 21 Ddole Road, Llandr.indod Wells, Powys, LDl 6DF. Tel: (0597) 4911.
DIESIS FASTBACKThe latest from Diesis products is the unusual Duet loudspeaker. Looking like a back-to-front Spica TC-50 the £169 Duet was developed by listening rather than purely on the drawing board. Very much this year's model it features an Elac metal dome tweeter and a Sonaudax bass/mid unit.

The idea behind the unit's sloping back, apart from discouraging the placement of coffee cups, is to eliminate internal standing waves. The 
Duet is designed to work away from walls on stands; apparently Diesis will be making matching ones in the near future.Finishes available are textured black and grey and the 
Duet should be with Diesis dealers now. Watch out for the 
Choice review in January.Diesis products Ltd, Greysmere House, Beacon Hill Road, Beacon Hill, Surrey, GU26 6NR. Tel: (042873) 6840.Hl-Fl CHOICE 11 OCTOBER 1988
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LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE

• A & R ARCAM • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO TECHNICA • AIWA

• BEYER • CREEK AUDIO • CELESTION • CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
DENON • DUAL • EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS • FOUNDATION

• GALE • GOLDBUG • GOLDRING • HEYBROOK HI Fl

• KOETSU • LINN PRODUCTS • LINX

• MICHELL ENGINEERING • MONITOR AUDIO

• MUSICAL FIDELITY • MYST • NAKAMICHI • NAGAOKA

• ONIX • PINK TRIANGLE • PHILIPS

QUAD •Q.E.D •ROTEL • REVOX •REGARESEARCH

ROGERS • R.A.T.A. • S.M.E. • SYSTEMDEK • SENNHEISER

TARGET • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA • ZETA

THE BEST IN VINYL
• CHF.:SKY • REFERENCE • SliEFF'IEL.D LAB • PROPRIUS

• LINN • ALOI • RECUT

All titles usually in stock, with C D Equrvalents where applicatile

STYLUS & RECORD (inc. C.D.) CARE
From Drscwasher Srcomm, Hunt, AudroTechmca, Nagaoka etc,

INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLE
QED. Exposure. Van Den Hul. Chord Co Mrchell Engmeenng etc

Keith Monks Record Cleaning Service

Dehvery and mstallat10n and lluee years parts and labour guaJantee on all ma)or rtems 
ol hrfi except cassette decks and CD players

LET YOUR EARS DECIDE

___________________________________________  
READING HI-FT CENTRE a

6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street, Reading, Berkshire, RGl 1DN, Tel, (0734) 585463 

Opening Hours: Tuesday-Saturday: 9.30am to 5.30pm (Lunch, 2 to Jpm. Except Saturday)

e CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY e

► DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED 4



DENON AND ONDenon's new CD player will be up and running at the Penta show where it joins the existing lineup before the official launch in October.The DCD-910 is the first of three mid-priced players (the 
610 and 810 follow shortly) to be released by the importers. Retailing at £299 the DCD-910 is the most expensive of the three offering twin DACs and 16-bit/8 times oversampling technology. It has touches like a 3-inch (CD single) tray and is remote controlled with volume as well.Tape buffs will also like the 'auto edit function' which allows them to select the correct tape length when recording. To avoid that annoying cut-off while recording, the function locates the beginning of the track nearest the centre of the disc and displays the time of the two 'halves' which is the lazy man's way of totting up the times given after the song titles!
SONY TAPEFinding something interesting to say about yet another new range of tapes is a problem which plagues manufacturers and journalists alike. Last month TDK revamped its range; this month it's Sony's turn to restyle and upgrade the product in time for the important Autumn season. Sony claims the number two UK sales slot in both audio and video tape markets, and is certainly a major force, although rivals are apt to make similar claims in this highly competitive marketplace.Compare the press packs from the two companies and one would be hard pressed to spot the differences. Eaoh claims similar evolutionary incremental performance improvements resulting from magnetic material refinement and re-engineered mechanisms, sufficient to justify the relaunch. And the Infinity Shaped (IS) shell, manifest in the housings of new Metal-ES, 
UX-Pro and UX-ES, is as nice a piece of meaningless creative writing (aka bullshit) as I've encountered this year.The audio range now consists of eight tapes. The sole Type IV 
Metal-ES now offers an extra dB of treble output over its predecessor. Four Type 11 tapes are really three, UX-Pro and UX- ES being distinguished merely by the ceramic tape guide of the former. The next one down the line, UX-S, looks the most interesting Type 11; it has very low background (bias) noise, the flattest response and gives little away at the top end of the

dynamic range.The Type Is show the usual graduation from the flat, cheap and improved HF formulation through brighter HF-S to brightest HF-ES- typical again of apparent consumer demand for a bright balance to counter the perceived 'squash' of the tape medium.The marketing story used TGI (Target Group Index) data in an over-simplified form to reach very much a half truth: that 15-24 year olds are by far the heaviest tape purchasers and that males are heavier tape purchasers than females does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the volume purchasers are the "male youth market aged 15-24." In fact nonhousewife young females come close to the top of the list on more sophisticated analyses (Mintel! BMRB), which partly explains the rash of bright pastel coloured tapes that have been appearing recently.
BUSINESS

DEALT OUTSubjective Audio, the high-end retailer of Palmers Green, London, has gone into voluntary receivership.The business (high-end 
audio) just "couldn't make enough money”, according to proprietor Howard Popeck. He pointed to the fact that suppliers and distributors only relied on the British market for between ten and 15 per cent of their revenue to show that high-end selling is not as hunky dory as it seems. But he bemoaned the hi-fi industry in general, saying: "Venture capitalists realise they can make more money out of a building society than in the hi-fi industry."

SHOWSYes we're cracking on to Christmas and hi-fi people - not being inclined to hibernation - enter a period of sustained activity at public shows.The first is Penta, London Heathrow's gorgeous hotel, and venue for the main event of the year. Entry is free and the show runs from September 16-18.The second is the National Sound and Vision Show 1988 which takes over the cute Last Drop Village just outside Bolton on the last weekend of September, Friday 30th to October 2nd. Cars or good legs are needed to get out of Bolton town centre to the show's various offerings but it only costs a quid to get in.Some hi-fi will also turn up at the BBC Radio Show which runs from October 1-9 at Earls Court in London. Entry for that is a fiver but plenty is promised for your money. There'll be live broadcasting from Radios I, 2, 3 and 4 as well as representation from local radio stations and allthe-stars; you know the sort of thing. The last for now is the Scottish Hi-Fi and Video Exhibition at the Post House Hotel, Corstorphine Rd, Edinburgh. Now in its 12th year, the show is free and promises a wide range of exhibitors.
PHILIPS’ PHANTOM Philips promise us (Scouts' honour; cross-my-heart-and- hope-to-die) that CD Video really will be publicly launched this October. That is 1988.CDV, for the uninitiated, comprises soft and hardware technology allowing people to see what they are listening to (musicians performing) with some degree of high fidelity to the original. Polygram will

Denon’s Latest big-jooted CD 
player, the DCD-910EX.release 160 software titles and Philips will push its £499 CDV475 Combi player in a campaign to create desirability for the medium in the British psyche.One of the obvious selling points of the video disc is the pop video which is a powerful enough phenomenom to have killed talking in many British pubs. Polygram will be releasing 5-inch discs at a cost of £4.99 for six minutes of digital audio/ analogue video plus an extra 20 minutes of music. Eight-inch discs carry 22 minutes per side of sound and vision, while the 12- inch version can carry two hours.CD Video was first launched to the press last autumn and shown at subsequent hi-fi shows but never pushed and never available here. Now the medium is to be 'sold' with a £2.5 million advertising campaign according to Philips. The slogan is 'Now you can see the music'. We'll wait and see ...

IN BRIEFTurntable manufacturers Voyd have moved to new premises as part of their expansion programme. The firm's new address is: Anchor House, Warwick Place, Cheltenham, Glos. Tel: (0242) 574528. The move brings a showroom and dem area for Voyd who promise new products in the near future.Sheffield has a new hi-fi dealer in the shape of Moorgate Acoustics. They will be opening up at the end of this month at 184 Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield.HW International of north London are now the UK's sole distributors of the American Koss headphones.Hl-Fl CHOICE m OCTOBER 1988
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The Voyd

VOYD

The Valdi ...........filled
Voyd Turntables Ltd, 
Anchor House,
Warwick Place,
Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, GL52 2NP.
Tel: (0242) 574528
Fax: (0242) 570131

Voyd will be exhibiting their full range of turntables, Reference, Voyd + Valdi in Room 1188,
The Hi-Fi Show, Penta Hotel, Heathrow, 15th-18th September 1988.



CHOICE SESSIONS
Things we hear ...This month, SD Acoustics' revised 
SDI, the state ofplay with DAT andA&R's Arcam 
Delta 60 as you will hear it.

ONE STEP AHEAD
SO Acoustics keep abreast of the 
competition with revisions to the SD1 
loudspeaker. John Bamford reports.Around the time of last July's Collection, when Alvin Gold reviewed SD Acoustics' floorstandingSDl loudspeaker, the manufac^ turer hinted changes were afoot.This happens all the time, of course. You criticise a certain aspect of a product's performance, and the manufacturer pipes up in defense, "Ah yes, we noticed that too; in fact we're about to announce a design modification which cures the very problem you've just highlighted. "However, in the case of theSDJ it was not the review in Choice which led SD Acoustics' bossman, Steen Doessing to reasses the sound balance of the speaker. Although widely regarded as a good-value, high performance monitoring speaker, the SDJ has regularly been criticised for sounding rather hard and brittle in the upper registers. For many listeners the SDJ's remarkable transparency and explicitly detailed sound has been too great to resist- but the trade off has always been a somewhat cool, soulless presentation of the music which in poorly matched systems could lead to considerable listener fatigue.Indeed, in the past, system matching has proved critical to get the best from the SDJ, though this hasn't necessarily meant choosing dull sounding components to offset the speaker's bright tonal balance. As Alvin pointed out in his Choice review, it's a question of "picking components whose inherent quality is good enough to sustain the magnifying glass view the SDJ tends to give. The SDJ is simply very demanding of the quality of partnering amplifiers and source components."The design update, which has been on the drawing board for some time, mainly involves modifications to crossover components and layout. However, the reason it's taken so long for SD Acoustics to implement the revisions, is that they've also taken the opportunity to improve the cabinet construction, thereby making this a true 'Mark 11' SDJ. The aim was to make wholesale improvements to the performance rather than simply altering the cosmetics of the sound.I'm not sure whether they've wholly succeeded in their aims as I've not had the old and new models side by side for direct comparison. I'm well aquainted with the 'old' SDJ, sure enough - in fact a friend of mine owns a pair - but audio memory is notoriously unreliable when overall qualitative judgements are concerned.And in terms

Revisions to the SD 1 have brought about a war
mer, less aggressive musical presentation.of dynamics and detail resolution the SDJ was always top league, - so whether the revised model is actually better in these important areas I feel unqualified to judge. What is immediately obvious in firing up the newSDJ is that the subjective tonal balance has been altered considerably.Although remaining essentially 'cool' in character, the revisedSDJ possesses a much more civilised top-end which clearly has an effect in the upper midband too. Previous criticisms that the speaker sounds hard and too up-front can now be largely scrapped. TheSDJ retains its speed and attack, but the forward balance is much alleviated making it an easier speaker to listen to long term. Before, I could admire the speaker for its clarity and superb resolution; now it's a speaker I feel I could live with.The main cabinet of the SDJ has been strengthened by using denser panels (SD claim reduced cabinet coloration), while improvements to the crossover include uprated components in the negative path of the treble arm. The inductor has been repositioned to minimise magnetic field effects, and the low loss capacitor in the treble arm has been replaced with a polypropylene type, selected after extensive auditioning of capacitors of all shapes and sizes. The high pass characteristic of the midrange arm has also been altered to provide a fuller lower-mid balance.Sad to report these improvements don't

come free: the price has been increased from £1,050 to £1,150 per pair. But the manufacturer was quick to point out that this is the first increase in over two years - and you can't really argue with that. More to the point, it remains an awful lot of speaker for the money. Although deep bass is rather lightweight given the size of the enclosure, there's little else around at this price that produces the image scale and hear-through clarity of theSDJ.Existing owners who would like a less aggressive sound balance can obtain new crossover compone11ts and modification instructions for £27.84 inc P&P. Apparently you don't even have to know what you're doing; the instructions are simple to understand, and as long as you can tell which end of a soldering iron gets hot the crossover mods can be implemented in just a few minutes.
DELTA 60 UPDATE
As mentioned last month, A&R have made 
some last-minute detail changes to their 
new Arcam Delta 60 amplifier. Alvin Gold 
has been comparing two models.In Martin Colloms' review of the Delta 60 (issue 62) he finally came down against a formal recommendation. (For what it's worth, his experiences mirror mine exactly and I agree with everything he said.) In case you need reminding, he wrote that he regretted he was unable to assess a revised production sample, since the review model came from an early and by implication immature preproduction batch.I was asked to add my threepenny's worth for the simple but probably adequate reason that l too listened to one of these preproduction amplifiers, but now I've also had a chance to hear a revised model. Indeed, I can take some of the blame for the changes that have been made as I gave A&R Cambridge some of the first (perhaps the first) negative feedback they received on the Delta 60.My reservations with the early model were ones I have previously expressed about certain low distortion/high feedback amplifiers from other sources. The amp sounded taut and well controlled, but ultimately perhaps 
too taut and too well controlled. The sound failed to 'breathe' naturally, there was an emphasis on transients and a loss of colour, image specificity and depth, both tonal and spatial. Yet for all the loss of detail - and it wasn't as severe as this might suggest- the amplifier always seemed to sound crisp and in control.The suggestion that the amp sounded like a high feedback design seems to have beenHIFI CHOICEm OCTOBER 1988



TVP3000 VIDEO PROJECTION
screen sizesfrom 45”-144" 
(diagonal measurement) 
full remote control
"set-up" precedure 
quad standardfloor 
or ceiling mounted.

Imagine the movies in your own home, with 
large, crystal clear pictures. Unlike the 
cinema- you choose the film! From the 
latest Spielberg blockbuster to a Monroe 
classic.

Visualize "life-size" T.V. picutres, enabling 
you to feel like a spectator at the '88 Olympic 
Games or to simply watch your favourite 
"soap" stars as you've never seen them 
before.

Amttrk
ANCHOR HOUSE, WARWICK PLACE, 
CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, GL52 2NP. 
TEL: (0242) 577910 FAX: (0242) 57031.

System demonstrated at the Light of Sound Show, 11-14th Sept, Olympia, Stand No. F152 and the Hi-fi Show,
15th-18th Sept, Room No. 1187, Heathrow, Penta Hotel.



near the mark because the company promptly did some redesign work, the main part of which was to reduce open loop gain and negative feedback around the amplifier. Other supposedly minor changes have been made to the specification of certain components, notably capacitors, and there has been some rejigging of sensitivities, noise level and overload margins, though whether they are cause or effect I have been unable to establish. I suspect the latter.However, the important part is what, not why, and judged by the sound quality of the revised amplifier, the prognosis for the future of the Delta 60 has to be more favour-' able than before. I’ve been using the second amplifier for some weeks, and have given it a thorough trial. Apart from one blown fuse (my fault), it has worked consistently from the start. It took a few hours to really loosen up, as did the first one, and it did just that: loosen up. If my sample is representative of models now going into shops (as I believe it is) the amplifier is now usefully sweeter and more subtle sounding, with less of that dry tightness that was the aural fingerprint of almost all transistorised amplifiers.So the Delta 60 makes good, but does it now merit a Recommended flag? I find this one hard to answer. Of course, the purely practical reason for this is that I don’t have MC’s encyclopaedic database of knowledge on currently available amplifiers which he acquired by carrying out last month's review project. It's doubtful if anyone else in or outside the industry has either. But this wouldn’t normally prevent me giving an opinion.The real reason for my equivocation is that since the ,A60's (the Delia 60s predecessor) day, the market is now much more competitive. Whilst the Delta 60 is stripped for action by dropping some of the paraphernalia of the A60 - the tone controls are the obvious example - in my opinion it still hasn't taken full advantage of the fact. There are two or three amplifiers available at roughly Delta 60 prices - some covered in the same report in Issue 62- which can still rung rings around the Delta.I concede that in most comparisons the Arcam is going to look like the more reliable, better made proposition, the more serviceable, and probably the more versatile into the bargain. But the Delta 60 still lacks a certain something, a sense of liquidity and ease perhaps, that it really needs to prosper at the tail end of the penultimate decade of the 20th century.
WHERE’S THAT OAT?
The music industry hates them, and you're 
not supposed to be able to buy them - but if 
you hunt around Londons West End you will 
find a few OAT recorders in the shops. John 
Bamford explains the current state of play.Unless you’re a regular reader of the specialist hi-fi press you may be unaware of the furore surrounding Rotary-head Digital Audio Tape (R-DAT) recorders. To say that the current state of play is confusing would be a gross understatement, the overall picture having being blurred significantly by some outrageously inept reporting in some of our better regarded Sunday newspapers. Such is the far reaching nature of the national press that some people still still ask me 

whether it's worth buying a CD player when they've heard that the Japanese have- a new invention called OAT up their sleeves.We've stirred up a hornets nest by deeming to review five OAT recorders in this issue. Although these machines are a fact of life, the fact is you're not supposed to be able to buy them. Indeed, the future of OAT worldwide is still far from certain..In a nutshell, the music industry is scared stiff of OAT because they see it as a perfect medium for piracy and unlawful bootlegging of copyright material. Of course, being a digital tape system, it follows that once you've made a recording you can copy it many times over.Record companies are terrified.What appears to have been conveniently forgotten during all the legal bickering over whether OAT recorders should be made available to •consumers is the fact that the general public have had access to 'domestic' digital tape recorders for a good few years already. Anyone owning a video recorder with around £600 to spare can buy a digital processor (made by Sony, Sansui and others) allowing them to record onto VHS or Beta video cassettes. Admittedly less convenient than OAT, this is a cheaper option than OAT and tape costs are astonishingly low. You can record up to eight hours on one VHS E240 cassette running at half speed.I haven't seen any evidence to suggest that the availability of such digital technology has caused a boom in the bootlegging business, have you?And the way in which domestic OAT machines have been engineered makes them little more than glorified cassette decks anyway. The sampling rate of 48kHz has deliberately been set so as to be incompatible with the direct digital output of CD players, so anyone wanting to copy a compact disc must necessarily put up with a finite level of sound degradation as the digital signal is first decoded by the CD player and then reencoded by the OAT recorder. So exactly what is all the fuss about? Maybe the music industry would like Philips to un-invent the compact cassette too?Although OAT recorders are available in Japan, the medium has failed to 'take off there in spectacular fashion - a situation which can be expected to be replicated elsewhere in the world. If people want to make tapes for listening to in cars or on personal stereos they're going to have to have an ordinary cassette deck anyway, so OAT recorders are bound to be aspired to only by the type of audio enthusiasts who in days gone by might have aspired to owning a high quality open reel recorder - primarily for making uninterrupted recordings of concerts from FM radio. It's difficult to imagine the Japanese being able to produce OAT recorders for as little as £90 in our lifetime, so the format is sure to be limited in consumer appeal.Now that the threat of CBS's Copycode system (which would have prevented totally the recording of copyright material from CD) appears to have vanished once and for all, the RIAA (Record Industry of America) has threatened to sue any manufacturer selling OAT recorders in the US. According to a report in the American hi-fi magazine Ster
eophile, Marantz and -other companies announcing OAT marketing intentions have received formal warning letters from the RIAA's law firm threatening legal action if they launch OAT machines "to be used to 

record our clients' property. " The listed clients, according to the report, include CBS and PolyGram Records.If this was intended as a scare tactic, it appears to have worked, because companies who had announced the launch of machines suddenly did an about turn. In the US only TEAC has announced an intention to market OAT- and it's going to be a $5,000 plus semi- pro machine. Meanwhile companies such as H/K, Onkyo and Marantz are trying to persuade their Japanese suppliers to follow TEAC's lead.Back on these shores, the situation is much the same, in that no-one is prepared to launch OAT until the legal position has been clarified. Professional sound engineers have access to Sony machines through official Pro outlets Sony Broadcast and HHB, along with other brands from specialist outlet Playback in Percy Street, London Wl. Meanwhile, the rest of us have to sit and wait to see what agreements can be made between the major electronics manufacturers and the music industry.So how come some OAT recorders - mainly Sony models- are appearing for sale in hi-fi shops when OAT has yet to be launched to the consumer market? Well, the machines you'll find displayed in shop windows up and down London's Tottenham Court Road are grey imports. We chose to include a handful of OAT recorders in this issue because the machines do exist, and if you're desperate enough to want to buy one there's nothing to stop you reaching for your cheque books. What you must understand, however, is that the Sony machines are not guaranteed by Sony UK, so if the worst happens and your OAT recorder breaks down (whether this be next week, next month, or next year) who is going to repair it? If you think you can trust the shopkeeper to replace the machine then fair enough -but we'd advise you get a written guarantee that this is what will happen in the event of any machine failure.Our sincere- thanks to Playback who loaned 
us some of the machines for this month s 
tests.
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DAT could be just what many audiophiles are 
looking for. But exactly when it will be offi
cially available in the UK is anybody s guess.
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WITH NEXT MONTHS' ISSUE OF HI-FI CHOICE
With the November issue of Hi-Fi Choice we will be giving away an 

exclusive limited edition CD sampler. It won't be just any old 
compilation but a high quality DDD production containing thirteen 

tracks taken from Decca Classics' new autumn releases.

PLUS - 
30 new Compact Disc Players on test 

including the latest from Mission,Denon, 
Sony and Pioneer 11

io amue hi-fi

In depth reviews on 4 new l|g| 
digital amplifiers i 

and 40 loudspeaker cables ^bbi 

ORDER YOUR COPY N
Don't miss your chance to get ^a

«SPUltt CABLES as

this limited edition compact disc "‘
FREE with the world's No. 1 guide fR [ ,"!

to buying hi-fi. To avoid disappointment, । 
place your order now with your local newsagent 11/flDTU 
or use the coupon below to order direct from us.

Better still, why not take advantage of our 
low price charter subscription offer and 

get your free CD , 
plus special reader offers, whilst enjoying the

£12:95

«AÃ!
,, UMH f : 

CARREARES ?
-• GEOBGISO^

OVER 30 
CD PLAYERS ON TEST

next twelve issues of Hi-Fi Choice.

Please send me the November issue of Hi-Fi Choice with my limited edition of the Decca CD sampler. O I enclose my cheque/postal order made payable to.Dennis Publishing for £3.50O Please charge my Access/Barclaycard/American Express/ Diners Mastercharge (delete as appropriate)

Postcode
Please send order and payment to: Hi-Fi Choice Mail Order, P.O. Box 320, London N21 2NB
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YOU BEEN 
LISTENING 
TO MUSIC 

WITH YOUR
EYES 

SHUT?



CD VIDEO.

NOW 
YOU CAN 

SEE 
THE MUSIC.



w hen the compact disc first appeared back in 1983,

it was hailed as nothing less than a revolution in

recorded sound. .. Nothing quite like it had ever

been heard before . .. No hiss . .. No crackle. .. Just pure 

unadulterated music. .. Now, with over 15,000 titles and a 

rapidly expanding catalogue, CD is firmly established as the 

standard by which other recordings are judged. .. Not prepared 

to rest upon their laurels, however, Philips take CD one step 

further. .. Using the same laser technology that allowed them 

to produce perfect sound, they now produce perfect sound 

with brilliant pictures. .. CD Video. ..

ONE PLAYER. TWO KINDS OF DISC.

SILVER FOR PERFECT SOUND

GOLD FOR PERFECT SOUND AND PICTURES
Now there are two kinds of compact disc, the already familiar silver version for perfect digital sound 

only. .. And a new golden CD Video disc for perfect sound with pictures of startling clarity. ..

Both kinds of disc are playable 

on the revolutionary new CD 

Video player shown here . ..

YOUR CHOICE: 

SOUND ONLY. OR SOUND

AND PICTURES.

Connected up to your amp, 

speakers and TV it gives you 

a complete CD entertainment

centre . .. One on which you can enjoy not only your favourite CD recordings, but also the wealth 

of new entertainment available on CD Video. .. CD Video singles and albums are in selected record

shops now - on 5", 8" and 12" discs. ► 

Video players are at your nearest Philips 

dealer. .. Phone 0800 300 700 and we'll

give you his name and address. .. Having

opened your ears to the best in recorded 

CD VIDEO

sound, Philips will now 

open your eyes. ►

PHI LIPS

CD
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for further information contact Ef2 Telephone 01-2678048 FAX 01-284 0152
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READERS WRITE
CHOICE ANSWERS

BURNING DOWN
THE NS-1 DOOM
We would like to congratulate
you on what continues to be an
excellent publication.
Unfortunately, however, we were 
dismayed by ar. ilarming 
comment in the 'one-name' 
system review of your August 
Issue.

In describing the YamahaNS- 
JOOOM speakers, which you 
acknowledge as being a "stalwart 
design" and of "particularly good 
material value", you go on to 
indicate that their high 
performance owes much to the 
rigidity allowed by the use of 
beryllium in both of their mid
range and treble drivers. You 
then commented that if these 
speakers ever caught fire "the 
amount of beryllium oxide

The NS-1 OOOM: who'd want to burn 
a pair ofthese?
produced could be sufficient to 
kill many people".

We must respectfully inform 
you that, with an extremely high 
melting point of 1285°C, the 
minute amount of pure beryllium 
used in our diaphragms (0.63gm 
coated in a 5 micrometre glass 
layer) is not likely ever to cause 
harm to people in the home. The 
average house fire is only ever 
likely to develop a maximum 
temperature of between 900°C 
and 1200°C and any escape by 
residents would have to be 
effected long before these 
temperatures are reached to 
ensure their safety. In fact 
beryllium vapour could not be 
released from a speaker on fire 
until well above the 1285°C 
melting point to the extent that 
the Fire Research Stations 
informs us:

"This amount of beryllium

could never pose an additional 
toxic threat, especially given the 
greater danger already present 
from the onset of any domestic 
house fire."

As you noted so admirably, 
YamahaNS-JOOOM speakers were 
distinctly ahead of their time 
when launched and we are happy 
to say that they still achieve the 
highest level of performance 
today, 14 years later, with no 
reports worldwide of any 
incidents where people could be 
at risk.

We hope that this corrects the 
impression that you no doubt 
inadvertently gave your readers 
and we look forward to reading 
more in-depth reviews ofYamaha 
technology in Hi-Fi Choice in 
future.
IAN GALLOWAY,
SALES & MARKETING MANAGER, 
YAMAHA ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD.

Paul Miller's comment was not 
meant to be taken as deliberate 
scaremongering, more to point 
out that beryllium oxide is one of 
the most dangerous compounds 
known to mankind. Thefact that 
Yamaha has the technological 
expertise to manufacture 
beryllium drive units is 
astounding -and that's intended 
as a compliment!

In case our comment has 
caused some potential NS-lOOOM 
owners tofeel hesitant about 
buying them, I will add that it 
remains one of my all time 
favourite loudspeakers. Indeed, 
until moving recently into a 
larger listening room I've been 
enjoying NS-lOOOMs at home in 
my own system since 1982. - Ed.

THE GRILLE FACTOR 
Congratulations on an 
interesting loudspeaker review 
in issue 59. However, should you 
really be so kind to 
manufacturers who provide 
acoustically poor grilles for their 
speakers? The list of models 
"best used with the grilles left 
off' is depressingly long, with 
B&W, BLQ, Goodmans, Infinity 
and many more given the' benefit 
of a 'grilles off assessment. I 
know that for the real hi-fi freak 
(or person of distinctive taste) 
it's all right to use naked 
loudspeakers, but in most 
households the grilles will stay

on, in the interests of safety (of 
speaker cones), appearance and 
domestic harmony.

Although the test 
measurements appear to have 
been taken (correctly) with 
grilles on, the impression given 
(perhaps wrongly) is that they 
were removed for listening ifthis 
helped. Please do the listening 
tests and ratings 'grilles on'-that 
way you are addressing most of us 
out here, rather than the select 
few. It would also mean that if a 
good speaker is ruined by a lousy 
grille it would get a lousy rating, 
and the manufacturers might 
give the subject a bit more 
attention.

On a different tack, I liked 
your article on kit amps and 
wondered whether you had 
considered doing one on kit 
speakers; Wilmslow Audio do 
some very interesting ones. 
ALASDAIR BEAL, 
LEEDS.

This seems like afair comment 
and we will look into it. And yes. 
kit speakers would make a good 
'Focus' subject.

A CONTRADICTORY SET UP 
Being a fastidious reader of 
Choice I was surprised to notice 
rather contradictory statements 
in two of vour issues about the 
setting up of the Roksan Xerxes 
turntable. The first was last 
year's Collection which states 
"... while comparatively simple 
set-up is an added bonus ...”. The 
other is in the Directory where 
you say "Setting up is critical, 
and for experts only". I for one am 
confused and would appreciate 
some clarification.
K. T. LLOYD, 
LONDON.

The Ro/CSort Xerxes. an innovative 
alternative.

When the Xerxes was in its early 
days Roksan did makP the point 
that it was comparatively easy to

set up, but the comparison was 
made with the likes of the Linn 
Sondek which to the uninitiated 
is a Teal pig' to set up. However, 
the Xerxes is an unusual beast 
and some knowledge of the 
principles at work is required 
before the novice can attempt 
this job. One of its practical 
virtues is that, given reasonable 
care. it stays in tune for 
considerably longer than many 
of its sprung counterparts. 
Undoubtedly, the reason that 
Alvin Gold mentioned that set-up 
is critical is that the Xerxes can 
go from sounding merely great 
to superb when an expert has 
tweaked it.

DIGITAL DIVERSIONS
I'm looking for a new tuner and 
pre/power amplification combo 
and have been considering the 
American Adcom GFA-555 and 
GTP-500 tuner/preamp. However, 
I have been told that it's best to 
buy either an integrated 
amplifier (ie Luxman LV-117) or 
preamplifier (Sony TA-E77ESD) 
with built in D/A converters in 
order to use a OAT player when 
they become more available (and 
affordable).

I am a bit confused as I know 
OAT units, like CD players, have 
built in DACs and therefore one 
should be able to use them in an 
aux input on analogue only amps. I would appreciate your thoughts 
on this matter.
Robert Lehman, 
Singapore.

You 're quite correct in assuming 
that DATplayers are equipped 
with DACs as are CD players, but 
as to how many of them have 
digital outputs remains to be 
seen. It's five years since compact 
disc players first appeared and 
so far only about 50 per cent of 
them have digital outputs, and 
as you have found only a very 
few amps have digital inputs. 
Digital amplifiers do duplicate 
the DACs already fitted in CD 
and DAT players, but may also 
offer improved sound ifdigitally 
connected, however, one of the 
main rationalsfor such 
amplifiers was expected to be to 
facilitate direct CD to DAT digital 
dubbing and this has been 
outlawed (by the music 
industry). You would do much
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For more information on the Akai range of products

Wth the coming of the true digital age, 
new standards in product performance and 
quality of sound will have to be achieved.

And no-one is in a better position to meet 
such a challenge than Akai.

Since 1929 our belief has always been the 
same.

We specialise in hi-fi and are totally com
mitted to producing the best of its kind.

We do not compromise on quality.
We welcome innovation.
We copy no-one.
The ultimate achievement in product 

performance and 
quality of sound is ran
Grand Excellence:' l

But don't take our word for it just listen to 
what the press have to say:

CD-93.
"The luxury presentation extends under the 

glossy exterior, with the extensive use of die-castings 
for botli the base and the substantial smooth-acting 
disc drive."

"This is undoubtedly a CD player with real
class. HI-Fl CHOICE, MAY 1988.

CD-73.
‘'Although the price is fairly high, this player 

showed considerable merit in our tests, and will suit 
the needs of many."HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW, APRIL 1^

"Overall I found the machine thoroughly 
musical. It was hard not just to q - oto the music rather than bmp on taking notes.'

"For £450 the (.D- 75 represents excellent mlue 
tor money and mould make a sensible upgradefrom 
even the best of the £250 players. Its particular 
strengths are its imaging and smoothness."/ NEW HI-FI SOUND, UNE 1988.

bn won't find Akai's Grand Excellence 
range1 in any ordinary hi-fi shop. Only the very 
-elect i\-e hi-fi specialist will carry them.

You may have to search a bit to find one, 
ien you do, it'll be music to your ears.

please phone our Sales Desk on 01-897 0951.



better by selecting one of the 
better integrated or pre/power 
amps. Were not aufait with 
what's available in Singapore 
but would imagine that most of 
the Japanese brands can be 
found and we would suggest you 
check out the Rotel BX series, the 
Harman Kardon 655 Vxi, and the 
latest Gyrus amps from Mission 
which were very well received in 
last month's issue.

On the tuner front both the 
Hitachi 5500 models are worth 
finding as are the Pioneer F91 
and Sony ST-S700ES.

FINE TUNING
I'm looking for ways to improve 
my system which consists of: 
Dual CS503/1 turntable, Hitachi 
HA12 amplifier, Mordaunt Short 
MS25Ti loudspeakers, as well as 
an AiwaADF260 cassette deck. I 
am slightly disappointed with the 
system and suspect that the 
amplifier is letting it down. Could 
you suggest a sub-£200 
replacement that would be 
compatible with the,above 
components?

Your Directory suggests that it 
would be worth changing the 
cartridge on the 50311 and I 
wondered what would be a 
sensible upgrade from the 
Ortofon that comes with the 
deck.

Lastly, my present speaker 
stands are wooden Pioneer Audio 
stands; would decent metal 
stands really make much 
difference to the sound, and how 
much do I need to spend on 
them?
John Wheeler, 
SurroN, Surrey.

You may by now have seen last 
month's issue of Choice which 
majors on amplifiers and will 
give you an idea of the latest 
options. Unless you are looking 
for loads of power there are some 
very good amps available for less 
than £200. Afew notables from 
our last test were the Mission 
Gyrus One, Creek 4040 li and the 
Rotel RA820BX3, all excellent 
amplifiers that will stand you in 
good stead for future upgrades.

On the cartridge front you 
could do a lot worse than buying 
an OM20 stylus and simply 
swapping it with the OMlO you 
already have, thus avoiding the 
hassle of fitting a new cartridge. 
The OM20 went down well with 
our panel when reviewed and 
should provide a significant 
improvement in sound quality.

Finally, yes, good quality 
stands do greatly improve the 
standard offidelity of almost 
any loudspeaker. What you need 
is a stand that is physically 
suited to your speakers, ie one 
that will support the speaker so 
that the tweeter is at ear levelfor 
your given seated height and one 
that has a top plate area that is 
nearly as large as the base of the 
speaker. In this case the 
Monotrack Engineering M4 at 
£58 or Heybrook HBSl at £75 
would seem to fit the bill.

The OM20, there aren t many 
upgrades that are easier.

BLISSFUL IGNORANCE 
Having been blissfully ignorant of 
the world of hi-fi for some ten 
years (when I last bought a 
system) I suddenly went berserk 
in WH Smiths and bought every 
hi-fi magazine in the shop.

Well done chaps, you appear to 
have created an almost perfect 
magazine. (Almost! Ed.) I shall 
look forward to being tortured 
each month by goodies I can't 
afford.

Anyway, may I ask for some 
help in selecting a system in the 
£700-£800 price range consisting 
of a CD player, amplifier and 
loudspeakers. I am fairly happy 
with the idea of the Marantz CD- 
65DX and Celestion DL8 11 
speakers, however, I am not sure 
about an amplifier. Is it possible 
to under-power a loudspeaker?

I note theDL8 lis have a rating 
of 150W and wondered if my 
original choice of a Marantz 
PM35 would be too limited to 
drive them. I would be grateful 
for any advice on the amp issue re 
power rating and any suggestions 
you may have for a system to suit 
my budget.
G. BEDWELL, 
LooE, CoRNWALL.

In certain situations it is possible 
to under-power a loudspeaker. 
For instance, fiyou tried to drive 
the lohm Apogee Scintilla 
speakers with a Marantz PM35 
the latter would at least blow a 
fuse finot expire completely, as 
would the majority of amps. But 
Apogees are thankfully the 
exception to the rule and most 

speakers can be driven 
successfully by most amplfiiers. 
However, a low powered 
amplifier may damage a pair of 
loudspeakers fiit's driven into 
hard clip, which means that it's 
feeding in a heavily distorted 
signal. At this point the sound 
emanatingfrom the speaker will 
be loud and pretty unbearable 
but this is unlikely to occur 
under normal circumstances 
(unless you throw a lot of wild 
parties).

. The 150W rating ascribed ta
the DL8 lis is a maximum power 
rating and not a very useful 
guidelinefor amplifier selection. 
What's more relevant is the 
sensitivity ofthe speaker which is 
measured in decibels per watt or 
dBWas it's better known. This is 
the sound pressure, termed 
decibels, measured at one metre 
for an input of one watt (2.83V), 
thus the higher the dBlW rating 
the more efficient the speaker.

Getting back to your situation, 
the DL8 lis have a sensitivity 
rating of87.5dBIW which is 
reasonably efficient and the 
Marantz PM35 rated at 45W will 
be adequatefor thejob, but 
neither component is suited to 
particularly high volume levels. 
An alternative system we'd 
suggest you listen to would be the 
Rotel RCD 820BX2 CD player, 
Mission Gyrus One amplifier and 
Heybrook HBl loudspeakers. 
Almost as important are the 
ancillaries and we would 
recommend Heybrook HBSl 
speaker stands, Mission speaker 
cable and Myst TM interconnect. 
If you have difi culty tracking 
down the latter, Monster and 
Audio Technica make good 
alternu,tives which are easy to 
come by. If you particularly 
want a matching amplifier and 
CD player then consider Rotel's 
RA 820BX3 which is less 
expensive than the Gyrus and a 
very nice little amp. Pricesfor 
these components can befound 
in the Directory at the back ofthis 
issue.

MIDDLE GROUND
I have followed your reviews for 
some time and, in fact, bought 
the Rote! RA820BX2 and Sony 
CDP-710 with your assistance. 

However, my system (which
includes Mission 7011 speakers
and LinnAxis turntable) leaves
much to be desired in stereo
imaging and depth as well as
timbral qualities. Since classical
music is my mainstay and CD my

preferred medium I really feel I 
must upgrade for better results.

Quite frankly I cannot afford 
the likes of Audio Research - yet. 
In the meantime I have difficulty 
relating mid-priced equipment 
into the audio scheme of things.

!would appreciate it if you 
could give me an idea of what lies 
in the middle ground between 
the likes of RoteVCyrus and 
Audio Research/Krell. I am 
looking for speakers, 
amplification and if necessary a 
better CD player.
John Meakin, 
Ilford.

In sound quality terms the 
middle ground between the two 
extremes you mention is heavily 
oversubscribed by mainly 
British high-end manufacturers. 
There is a vast array of 
equipment to choose from and 
generally, but not always, price 
is indicative of sound quality. 
One positive exception to this 
rule that we at Choice have come 
across are the valve amplifiers 
made by Audio Innovations 
(reviewed in this issue). They 
start at around £300, and seem 
to have a transparency rarely 
found in other amps, and you 
could do a lot worse than routing 
out one of their dealers and 
having a listen.

Alternatively, on the 
transistor front one of the 
strongest companies seems to be 
Musical Fidelity who make pre/ 
power combos that start at 
around £600, but they also make 
integrated amps for 
considerably less which should 
satisfy your requirements.

In order to achieve the three 
dimensional imaging you re 
after you will also need some 
well designed speakers mounted 
on rocksteady stands andfed via 
good quality cable. We would 
suggest that you listen to some of 
the following speakers in the 
context of your CD player and 
the above amplifiers: Musical 
Fidelity MC-2, Snell Type K and 
Monitor Audio R852/MD, these 
retail for between £300 and £400 
and are revealing enough to 
make the most offuture front end 
upgrades. As far as the player 
itself is concerned we would 
suggest you stay with your Sony 
for the present and see how it 
sounds with new amplification 
and speakers as these will allow 
it to show its true colours and 
you U be able to assess whether 
an upgrade is really necessary.HI FI CHOICE m OCTOBER 1988
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I ASPIRATIONS
Take down the hood, pushIII down your foot, turn on the 
music and get out of the city.Ill Dan Houston gets in a Ferrari;■I Chris Richardson photographs.

State-ofthe-art sound systems for classic cars. 
From the top: Sony CDX-J/0, the Daytona's 
cockpit, Sony CDXA20 autochanger, Sony 
XR7300 cassette/radio.

MUSICAL

Machines
HI-FI CHOICE IIfl OCTOBER 1988



The legend lives on, Ferraris at bay.

H . . . . . . . . . .owe ver soft your bottom you woufd be discouraged from leaning against these cars. Apart from the weather the only things allowed to grace their shape are lambscloths and chamois.Both Ferraris, the 1966 275 GTB and 1973 Daytona Spyder are in what is known as 'concours' condition; their interiors smell of well-kept leather; their Cardinalred coats gleam; and under the bonnets their chromed and painted V-12 engines 

look better than new. The 275 stood particularly proudly, having just won the English Ferrari Owners' Club Concours prize in its class when we went to see them.The pair are owned by Bruce Owen, the International Six Metre class world champion yachtsman who has kept them in as original condition as possible. The only real concession he made was to have them kitted out with state-of-the-art in-car equipment by Mike Wells of Fulham. Although Mr Owen employs a father and 

son team full-time to keep hi.s cars in pristine condition, he is not kid-gloved in his approach. "My philosophy is quite simple," he told me, "I am not a collector of museum pieces; I like to drive my cars."Although our feature is about the audio systems in these cars they are first and foremost a driver's animal. Comfort is adequate, but they keep you gloriously in touch with the road as you hurtle a few inches over its surface on springs that leave little to the imagination. In the 275 there is a gentlemanly bar in the passenger footwell allowing you to brace yourself against the seat as the c;1r glues itself into a corner. The feeling is hard, and even in the passenger seat the gear change surges of G-force press you back into the striped leather with an exhilarating leap from the V-of-12 cylinders in front.The best part is fourth gear, which (hush, hush) you don't put the car into before you're fit for the magistrates. Fourth in Daisy (the 4390cc Daytona's nickname), feels like ... well, second in an MG. Whooosh' Off you hurtle into the clear space ahead. We never did get into fifth ...We were driving from the cars' West London mews home to Maranello Concessionaires in Egham, Surrey. The 275 was at the Ferrari garage for some minor checks and our picture shows one of the workshops there. Anything can be done at Maranellos and the place looks like a slice ofthe car's history with models of varying ages and conditions (some down to the bare metal, some hopelessly twisted from when their drivers 'lost them').Both cars have similar sound syste111s which have been installed "to look as if
HI-FI CHOICE m OCTOBER 1988



in ding your TEAC stockist may require a little research

But the 

experience will be 

most rewarding

Better quality audio can only be found 
at better quality audio dealers 

TJE&CC

ZD -880 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
"The ZD-880 should win a lot of friends both in terms of its ergonomics 
and. undoubtedly. its first rate overall sound" Gramophone April \988

TEAC UK Ltd .. 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watlord, Hcfk wdj xya.
Tel: 0293 225235. Fax: 0293 36290. Telex: '115417 TEAC UK G.

Y970X STEREO CASSETTE DECK
"The electronics are evidently of as high a standard as the transport and all these things 

come together to result in a machine with real class" Hi Fl Choice April 19RR
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The Car:Ferrari Daytona Spyder 1973
The System:Sony CDX JJO Control Unit andAutochanger £1150Alpine3521 Two-Channel Amplifier £170 NakamichiPA 400 bass amplifier £329 Nakamichi EC200 Crossover £149 NakamichiFP80 Subwoofers £165 Boston Acoustics 751 Mid!frebleUnit £189Total system cost ( inc installation) £3,500Both cars use Audiolinx interlink phono cable (£6 per metre) and Phoenix Gold loudspeaker cable (£1.50 per metre).

As recommended by Ricardo Tubbs and Hi-Fi 
Choice the Ferrari Daytona Spyder.they should be there", according to Mike Wells. The set-up consists of a control unit, CD autochanger in the boot, two amplifiers, for the ,subwoofers and mid/treble loudspeakers, and crossover unit allowing individual fine tuning of frequency response to the characteristics of the car. Each installation took about two weeks and the cars were "entirely stripped" by Wells's engineers in Fulham for the laying of hefty phono cable along the floor to the speakers and front end.Most of the system is in the boot where a few inches of space are lost to the amplifiers, but the art of concealment is practised - the massive eight-inch Nakamichi subwoofers being hidden behind an oval grille mounted on the back shelf. Even on opening the boot the only sight greeting you is the CD autochanger with its ten-disc removable magazine; the amplifiers are cased in, using the same material as the rest of the boot lining and are invisible. Rows of heat-losing fins along their length keep them cool in this situation. In the 275 the woofers' magnets are visible (if you bend down).Inside the Daytona, Boston Acoustics' 751 mid and treble loudspeaker units are mounted in the provided position, behind a 

chromium grille on the lower forward part of the door. The Sony CDX J10 control unit is installed under the dashboard on the centre console which had to be retrimmed to accommodate it. Mike Wells employs a 'trimmer' whose business is matching materials and, if necessary, cutting out new dashboards to take this auto-audio exotica. In this case he had bought a piece of matching hide from Connolly Brothers of Wimbledon and fitted the unit so that it looks original.Less guile was needed in the 275 where the detachable control unit hangs in a leather trimmed case under the dash. The KEF KAR 110 midrange andKAR 33F tweeter units with their KDN 20 crossover are mounted in the forward edge of the door skins in the (acoustically preferred) slightly higher position than in the Daytona. A natty black grille makes them all but sonically disappear.The Daytona uses a conventional radio aerial but the 275's radio is wired into the rear window heating element, and is described as "not 100 per cent but adequate".Listening to in-car 'hi-fi' is not like listening to your hi-fi at home. In acoustic terms it would be impossible to recreate 

that hi-fi sound .because the environment is necessarily over-reverberant and'closed'. The problem facing engineers and consultants like Mike Wells is how to recreate a high-fidelity experience when you have such a small (and metallic) space, and the equivalent to a team of -navvies out the front. You also have to have enough backup for the plaintive songster not to be drowned by waves of decibels, as petrol-sucking beasts like these crank over at six thousand RPM.Taking into account the unavoidable differences between home and buggy, both these systems Tcquthemselves well, providing the clean, clear cut CD sound. In fact, whereas CD is often considered an inferior source to vinyl for domestic audiophiles (who criticise its brashness) it may be the perfect medium on the move. With the Daytona's hood down (which consequently covers up the subwoofers) the degree of.clarity and confidence in the system was impressive. Outside, just above our heads was the wind, and the curiously distant sound of the snarling engine. Inside, one is bathed in music - it's an odd feeling, but a feeling one can easily get used to.There is ample power to drive the sys-
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tem really loud, which is usually the com^ pensation for having the engine running, but there is no need to do this as the clarity of sound is maintained surprisingly well. Somehow the system makes you feel as though you are in a quieter space than you are, giving a good response through the musical spectrum. And it gives atmosphere as well; not that you need it when a glance at the clock tells you you can go to 180 miles an hour.The control unit is easy and straightforward to use, with push buttons for the radio and CD player, volume, stereo balance, and tone (bass and treble). If you're listening to CD and want to listen to the news, one button takes you instantly to radio. Then another button touch takes. you back to the exact spot you were at on the CD in about three seconds. Changing tracks on a CD is the same as with a domestic player and changing from one disc to another takes about 14 seconds. All ten compact discs will be played through ifyou leave the system alone. While the engine is off the almost silent whirring of the servo motor in the boot reminds the driver he is using up precious battery juice. These cars, they say, need 80 per cent of their full battery charge to fire-up.Bruce Owen is delighted with his in-car entertainment. "In the Daytona with the top down it's terrific," he enthused. He is also complimentary of the stability and
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reliability of the systems and said they had never faltered. When one considers the suspension of the cars this is no mean feat.The purist might not have wanted to alter anything about these now very classic cars, but the purist would probably not even want to drive them, except on a Sunday. For the hi-fi purist, a slightly different animal, they offer about the nearest thing on wheels to his home system. He won't find himself missing information from the music - or the musicality of the reproduced sound itself, and once one accepts the different parameters of sound imposed by the car itself, and the fact that you can't close your eyes (for too long), then they make music on the road pretty good fun.

The Car:Ferrari 275GTB 1966
The System:Sony CDX A20 Auto Changer;XR7300 Radio cassette £1200Nakamichi PA400 bass amplifier £329Nakamichi PA300 mid-trebleamplifier £299KEF KARJJO/KAR33F mid/treble unit,KDN20 crossover £149NakamichiFP80 Subwoofets £165NakamichiEC200 Crossover £149Total system cost ( inc installation) £3,880Supplied and installed by Mike Wells, 57-63. Star Road, London W14 9NX. Tel: (01) 381 0789.Bredfor the track and disguisedfor the street, 

the 275GTB.
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IF YOU THINK THAT GOOD VALUE

LIKE THIS IS UNUSUAL AT WIRES ...

DUAL CS503 NAD 3020E MISSION 700LE
INCLUDING FREE! TARGETTAP 12 SPEAKER STANDS AND 10 METRES OF 79 STRAND CABLE. 

ALL DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR FREE OF CHARGE.

W I R E S

EXCEPTIONAL
Scrndl& Y him

AIWA • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • B&W • DUAL • DYNATRON • KEF • MISSION • MAXELL • NAD • PANASONIC



. . . THEN THINK AGAIN

WIRES BEog BUYS
DUAL CS503-1 TURNTABLE £114.95 ogVE£10
KENWOOD DPM960 COMPACT DISC PlAYER £1eq.95 ogVE£30
AR 186x LOUDSPEAKERS £99.95 ogVE £30
TANNOV VENUS 11 LOUDSPEAKERS £229.95 ogVE £70
KENWOOD KT56L TUNER £7995 ogVE£20
KENWOOD KT55OL TUNER £eq.95 ogVE£20
NAD 1240/2155 AMPLIFIER £2eq.95 ogVE £80
YAMAHA M300 AMPLIFIER £99.95 ogVE £20
KENWOOD KX54 CASSETTE DECK £79.95 ogVE£20
KENWOOD KX66CW CASSETTE DECK £139.95 ogVE£30
ONKYO TA2130 CASSETTE DECK £129.95 ogVE £30
YAMAHA K340 SILVER CASSETTE DECK £129.95 ogeq£30

Simply send you cheque, together wth you nome & address and goods required to: Mail Order Dept, Locldon Shops plc,

• WReqLES • COMPACT DISC PLATOS • LOUDSPogRS
DUALCS2110 £8495 NAD5220 £og.95 AR68x £69.95
NAD5120 £89.95 KENWOOD DP880SG £249.95 MISSION 700LE** £139.95
PIONEER PL223 £7995 PHILIPS CD471 £17995 MORDAUNT SHORT MS25TI £129.95
SANSUI SR222V £159.95 PIONEER PD4050 £16995 MORDAUNT SHORT MS45TI £21995
TECHNICS SL1200 £329^95 TECHNICS SLP200K £179.95 KEFC20 £12495
YAMldA TT300 £og95 YAMAHACDX510 £22995 TANNOY ECLIPSE £11995
YAMAHA TT400 £129.95 YAMAHA CDX81 0 * 4 £2eq.95 'Including Free Target Top 12 Speaker Stands 

and 10 metres of 79 Strand Cable.

• ogNERS • AMPLIFIERS • ogeq DECKS
NAD4225 £139.95 KENWOOD KA550D . £129.95 AIWAADld707 £179.95
PIONEER F551 L £og95 KENWOOD KA660D £159.95 NAD6220 £149.95
SANSUI TUX301 L £139.95 NAD3130 £159.95 TECHNICS RSB305K £129.95
TECHNICS ST600LK £og95 SANSUI AUX201 £139.95 YAMAHA h,300 £149.95
TECHNICS STG70LK £1og95 TECHNICS SU-V650K £249.95
YAMAHA 64L400 £129.95 TECHNICS SU-700K £129.95

ml ORDER ►
Unit 3 Stafford Park Hornchurch, Essex RM11 2SlTet 04024 76808. (Saturdays 0277 218164). Alternatively phone through you Access or Barclaycard number 
Delivery then takes about 7-14 daya All items sent free of charge, anq are fully insured against loss or damage in transit.Al GODS ARE BRAND NEW!!!!

ALL PRODUCTS INCLUDE A FREE 
2 YEAR GUARANTEE
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PERSPECTIVES
Richard Black states the case for tape
recording, offering hints on how to get the best
from your machine.

The Compact Cassette. launched in 
1962, combines convenience with 

low cost. No wonder theformat 
caught on.

c ustomacy hierarchy in hi-h systems tends to place one end or the other of the system chain at the head; turntable (or CD) or loudspeaker. Below these come the amplifier, and then, at the bottom of the list, the two poor cousins, radio and tape recorder.Given that amplifier and loudspeakers are essential whatever the source, the commercial LPs and COs are generally superior in sound quality to commercial cassettes, there is doubtless some logic in 
Getting

Taped
this. Yet for the lucky few who can justify the expense, open reel tape provides a source potentially superior to all other media - although for home use the applications of open reel recorders are limited, and prerecorded tapes are no longer available. The domestic days of open reel tape are effectively over far more so than in the case of LP versus CD, the potentially superior medium was simply too inconvenient - and expensive - for the mass market. The real breakthrough came in 1962 when Philips introduced the Compact Cassette. Within a few years the new standard had caught on and soon developed into a true hi-fi system.But just how high a quality can one reasonably expect in home recording 

equipment, and to what use can this quality be put? I suggest that good recording quality is both attainable and desirable in a domestic system, and that a good recorder can be considered, not exactly as an equal to LP or CD, but as a different program source of perfect hi-fi respectability .There are many reasons why one might use a tape recorder, apart from playing prerecorded tapes. 'Time-shifting' radio programs; swapping recordings with friends; 'bootlegging' concerts; making ori

ginal recordings; oral history; dictaphone -all common uses of home recording gear. The last two arguably require only rudimentary quality and need not concern us here. The rest, however, involve music and therefore demand true high fidelity; given that musicians devote years to perfecting their art, I feel the least one can do to avoid insulting them is to ensure that recordings represent their achievements as well as possible.Before going any fu rther, it seems in order to point out that in terms of legality some recording applications are distinctly shaky. In fact, recording from the radio and at concerts is illegal. I therefore cannot recommend these practices, although I justify my own (occasional) transgressions 

by pointing to the fact that recording works otherwise unavailable is hardly doing the world of music a disfavour. The same goes for performances of well known works by artists who have not recorded them. In fact, this country's paranoia about home taping is not universal. In Japan, some radio stations broadcast cassette recorder alignment tones immediately before live concert relays to aid home tapers!
BACK TRACKINGThe fidelity of any record;ng medium is limited by two factors, bandwidth and resolution (dynamic range). On tape, roughly speaking, bandwidth is limited by tape speed, resolution by track width, and both by the packing density of the magnetic particles which hold the signal on the tape.The tape in cassettes uses very small magnetic particles, while on open reel tape the particles are a little larger, but there is much more tape passing the heads (up to 128 times as much) on an open-reel machine so it is no surprise that achievable sound quality is better. Digital systems (and video) often use a rotating head assembly to obtain high effective tape speeds, but require only very low resolution albeit across a muchwider bandwidth.Professional formats in studios range downwards from 1-inch tape running at 30 ips (inches per second) to Y4 inch tape at 15 ips. 'Domestic' open reel usually implies 
Y4 inch tape at 7Y2 or 3% ips. Cassette tape is Vs inch wide and runs at F/s ips, and is usually used with a noise reduction system.Noise reduction, in the form of the Dolby system, is an established feature of domestic recorders, which provides 10dB (Dolby B or professional Dolby A) or 20dB
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(Dolby C) signal-to-noise ratio improve- better. But ifyou use a recording machine 1) Demagnetise an d clean the heads regu-ment by selective boosting and cutting of certain frequencies and levels. Other noise reduction systems include dbx, which compresses the level of the signal on record and expands it on replay, and various Dolby-like proprietary systems such as JVC's 'ANRS'.Unfortunately, the noise reduction systems tend to compromise clarity and attack slightly, the former by the modulation noise which accompanies any noise reduction system, and the latter by the finite response time of the system. To my ears, the most satisfactory compromise is Dolby B. This gives a worthwhile noise reduction with better clarity than Dolby C, and is less sensitive to alignment problems. All Dolby-type systems depend on accurate alignment of the tape recorder, and the more noise reduction one attempts, the greater the effect of misalignment. Compression/expansion systems often tend to 'breathe' rather, which I for one find distressing - and I don't think I'm the only one, as interest has always been a bit muted.
GETTING THE BESTOf the three tape recording systems currently available to the consumer, cassette is by far the most popular. It combines convenience with low cost, and quality which is at least respectable and can be very good. So how does one use this system to its full potential? One answer is to buy a top-flight cassette recorder and take advantage of the auto-alignment, full feature, bells-and-whistles philosophy. You will get excellent sound off almost any tape, whether recorded by you or anyone else, and you will pay about £1,500 for the privilege. However, short of commissioning a custom machine you can't easily do 

principally for off-air recording and playing prerecorded tapes and friends' recordings, it is possible to obtain very fine results from a cheaper machine if you look after it properly. And to be fair, even the high flyer would require some maintenance --' though if you can afford the machine, you can probably afford to have it professionally serviced now and then.It seems a little strange to me that pec pie expect hi-fi equipment to work forever and a day with no care and attention given to it. No car will run well for long if it's not looked after, and hi-fi is the same, especially items with moving parts. Cassette recorders are particularly critical and have more variables than most other units.Nevertheless, apart from tape type selection and recording level, most machines are not adjusted once by their owner. I suggest that the following schedule is essential to maintain good running order:
Open reel provides afabulous sound source - 
but these days the tape running costs are 
prohibitively high.

larly (say every 50 hours' use, for perfection).2) Visually check the heads and pinch rol- !er for wear from time to time and have worn parts replaced.3) On a new machine, or whenever poor performance is suspected, check head alignment (azimuth) and Dolby level.4) If possible, check bias level.Demagnetising heads is often overlooked, but is vital to remove residual magnetism that gets built up in normal operation. If this is not done, tapes will sound dull (even duller if Dolby is used) and may be permanently damaged. If you find that prerecorded tapes sound particularly lacking in treble, demagnetising the heads could be the answer. By far the simplest way to do this is with the TDK demagne tiser, a neat device in a cassette shell which costs under £15 and works very well. Alternatively, use a prod-type demagne- tiser, which will cost a little less - but keep cassettes well away! Heads should be cleaned with a cotton wool bud moistened with isopropyl alcohol (it costs pennies from your local chemist), but pinch rollers should be cleaned with water onlyHead wear is not necessarily worrying if it is even across the head, but uneven wear gives poor sound in many ways and is indicative of transport problems. Pinch roller life is unlikely to exceed 2,000 hours; the roller should be quite cylindrical, not beer barrel-shaped. A worn pinch roller can mangle tapes, so beware.The remaining checks on most decks require a test tape, and adjustments will probably mean removing the cover of the deck and getting inside, armed with the owner's manual. If a proper manual was not supplied with the deck (and often it is not), one can generally order one for a
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Affordable Analogue
NEW LOW PRICES

NOW ONL Y £114.95 CS 503-1 NOW ONL Y £114.95

Dual
"

The Dual CS 503-1 is 
the most important 
turntable introduced in 
the last year "
New Hi Fi Sound, March 1988

In absolute terms it 
is a good turntable for 
the money, with few 
rivals at the all-in
price. "
Hi Fi News, December 198 7

Dual
NOW ONLY £139.95 CS 505-3 NOW ONLY £139.95

Dual
''

The improved 505-3 
sounded impressive too 
with a deeper fuller 
bottom end and a greater 
feeling of authority. " 
WhatHi Fz; December 198 7

...505-3 sounded better 
separated and slightly more 
vivid. "
What Hi Fz; December 198 7 Dual

FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
Write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited,

FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9BS.



small charge from the manufacturer or importer. The manual for my deck cost £2.50. .It may be worth enquiring whether making adjustments inside a deck invalidates the guarantee. If it does, complain! After all, no professional machine is expected to go a week without adjustments, and as long as adjustments do not involve removal of parts I don't see why domestic decks should not be subject to performance tweaks.A test tape is not a common item in domestic tape collections, but I suggest it should be. Professional test cassettes cost up to £80, but I obtained a very good, comprehensive one from !an Harrison, of 7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby, for £18.50. Mr Harrison offers a range of cassettes from £3.50 to £18.50, depending on what you want to align. The top one contains test tones for azimuth, frequency response, speed accur- acv. wow and flutter, Dolby processors and level meter calibration, and is available from Mr Harrison or Moth Marketing in Bedford (Tel: 0234 741152). It comes with comprehensive instructions, and requires no special test instruments for most of the tests on most cassette decks.So you have cleaned and demagnetised your cassette deck, and perhaps checked Dolby level and head adjustment with a test tape. How good can the results be? As usual, there is an unfortunate correlation between what you spend and what you get, but the entry point for quality is not alarming.
FOR EXAMPLETo see what the money buys, I recently examined two cassette decks, not so much in the manner of a review (read the reviews for that !) as in search of pointers to the range of performance available. In order not to appear partial, I will not name either machine, but I will say that 'A' costs £110 and is a basic budget machine, while 'B' Is a recently discontinued but very high quality machine, last seen available for about £700. They are intended as examples
TDK's simple-to-use head demagnetiser is a 
good investment for keeping your cassette deck 
on top form. DAT recorders will need looking 
after too -pictured is a DAT head cleaning 
cassette.

of the pretty cheap and the pretty dear.Machine A has two heads, manual selection of ferric, chrome or metal tape type, Dolby B, five-point bargraph metering, and a record level control which operates on both channels identically. Transport is dri ven by a single motor. Machine B has three heads, twin capstans and two motors, Dolby B, real meters (needles, not those vile bargraphs), a stereo record level control with an additional 'balance' control, and an output level control. It also has - and this for me is where it scores significantly- user switchable equalisation and bias (separately), switchable MPX (FM radio spurious signal) filter, and front panel fine adjustment of bias and record level with a built-in oscillator so that the machine can be accurately aligned for every tape that is inserted. I far prefer everything to be manually adjustable; even if the tape recorder has auto-alignment I would rather have the option of manual tweaking at least.In terms of performance, 'A' does very creditably. It was not perfectly aligned when I bought it (recently), but even so it sounded quite acceptable. Properly set up, degradation is noticeable but not offensive. There is a distinct lack of absolute clarity and some distortion, but treble and bass come over fairly well even though measurements show them to be somewhat lacking. Measured performance is typical of the price range, with frequency response fairly flat from 50Hz to 10kHz at moderate record levels, extending to 25Hz without much attenuation but crashing pretty fast above 10kHz, although replay- only response is better at high frequencies. Signal-to-noise and maximum output levels are only marginally worse than expensive recorders. Tape transport stability is pretty good, although inspection of
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A good cassette deck 11eeds a 1'1/.Cf.Cfl'd, ll'ell 
engineered transport. (Pie toiiili’sif ofPopst

Motors Ud, Andover)the insides showed that the capstan flywheel is significantly off true. Altogether, quite satisfactory for off-air recording or playing back prerecorded tapes. However, better sound quality can certainly be had, and the machine has no fancy features at all.Externally, 'A' shows evidence of cost savings in case and controls. It avoids feeling 'cheesy' by a narrow margin, and the case is made of very thin sheet steel. However, it is obviously reasonably rugged, and the internals are quite sound and well mounted. Circuit design makes efficient and economical use of the components, though inevitably with some compromise in performance.Machine 'B' is some years old and has not been factory serviced. Despite this, it required only very modest tweaking to bring its performance to specification, and that did not require removal of the top cover. At moderate recording levels, frequency response is stunning, extending from about 14Hz to 22kHz, -3dB, and only 14dB down at 30kHz (on ferric tape, yeti). Subjectively, noise levels are much lower than with machine A, and maximum output levels, although measured at about the same level, sound louder without objectionable distortion. Ergonomically, the machine is superb; it feels right and sounds solid when it operates. Tape winding is very fast and provides a good, even pack.Internal construction is similar to 'A', surprisingly so in many ways, and the capstan motor is of a similar type. However, • there are more metal parts (instead of plastic), and the capstan flywheels are
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very well made and finished. The case is also much sturdier. The machine has various timer features, useful for recording radio programmes while you're out, and logic control of the transport, making fo; very kind tape handling. And the audio circuits are much more generous with components and therefore (presumably) performance.Sound quality reflects these extra details. The three head system allows switching between source and tape monitoring whilst recording, and one can compare the sound off-tape with what went into the deck very easily. I can't say I've heard much better from cassett8, and apart from some hiss the sound starts to compete with open reel recorders.Source monitoring reveals that the machine's amplifier electronics are not perfect, but the problems are not great - principally a slight loss of transparency. Apart from the increase in hiss, switching out the •noise reduction circuits gives a noticeable improvement in the recorded soLind; this is a trade-off that will obviously be down to the user to decide. It cannot be too strongly emphasised to what extent the good performance of this deck is due to good alignment, though, and a recorder like this is largely wasted if advantage is not taken of the front panel alignment features. Then again, the ease of alignment means that it can give of its best with any tape, while machine A will often be under par due simply to tape variations which are not readily compensated for.
TAPED UPThe question ofwhat tape to use can be a little vexed, as Alvin Gold found out when he tested several dozen of them for Choice last March. Not all tapes perform the same on different machines - and, if your machine is easily aligned from the front panel, you will find. that even different batches of the same type of tape vary noticeably.Unless you have such an alignment facility it is best to stick to one brand and type of tape, after a little experimentation to find what is best. If you can align for different tapes you will be more flexible, but even then you will probably find a favourite. It is always worth buying a good brand of tape for a good recorder; very cheap tapes tend to sound cheap.As for prerecorded tapes, the conventional wisdom is that these tend to be poor. Certainly, they can sometimes be dull, hissy and lacking bass, but some are distinctly better than others. Anyone who has watched a high speed tape duplicator in action will be amazed that the process works at all, and it always looks as if the tape is about to snag and break. However, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with high speed duplicating, and the problems are often with the particular equipment used. 'Real time' duplicated cassettes can be better but are not always so. The very

best I have heard come from InSync of New York. These are copied on selected TDK chrome cassettes at normal speed, using Nakamichi cassette decks individually aligned for each cassette. Prices are high, but so is quality, which certainly starts to compete with LP and CD.
ALTERNATIVESWhat of other tape formats? I have worked extensively with professional open reel recorders, and they are in a different league from cassette in terms of bass and treble extension, dynamic range, pitch stability, transparency ...But they are very expensive to buy and use. Domestic open reel recorders (the few that-are still available) do certainly have the edge over cassette, but bear in mind that tape costs typically £6 pet' hour upwards, against £1 per hour for decent cassette tapes. Then again, if you want to record whole Wagner opera acts unbroken, you will find the ability to get up to three hours on a reel useful. If you are going to record from microphones, an open reel (or OAT) recorder is indispensable, but for domestic use it is of slightly limited application.Digital Audio Tape (OAT) is a fascinating development. It offers up to two hours' continuous recording on a cassette smaller than a Philips cassette, in 'digital quality'. It is certainly very quiet and in many ways better than cassette, but I have reservations about current digital technology (the sampling rate, basically), and have compared a OAT recorder with various open reel recorders, to the detriment of the former. If you are prepared to spend £1,000 on a cassette recorder then OAT machines are certainly well worth considering. However, they do seem to me a little like a
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DAT is emine11/ly suitablefor lire locution 
recording,jor omateurs and professionals 
alike. Pictured is So11 1/> TCD-D/0 portable DAT 
recorder - lronde;jully compact. but preseni/.IJ 
on sale only to professional recording 
engineers. And putting things into perspectiie. 
two hours'worth oftapr 011 open reel ('!• inch 
running a/SOipsforstudio mastering ijiwii/ij}. 
compact cassette aiid DAT.

You won't see them in many hi-fishops: Pm 
and semi-pro mochines.froln !'vEiL /Jritoin) 
only ca0sette deck m a 111{[acturersolution looking for a problem.The point is that cassette is capable of very good results and is also compatible with everything down to a ghetto blaster or car cassette player. OAT machines «•ill not come down to the£ I 00 mark for a very long time, and then I suspect only playback- only machines, so compatibility with cheap and cheerful decks is going to be limited.The really exciting application for OAT is one which of course I wouldn't even consider (ahem), bootlegging concerts ...It is also suitable for professional and amateur live or studio recording, and its size makes it particularly attractive for location ust'. We shall have to wait and see hfiii the format catches on.
ADDING IT UPThe use ofcassette or other recording formats in hi-fi systems varies a lot from one user to another, and the importance you attach to it will obviously depend on vrhat you want it for. If it is principally for replaying prerecorded tapes, you can dispense with metal tape compatibility and Dolby C-but then ever more decks, even at low prices, have those features. You 1rill also probably not need three heads.But if you do a fair amount of off-air recording from a good tuner, or \rish to copy high quality source material, the improvements due to a high quality cassette deck will be very obvious. For anyone who uses cassettes extensively I strongly recommend that a small amount - £;35 should be plenty - be set aside for accrs- sories; at least a cleaning kit and demag- netiser, and preferably a manual and test tape too. That way you will still have the same quality machine in a year's time, and not only half of it.
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WITH SO MUCH EXCELLEN 
THERE’S STILL A LITT

Arcam Alpha Amplifier
Nakamichi OMS-4£ C.D. Player NAIM NAG 32-5 Pre Amp

ÏÏ Í4 l
Arcam FM/LW/MW Tuner

NAIM NAIT101 FM Tuner

NAD VP (vinyl playing) System

Sennheiser HD450 
Headphones

£

B&W CMÌ Speakers Ariston ff Deck Turntable
Alphason Delta 

Tonearm

Audiolab 8000P Power Amp

Audiolab 8000C Pre Amp

Marantz SD35 Cassette Deck

Mission. Nakamichi. Nairn. Quad. These are just 

a few of the very best Hi-Fi names that fill our show

rooms at Auditions. But what's in a name unless you 

can compare and contrast it with other names first.

At Auditions we’ve got special demonstration 

studios where you can do just that. Where you can 

give our equipment a proper hearing, in a relaxed 

atmosphere, before you make your final choice.

WALTON-ON-THAMES, 44 High Street.Tel: 0932 232393. OPENING SOON

ORPINGTON, 200 High Street.Tel: 0689 70625. WITHAM, Unit l,The Grove Centre.Tel:TBA.

CHELSEA, 1248 Kings Road.Tel:TBA. Open late September. BRIGHTON, 89Westem Road.Tel:TBA. -

STOCKISTS OF AIWA ■ ALPHASON ■ AR • ARCAM ARISTON • AUDIOLAB • B&W • CELEF • CYRUS • DENON DUAL ■ EXPOSURE ■ GALE ; HEYBROOK • INCA-TECH



T HI-FI TO CHOOSE FROM,
LE ROOM TO HEAR IT.

Gyrus One Amplifier

Gyrus PSX Power SupplyMission 700 Speakers

A little room to hear it

Mission PCM
7000 C.D. Player

For our recommendations on ready to run systems, we believe the following all offer excellent reproduction and value.
A f5 R Alpha Plus Amplifier (20 + 20)
Dual CS.-503/1 Turntable
Mission 700 LE Speakers
Inc. 10m x 76 Strand Speaker Cable 
£349.95

AR A04 Amplifier (40 + 40)
AR EB 101 Turntable
AR 6BX Speakers
Inc. IOm x 79 Strand Speaker Cable 
£399.95

Musical Fidelity AI Amplifier (20 + 20)
Marantz CD65DX CD Player
Gale CS 220 Speakers
Inc. Target TT2 f5 HB81 Stands
Chord Co. Int;,conneas, 10m
Exposure Terminated Cable 
£829. 95

Naim Nait Amplifier (25 + 25)
Alphason Sonata Turntable!Opal/Eroica
A f5 R Arcam 2 Plus Speakers
Inc. Target TT2/HBS1 Stands, 10m
Naim Cable
£1649.95

Exposure Amplifier 61718 Super (40 + 40)
Alphason Sonata!HR JOOSIOC7
Gale 301 Speakers
Inc. Target TT2, Heybrook HBSJ
Stands, JOm Exposure Terminated Cable. 
£2749. 95

Naim 32.5/Hi Cap/Naxo/135 (75 + 75)
Alphason Sonata Turntable/HRIOOMCSIOC9
Naim SBL Speakers
Inc. Target TT2/TT5 Stands
JOm Naim Cable
£8499. 95

We’ve also got expert staff standing by to give 

you friendly impartial advice whenever you need it.

It's not often you get room service when you buy 

your Hi-Fi. So sit back and enjoy it. i t i o

STAFF. Staff are required at all levels for Auditions stores opening 
in Chelsea, Brighton and Witham.Tel: 04024 72337 for details.
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY. In a few instances not all stores carry 
every listed brand. Please phone before making a journey.

FREE MAIL ORDER. For Auditions carriage free mail order service, 
contact ourWalton-on-Thames store.
EXTENDED 2 YEAR GUARANTEE. Auditions offeran extended 
2 Year Guarantee on all items of equipment except styli.

KEF • MARANTZ • MICHELL • MISSION • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAIM • NAKAMICHI • ONKYO PROAC • QUAD • REVOLVER • ROKSAN • SONY • WHARFDALE • YAMAHA



Studio Power
BRITAIN'S FASTEST GROWING

LOUDSPEAKER COMPANY
The Audiofile Range from 
Studio Power-designed to 
offer high quality sound at an
affordable price. SIGNET: A 
versatile loudspeaker at under 
£80, will perform well with any 
system or as a second speaker. 
SAPPHIRE: A GEM of a speaker 
for less than £130 with 1 00 
watt power handling. If you 
are thinking of buying a 
diamond or any other high 
quality small speaker then 
DON'T until you've heard the 
SAPPHIRE-we think you might 
change your mind.
SYMPHONY: A £170 high 
performance loudspeaker for 
the connoisseur, if true sound 
reproduction is important to 
you, then you must come and 
listen to the SYMPHONY.

The Studio Power Designer Range 
combines good sound reproduction with 
ultra modern appearance. SUB 2000 
SYSTEM: The ideal speaker for those who 
want a big sound without having huge 
cabinets. SOUND PANEL: A speaker 
system for today's I iving environments. 
A wall mounted speaker offering good 
looks with good sound qualities.

DO NOT MISS OUT 
SEE US IN ROOMS 
1012 & 1014 AT 
THE PENTA SHOW 
—WE PROMISE 
YOU WON'T BE 
DISAPPOINTED.

Stadio
Power
Studio House, 65 Victoria Road, 

Guiseley, LSaO BDQ
Tel (0943)870057 Fax(0943)870040



PERSONAL
MESSAGESI Beginning a new monthly columnI where Paul Messenger airs his views| | on all matters hiji

For about eight years I wrote a 
regular monthly column for 
another hi-fi magazine - which 
perhaps provided some 
masculine insight into the PMT 
experience, but was rewarding 
nonetheless. Subjective Sounds 
finished some four years ago, so 
I’ve had a good break, but have 
also missed the opportunity to 
comment and express opinion 
that doesn’t necessarily conform 
to an ‘editorial we’.

Any regular column reflects 
the personality of the author (for 
good or ill), particularly when 
the brief is nice and loose, so 
there are bound be similarities 
between this and its predecessor. 
But I hope Personal Messages 
will benefit from greater maturity 
(not to mention enhanced depth 
and stereoscopic perspectives!). 
The plan is to attempt to cover 
one or two hi-fi (and occasionally 
consumer electronics) products 
a month that particularly take my 
fancy, irrespective of whether 
Choice has or is reviewing them 
formally.

The first duty of any 
commentator on the hi-fi scene is 
to attempt to identify his/her own 
prejudices and tastes, so that the 
reader can add appropriate 
pinches or handfuls of salt whilst 
reading between the lines. My 
own system has remained 
remarkably stable over the years, 
combining Linn front end with 
!sobarik loudspeakers driven 
actively by Nairn electronics. 
Though I’ve enjoyed the 
occasional update, there still 
seems to be plenty of music 
lurking within the wires, and I’m 
in no hurry to undertake any 
major changes.

As a system its strengths 
certainly don’t lie in the ability to 
create a subtly layered, precisely 
defined and infinitely deep 
stereo soundstage. ! like stereo 
better than mono, but not to the 
point where I regard it as much 
more than the window dressing 
that accompanies a musical 
performance. And I remain 
mildly suspicious of the fact that 
one tends to hear much more 
stereo imagery with exotic 
audiophile hi-fi systems than at 
any of the live concerts (acoustic 
or electric) that I have attended. 

As an !sobarik user of very long
standing, I am also obviously

rather more tolerant than many 
people of the tonal balance and 
coloration aberrations that 
particularly characterised early 
samples. During my personal hi-fi 
odyssey, !sobariks replaced the 
original Quad Electrostatic 
design (which I still keep close 
by as a vital source of reference). 
In almost every respect these two 
loudspeakers represent a 
dramatic contrast as far as the 
cosmetics of sound quality is 
concerned, yet I still regard them 
as two of the finest ever 
commercial designs for 
communicating the emotional 
content of a musical experience.

It is this emotional 'ingredient X' which lies at the root of my 
enjoyment of hi-fi, and justifies 
the expenditure of considerable 
sums of money. Others who enjoy 
music more as an intellectual 
stimulus may find that other 
criteria suit their purposes 
better. I offer no apology, merely 
note that my comments may be of 
limited relevance to their 
particular tastes.

Without the discipline of 
monthly column copy dates, I've 
only spent a limited amount of 
time listening to the latest 
equipment, but two quite recent 
arrivals have attracted attention. 
The first is Rega's new Bias 
cartridge, which finally solved a 
system matching difficulty that 
had plagued me for months. The 
problem lay in finding the right 
(high output) cartridge to sit at 
the end of an RB300 tonearm 
mounted on a Linn Sondek, 
feeding a Nairn NAJT driving the 
aforementioned old model Quad 
Electrostatics.

Goldilocks would have 
sympathised as I tried a range of 
alternatives that were either too 
dull (the earlier Rega model for 
example) -and hence lifeless 
with rock music and a bit treacly 
with classical. Or were too bright 
(the cheap Audio Technicas and 
Linn's variations on that worthy 
theme, up to and including the 
K9, which definitely had sharp 
teeth when asked to reproduce 
classical music in this system).

Bias proved the answer to 
every porridge-fancier's dream - 
just right; or rather more than 
just right in fact. Not only did the 
treble come under control and 
stop electrostatics from sounding 

spikey and fatiguing (something 
the old Quads are always inclined 
to do anyway, given half a chance 
in an ill-matched system). But 
the cartridge also delivers 
midrange dynamics that can 
match many of the very best MC 
models around.

This midrange vividness leads 
me to draw parallels with the 
London (nee Decca) and Clear 
Audio cartridges. Bias lacks the 
temperament of the former and 
extravagance of the latter, and as 
each has its,:.own quite distinct 
flavour I wouldn't pretend it is a 
substitute for either. Instead it is 
an unusually good and relatively 
vice-free cartridge at a very 
affordable price. Take in some 
old Beatle records ifyou're going 
cartridge shopping - they haven't 
got much besides midrange in 
any case -and be prepared for a 
very pleasant surprise.

Speakersfrom Alexander - the £349 Aurora sounds promising.
There isn't quite the bottom 

end extension and power that top 
low output cartridges seem to 
provide as a matter of course, but 
that is a minor failing in a 
cartridge that costs only £34. 
Given a midrange as good as this, 
all other factors - including the 
bilious green bodywork - slide 
towards irrelevance. In many 
senses the performance of Bias 
calls into question popular 
misconceptions about 'moving 
magnet' sound, and shows what 
can be achieved by the sort of 
mechanical engineering 
attention usually reserved for MC 
models.

The other product for this 
month is a pair of loudspeakers 
called Aurora, from a Bristol 
based company called Alexander 
Acoustics. They're quite small, 

quite expensive (£349/pair) but 
rather good too, if my memory 
serves me correct. (Unlike 
practically every other 
manufacturer/distributor, 
Presence Audio invariably want 
equipment back before you've 
quite finished with it -in this 
case a fortnight ago, such were 
the delays at my end occasioned 
by much minor trifles as moving 
house and setting up home on a 
building site...).

Consequently I never did get 
round to using the supplied 
stands (which are due to be 
modifed anyway), or carrying out 
such basic tasks as checking 
dimensions and weight. But I did 
listen to them for a month or so, 
and would happily have 
continued to do so for a while 
longer had it been permitted. 
Though small and lacking real 
bass extension and weight, and a 
touch 'quacky' in the midband, 
Aurora is essentially an 
inherently highly informative 
design.

One of my working day 
pleasures is to have Radio 4 
burbling along in the background 
whilst tearing contributors' copy 
apart with a vicious multicolour 
ballpen. Many far more exotic 
speakers simply fail to burble 
satisfactorily at low levels. 
Seemingly struck down by severe 
sinusitis, they quickly irritate 
and grate on the half-listening, 
semi-subconscious ears. Yet the 
Auroras sounded clear and 
articulate even at the lowest 
levels -if they hadn't, I wouldn't 
have put up with them for a week, 
let alone a month. They don't 
work badly loud either, though 
with vinyl rock music the lack of 
oomph tends to become more 
apparent.

James Alexander Neal makes 
a number of mildy outrageous 
technoclaims couched in 
terminology sufficiently vague as 
to render certification 
impossible. But the loudspeakers 
do have metal cases, which is 
very unusual and probably a good 
thing. And they don't have the 
small, boxy and underwhelming 
character of most ultra
compacts. There's maybe a bit 
too much 'character' in the strict 
sense of the word for some 
people, but I'd rather that than 
blandness any day.HJ-FI CHOICE m OCTOBER 1988



MARKET RESPONSE
Dan Houston talks to hiji dealers across the 
country about cassette decks, bringing you 
their comments on matters ranging from 
reliability to DAT.

Cassette decks are known as hi- 
fi's bastard medium and so (in 
these days of volatile morality) 
remain a bane to the. 
establishment, if we can call the 
music industry that, and a joy to 
those who like to extend their 
record collections cheaply. And 
however illegal it is to use the 
medium for copying, which some 
argue is the most common reason 
for owning a cassette deck, it is 
still one of, if not the most desired 
components in the hi-fi set-up. 
CD players have increased the 
appeal of the cassette deck, 
which hopefully mirrors what it 
hears onto tape, and top quality 
recordings of live concerts from a 
decent FM stereo tuner can rival 
anything else as a musical 
source.

As we enter the digital age the 
only possible rival for the 
cassette deck may be DAT which, 
as yet, is unavailable on any 
organised scale. DAT (Digital 
Audio Tape) machines can be 
bought in London's West End, but 
there is not yet the service back
up infrastructure to support a 
mass market. Only Japan and 
West Germany have domestic 
Sony machines according to Nick 
Hopewell-Smith, spokesperson 
for the electronics giant. Two 
domestic machines. are available 
through the pucka pro audio 
sales HHB outlet, but these are 
restricted to professional users 
and all invoices go back to Sony 
to prove that status, he claimed.

DAT is still perceived by the 
recording industry as an 
imposter that will do to CD what 
the compact cassette did to the 
LP, and Sony seems to be 
respecting the music industry's 
xenophobia until the reasons for 
domestic DAT are better 
understood. Even when DAT is 
brought into the UK Sony see it as 
purely a high-end alternative to 
cassette decks and the compact 
cassette's longevity looks assured 
for at least a decade or more. 
Sony's domestic machines are 
also built to record at 48kHz 
sampling frequency, preventing 
direct digital copying of CDs.

Nick Hopewell-Smith also 
pointed out that DAT will never 
threaten CD in the same way that 
compact cassette hit vinyl sales 
because CD is already several 

things that vinyl is not. CD is not 
only portable, non-scratchable 
(!) and multi-functional-with 
in-car systems and the like - but 
it also offers the cachet of owning 
the artist's album; with artwork, 
lyrics and credits making it 
infinitely more appealing than 
the blank tape medium.
Domestic DAT will therefore only 
appeal to the audiophile market 
where quality of recording makes 
it viable against the cassette 
deck. DAT software, at around £9 
a blank tape, also makes the 
medium prohibitive until the 
manufacturers decide to push it.

Of the dealers we spoke to in 
this survey many were getting 
questions from customers who 
often felt that DAT would take 
over from CD as the "next best 
thing to come on to the market". 
Customers may therefore be 
procrastinating about buying a 
CD player because of the 
misinformation and poor press 
that DAT has had so far. Dealers 
said customers were not 
associating DAT with the tape 
medium but regarding it as a new 
medium in itself. While pointing 
out that the time scale and cost 
would keep DAT out of the 
ordinary home for many years 
dealers did say that the medium 
was a stimulus - creating new 
interest in hi-fi.

Peter Russell of the Hi-Fi 
Attic, Plymouth, felt that Tandy's 
recordable CD system (due here 
late '89) would put the kibosh on 
all tape everywhere. Tandy claim 
that a record- and- erasable CD is 
viable withinitial hardware costs 
of $500, but the UK office could 
not confirm software costs and 
weren't even 100 per cent sure 
Britain would get it. But back to 
cassette decks ...

For this market survey we sent 
out around 100 questionnaires to 
dealers up and down the UK. Our 
approach is random but if a 
dealer wants to be consulted 
regularly then we do so. We also 
telephone dealers to put flesh on 
the bones of the results, and to 
get some comment on the market 
situation at the moment. Market 
Response is based on the main 
review topic of the magazine and 
complements the reviews as a 
buying guide looking at matters 
such as reliability and giving a 

best sellers' table.
Several dealers told us 

cassette decks were better now 
than ever before with improved 
components providing enhanced 
sound quality and better 
reliability. And some agreed that 
the cassette deck was chosen by 
their customers as the secondary 
source although sales of cassette 
decks have actually been falling 
steadily over the past three years.

Stephen Duncan of BREMA, 
the British Radio and Electronic 
Equipment Manufacturers' 
Association told us that whereas 
in 1985 590,000 cassette decks 
had been delivered to retailers, 
in 1987 the number was only 
430,000. The current figures for 
the first five months of this year 
showed a drop in sales by 69 per 
cent on the same period last year, 
while CD players are 28 per cent 
up on last year's sales. According 
to BREMA 1987 saw 737,000 CD 
players into the shops. This 
seems to confirm CD's popularity 
over other media.

One cause for concern from 
many dealers was that there was 
no domestic British cassette 
deck on the market at present. In 
previous surveys dealers told us 
they even lost sales on British 
systems because they couldn't 
offer a British cassette deck to go 
with the rest of the system.

TWIN SPIN
A couple ofdealers informed us 
that twin cassette decks were on 
the way out and that customers 
"realised they were not getting 
the same reliability and 
performance" for their money. 
However, in spite of this trend we 
have twin cassette decks as best 
sellers from two or three dealers.

Harking back to April's survey, 
when we asked dealers about 
twin cassette decks, we found 
agreement that two for the price 
of one meant you got a half of 
each. Manufacturers had to cut 
down on the component costs 
and consequently quality 
suffered; our advice (through 
dealers) then was that you 
should pay around twice the 
money for a reasonable twin 
cassette deck (ie: £250) in order 
to get reasonable quality and 
reliability. Dealers also told us 
that double cassette decks were 

often a fad for customers who 
hadn't thought out properly why 
they might want one. If you're not 
going to use it much it seems 
you're better off putting your 
money into a good single deck.

RELIABILITY
Cassette decks as a whole don't 
seem to suffer from reliability 
problems. We got a few juicy 
comments on the subject, but 
overall it seems things are going 
well and if you look after your 
deck you can expect years of life 
from it (an average six years for 
the heads). We calculated that 
only 2.96 per cent of cassette 
decks arrive from the 
manufacturer as faulty which is 
about the same as our 
calculations in the spring. The 
results of our table must 
therefore be held against this 
light; reliability is not a great 
problem and you are more likely 
to get a machine that djes work 
than one which does not 
whatever the brand.

Notoriously unreliable brands 
sink very quickly anyway because 
handling them is expensive and 
time consuming to the retailer. 
However, we did ask dealers to 
comment on reliability and have 
calculated the findings on a 
points system. Of course, the 
more of a brand the dealer 
handles the more likely he is to 
find unreliable samples but in 
the past we have found dealers 
aware of this.

The most reliable brand is 
Nakamichi with 83 points 
followed by Denon with 70 points, 
Yamaha with 58 points, Technics 
with 30 points and Marantz with 
26 points. Where unreliability 
was concerned only two brands 
stood out: Aiwa and Denon, both 
with 35 points. This creates a 
precedent with the survey 
highlighting just how individual 
it is. Denon had done 
extraordinarily well in the past 
on reliability but were criticised 
in our One Name Systems issue 
(61) where several dealers felt 
t he firm was overstretching 
itself.

Rob Foilis of Hayden
Laboratories, who import the
Denon range from Japan said
that the company had just set up
a special service department toHl-FI CHOICE m OCTOBER 1988



deal solely with domestic hi-fi. 
(Previously their service dept. 
was dealing also with 
professional gear which 
necessarily has to be repaired 
very quickly, domestic 
equipment being pushed to the 
back of the queue.) Reported 
problems over reliability may be 
due to dealers having to wait for 
faulty goods to be returned, he 
told Choice. This is partly borne 
out by our "fast and slow repair 
chart" where ten dealers 
complained of slowness from 
Denon. We calculated a mean 
equipment turnaround time of 
five weeks for the firm as 
opposed to the 3.3 week average 
repair period for cassette decks. 
Two dealers said Denon were fast 
at dealing with repairs.

The fastest repair time brand 
was calculated as Nakamichi 
with eight mentions for being fast 
and two for slow. Yamaha and 
Harman Kardon were also 
mentioned as speedy at dealing 
with problems, while Pioneer 
were said to be slow by three 
dealers. If the problem is not 
severe dealers will often repair 
the cassette deck themselves and 
varying times from 48 hours to 
two weeks were given for this. On 
average we found dealers take 
1.16 weeks on repairs. It is 
interesting to note that the 
average repair times given above 
are almost the same as those 
calculated in our April issue.

CLEAN HANDS
"Many people think a cassette 
deck will run forever without 
cleaning ... and they are stupid 
... and if their guarantee has run 
out then the dealers make a few 
bob out of them!" One dealer told 
us he was delighted to take the 
"not-working" cassette deck into 
the back of his shop, swab the 
heads, pinch rollers etc with 
isopropyl alcohol and give it back 
to his beaming customer in 
exchange for a fiver.

However, if you read Choice 
you probably know all this so we 
asked dealers to name their best 
selling cassette deck cleaner. It 
is the Allsop 3, marketed by the 
Path Group at £3.95 and 
recommended by 90 per cent of 
the dealers we spoke to. But over 
half of those dealers said that the 
better (and cheaper) method 
was to actually get into the 
cassette deck and do the job 
oneself with isopropyl alcohol 
(available from chemists) and 
cotton wool buds. Of course the 
operation does take time and is 
not as easy as bunging in the 
cleaning cassette, but use of 
alcohol puts you firmly in the 
audiophile (or would-be 
audiophile) class and you'll 
amaze friends with technical 

wizardry and knowhow! Take 
care to use isopropyl though, as it 
is the purest alcohol. While 
something like meths looks 
pretty in a little glass vial, dealers 
told us it could leave a residue on 
the tape heads. As to how often 
you should clean your cassette 
deck the consensus varied from 
"once a fortnight" to "every two 
months"; here cotton wool buds 
are useful as they will show the 
dirt as you clean the heads and 
roller. Most important is to clean 
the heads before recording.

TAPED UP
We also asked dealers for their 
best selling tape. Over half the 
dealers questioned quoted That's 
tape as the best seller, a quarter 
told us TDK was tops and Maxell 
was also mentioned a few times, 
followed by Sony. This is not 
necessarily a complete picture 
for the planet right now as many 
dealers only sell the one brand of 
tape. What is important, 
according to a couple of dealers, 
is to stick to one or two brands of 
tape and correctly set up the tape 
deck's bias and equalisation for 
them.

Norman Perriam of Norman 
Audio pointed out that although 
there was "supposed to be 
standardisation for tape types, in 
practise they vary". Many 
machines are set up for TDK tape 
in Japan and if you are using 
another brand then it's advisable 
to get your dealer to look at the 
setting. Norman Audio said they 
also would look at azimuth to get 
optimum frequency response 
when setting up a deck, 
complaining that many 
manufacturers were lax on 
azimuth setting and many 
cassette decks arrived with wide 
tolerance levels.

CONSISTENCY
The above point brings us to 
sound quality consistency; 
Norman Audio said the variations 
in frequency response from 
cassette decks lead to machines 
sounding hugely different. We 
asked dealers to name the most 
consistent and inconsistent 
brands and again calculated the 
results on a points system. The 
most consistent decks are by 
Nakamichi (62 points) followed 
by Denon (53), Yamaha (48) and 
Marantz (25). On inconsistency 
Aiwa fared worst with 18 points 
followed by Denon (16) and Teac 
( 14). Again Denon gets into the 
best and worst camps and Aiwa 
was also rated by five dealers as 
being consistent which shows 
personal preference on the part 
of the dealers.

THE BEST SELLERS
This list is compiled from the

dealers' three top selling cassette 
decks in each price category. 
With hindsight the budget area 
could probably have been up to 
£150 but nevertheless there were 
nearly 20 decks mentioned in the 
sub-£120 bracket.
'Budget', below £120
1) AwaiADF-360 59
2) AiwaADF-260
3) TechnicsRSB205K 28
4) KenwoodKX4 7 24

Aiwa, Technics and Kenwood 
have maintained these positions 
from our survey in the spring. 
Mid price, £121-£300
1) DenonDRM07 123
2) DenonDRM12HX 75
3) DenonDRM24HX • 36
4) YamahaKX200 36
5) KenwoodKX550HX 35

This picture is much the same 
as the one printed in our April 
issue.
Top Price, £300 +
1) Nakamichi CRJE 65
2) Nakamichi CR2E 60
3) DenonDRM 44HX 37
4) DenonDRM30HX 31
5) Nakamichi CR3E 28

Dealers' predictions that the 
CR range from Nakamichi would 
be a best seller has proved 
correct; Nakamichi appear to be 
doing better than in April.

The results of this survey are 
only as representative as the 
comments from 39 dealers can 
be. We draw on the dealers' 
experience to compile it and as 
such it is more a poll than the 
complete picture of the market 
at the moment.

PARTICIPATING DEALERS 
Our thanks to the following 
dealers for taking part in this 
survey:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Herts. 
A. Fanthorpe Ltd, Hull, Humberside. 
Analog Audio, Finchley, London Nl2. 
Andrew Thomson, Kirkcaldy, Fife. 
Aston Audio Ltd., Alderley Edge, 
Cheshire.

Audio Insight, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
Audio T, London NW6.
Brentwood Music Centre, Brentwood,
Essex.
Cambridge Hi-Fi, Cambridge.
Chew and Osborne Ltd., Saffron 
Walden, Essex.
Chichester Hi-Fi, Chichester, West 
Sussex.
Cleartone, six shops in Bolton and the 
North.
Cloney Audio, Blackrock, Go Dublin, 
Eire.
Doug Brady Hi-Fi, London, Liverpool 
and Warrington.
Eastwood TV Ltd., Leicester.
ENL, Nottingham, Notts.
Eric Wiley, Castleford, W. Yorks.
Gilson Audio, Middlesborough, 
Cleveland.
Horns of Oxford Ltd, Oxford.
Lafayette HiTi, Dublin, Eire.
Lyon Audio, Colchester, Essex.
Nick Dakin Ltd., Nottingham.
Norman Audio Ltd., Preston, Lancs.
Now That's Hi-Fi, Portsmouth, Hants.
Paul Green Hi-Fi, Bath, Avon.
Peter Russell's HHFi Attic, Plymouth, 
Devon.
Pinewood Music Centre, Andover, 
Hants.
Radlett Audio Consultants, Radlett, 
Herts.
Richer Sounds, 12 shops in London and 
UK.
Rogers HHFi, Guildford, Surrey.
RPM, Clapham, London.
Standens (Tonbridge) Ltd., Kent.
Subjective Audio Ltd., Palmers Green, 
London.
The Audio File, Bishops Stortford, 
Herts.
The Cornflake Shop, Windmill Street, 
London Wl.
University Audio, Cambridge.
Uxbridge Audio, Uxbridge, Middx.
Zeus Audio, Belfast and Donaghmore, 
N. Ireland.

NB Any dealer who feels 
aggrieved that he is not on this 
list, and would like to be 
consulted in future, either 
regularly or intennittently, 
please write to us at 14 
Rathbone Place, London W1P lDE, or telephone 01 631 1433.
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H PRICE 
CRASH

FISHER MT870 turntable
•Fully auto »Belt drive »Linear 
tracking »Black finish »Cart £5 
extra »440 x 90 x 360

CR-58 c^tte deck 
eDolby* B&C NR eSoft touch 
controls •LED peak meters / 
eMetal facility eChampagne 
finish e400 x 110 x 220

GODM^^turntable eBelt drive eDC 
motor estatic balance tonearm 
eW&F0.1 % eBiackfinish e345 
x 92 x 324 eCart £5 extra.

KENWOOD KD37R turntable
•Belt drive .DC servo motor
•Straight tonearm »Auto return
•Black finish »420 x 100 x 331
•Cart £5 extra.

SANTO JA220 amplifier »20 
watts per channel »Great 
budget or starter amp »Plenty 
of inputs »Tone controls 
•Silver finish »420 x 80 x 220

}VC TDXIOZ c^castte deck 
eDolby* B NR eLED peak 
meters eMetal tape facility y 
eExcellent finish eBiack finish 
e435 X115 X 237

GOODMANS Q3S weaken 
Smartly finished, high quality 
budget speakers with an 
impressive sound ideal for 
amps up to 35 wpc »Walnut
finish »380 x 200 x 170

At

QED MMID^ATE PPower Amp 
e40 wpc eAdd-on power & 
sound quality booster for midi 
or rack systems •Boosts by up 
to 4 times normal power eBiack 
finish • 265 x 62 x 132

MC EQA3 »1 0 bands per 
channel •Black finish 
eSource/tape, line 1 & 2 
selectors ^435 x 120 x 265. 
(Also EQA5 £59.95, EQ1011 
£69.95, EQ20 £99.95)

■^TEAC VZOO ^^Mtte dKk 
eDolby* B NR eHard heads for 
improved performance eTop 
brand name »Black finish e435 
x 120x215



CHOOSING AND
USING ...
CASSETTE DECKS

The unique feature of Compact 
Cassette is, of course, the ability 
to record. But it should also be 
stressed that musicassettes are a 
major source of prerecorded 
music, outselling LP and CD 
combined. The cassette has done 
for the music industry what the 
transistor did for radio, providing 
‘go anywhere' flexibility in 
portables, personals and in-car 
variations.

The most obvious recent trend 
in domestic mains machines has 
been towards the double 
‘ dubbing’ deck, fitted with two 
transport mechanisms. Choice 
has tended to steer clear of these, 
less for moral reasons concerned 
with copyright theft than 
because there is no way such a 
machine can out-perform a 
single transport machine at a 
similar price.

REPlAY
Nowadays the best musicassettes 
can give very respectable quality, 
so the ability to get the best from 
musicassettes is a valid 
assessment for a cassette deck.

The task requires a good 
quality tape transport 
mechanism and replay head, plus 
careful alignment of heads and 
electronics. Although 
international tape equalisation 
and noise reduction standards do 
exist, not all manufacturers are 
equally good at adhering to them. 
The result is that many decks 
perform less well on replay only 
than they do within the ‘closed 
loop’ of record/replay, and our 
reviews pay attention to this.

RECORD/REPlAY
In some ways record/replay is 
easier than replay only, insofar as 
head alignment, Dolby tracking 
and equalisation errors can 
cancel out, and compensate for . 
each other. However, any 
inherenttransport problems are 
likely to be exaggerated, and 
there is now a still greater 
premium on the quality of the 
record head, particularly if metal 
tape is likely to be used. To get a 
decent quality recording, a deck 
needs to be accurately aligned 
electronically for a sensible 
range of different tape types; 
some machines offer variable 
bias for ‘fine tuning' to specific 
tapes - a useful facility for those 

prepared to take the trouble.
Good quality metering set to 

the right sensitivity level can be a 
boon, though in time and with 
practice a cassette deck owner 
will probably gradually come to 
learn the 'right' meter level for 
getting most signal without 
compression onto a specific type 
of tape.

TAPE TYPES
Though there are three formal 
groups of tapes, Types I, I! and 
IV, there are variations within 
each group which further 
confuse. In brief, the best advice 
is to find a tape in each group 
which suits the set-up of the 
recorder, and then stick to it. 
(But note that the tape 
manufacturers have an annoying 
habit of re-mixing formulations 
regularly without changing the 
brand identity.)

The very cheap ferric tapes are 
not hi-fi quality, so it is better to 
go for premium Type I ferric from 
a reputable brand for general 
purpose use. A Type !I chrome or 
pseudochrome will give a step-up 
in quality, while Type IV metals 
can turn out to be the eat's 
whiskers on some decks - but 
may not work too convincingly on 
others. Perversely, the very best 
decks can produce stunning 
results on the better quality Type 
I ferries.

FEATURES
No other component fulfills a 
button pusher's dream like a 
cassette deck. The bare 
essentials boil down to tape 
selection (which can be 
automatic), and Dolby B noise 
reduction (necessary for 
musicassette replay but optional 
for record/replay).

A host of imaginative 
inessentials will either enhance 
the enjoyment or baffle the user, 
depending upon temperament. 
Microphone inputs are fast 
disappearing, but headphone 
sockets remain. Extra noise 
reduction may be Dolby C and 
dbx, with headroom extension 
from Dolby HX Pro.

Electronic logic control may 
supervise an almost silent 
transport system, giving the 
potential for microprocessor- 
controlled track search and 
programming systems; for auto

reverse to extend play or record 
times; and for automatic or semi 
automatic tape tuning in the 
more expensive machinery. Bias 
'tweaking' enhances tape 
matching, while replay EQ may 
be trimmed for optimum replay 
response on some machines.

R-DAT RECORDERS
R-DAT - more often known by its 
generic title, OAT- is an 
acronym for Rotary-head Digital 
Audio Tape, and was developed 
by a large number of mainly 
Japanese companies headed by 
Sony.

Two existing technologies 
came together to make OAT 
possible. One is the helical scan 
method of recording signals on to 
tape. A fast rotating drum with 
heads embedded in its periphery 
records diagonal stripes across 
the width of the tape. The result 
is a high head writing speed to 
cope with the necessary 2.5MHz 
bandwidth combined with a slow 
linear tape speed (along the 
length of the tape) to give up to 
two hours recording time from a 
relatively short length of tape. 
This in turn facilitates a 
physically small tape and allows 
fast shuttling from one end of the 
tape to the other. To further 
increase practicality, the tape is 
wholly enclosed - it's only 
exposed when within the maws of 
the recorder itself- and it has a 
neat record disable switch rather 
than a cassette style break off 
tab.

The other technology is of 
course compact disc style digital 
signal processing. More than one 
standard ofdigital encoding is 
available. For prerecorded 
material, the system is identical 
to CD-44.lkHz sampling and 16 
bits (there are necessary 
differences in error correction 
which don't concern us here). 
However domestic OAT 
recorders are inhibited from 
recording at 44.1kHz to avoid the 
temptation of making 'perfect' 
recordings digitally from 
compact discs. Instead, 
recordings are allowed at a 
48kHz sampling frequency which 
means a slightly greater 
bandwidth but an unnecessary 
digital to analogue conversion 
stage followed by conversion 
back to digital, with the 

inevitable loss of sound quality 
when recording from compact 
disc.

OAT machines can also be 
driven in a long play, lower 
quality mode, but this isn't fully 
supported by the industry and is 
not available for recording 
purposes. They will play such 
tapes, which have a 32kHz 
sampling frequency, but I know ■ 
of no source of 32kHz tapes 
either here or abroad.

In common with video 
practice, recordings are made on 
one side of the tape only - there's 
no turning sides in the middle - 
but with the addition of a control 
track which automatically 
records data such as running 
time from the start of the 
recording and track numbers 
which are recorded 
automatically when the deck 
detects a gap between tracks or 
songs. The codes can be changed 
later if required, renumbered 
(important. when recordings 
overlap so the recorder can tell 
where it is when the tape is 
inserted without having to 
rewind) or to add skip !Ds which 
instruct the tape to fast wind to 
the next start ID and resume play 
from there. A few minutes 
recording time can be skipped in 
a second, which is almost 
imperceptible, whilst a complete 
two-hour tape can be rewound in 
about 40 seconds with most 
recorders. When handling, the 
format is incredibly slick and 
polished by cassette standards. 
Only CD makes OAT's track 
access times look pedestrian.

CHOOSING
Having weighed up the pros 
and cons of your own priorities 
and requirements, and having 
studied our reviews, it's not a bad 
idea to audition one or two likely 
contenders. A comparison with 
something really good is almost 
essential to establish a quality 
yatdstick when trying to assess 
how much you will need to spend 
to achieve the desired level of 
performance.

The hi-fi enthusiast may not 
take the purchase of a tape deck 
as seriously as he would the 
selection of, say, turntable, arm 
and cartridge, but audible 
differences between machines 
are no less obvious.
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KENWOOD KA56 amplifier 
ePowerful 50 wpc output eA&B 
speaker switching eCassette 
dub switching ePower muting 
eBiack ^420 x 110 x 277.

RICHER SOUNDS 2
A Better Deal in Esoteric Hi-Fi

Some examples of this month’s amazing ex-display sale 
bargains.

Was Now

KENWOOD KX54 cassette 
deck »Dolby* B&C NR »LED 
peak level meters »Soft touch 
controls »Programme search 
system »Music skip/repeat 
system »Black finish »Metal 
•420x123x269

AMPLIFIERS 
HITACHI HA007 ..................  
KEF C60 inc. stands ............
TRESHAM DR302 
240wpc power .................... 
HARMON KARDON HK870 
power .....................................
KENWOOD KA3300 .......... 
LUXMAN LV105 ..................
JVCML/PL10 ......................
SPEAKERS (prices per pair)

£149
£239

£599" £249

£499 £399 
£569 £499 
£599 £549 
£999 £799

^^DM^ GCDSOOS 
Compact DDisc: eLED digital 
display •Music search eFast 
forward/rev •Black finish 
eRepeat/ memory function 
e350 X 80 X 310

OiG>i iy4u

KEFC30100W ........
SD ACOUSTICS SD2 
SD ACOUSTICS SD1 
REEL-TO-REEL 
REVOXB77Mkll ..
CD PLAYERS
YAMAHA CDM77 .
Yamaha CD2000 ..
SHURE D6000 .... 
LUXMAN D90 ........
CASSETTE DECKS 
LUXMAN K112 .... 
HITACHI D007 ....
TEAC R999X ........
TEACZ5000 ..........

.... £4-59 £149 

.... £539 £399 
. . . £W49 £799

£1399£1199

£349 £289
£499 £399
£299 £229

£349 £199
£289 £249
£749 £399

Y.^M^^A CD-XS CompactDisc: eDigital display •I 6 track 
random playback •3-beam 
laser pickup •i-way music 
searcn/repeat elndex search 
•Black finish ^340 x 80 x 280B^MING^IIAM:10/12 SmallbrookQueensway. Tel: 021 6431516 In front of the 

Albany Hotel on main ring road.B^RISTOL: 20 Cotham Hill Tel: 0272 734397 50yds Clifton Down Shopping Centre. Opposite 
'Crackers' Pub.
C^^^UF: 5 Central Square Tel: 0222 383311 Nearthe train and bus stations.ED^INBURGH: 1 b Chambers Street Tel: 031 226 3544 Near the Royal Scottish Museum G^^^W: 24 Gordon Street Tel: 041 221 9147 Near the central stationLEroS: 55 The Headrow Tel: 0532 455717 Opposite Lewis's dept. store UVE^^OOL: 69B Church St. Tel: 051 708 7484 Comer of Parker St.
LO^^ON:2 London Bridge Walk. SE1 Tel: 01 4031201 (10 lines) 403 4710 On the 
walkway (not in A-Z) over Duke St Hill.
^OO^^RT:4 WellingtonSt. Tel: 061 4801700 100yds. StockportStation (opp. Station 
Approach) 1 Oyds off the A6.YORK: 6 Feasegate Tel: 0904 645535 30yds St. Sampson Square.

SBOPS OPEN 9-6pm MON-SATS (excl. London Open 8-7pm Mon-F:i., 
9-S Sats) from 1st ^st.
We Welcome Access, Visa, Cheques and Part Exchange. Also VAT export (handling charge £2.50). All 
goods brand new in sealed boxes unless otherwise stated, inc. VAT. and g'teed 1 year. MAIL ORDER 
Free of Charge for items over £50, please 'phone or write to our Stockport branch. E&OE. Browsers are 
definitely welcome

TURNTABLES (No carts) 
LUXMAN PD290 .........  
ARISTON RD60 ............ 
THORENS TD160S V ..
TUNERS 0
LUXMAN T100 ..............

.... £119 
£2T9£169

Richer Sounds 2. 
Independent specialist audio centres.

12 Smallbrook Queensway, Birmingham 021643 
6664 Open 9-6pm Mon-Sats, (from 1st Oct)

6 London Bridge Walk, London SEI. 01 403 1988 
Open 10-6pm Mon-Weds, 10-7pm Thurs-Fri, 10

5pm Sats.
Demo facilities; free delivery & installation with purchases over 
£500, within a 10 mile radius; and a full 2 year guarantee on all 

products.



AIWA AD-F370
AIWA (UK) LTD., UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. TEL: (01) 993 1672.

average as an actual recorder.

TEST RESULTS

Afwa claims that the AD-F370 is unusual 
because it includes Dolby HX Pro at £129.95. 
It is, but not that unusual, and the recorder 
may be better remembered by posterity sim
ply as a smart deck with mainstream appeal 
and an affordable price tag.

The Aiwa is also notable for one other 
reason. It marks a break with the company's 
longstanding styling convention of a piano 
keyboard control layout on an upwards 
facing bottom ledge. Styling now is entirely 
traditional - the AD-F370 looks somewhat 
like a cross between an Onkyo and a Denon. 
That may well please both the other com
panies, but I think the change is worthwhile; 
the old models somehow looked cheap and 
contrived. They were also dust-traps.

The '370 makes an unseemly clatter when 
selecting play or fast wind, but the full logic 
transport works well otherwise. The controls 
are large and sensibly disposed ('play' 
between ‘wind' and 'rewind', and ‘stop' 
beneath for example), whilst a small switch 
selects Dolby B, C and off. Overall record 
level is set with a large rotary gain control, 
backed by a small balance knob and a set of 
7-segment, 30dB record level meters.

Tape types are switched automatically, 
and a fine bias feature is fitted for Type I and 11 tapes only. ‘Punch-in' recording is possible, 
as is cue and review, the speeded up sound 
remaining audible at low level. It's surprising 
that this once popular feature is now so sel
dom used, considering the equivalent is part 
of the basic roll call of features with all CD 
players, and even DAT.

Remaining features include a record mute 
key, a headphone socket and a standby 
switch for triggering record and playback 
operations from an external timer. It's even 
possible to preselect 'play' during ‘rewind'. 
The review sample had single insulated 
figure-8 mains cable, which does not meet 
prevailing safety standards, but presumably 
this will be changed for machines sold to the 
public.

LAB REPORT
Types I and 11 (normal and chrome bias) test

tapes are handled accurately at the normal, 
central position of the fine bias adjustment. 
Unfortunately this doesn't hold for the Type 
IV metal test tape, and the bias adjustment 
facility doesn't help either, since Aiwa sub
scribes to the all too common but demon
strably false belief that all metals have the 
same bias requirements.

Dolby B record/replay integrity is satisfac
tory, but the C circuit response is all over the 
place. Head contour effects are rather 
obvious, and a degree of transport roughness 
leads to unexpectedly high levels of flutter - 
see the noise modulation spectrogram. The 
deck is electrically quiet but .the amplifier 
sections are audibly less than clean, the 
intermodulation test indicating that head
room is limited.

SOUND QUAliTY
The '370 is at its best with prerecorded mate
rial. It sounds crisp and clean, and despite 
head contour effects the bass is firm and 
deep with good pitch specificity.

As a recorder, however, the Aiwa simply 
fails to shine. On the surface the deck sounds 
fine - at least it did so with Dolby B and also 
without Dolby. But examined more closely it 
fails to differentiate clearly between subtly 
different but related sounds - the individual 
string sections in one orchestral recording 
for example. The Aiwa also produced a 
vague, woolly soundstage far removed from 
the well-defined imagery of the source mate
rial used for testing.

Last but not least, this Aiwa sounds 
vaguely untidy and incoherent. It simply 
doesn't hang together properly, and ringing 
the changes with tape types does little to 
change things.

CONCLUSIONS
Although somewhat derivative, Aiwa's aes
thetic design skills have been well employed 
in this new series. There still isn't quite 
enough emphasis on under the skin 
engineering, however, the Dolby C circuit 
and flutter levels both need attention. Good 
with prerecorded tapes, the AD-F370 is just

Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz
I EC Type I <20Hz -15kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz -15kHz
IECType IV <20Hz-17kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.13%/0.34%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.06%/0.38%
Speed error + 0.25%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49dB

distortion OdB 0.75%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54dB
distortion OdB 1.5%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52dB
distortion OdB 1.4%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 48dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 88.5mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 610mV/2.5V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 20%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 30 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB +3dB

Dimensions (w x h x dl 43 x 13 x 23.5cms
Typical Retail Price £130
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AIWA XK-007
AIWA (UK) LTD., UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. TEL: (01) 993 1672.

Excelia is the name that Aiwa intends to 
promote as a premium, cost (mostly) no 
object brand, the £400 XK-007 covered here 
being a simplified version of the XK-009 
(reviewed.separately).

Aiming to please all corners, the deck has 
Dolby B, C and dbx noise reduction, plus 
Dolby HX Pro headroom expansion circuitry.

Like its bigger brother, the '007 is a 3-head 
deck equipped for real-time off-tape moni
toring using siarnesed record and playback 
heads. These perrnalloy heads use PC-OCC 
wiring, and a new head shield design said to 
greatly reduce bias leakage; they're secured 
to a diecast head block which is coupled to a 
sophisticated dual capstan transport that 
includes a cassette shell damper clamp. The 
latter engaged with a loud 'crack' every time 
a tape is inserted. That apart the deck works 
with the hushed decorum befitting its price.

The cassette well is back lit, and the 
ideally laid out transport section includes 
facilities for ‘punch-in' recording and audible 
cue and review. The meters are superb 52dB 
high resolution types, with clear additional 
indication of the appropriate maximum 
recording level for the tape group being used.

Further facilities include auto tape type 
sensing, a real-time memory counter, inde
pendent MPX switching and a second 
' straight line' input. Record bias and sensitiv
ity may be varied using a pair of front panel 
pots, adjustment by ear being facilitated by 
the tape source/monitor switch.

lAB REPORT
Noise and distortion figures are very similar 
to the XK-009, and the record/replay 
responses likewise. The Type I and !I traces 
show a rise in the top octave, however (using 
the standard tapes at the nominal settings), 
and although this can be corrected, it leaves 
a shallow response dip around 5kHz - a cure 
which in some respects is worse than the 
disease. Note how the noise reduction sys
tems progressively boost this error, the dbx 
plot rising by a massive 6dB at 14kHz. The 
playback -response curve is good, and the 
measured azimuth was correct.

The transport proved mildly disappoint
ing, especially given Aiwa's reputation in this 
area. Although good by normal standards, 
some quite severe discrete sidebands are 
seen in the spectrogram, and these are 
responsible for the highish flutter test figure. 
Intriguingly, this problem was not found with 
the supposedly similar '009.

SOUND QUAliTY
Inevitably, the XK-007 was compared to the 
'009, and generally fell short, though results 
are somewhat equivocal. First, this deck is 
clearly preferable without noise reduction, 
especially dbx. Balance differences are attri
butable simply to the response shape varia
tions - the way the two decks drive tapes if 
you like - but even taking this into account, 
the XK-007 is subtly less involving and engag
ing to listen to. The reverberant 'glow' around 
one well recorded performance was stripped 
away by this deck in a manner which the 
senior model avoided.

The XK-007 still sounds refined and man
ages the '009-like trick of driving tapes very 
hard - those that are capable of taking it that 
is. But there's less information on the admit
tedly very quiet recordings that result. They 
sound lazier, less taut and precise.:

Whatever is affecting the ‘007'8 recording 
ability - and in fairness it isn't severe - may 
be having a similar effect on prerecorded 
material, but paradoxically the end result 
here tends to favour the cheaper model. Cer
tainly '009’s occasionally splashy top end was 
less evident with '007, and if there is slightly 
less detail, the sound still remains lively and 
potent.

CONCLUSIONS
This cut price version of the XK-009 sacrifi
ces little of the flagship's facilities - the most
important omission being the user-friendly
thermometer scale aid for adjusting bias and
equalisation. In musical terms there's a small
but vital difference, however; XK-007 is
clearly good, but not in the '009 class.

TEST RESUlTS
Rec/replay response -JdB rei 1kHz

IEC Type I <20Hz- 18kHz

EC Type 11 <20Hz -19kHz
IECType IV <20Hz-20kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.12%/0.20%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.066%/0.18%
Speed error -0.25%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400 Hz 51dB

distortion OdB 0.65%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54.5dB
distortion OdB 0.85%

Type IY signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52dB
distortion OdB 0.8%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 50dB

Line input sensitivity/overload 72mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 84.5mV/5.9V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 2.8%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
YU indication at IEC OdB +4dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 13.5 x 42cms
Typical Retail Price £400
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AIWA XK-009
AIWA (UK) LTD., UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. TEL: (01) 993 1672.

This new £550 3-head .model is Aiwa's long- 
awaited flagship. Built on a lavish scale with 
excellent build quality, this Excelia has wood 
end cheeks and ‘power bulges' at theback for 
the two dedicated transport and audio trans
formers. Dolby B, C and dbx noise reduction 
are all fitted - the latter a 'catch-all' provi
sion aimed mainly at the US market where 
this system still (unaccountably) has a 
strong following. MPX filtering is indepen
dently switchable, and Dolby HX processing 
works continuously in the background. The 
display is superb, the meters covering a mas
sive 54dB range with peak hold LEDs which 
are automatically or manually released - 
your choice.

The '009 has tape bias and sensitivity 
adjustment using a 'match scale and pointer' 
scheme with an alternative meter display 
mode and built-in 400Hz and 10kHz oscilla
tors. This simple, two-stage process takes 
about ten seconds, but is limited by the abil
ity to store settings for only one tape type.

The features list includes the (amazingly 
noisy when engaging) anti-modulation tape 
stabiliser also fitted to the cheaperXK-007, a 
real time tape counter (with memory stop or 
play), and an extra line input ‘labelled .'CD/ 
OAT Direct' which bypasses the deck's early 
amplifier stages. Headphone monitoring 
level is adjustable. The transport itself 
engages quietly and incorporates some 
extras like audible cue and review.

The heads are amorphous alloy types with 
PC-OCC wiring that claims one crystal 
boundary/meter. Aiwa claim a low 0.018% 
WRMS wow and flutter figure, partly because 
the tape stabiliser reduces intermodulation 
caused by vibration or resonance in the cas
sette shell (mounting the well screened 
heads on a heavy east headblock also helps).

lAB REPORT
Choice doesn’t use the unrealistically opti
mistic WRMS weighting curve, but even so 
Aiwa's claims seem short of reality on this 
occasion. Wow and flutter is low, and the 
spectrum analysis looks impressively clean, 
but there is a significant (unrepresenta

tive?) wow component - confirmed with 
several different test tapes.

Elsewhere 009 does well. The frequency 
response shapes are very well tailored and 
well extended at LF and HF alike. Likewise 
the playback response, and the various noise 
and distortion figures. On overall evidence 
then, this is an impressive recorder.

SOUND QUALITY
Replay sound quality from commercially 
recorded tapes tended towards brightness. 
Musically '009 works well here, but there's no 
escaping a degree of high frequency splashi
ness. This produces something of an 'edge of 
the seat' experience with some types of mate
rial - close-miked percussion for example.

There were other occasions too when I 
had cause to doubt high frequency perform
ance which often seemed semi-detached. I 
formed a distinct preference for the mini
mum necessary noise reduction, dbx record
ings suffering the problems of noise)pumping 
behind low frequency transients (you can 
always catch it out with piano) and loss of 
image scale and clarity.

Non-Dolby and dbx recordings were extre
mely impressive. I made some remarkably 
fine tapes at hair-raisingly high levels, using 
Sony Metal-ES which would have been unus
able without the tape calibration system. 
There was scarcely any sign of compression 
or noise, even with wide dynamic range 
chamber music - a tribute to both tape and 
machine.

The rest of the picture remains entirely 
positive. The '009 is quick and light on its 
feet, with minimal overhang and an excellent 
sense of pitch at low frequencies. The mid
band sounds impressively sharp and open, 
and although the off-tape sound • is always 
distinguishable from the direct sound (moni
tored at the amplifier during playback, not 
the cassette deck while recording), value 
judgements were often surprisingly close.

CONCLUSIONS
This is a first rate recorder even at £550.
Ignore the noise reduction circuits which sap

much vigour from the sound; use . good tapes 
and enjoy. First though, buy the recorder.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

IECType I <20Hz-21kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz -19kHz
IECType IV <20Hz-22kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.15%/0.16%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.11%/0.13%
Speed error + 0.75%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52.5dB

distortion DdB 0.8%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54dB
distortion OdB 0.85%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51dB
distortion OdB 0.6%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 46dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 113mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 1038mV/5.9V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 0.56%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz ID degrees
VU indication atiEC OdB 6dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 47 x 13.5 x 43.5cms
Typical Retail Price £550
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Problems.. Problems

Solution

CALL IN FOR YOUR FREE HIFI EXP CE MAGAZINE

hi-fi PLC

Lion House Wl Camden
227 Tottenham Court 
Road, London, Wl. 
Tel: 01-580 3S3S

Alfred Pl. WC1
32/34 Alfred Place, 
Store Street, London, 
WCl.Tel: 01-631 4917

2/4 Camden High Street, 
Camden Town, NW1.
Tel: 01-388 1300

Bradford
Erricks’ 
Rawson Square. 
Tel: 0274 309266

For further information on musical evenings & your free tickets 
Cal I vour nearest store.

Leamington Spa Birmingham
49 Park Street, Superfi. 67 Smallbrook,
Leamington Spa, Warks. Queensway.
Tel: 0926 881500 Tel: 021-631 2675



AIWA EXCELIA XD-001
AIWA (UK) LTD., UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. TEL: (01) 993 1672.

Excelia is the name given to the cream of 
Aiwa's hi-fi separates, and is used here for 
the company's (and the world's) first DAT 
recorder in Japan's shops, theXD-001. Func
tionally ahd internally it's almost identical to 
the Sony DTC-1000ES - Aiwa of course is a 
largely autonomous part of the Sony empire.

Similar as they are, Aiwa has given its 
recorder a completely different appearance, 
which unfortunately comes off worse. 
Aesthetics are stylised and many of the key 
controls are tiny and ill-differentiated.

Happily the remote control is much better 
- or at least it appears to be so from the 
information provided, as it was omitted from 
my much travelled review sample. And the 
Aiwa does benefit from one minor feature not 
included on the Sony; it has a second 
analogue input, switch selectable on the 
front panel.

Built around the clear and comprehensive 
display, key constituents are 50dB record 
level meters and a real time counter giving 
various elapsed or (arbitrary) time to go 
readouts. Start and skip !Ds are normally 
laid down automatically as recordings are 
made, but can be post-edited or recorded 
manually at willj the absolute track numbers 
can also be changed.

As well as the usual analogue in and 
outputs, electrical digital socketry is fitted 
for direct digital dubbing (at 48kHz only - 
copying at the 44.lkHz sampling rate is 
inhibited as usual), and to feed an external 
digital converter.

LAB REPORT
The digital circuits are neatly housed in a 
screened box adjacent to the transport, and 
the power supply sits above one digital board. 
There is an abundance of high grade compo
nents, including Nichicon Great Supply and 
Duorex caps and polystyrene/copper foil 

: caps. Two transformers are housed in a box 
that overhangs the rear. Casework is built 
from braced but undamped copperplated 
steel.

The analogue replay boards are based on a
Philips 4x oversampling digital filter and

DAC chip set (SAA7220/TDA1541), followed 
by LF353 FET op-amps. The record circuits 
use one Sony 20018 -non-oversampling ADC 
per channel with analogue filters. Twin con
verters eliminate interchannel phase errors. 
The circuit boards are compact, and the 
design is well rationalised.

Channel balance was out by 0.4dB in the 
midband, whilst high frequency separation is 
poor and asymmetric to boot. . Distortion 
figures are adequate at high levels but with a 
low level asymmetry that is not uncharacter
istic of the Philips DAC/digital filter com
bination.

The downband intermodulation products 
of the 19/20kHz twin tone test are higher 
than normal, betraying the simple output fil
tering. The frequency response shape is flat 
apart from some aDc ripple, whilst noise 
measured lowest of all models in our ad hoc 
grouping. The -90dB sinewave is a little 
triangulated on the left channel and almost 
disappears into noise on the right, overall 
resolution being around 15 bits - typical of 
hardware using the TDA1541 DAC.

SOUND QUALITY
The Aiwa sounded similar to its Sony cousin, 
but certainly not the same. It's far from clear 
whether statistical variations are to blame, 
but perhaps it doesn't matter. For much of 
the time, the Aiwa was marginally preferred. 
It sounded slightly more lucid and less dry 
than the Sony, gave a bigger though certainly 
not a better differentiated sound picture, 
and also seemed perceptibly sweeter and 
more immediate. The differences are consis
tent with those often ascribed to different 
capacitor types, but there are enough alter
native explanations to make such an analysis 
risky.

For all its good features, the Stork vs but
ter test doesn't really help this one. Despite 
high standards of resolution and a string 
sound that was vibrant and alive, comptex 
passages found the Aiwa sounding cluttered 
- more so seemingly than the Sony, though 
again the- differences were small in absolute 
terms.

CONCLUSIONS
A direct alternative to the Sony 1000, the 
Aiwa trades points with that model. The key 
subjective differences are that the Aiwa 
sounds sweeter in normal use, but a little 
more synthetic in character when the music 
is very complex. But these differences are 
never large, and often negligible.

TEST RESULTS
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0.40dB 0.39dB 0.34dB
Channel separation 85dB 87dB 60/lSdB
Channel phase difference Oo Oo Oo
Total harmonic distortion inc noise, 20kHz bandwidth

DdB -85dB -82dB -75dB
-10dB 79dB
-60dB 41/37dB
-80dB 22/18dB

lntermodulation distortion
L+R (DdB, 19kHz/20kHz) 75dB
L+R ( -lOdB, 19kHz/20kHz) 85dB

Frequency response
L 0.02dB OdB -0.09dB
R O.OldB OdB -0.07dB

Output level OdB 2.04V
Output impedance 365ohms
Mechanical noise ’ l ow
Signal/noise ratio (no emphasis unwtdl 94dB

CCIR/ARM wtd (rei 1kHz) 88dB
Spuriae to lOOkHz 85dB
Resolution (linearity) at -90d8 UR -91.4dB/ -lOO.OdB
Headphone socket/output impedance variable 149ohms
Line in impedance (kohm) 69kohms
Line sensitivity/overload 400mV/>7V
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43.0 xll.S x 41.0cms
Typical Retail Price* £1300
’This machine is not officially available from Aiwa UK, though models
from overseas sources may wed be found in some UK shops.
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SCOTLAND
— Home of Charles Rennie Macintosh,
Allan Pinkerton, “Uncle Sam” Wilson, 
and birthplace of the Rotary Printing 

Press, the Circulating Library, 
“Rule Britannia”, and four 

great mifiinn centres
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’ ' Rose St Precinct, Edinburgh: Tel (031) 220 1535 

ttyl, Haddington Place, Edinburgh Tel (031) 556 7901 
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DEN ON DR-Ml OHX
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD., HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. TEL: (0753) 888447.

ing phrase, but you know what I mean) is 
absolutely superb: Recommended.

TEST RESULTS

Denon's latest cassette deck is the £180 DR- 
MJOHX For that you are offered few special 
features - unless you call Dolby HX Pro a 
special feature - but you do get some decent, 
no-nonsense engineering in a package 
reminiscent of the DRM12HX reviewed last 
year (now replaced by the DR-M12HR by the 
way).

In common with others in the range, the 
'JOHX has Denon's slick cam-operated trans
port (an idea first used in domestic decks by 
Nakamichi I believe) which has the benefit 
of changing and entering transport modes 
with an almost deathly hush. This one seems 
quieter than previous models, and more than 
once I found myself peering closely at the 
tape reels to see if they were really running.

Combined with a clean, uncluttered front 
panel layout, automatic tape type sensing 
(with confirming LEDs on the front panel) 
and good quality 26dB meters, the 'JOHX is 
one of the nicest of this year's cassette deck 
crop to sit down and use. Operating features 
apart from Dolbys B and C include a fine bias 
adjustment knob (active with all three tape 
groups), a memory counter and a simple next 
or last track search facility. Headphones are 
accommodated (without the benefit of a 
volume control), but not microphones.

As so often with Denon (and other good 
marques), the really newsworthy elements of 
the design are not wholly reflected in the 
outside. In this case, amongst other more 
minor points, the manufacturer has fitted 
heads with a hyperbolic profile which effec
tively reduces low frequency contour effects 
(the 'ringing' at the left hand side of the 
response curves).

Dual power supplies are fitted, a number 
of coupling capacitors have been eliminated 
and/or upgraded, and there also appears to 
be a novel constant current record amplifier 
circuit.

Finally, riding high on the back of a good 
reliability rating in the Market Response fea
ture, Denon has increased the guarantee to 
two years. Whereupon the review deck 
promptly suffered a fault with its tape sens
ing feelers!

lAB REPORT
Aside from a modest 15 degree phase error 
between channels at 8kHz, the DR-MJOHX 
sailed through the test programme. All the 
various frequency responses are within a 2-dB 
envelope up to about 15kHz. Varying the bias 
setting tends to hinge the response shapes at 
around 1kHz, and can be used to flatten any 
residual balance errors quite effectively. 
Using the standard test tapes and normal 
bias settings, the Type 11 response shape is 
mildly exaggerated by Dolby processing, 
which is as it should be.

Speed stability ranks as satisfactory rather 
than good. The 0.09% wow figure is low, but 
flutter isn't quite so well restrained. The 
spectrogram shows some well distri)mted 
broad-band flutter, but few distinct energy 
peaks, which promises well. The various 
signaVnoise and distortion results should be 
good enough to allow recording without 
Dolby, using an ultra-quiet tape like TDK 
SA-X

SOUND QUAliTY
I was mildly disappointed by the replay stan
dards of prerecorded material. Although 
superficially clean and precise, the sound 
was really rather pedestrian. Dynamics are 
suppressed and stereo imaging was flat and 
dimensionless.

Clearly tape compatibility is part of the 
problem because this Denon is considerably 
more successful as a recorder. Here it para
lleled the performance of the DR-Ml2. 
Although not wholly natural - there's a per
vading graininess and tightness that's 
reminiscent of certain amplifiers - the 
Denon is generally clean and concise, with 
good stereo focus in the context of a narrow 
and not very deep soundstage. There is little 
obvious smearing, and the deck proved cap
able of powerful, involving music making 
with all tape types - the bass light and tune
ful rather than deep or weighty.

CONClUSIONS
The sound treads the line between good and
very good, whilst the user interface (disgust-

Rec/replay response -3dB rel lkHz
IEC Type I <20Hz-15.'5kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz -115kHz
IECType IV <20Hz-17.5kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.15%/0.42%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.09%/0.42%
Speed error +0.25%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54dB

distortion DdB 1.0%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 57dB
distortion OdB 0.85%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion DdB 1.8%

Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 52dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 100mV/>7V
Line' output for DdB/maximum 710mV/3.7VIM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz DdB 3.1%
Azimuth check R-l phase at 8kHz 15 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x dl 43.5 x 11.5 x 28.5cms
Typical Retail Price £180
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DENON DR-M34HR
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD., HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. TEL: (0753) 888447.

For reasons that are as obscure as next 
week's weather, remote controlled cassette 
decks remain rarer than.hen's teeth. Only a 
handful have been produced over the years, 
and this is one of the few.

The £319.95 pricetag will restrict interest 
. a bit, but this is a high spec machine. Based 
on the DR-M24HX, the 34HR is made from 
the cream of the 3-motor dual-capstan trans
ports used in the cheaper model, the main 
sorting criterion being speed stability.

It's also a 3-head deck, with manually 
switched off-tape monitoring (incidentally, 
tape/source switching is not remote controll
able; the handset restricts itself to the- stan
dard transport functions plus ‘record'). 
There are no special functions like cueing or 
' punch-in' recording, but the -cam operation 
and logic control makes the transport a plea
sure to use, and the two colour 28dB meters 
are equally good. Tape recognition is auto
matic with confirming indicators, and the 
memory tape counter is electronic.

Aside from Dolby B/C switching, the MPX 
filters are separately switched and Dolby HX 
headroom expansion is always active. Fine 
control of record sensitivity and bias for all 
three tape types is available, and easy to 
adjust by ear using the off-tape monitoring 
facility. A headphone socket with volume 
control completes the hardware description.

LAB REPORT
Frequency responses are all extremely well 
extended, with a worst-case 21.5kHz for - 
3dB - ironically in this case for Type IV metal 
tape (MPX filter out of course). The Type IV 
test tape was significantly underbiased by 
this machine, but that was only at the centre 
bias setting.

The Dolby plot looks oddly ragged, with a 
shallow 1-2kHz output peak, but the total 
range of variation was little more than IdB. 
Chrome and metal test tapes gave adequately 
low noise levels, though the ferric tape result 
is a little marginal. A modest azimuth error 
was measured, amounting to 10 degrees at 
8kHz, and the playback only response test 
had something of the camel's hump appear

ance with a loss of output at both frequency 
extremes.

Speed stability is excellent, the test 
results standing in mute tribute to the fine 
quality of Denon's dual capstan transport. 
Wow and flutter figures are low and the spec
trum analysis merely shows how little there 
was to measure.

SOUND QUALITY
This Denon is consistent with the DR-M24 
when making and playing back recordings, 
and turns out to be a first rate performer, 
exactly as promised. It has a light, natural 
quality with sharp, well pointed dynamics 
and good focusing without overhang - even 
at low frequencies where cassettes tend to 
waffle. There's no shortage of bass either, 
which makes the '34's achievement all the 
greater. Pitch stability is first class.

This pleasing mixture of qualities is 
achieved with a wide range of tapes of all 
kinds. In fact the combination of variable 
bias and equalisation on one hand and Dolby 
HX Pro on the other confers a good deal of 
independence from the type of tape used, 
and in this sense helped rob Type IV metals 
of their usual high frequency advantage. The 
Denon was very successful indeed with some 
of the lower noise Type lis, and was very 
effective both with Dolby B and without any 
noise reduction, the latter removing a 
further -faint veil from the sound at the cost 
of some added noise.

All was not sweetness and light, however. 
This Denon is little less than a disaster with 
prerecorded material, suffering a severe lack 
of high frequencies, a problem that had not 
been fully anticipated from the measure
ments alone. Approximately the right 
balance was restored with most tapes by 
switching Dolby off - a sure indication that 
something is awry in the total package align
ment.

CONCLUSIONS
Unfortunately the prerecorded replay prob
lem was discovered too late in the day to
request a replacement recorder, and all that

can be said is that it's hopefully nothing more 
than a sample fault. The performance of the 
deck in other areas indicates that what hap
pened was probably not meant to happen, so 
have your machines checked prior to pur
chase if you use musicassettes extensively. If 
not, don't worry about it; sit back and enjoy 
the armchair control instead.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -JdB rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 25Hz-19kHz

IEC Type 11 25Hz -19kHz
IEC Type iV 25Hz-21kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.06%/0.10%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.055%/0.9%
Speed error +0.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50.5dB

distortion OdB 10%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion OdB 10%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54dB
distortion OdB 13%

Channel separation OVUilkHz 62dB
line input sensitivity/overload 96.5mV/>7V
line output for OdD/maximum 864mV/4.4V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 4.2%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 10 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 1dB
Dimensions (w x h x dl 43.5 x 13.5 x 28.5cms
Typical Retail Price £320
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DUAL CC801 0
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD., HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. TEL: (0753) 888447.

The secret of this machine lies in the very 
small letters on the back panel which spell 
'Made in Korea'. The CC8010 is a far cry from 
the long ago days when Dual electronics were 
German made, Teutonically built, slightly 
offbeat and invariably rather expensive. The 
CC8010 is very obviously built down to a 
price: it costs £109; it doesn't altogether 
behave like a £109 machine though ...

But it is built like one. The aesthetics are 
very simple and rather tacky, giving some
thing of the impression of the equivalent 
section of a £200 one piece midi system or 
similar. But there's nothing opaque about the 
way it's laid out or the way it works.

Somehow the press release manages to 
stretch the feature list over a nine point list, 
but in reality it could hardly be simpler. 
Three switches select Dolby B, C and off, 
another three select normal, chrome or 
metal tape type. Two sockets enable micro
phones and headphones to be connected and 
a large friction locked control sets record 
level and channel balance.

The meters run from -13 to +3dB, the 
latter insufficient to register peaks that are 
still within the useful operating ceiling of the 
recorder. A simple tape counter completes 
the tally, apart that is for the transport con
trols. The latter facilitate one touch record 
starts and free interchange between trans
port modes, though the system is power 
assisted rather than true logic-operated. 
Auto-stop works in all modes, in contrast to 
some low cost recorders. The unit is func
tional and uncomplicated, spoiled only by 
impossibly indistinct control and record level 
meter calibrations.

LAB REPORT
The Dual is a surprisingly competent recor
der. LF head contour effects are almost 
absent, and high frequency performance is 
well extended into the treble. Frequency 
response linearity is excellent, especially in 
the case of the Type I! and IV settings, where 
Dolby tracking integrity is good. The replay 
response tends to rise through the midrange, 
leading to a slightly bright, thin sound from 

prerecorded material. Head azimuth is accu
rately set.

High level intermodulation distortion is 
low, implying decent overload margins, but 
IEC OdE corresponds to the meter OVU point, 
so shouldn't be exceeded too freely.

The transport performance was good 
enough for models rather more expensive 
than this one. The noise modulation 
(3150Hz) spectrum analysis is fairly clean, 
the various speed instability components 
being well distributed rather than bunched 
together at discrete points. The deck offers 
respectable signaVnoise performance too.

SOUND QUALITY
Making its own recordings, the '8010 sounds 
smooth and well controlled. Particularly 
impressive is the way in which the frequency 
extremes are reproduced. The bass is tight 
and tuneful with all tape types - a legacy 
perhaps of the near-elimination of head con
tour effects. The treble sounds consistently 
neat and unobtrusive.

At the same time, there is a touch of opa
queness which .detracts from the ability to 
resolve fine detail or to reproduce sound
stage information in a coherent manner. This 
aspect wasn't substantially . improved by 
using metal (Type IV) tapes, so a good Type 
I! is probably the best all round compromise.

The noise reduction circuits - often culp
able in situations .like this - in fact perform 
very well. Besides being accurately set up, 
they seem to be of decent quality too. There 
is some sonic advantage in using the less 
manipulative Dolby B, though there isn't 
really sufficient dynamic range to cope with a 
wide range of music without noise reduction.

I was' gratified to discover that speed sta
bility is excellent. There's little hint of pitch 
variations or erratic tape-to-head contact 
(which is often perceived in much the same 
way), though the overall mild loss of clarity is 
probably partly attributable to flutter.

CONCLUSIONS
The criticisms are mild indeed in relation to 
price. The deck is simple but beautifully laid

out and has good (if rather slippery) manual 
transport controls. It is stable, mostly clean 
sounding, and therefore' a clear Best Buy.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

I ECType I 32Hz -16kHz

IEC Type 11 44 Hz -14 kHz
I ECType IV 42Hz -16:5kHz

Wow & Flutter - Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.11%/O.28%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 012%/0.27%
Speed error 0%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50dB

distortion OdB 1.2%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55.5dB
distortion DdB 2.4%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51dB
distortion DdB 1.9%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 47.5dB
line input sensitivity/overload 79mV/>7V
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.43mV/39mV
line output for DdB/maximum 566mV/2.0V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHzOdB 2.2%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication at IEC DdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x dl 44 x 1!.5 x 24.5cms
Typical Retail Price £109

Noise modulation spectrum analysis
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□
ADVERTISEMENT

NEWSLETTERVol. 4, No. 4 October 1988.
The Music Room is proud of its 
I eadership in ultimate and high- 
end musical systems. But our 
goal is specific but wider than 
the expensive exotica. We 
advise and deal in all specialist 
and purist Hi-Fi products and 
systems. Our customers are 
people who seek value and 
service rather than the bogus 
products and incentives.
Our position of respect means 
that we are continuously 
approached by many new 
manufacturers or old ones with 
new products. We keep an open 
mind. For example, we could 
sell lots of CD changers; why 
people want them is not our 
concern, but we sacrificed these 
sales because the only one we 
knew about was based on a 
mechanism which produced 
hard sound, not music. Now 
TEAC and Philips plan 
changers, and we will keep an 
open mind, and ear.
TEAC have a neat product 
called an AD-4; looks like a 
double cassette deck, but one 
side is a CD player. The 
advantage is a reduction in the 
boxes for which you need to 
find houseroom, and a crafty 
on-board computer by which 
you insert a CD, a blank 
cassette, key in the cassette size 
(eg. C-90) and the AD-4 
calculates the CD track 
sequence which will best fill 
side one of the cassette with the 
least end gap. The machine 
makes the transcription, 
automatically using the cassette 
deck's auto-reverse to continue 
on side two to complete the CD. 
Of course you can edit (delete 
certain tracks, insist on a 
sequence etc.). Perhaps this 
isn't purist Hi-Fi, but it is very 
good quality, value and ideal for 
those who make tapes for use in 
in-car.
Don't forget our in-car Hi-Fi 
shop, Mobile Fidelity who 
recommend Alpine, Clarion, 
Nakamichi and Soundstream 
frontends and amps. plus 
speaker systems from Infinity, 
KEF, JBL etc. and the sound 
compares to the average car 

Hi-Fi as a Music Room domestic 
compares to a rack system. Call 
in at 98 Bath Street, Glasgow if 
you want to hear it all!

AFFORDABLE 
EXCELLENCE
As always, we have a constantly 
changing list of second-hand 
and ex-dem equipment, fully 
checked and guaranteed for six 
months. Our special offer this 
month will be of interest to the 
growing number of those who 
greatly admire the new AUDIO 
TECHNICA generation of 
Moving Coil Cartridges. By 
arrangement with AT you can 
have an AT-F3 for £52.95, AT-F5 
for £74.95, OC-7 for £187.95 or 
OC-9 for £299.95 under stylus 
replacment service. You must 
send us your existing AT- 
moving coil cartridge, any one 
without a removable stylus, and 
we will send you post-free your 
new cartridge. Beware, 
incidentally, of a crop 
imported imposter 
cartridges whose origins 
being investigated.
For those considering 

of 
AT 
are

an
upgrade on DUAL we commend 
the ARISTON Q-Deck (£139) and 
the ICON (£219), not necessarily 
because of our Scottish origin - 
these products have won prizes 
and acclaim worldwide for 
breaking new ground in terms 
of performance and overall 
excellence! Phone for an 
audition. Another step up, to 
£299, buys the MICHELL 
Syncrodek with Rega RB-250 
tonearm: can you beat this 
combination for ease of use, 
l ooks and overall excellence? lt 
is easy to believe that such a 
Designer work of art cannot be 
state of the art in sound, but 
your ears will delight you 
immediately you hear one. If 
you have to keep changing LP's 
until it comes right, then 
something is wrong. With this 
combination you know 
immediately that here is magic. 
Our reference turntable is the 
ROKSAN Xerxes and with the 
new arm and cartridge, the 
Artemiz and the Shiraz, we look 

forward to amazing more 
customers and friends! We 
have always admired the 
excellent turntables from 
SYSTEMDEK but our only 
reservations are based on slow 
deliveries. The model ll and IIXE 
are outstanding value, 
however, and we have just 
received the revised IV, which 
features external Power Supply 
box and acrylic platter a la 
Goldmund/PT philosophy. The
Four is 
turntable 
feature is 
£495.

a solid top-class 
whose outstanding 
its very fine price of

AMPLIFIERS
The Sugden A-25 is a bargain at 
£159. Now in its MK. 11 form it 
can be identified by its superior 
speaker posts and headphone 
jack. An extra £20.95 buys the 

' legendary Cyrus One Mk. 11 if 
you can get your hands on one. 
Musical Fidelity prices are now 
substantially increased but 
these amplifiers are still well
worth considering.
Cambridge Audio received a 
Best Buy rating inJast month's 
Hi-Fi Choice for the amazing 
P55 at £289 which was 
described as "subjectively one 
of the best integrated amplifiers 
around". This elite company 
has an elite dealer network and 
product is still in short supply. 
For £90 less, the P40 follows on 
from its famous predecessor's 
slimline looks and superbe 

. sound. Its elite leader is Stan 
Curtis, so you need never worry 
about its electronic design 
being less than slightly ahead of 
the state of the art.

COMPACT DISC 
PLAYERS
Permit us to revert to the exotic 
products if we mention the 
forthcoming Cambridge CD-1 
MK. 11 which is expected to sell 
for around £2,000 but its three- 
boxes of no-compromise 
electronics promise to retrieve 
the music from silver discs as 
never before. A less costly 
approach is the £599 CD-2 
which converts not only D/A but 

even some CD skeptics! And 
more important, keeps them 
very satisfied even with DDD 
Discs long-term. Finally, less 
costly Curtis can be achieved 
with the Cambridge black boxes 
by which other CD Players can 
achieve up to 16-bit x 16 times 
sampling resolution.
Major CD News this month is 
the international launch by 
Philips of CD with Video! Opera 
buffs will be able to buy CD 
sound with picture quality far in 
excess of the best VCR, and rock 
fans can play the 5" discs with 
the feature song including its 
video and 20 minutes music 
only. Software is promised 
immediately and with 
substantial back catalogue. . 
Prices are promised not to 
include the normal initial 
premium, and compatibility is 
total: all "Combi" players play 
all discs, including CD's and the 
old laservision discs. However, 
for £299 you can buy a Philips 
CDV 285 which plays standard 
CD's through your Hi-Fi and the 
5" Video Discs through your 
Hi-Fi and TV. The future is with 
us today!

LOUDSPEAKERS
The last components: for less 
than £300 you can buy 
remarkably fine loudspeakers. 
Musical Fidelity mC2 and 
Rogers LS6 are worthy 
contenders but have been 
joined by a new design from 
Monitor Audio which is always 
good news. The R300 MD is a 
£200 sealed box design and will 
thus perform well in small 
rooms. Reflex or parted design 
can work well, especially in the 
hands of competent designers 
(notably Celef and Pro-Ac 
loudspeakers and you should 
ask to hear their SuperTowers 
costing £1,001 and the ProAc 
Studio Ones at £505).
The budget loudspeaker for the 
high-end customer is still the 
Magneplanar SMGa at £675 per 
pair; pure genius: and we must 
end on this happy note before 
we drift up-market. More next 
month.

The Music Room 
50 Bridge Street 

Manchester M3 3BN ADVICE AND >FOR ACTION,
041-248 7221061-835 1366 HOME DELIVERY 

WORLDWIDE PHONE

The Music Room 
221 St. Vincent Street 

Glasgow G2 5QY
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JVC TD-W222
JVC (UK) LTD., ELDONWALL TRADING ESTATE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, STAPLES CORNER, LONDON NW2. TEL: (01)450 3282.

This is JVC's latest twin mechanism deck, 
designed as all such are primarily for dub
bing tapes. As usual this can be performed at 
two speeds: normal, otherwise known as real 
time; or double speed, otherwise known as 
don't.

There are few surprises, but in a general 
sense you could describe the TD-W222 as well 
equipped but messy - surprisingly so given 
the quality of the company whose name it 
bears. There are a number of examples I 
could give, but none better illustrates the 
point than the bank of six pushbuttons amid
ships which control dubbing speed, tape type 
selection (on one of the two transports only) 
and noise reduction switching. Singly or col
lectively, they are an ideal example of how it 
shouldn't be done.

One of the two transports is capable of 
recording; it also has auto-reverse, manual 
tape type selection, record level setting using 
a single input level slider, rough and ready 5- 
step 16dB meters and microphone inputs. 
(This was the only dual deck submitted cap
able of accepting microphones.)

The playback only deck has auto tape type 
replay equalisation (the instructions say it 
adjusts bias and equalisation, which of 
course is wrong) and a simple unidirectional 
transport. A mechanical tape counter is fit
ted, but there's no memory or track search 
feature of any kind.

Noise reduction is by Dolbys B or C. The 
tape type controls are mechanical and are 
described as 'logic' by JVC. This normally 
means that you can switch (for example) 
straight from play to fast wind or rewind, 
which proved impossible with either trans
port; the claims seem a little short of reality. 
One plus feature for JVC system owners, 
however, is that Compu-link facilities are 
provided. Ifyou don't know what this means, 
you don't need to ... 

lAB REPORT
This JVC gave badly dished frequency
responses with the usual test tapes in all
three tape groups. Judging by the way the
responses are preserved through Dolby pro

cessing, however, it's clear that what was 
measured was at least partly intentional, 
probably to give the sound a little artificial 
sparkle.

Noise and distortion results at OVU are 
indicative of a mildly constrained operating 
dynamic range. Transport integrity of the 
record capable transport is mediocre, but 
measurably and audibly better in the forward 
direction than reverse. The spectrum analy
sis shows some thickening of the central 
3150Hz line which suggests rather high wow 
levels.

SOUND QUAliTY
In audio terms, this model is superior to the 
only directly competitive new model tested 
in this issue - the (much prettier) Sony TC- 
W300 - but that isn't saying a lot.

Predictably the JVC sounds bright and 
edgy with almost any of the modern high 
energy tape formulations, and more nearly 
neutral with tapes similar to the old IEC !I 
and current IEC I and IV standards - which 
tends to mean the lower grade and older 
formulations. In a way it's fitting that cheap 
tapes like TDK D or SF (to give two exam
ples) should work so well in an inexpensive 
deck like this.

On the whole there is no practical advan
tage in using metals. They tend to sound 
rather noisy and all too readily clip the play
er's electronics without themselves running 
out of headroom. It's doubly important to 
choose a suitable tape when dubbing, as fre
quency response errors are inevitably addi
tive.

Wow and flutter was subjectively toler
able, except when dubbing where the cumu
lative nature of the transport irregularities 
began to take their toll. But even at its best, 
losses of definition and stereo focus are 
severe. The deck is perhaps at its best with 
prerecorded material, but (despite the evi
dence of the response plots) the bass and to 
a lesser extent the treble sound curiously 
restrained. However, in happy contrast to all 
too many decks, treble quality is clean and 
attractive.

CONClUSIONS
There are worse twin transport cassette 
decks around, but there are better ones too. 
The TD-W222 puts neither operating con
venience nor sound quality first, though with 
auto-reverse operation it is certainly well 
equipped for £150.

TEST RESUlTS
Rec/replay response -3d8 rel lkHz

IEC Type I <20Hz -18kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz -18kHz
IECType IV <20Hz -18kHz

Wow & Flutter -
Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.22 (0.22)%/0.34 (0.46)%.

Wow/Flutter
Peak DINwtd 0.19 (0.19)%/0.34 (0.40)% •

Speed error + 1.0%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51dB

distortion OdB 0.8%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion OdB 2.2%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 1.2%

Channel separation OVU/IkHz 46.5dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 14.5mV/> 7V
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.51mVI2.6mV
Line output far OdB/maximum 518mV/2.6V

IM distortion I kHz, rei l OkHz/11 kHz OdB 3 . I%
Azimuth check R-L phase at8kHz 20 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 3dB
Dimensians.(w x h x d) 43.5 x 12 x 22cms
Typical Retail Price £150
*(reverse direction figures)
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Nigel Kennedy listens to Nigel Kennedy on Stax headphones

PATH

STAXTHE BEST HEADPHONES IN THE WORLD
Poth Group PLC, Oesborough Industriel Pork, High Wycombe, Bu(ks HPI2 3BG. Tel: 0494 459981. Telex: 837134 PATH G. FAX: 0494 461209



JVC TD-V711
JVC (UK) LTD., ELOONWALL TRADING ESTATE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, STAPLES CORNER, LONDON NW2. TEL: (01) 450 3282.

Only one word adequately describes this 
machine: wow! In a marketplace of clones, 
the £380 TD-V711 benefits from some highly 
original thinking. One example is the total 
removal of the Dolby circuits from the signal 
path when they're not in use - usually the 
major part of the circuit continues to con
duct the audio signal regardless. Even Dolby 
HX Pro can be defeated and removed in this 
way.

The TD-V711 has separate dedicated 
record and playback heads and automatically 
switched, tape/source monitoring. The trans
port has dual capstans, driven by a direct 
drive motor. Instead. of solenoids, motor 
driven cams control the transport, in a near 
silent arrangement modelled on Nakamichi 
and Denon practice. Auto tape type recogni
tion is supplemented by a fine bias adjust
ment facility. The range of up-market 
gadgets fitted include a headphone socket 
with volume control, 43dB meters with peak 
hold, a counter with remaining time readout 
and various memory and track search func
tions.

There are other points of at least equal 
interest to the ' audiophile. They include 
extensive remote control switching to mini
mise signal runs inside, the separation of 
control and audio signal areas, OFC circuit 
track and PC-OCC head windings, and a num
ber of steps to reduce microphony and struc
tural resonance. The deck also has no less 
than three line inputs so that various system 
components can be connected directly with
out passing through a system amplifier.

LAB REPORT
The high-tech transport endows the JVC with 
.very fine wow and flutter test results bet
tered elsewhere only at much higher prices. 
Both wow and flutter are low individually and 
the spectrum analysis shows almost negligi
ble modulation noise. 

The record/replay frequency response
plots were run with the bias control set to
normal and using the standard test tapes.
Note the way the responses hinge around 1
2kHz; this is almost completely correctable

using the bias adjust feature. Not so Dolby 
tracking, however. The nature of the curves 
shows quite strong mistracking evidently due 
to inappropriate Dolby level settings; this of 
course can't be corrected without access to 
the internals; the solutions are appropriate 
choice of tapes (see below), or re-alignment 
by a competent dealer.

Incidentally I ran some frequency 
response tests with HX Pro switched in and 
out, at OVU and -15VU; both showed similar 
ldB increases in output at the top end of the 
passband with the circuit active, which is 
curious since there should be little effect 
with simple sinewave signals at -15dB. It 
appears that the HX Pro circuit is in effect 
operating a little like a mild dynamic expan
sion circuit, which isn't quite the idea.

SOUND QUALITY
I made some wonderful recordings with this 
deck using some of the recent high grade 
tapes such as TDK MA-X and Sony Metal ES 
Type !Vs, and Sony UX-Pro Type I!, using 
Dolby B or without Dolby altogether. These 
tapes are especially suitable for non-Dolby 
recording because they can take a lot of sig
nal without compression, leaving hiss far 
behind. Generally I felt the deck sounded 
best without noise reduction but with HX 
Pro. However, non Dolby recordings were 
often better with the more sensitive tapes 
simply because they side-stepped the sensi
tivity mismatch problem. Adjustable record 
sensitivity would avoid this.

Prerecorded material replays well. There's 
a small loss of air and detail but nothing that 
isn't explicable by the parallel (and mild) 
loss of HF output. The deck is predictably 
best at playing its own recordings, however, 
and the overriding impression after the audi
tioning was that this is a remarkably stable 
and assured performer, with pin sharp preci
sion, a solid bass, and complete accuracy of 
pitch. But there is also a slight trace of'wispi- 
ness', a kind of emphasis on transients to the 
detriment of the body and weight of the 
sound, even though the tonal balance is to all 
intents and purposes flat.

CONCLUSIONS
It ispossible to criticise the JVC' V711, which 
doesn't have quite the fullness and weight of 
the real thing. But it does have remarkable 
resolving power and stability, and fundamen
tally doesn't sound like a tape recorder. I 
know of few decks so utterly free of dropout 
either - Recommended enthusiastically.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

I ECType I 30Hz-21kHz

EC Type 11 30Hz-21kHz
I ECType IV 30Hz-21kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.06%/0.10%
Wow/Flutter Peak UN wtd 0.05%/0.09%
Speed error +0.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 48dB

distortion OdB 0.48%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 0.65%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49dB
distortion OdB 0.5%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 49.5dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 147mV/>7V
Line output for OdD/maximum 510mV/4.2V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 2.5%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication atiEC OdB 4dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 47.5 x 13.5 x 33.5cms
Typical Retail Price £380
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KENWOOD KX-440HX
TRIO KENWOOD, 17 BRISTOL ROAD, THE METROPOLITAN CENTRE, GREENFORD, MIDDX. UB6 BUP. TEL: (01) 575 6030.

This model sits at the bottom of a five strong 
range and in a sense represents the lowest 
common denominator of the others, drawing 
heavily on them for inspiration. The styling is 
just different enough from the norm to look 
fresh and original, but not to cause problems 
at point of sale. For the most part the £140 
KX-440 is simply if adequately built, but the 
standard of finish is really quite good. - 
perhaps even a little better than usual.

The key selling features are intro-scan - 
which is not always found on decks at this 
price - and Dolby HX Pro, in addition to the 
usual Dolby B and C noise reduction. Micro
phones can be used with this deck/ head
phones likewise at fixed level only.

Intro-scan mode searches for and plays 
the first quarter minute of each 'track' - that 
is each recorded section on tape preceded by 
about four seconds silence. Unless action is 
taken within that fifteen seconds, the circuit 
searches out the next track, and so on ad 
infinitum. It's a useful search aid, especially 
in the absence of a memory counter or audi
ble cueing, and is an excellent supplement 
for the track search feature which can locate 
tracks numbered up to 16 away from the cur
rent position.

The vertically oriented meters are very 
basic, covering a restricted 16dB range. The 
transport section is fully logic controlled and 
includes one touch record start. Separate 
record level and balance controls are fitted 
plus a standby switch for play/record via an 
external timer. Tape type recognition is 
manual, using a three position switch.

Presumably the Kenwood meets all 
relevant British safety standards, but I wasn't 
altogether impressed by live, unshrouded 
mains connections a couple of centimetres 
below a slotted ventilation grille which would 
certainly allow a knife blade to pass. I noted 
also that the PC board mounted line level 
sockets are supported by the back panel 
which is extremely flexible in this region.

LAB REPORT
Technically the KX-440 is on quite strong 
ground. The basic prerecorded response is 

flat through the midband but with some los
ses at high frequencies, even though head 
azimuth checks show no discernible error. 
The full record/playback cycle responses are 
very flat over most of the frequency range of 
interest; the very tiny rises at the very high 
frequency end seems partly due to downband 
ringing from the MPX filters, which have 
quite a sharp action just prior to the 19kHz 
null. There is also a suggestion that the bass 
end has been tailored by sympathetic tuning 
of the head contour effect, the result here 
being a quite sharp rolloff below a certain 
threshold frequency near 65Hz, in reality a 
higher cutoff frequency than many others.

Dolby B alignment is good, but less so 
Dolby C which gives a rather dull, distant 
sound (see later). The transport has quite 
low wow and flutter and a benign noise mod
ulation spectrum. The various noise and dis
tortion figures are fully satisfactory, though 
the +6dB meter reading for IEC OdB level is 
set high.

SOUND QUALITY
I was unhappy with the sound of both prere
corded musicassettes and new recordings 
alike. Both are unacceptably coloured and 
compressed to the author's ears. Transients 
are badly crushed and there was little space 
or energy in the sound. And this from the 
company that has shown such a turnaround 
with their amplifiers in the last year ...

The problems certainly lie in part with the 
crude design of the record and replay ampli
fiers, but some of the blame lies elsewhere. 
The bass has a one-note, almost thuddy qual
ity off tape, the sound being uneven and 
scrappy with significant loss of detail In 
addition, there is an uncertain meandering 
of pitch, an effect with a quite long time con
stant and doubly disturbing for that reason.

CONCLUSIONS
The KX-440HX is not Kenwood's most suc
cessful product, even in relation to price. 
Neatly presented and adequately equipped, 
our sample at least sounded crude and lack
ing in stability.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -JdB ref 1kHz

1 ECTypeI 32Hz-17.5kHz
IEC Type II 31Hz-17kHz
I ECType IV 39Hz -16.5kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.13%/0.23%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.09%/0.23%
Speed error +0.5%
Type 1 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400 Hz 50dB

distortion OdB 1.3%
Type II signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400 Hz 54dB

distortion OdB. 17%
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52dB

distortion OdB LO%
Channel separation OVU/lkHz 47dB
line input sensitivity/overload 115mV/>7V
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.66mV/163mV
line output for OdB/maximum 558mV/3.4V
1M distortion 1kHz, ref 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 5.6%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 6dB
Dimensionsfwx h x d) 44 x 1L5x27cms
Typical Retail Price £140
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KENWOOD KX-660
TRIO KENWOOO, 17 BRISTOL ROAD, THE METROPOLITAN CENTRE, GREENFORO, MIDOX UB6 BUP. TEL: (01) 575 6030.

market sector. It is stable and well focused 
and works consistently well with a wide vari
ety of blank tapes. Recommended, except for 
those with a large collection of musicasset- 
tes.

TEST RESULTS

The KX-550 reviewed inIssue 52 has not been 
directly replaced; instead its place is taken 
by two models that flank the position the old 
one occupied. This £170 KX-660HX is the 
more expensive of these two new models; the 
other is the KX-440 reviewed separately.

There's no shortage of choice around this 
price point, and Kenwood have decided to 
take a fairly purist view of what is desired. 
Some modest measures have been taken to 
'rigify' (Kenwood's term) the structure 
against resonance and vibration, and the 
businesslike control system is also notable.

Like other Kenwood decks,' the '660 is 
equipped with Dolby HX Pro which to a first 
approximation has the effect of linearising
(my term) the high level, high frequency per
formance of lower bias tapes. Noise reduc-
tion is courtesy of the ubiquitous Dolby B and 
C.

Twin 6.3mm microphone sockets are fit
ted alongside the fixed level headphone 
socket. Tape type recognition is automatic, 
and bias levels may be adjusted on all three 
tapes. The electronic tape counter reads in 
minutes and seconds, which makes search
ing a tape a more than usually intuitive task. 
There is no memory stop feature, but a num
ber of alternative tape search facilities 
include track search (up to 16 tracks in 
either direction), blank search and index 
scan (which plays a few seconds from the 
start of each track in turn). These combine 
to form a powerful set of tools for this often 
tedious task.

The main user interface is unusually well 
designed. The transport controls are dis
posed in a block with the fast wind controls 
flanking 'play' and surmounting an oversize 
'stop' key. One-key record starts are possible. 
Input level controls consist of two variable 
controls for each channel described as 'pre
sets', and a third large master gain control 
which enables fades to be easily made. The 
meters are excellent, high resolution, two- 
colour vertical columns, scaled clearly from 
-20dB to + 12dB.

LAB REPORT
The transport is plainly a good one. It pro
duced some excellent figures for a sub-£200 
model on test, though some fairly low level 
capstan wow artefacts are visible on the plot, 
and some high frequency components too.

The metal and ferric (Type IV and I) 
record/replay frequency responses are all 
perfectly smooth and flat up to 5kHz, but the 
Type II curve is on the rise from below 2kHz.
A little extra bias from the front panel con
trol is enough to more or less correct mat-
ters, and this should be adjusted for similar 
perceived source and off-tape tonal balance 
- using FM interstation noise, for example. 
The Dolby plots look acceptable enough, but 
more detailed examination suggests mild 
misalignment.

Head azimuth is correct, and prerecorded 
tapes are accurately reproduced. !M distor
tion is low. Note that the IEC OVU level is set 
high, at +4dB on the meters, which means 
that recording levels can be set a little higher 
than usual.

SOUND QUALITY
Prerecorded cassettes sound coloured, with 
a strangely thin, hollow bass and a slightly 
metallic 'enclosed' mid and top - clear and 
detailed enough, but plainly invented and 
obviously synthetic.

The KX-660 rates rather better as a recor
der. Adjectives culled from the listening 
notes include 'good', 'tight', 'dynamic', 'force
ful' and 'fairly detailed'. The precision and 
stability suggests that modulation noise is 
low, and there's little waffle or muddiness.

I found the deck varied and interesting to 
listen to, predictably more so with Dolby B 
than with C which tended to sound slightly 
coloured. Noise levels are generally too 
intrusive to allow use without noise reduc
tion, not just because of the absolute level of 
hiss but also due to its character which was a 
little sharper than usual.

CONCLUSIONS
The KX-660HXis one ofthe better decks in its

Rec/replay response -3d8 rei 1kHz
IECType I 30Hz-17kHz

IEC Type 11 30Hz-17kHz
IECType IV 30Hz-17kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DINwtd/unwtd 0.08%/0.23%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.06%/0.20%
Speed error + L.O%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 46.5d8

distortion OdB 1.1%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 5L.5d8
distortion OdB 0.7%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50dB
distortion OdB 0.7%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 49.5d8
Line input sensitivity/overload 121mV/>7V
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.62mV/32mV
Line output for OdB/maximum 560mV/2.6V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 1.3%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication atiEC OdB 4d8
Dimensions (w x h x d) 44 x 11.5 x 325cms
Typical Retail Price £170
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INCON Interconnect Cables

\

The Superior Tristands

HIFI Answers (May '88) "The CD-P Is a cost 
effective way ofadding top-quality C. D. 
sound to an existing system" - Review copy 
available on request.

Add a direct C.D. Input 
to your amplifier and 
by-pass all of the usual 
sound degrading circuitry. 
The CO-P does just this by 
maintaining the ultimate 
in signal path optimisation 
- one high quality close 
tolerance Alps volume
control and one high quality switch which 
selects either C.D. direct, or the amplifier input 
switching facilities.
All sockets are gold plated with independant 
earthing. Case-work is aluminimum.

OEO PrOducts are recommended by all leading manufacturers and importers of HiFi Equipment. They are 

available from around 1000 HiFi retailers throughout the UK
Alternatively. order direct and we will despatch your order within 24 hours lsubject to availability).
"est and packing free\ All prices include VAT @ 15%.
•Add SOp to orders under ES.OO. A OED Accessory Catalogue

I BESTBUY ' 
IllFICHOiCF

New technology cables using OXYGEN FREE 
HIGH CONDU CTIVITY copper conductors. 
HI-FI Answers (May 84) commenting on INCON 
"With INCON the sound was sweet, open, 
transparent, tuneful and very easy to follow Both 
sonically and musically the QED cable transformed 
the sound."
Prices from t9. 95 for a half metre pair of phono to 
phone cables or cable off the reel at £1.20 per 
metre.

BESTBUY \ ifichoicF
An exciting new range of speaker stands offering 
considerable improvements in sound quality over 
conventional designs.
Among the new features is the three point support 
system which is fully self levelling at both the floor 
and the speaker interface. For full details see our 
new catalogue number 10.

PRICES FROM
£39.95

QED 79 Strand 
The BEST BUY of 
Speaker Cables
Over 4 million metres of genuine 
QED 79 strand speaker cable 
has so far been sold, making it 
the most popular speaker cable 
ever produced. HIFI Answers 
(Nov 82) concluded that, 
"Changing from bell wire or 
mains lead to QED 79 STRAND 
SPEAKER CABLE is the 
cheapest upgrade you will 
ever make."

PRICE 
90p 

per metre
An increasingly popular choice 
is the flat configuration 79 F7Q Price
strand speaker cable introduced F79 prICe 
last season. It has a profile of £ 1 .20
only 2.5mm which makes it ideal per metre 
for concealing under carpets, 
now available in Black or White.

Input Expander

As the name suggests, the IX 4 is designed to 
expand both the 'tape' and 'line' inputs of a 
'minimum facilities' pre-amplifier or integrated 
amplifier. Provision is made for the connection and 
control of two tape decks, with full record, 
playback and tape to tape functions, plus two line 
inputs. The line inputs are marked 'video' and 
'aux/C.D.'.

PRICE: IX^4 
£39.95 

IX^4 GOLD 
£49.95

C.D. Passive Pre-Amp CD-P

PRICE 
£39.95

The NewQED 
Super Cable F200

The new F200 cable is specifically designed to 
be the next logical upgrade to QED 79 strand. 
It is constructed using the same selected grade 
of high purity copper. Each strand is some 25% 
thinner than 79 strand, but there are more of 
them, 200 per side to be exact. The new low 
profile format which was first used in F79 (the 
flat version of the original cable) is used again 
here. Each side consisting offour bunches of 50 
strands laid flat. This type of configuration 
significantly improves sound quality and with 
a profile of only 2.Smm, it is also very easy to 
conceal under carpets.
Available In black or ^toite.

PRICE 
£1.95 

per metre

For tochnical and nearest dealer information ring 0784 246236

OED Audio Products Ltd., Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford. Middlesex TW15 1AU. 
North American Distributor. May Audio Marketing Ltd.. 646, Guimonq Bivd .• Longueuil, QUE. J4G I PS 
Tei 1514)651-5707is a must - send for yours now!.-------------------------------------------^^--

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please send me your latest Catalogue No. 10 and the name of my nearest dealer:

I enclose a First Class stamp.

NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ADDRESS POSTCODE



LUXMAN KD-117
HW INTERNATIONAL, 3-5 EDEN GROVE, LONDON N7 8EO. TEL: (01) 607 2717.

one that lacked specificity and focus.

CONCLUSIONS
The Luxman is physically unobtrusive and 
has some novel minor features which will be 
useful in certain situations. I cite its unusual 
interfacing potential and the ability (useful 
in logging set-ups perhaps) to address two 
recorders from one remote handset. Musi
cally, however, it tends to waffle, and the 
sound is a little coloured and glutinous.

TEST RESULTS

It's nothing short of uncanny the way half a 
dozen companies have taken a revolutionary 
product like DAT and independently come 
up with almost identical visions of how it 
should be packaged for sale. Happily, this 
ultra-slimline Luxman unit, which looks 
even more like a CD player than most other 
DAT recorders, is very much an individual in 
what is fast becoming a field of clones.

Inevitably, there's nothing unusual about 
the basics. The machine supports playback 
at 32, 44.1 and 48kHz, and will record from a 
digital datastream at 32kHz (largely acade
mic until we have digital satellite radio) and 
48kHz but not, of course, CD's 44.lkHz. 
There are more rear panel sockets than 
usual, with two line level inputs (one label
led CD with its own preset input gain), a 
switchable low pass filter (at 22kHz), and 
two digital inputs (one optical and one elec
trical). The output side is almost identically 
equipped, with extra output sockets so a CD 
player channelled through the recorder can 
be fed to a system amplifier.

Selections can have start and skip !Ds 
assigned manually or automatically, or dub
bed from a digital master tape for that mat
ter. Search facilities include direct track 
access, repeat play, a 24-track programme 
memory and index scan. A full feature 
remote control is included, and slightly less 
usual features include a switch which allows 
two recorders to be addressed independently 
from the one handset. There is also a thermo
meter style remaining time indicator, and an
adjustable threshold level for 
search feature which controls 
track ID and numbering.

There were minor problems

the track 
automatic

and short-
comings. Fast winding is about 20 per cent 
slower than the other decks on average, 
especially when running past unrecorded 
tape, and the main transport controls 
engaged erratically and sometimes not at all. 
When it did work, it was often without any 
explicit sign from the machine to suggest 
what it was doing. Also the track numbering 
circuitry placed start !Ds in places other 
decks ignored, which could prove annoying.

LAB REPORT
The Luxman has messy looking internals 
partly due to a complex wiring harness' 
which seemingly join every corner of every 
PC board to every other. A multi-board 
design, the main boards are for analogue 
(screened) and power supply components 
which are sited below the digital board. Sony 
chips are much in evidence, but the conver
ters are Burr Brown PCM56P 16-bit types, 
one for each channel. Good quality capaci
tors include Cerafin electrolytics in the audio 
section. The power section has no fewer than 
eight 10,000^F caps, all fed from a single 
transformer to form a multiplicity of supplies 
to feed the various circuit blocks.

The inter-channel phase difference at 
high frequencies suggests a time-shared DAC 
or ADC system, in this case apparently the 
latter. THD figures are good at all levels but 
intermodulation distortion is higher than 
average. The overall frequency response 
shows a little ripple and significant bass and 
treble shaping. Noise measures about aver
age but ultrasonic spuriae are exceptionally 
well suppressed, indicating a heavily filtered 
output. Low level resolution is good, the 
-90dB sinewave reproducing well, giving 
15.8-bit resolution. The emphasis ■ applied 
when recording gives about lOdB boost at 
20kHz ref 1kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
Assessed with the low pass filter disabled, 
which gave the best results, the higher than 
normal subjective noise levels are audible 
behind quiet passages, partly because the 
hiss had a sharp, almost aggressive quality. 
The inky black silences that characterise 
digital audio at its best were not always pre
sent here.

The Luxman was initially impressive,
mostly because it had good control and pro
jection. But it was also clear that there was
considerable smothering of fine detail. It was
responsible for some smearing effects and
tended to sound rather bland and unsubtle.
The KD-117 produced a big soundstage but

70dB
73dB

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Channel balance 0,2ldB 0.12dB 0.04dB
Channel separation 821106dB 85/97dB 80/86dB
Channel phase difference oo 4o 75°
Total harmonic distortion inc noise, 20kHzbandwidth

OdB 86dB 87dB 83dB
-1M8 78d8
-&OdB 4ldB
-BOdB 20dB

lntermodulation distortion 
L+R (OdB, 19kHz/20kHz) 
L+R HOdB, 19kHz/20kHzl

Frequency response 
L
R

Output level OdB 
Output impedance 
Mechanical noise

-0.25dB
-0.26dB

OdB
OdB

Signal/noise ratio (no emphasis unwtd) 
CCIR/ARM wtd (rei l kHzl

Spuriae to 100kHz
Resolution (linearity) at -90dB UR 
Headphone socket/output impedance 
Line in impedance (kohm) 
Line sensitivity/overload 
Dimensions (w x h x d) 
Typical Retail Price*

-0.84dB
-0.77dB

2.02V 
■ 370ohms 

low
89dB
84dB

-llOdB
89.2dB/89.2dB

yes, variable 133ohms 
46kohms 

IOOmV/>7V 

43.8 x 8.3 x 34.5cms 
£1500

*This machine is not yet officially available from Sony UK; the price 
quoted is an estimate from OAT specialist Playback, ofPercy Street, 
London Wl, on the likely European price.
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Audio Technica have built up a worldwide reputation on the quality of its transducer products ... those delicate 
components which turn soundwaves and mechanical movement into electrical impulses or vice versa. it's made us 
world leader in the field of cartridge technology and now the same micro-engineering expertise is at work in the 900 
series 'phones.

The 'larger than life' sensation of our new ATH 909, ATH 910 and ATH 911 models comes courtesy of extra large 
diameter drivers with copper clad aluminium voice coils which produce a superbly natural sound right through to the 
critical high frequencies. Add good ergonomic design, soft-feel earpads plus a low overall weight to create a most 
impressive headphone. z

Comfortable enough, you'll agree, for the most careful of listeners.
Audition the 900 Series soon at your specialist hi-fi store, local BADA 

member dealer or simply contact us directly for more information.

ly complete transducer family
E » HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE • VITAL LINKS
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NAD 6300
HI-FI MARKETS plc, AXIS 4, RHODES WAY, WATFORO, HERTS W02 4YW. TEL: (0923) 226499.

NAD tell me that they suffer from a 'per
ceived value' problem with, this 3-head Dolby 
B/C remote control deck - there are too few 
controls and displays to justify the price in 
many people's eyes. Perhaps many people 
have problemswith their eyesight ...

General reaction to the appearance is 
positive: the NAD has a discreet charm and a 
splash of originality unique amongst the 
decks submitted this year (originality often 
is unique, I have found). It also has some 
surprises. Dolby HX, Pro is combined with 
Dyneq processing to improve working dyna
mic range. And something called Play Trim 
can adjust the replay equalisation applied to 
old or incorrectly processed tapes, but does 
so inside the Dolby, replay loop which 
reduces the processing required by a half.

Dyneq is a recording limiter which oper
ates on high level HF signals to prevent them 
causing • LF intermodulation. It does so in 
conjunction with Dolby HX Pro, . and is 
designed to work only when the system would 
otherwise be in clip.

The NAD is a superb ergonomic design, my 
only criticisms being that the power switch 
should be further away from the cassette 
door open button, and that the (28dB high 
resolution) record level meters are too 
bright.. Elsewhere NAD has managed to keep 
the control count as low as practical - the 
MPX switch is on the back panel for example. 
Sensible grouping and the imaginative use of 
colour and control style makes the deck as 
near intuitively obvious to use as possible.

Elsewhere, the electronic counter has a 
real time option, and tape and Dolby switch
ing use sensible lever switches. But I do miss 
a memory counter and automatic tape recog
nition, not to mention the almost inevitable 
headphone socket. The transport accommo
dates 'punch-in' recording, and the cassette 
well is illuminated. The remote control 
addresses the main transport features 
including 'record', and a full NAD system 
remote handset will be available soon (it says 
here).

For car cassette users in particular, the
deck features a switchable compressor to

reduce recorded dynamic range, and so make 
quiet passages more audible in an environ
ment with inherently high background noise.

LAB REPORT
The '6300 aims to offer low scrape flutter and 
good speed stability, and achieves these ends 
in some style. The transport is a dual capstan 
diffused resonance design (shades of Naka
michi) of a quality level that doesn't grow on 
trees. The wow and flutter figures are 
remarkably fine (0.05% DIN Wtd), and the 
noise modulation spectrum is sharp and 
clean, albeitwith some discrete sidebands at 
very low level.

Remarkably well extended at both ends of 
the passband, the response curves all show a 
sharp, high Q lift at high frequencies which is 
not completely correctable by bias adjust
ment. The playback response shape is good 
at the normal setting of the play trim control, 
and the effect of minimum and maximum 
settings have also been included for informa
tion.

SOUND QUALITY
Dyneq. works rather well. It , can be treated 
almost like an auto-level control circuit, and 
is very nearly undetectable unless you know 
what you're listening for. It can be cracked if 
the deck is really abused, but with common 
sense one is free to use very high record 
levels without compression, tape noise vir
tually disappearing at the other end of the 
volume spectrum. This facilitates purist non
Dolby recordings which in turn help retain 
that much more of the life of the original.

The sound of this deck is quite distinctive. 
Not wholly neutral, it has a rounded kind of 
feel. The Hf end isn't as open or as airy as the 
best, and the '6300 never sounds as detailed 
as some. But the sound picture is remarkably 
homogenous, with excellent dynamics and a 
truly 3-D quality rare from cassettes. Image 
stability and separation are remarkable.

CONCLUSIONS
This is the nearest thing to a minimalist 
audiophile low-spec recorder this side of

some of the best Nakamichis. The hefty price 
can only be justified by the sound; Recom
mended, but I feel bound to suggest it's a bit 
overpriced.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3d8 rel lkHz 

IEC Type I
IECType 11
IECType IV

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd
Speed error
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

distortion OdB
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

distortion OdB
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

distortion OdB
Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 
Line input sensitivity/overload 
Line output for OdB/maximum 
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz DdB 
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (w x h x d)
Typical Retail Price

<20Hz-22kHz
<20Hz -.22kHz 

<2{)Hz-22.5kHz
0.05%/0.09% 
0.04%/0.08%

+0.75% 
52d8 

0.6% 
56dB 
1.2% 
53dB 

0.8%
47. SdB 

52mV/>7V 
562mV/2.3V 

0.8%
20 degrees 

!dB 
43.5 x 12 x 28cms 

£649
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NAKAMICHI RX-202E
NAKAMICHI B&W (UK) LTD., MARLBOROUGH RD., CHURCHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LANCING, WEST SUSSEX. TEL: (0903) 750750.

Nakamichi has taken two bites at the twin 
problems posed by auto-reverse operation - 
lack of stability of the head block and azi
muth integrity (errors here tend to be addi
tive, with Side B worst affected). The most 
exotic solution is found in the Dragon which 
combines elaborate construction with vari
able azimuth, adjusted by a servo system to 
maximise HF response. The ^202£, by con
trast, is a classic application of lateral think
ing: the whole cassette rotates! The revers
ing mechanism is extremely rapid, leaving a 
gap of around half a second at the end of side, 
though Nakamichi throw this advantage 
away by omitting infra-red sensing of the 
tape/leader join.

The remaining facilities are very much on 
a par with other, older Nakamichis - this is 
not amongst their most recent designs. The 
roll call consists of Dolby B and C (with inde
pendent MPX switching), an electronic 
memory counter, and niceties like automatic 
two speed fades and blank skip. Headphones 
may be connected with volume adjustment 
using a level control wired into the main out
put. The only inputs are at line level, and the 
record levels meters cover about 37dB. One 
neat touch is a single key record start feature 
for the current or opposite other side of the 
tape, operative from any part of the tape.

But no such simple list of features can do 
the deck justice. Apart from the oddball 
auto-reverse mechanism, what sets this deck 
apart are the incredibly smooth controls and 
the almost eerie silence with which the cam 
operated transport goes about its business. 
Unfortunately it doesn't take long to find the 
snags either. The design of the control sys
tem is typically idiosyncratic. I cite the tape 
and Dolby switches which are particularly 
obscure - this deck is for fans only!

lAB REPORT
Lab performance is excellent in parts. The 
Type I and 11 record/replay plots, for exam
ple, are remarkably accurate and well 
extended, whilst the Type IV curve only 
shows a small (2dB) boost at 20kHz because 
the deck is set up for older style metal tapes 

closer to the original (and now outdated) 
IEC Type IV standard.

Dolby calibration is for tapes a couple of 
dB less sensitive than the new IEC standard 
tapes used for the tests, so the deck should 
be readjusted to take current tape technol
ogy into account, preferably at the factory. 
However, any competent Nakamichi dealer 
ought also to be able to make these adjust
ments since the deck is liberally endowed 
inside with the various presets for all para
meters affecting tape matching.

The replay only result shows a slightly 
bright overall balance but an early treble 
rolloff (the two are not contradictory). The 
various signaVnoise and distortion readings 
are fine: high level intermodulation is espe
cially low, which is a tribute to the quality of 
the record and replay amplifiers. Speed sta
bility on the other hand is plain OK, with a 
suggestion of capstan wow and other 
resonant effects somewhat reflecting the age 
of this design.

SOUND QUAliTY
This Nakamichi was a remarkably effective 
tool for reproducing prerecorded cassettes. 
As a foretaste of how it was to behave as a 
recorder, the deck displayed remarkable 
focus and dynamics. Transients seemed to 
rise from a base of absolute silence rather 
than the kind of murky greyness more usual 
with cassettes, and tonal colours were just 
that for once - vivid, varied and above all 
colourful.

The lack of proper Dolby C compatibility 
afflicted all the tape types tried to a greater 
or lesser extent. But type B noise reduction 
was less influenced, and indeed left the deck 
sounding vital and lively, with little loss of 
resolution or transient attack - it's the tran
sients that often seem most seriously 
affected by noise reduction circuits.

Findings parallel those for prerecorded
material. The deck is remarkably lifelike and
rewarding by cassette standards, and tends
to be free of that indefinable cloying 'some
thing' that so often marks down the compact
cassette medium. Bass depth and power are

particularly un-cassette like and
undoubtedly nelp a lot.

CONCLUSIONS
Allowing for some necessary setting up, the 
very high standard of audio performance out
weighs the many idiosyncrasies. This deck 
has real personality - Recommended.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -ldB re! 1kHz

IECType I <20Hz-21kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz- 20kHz
I ECType IV <20Hz-21kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.12%/0.23%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd o.o9%to.m;
Speed error + 1.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50dB

distortion OdB 1.2%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 56dB
distortion OdB 1.7%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 0.95%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 47dB
line input sensitivity/overload 76.5mV/>7V
line output for OdB/maximum 660mV/3.0V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz OdB 0.7%

Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 3dB

Dimensions (w x h x dl 45 x 13.5 x 25.5cms
Typical Retail Price £545

i
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The TA-2120 is a neatly engineered deck, 
realistically priced at around £120.

This Onkyo has automatic tape type recog
nition and Dolby B and C noise reduction. 
The record level meters have only seven 
steps covering a limited 21dB dynamic range, 
and the deck has a standard mechanical 
(non-memory) tape counter. Nothing 
unusual here.

What is vaguely unusual is the two way 
repeat feature, which either repeats whole 
sides or specific music blocks whose end 
points can be randomly assigned. There is 
also an auto-space feature which inserts five 
second blank passages onto tapes at the 
press of a single button - but it's rather 
stranded without the automatic track search 
feature for which auto-space was originally 
designed.

The rest is standard stuff. Input level is 
controlled by adjacent twin rotaries which 
doesn't make ganged stereo fades too easy. 
The only input is at normal line level; micro
phone users will have to use an outboard 
preamplifier or look elsewhere.

If plumbed into certain .Onkyo systems, 
the 2120 can be remotely controlled using a 
serial data link. The rest of us will have to 
spoon feed it in the time honoured fashion. 
Not that that's much hardship; the transport 
controls are very clearly laid out and fully 
logic interfaced to avoid tape scatter or tang
ling when changing modes without passing 
through 'stop'. The control solenoids engage 
noisily, but the transport itself is as sweet as 
a nut.

LAB REPORT
Measurements give relatively few clues to 
the qualities of this deck. They suggest a 
competent machine but certainly not an out
standing one. Low and middle frequencies 
are accurately handled, with the small 
deficiencies on the Type I! and IV plots of 
iittle real consequent and largely determi
ned by the brand of tape employed. Dolby 

’ processing leads to only very tiny undesirable 
response modifications. 

Wow and flutter is perfectly satisfactory

for a deck in this price range, the flutter 
analysis showing few discrete components 
that are likely to be audible. High level 
intermodulation distortion is very low and 
signaVnoise ratios usefully large; conse
quently this deck is capable of a usefully wide 
operating dynamic range. Head azimuth is 
accurately set.

SOUND QUALITY
Within certain limits the TA-2120 turns out to 
be a first rate performer, easily on a par with 
some of the better models up to, say, £150. 
The limits are defined partly by tape suitabil
ity: the Onkyo isn't particularly well suited to 
metal (Type IV) tapes; even correctly biased 
types such as tDkMa sound a little hard and 
lacking in hear-through clarity. It could be 
that such tapes demand more than this deck 
can give, since the problem is simply not evi
dent with lower bias tapes.

Another point that soon became obvious 
was that Dolby noise reduction did few 
favours to this Onkyo. Both species of noise 
reduction had the similar effect of sapping 
the sound of vitality and dynamics.

Without Dolby processing and used with a 
good Type I! tape, the 2120 is capable of 
surprisingly vivid and lifelike music making. 
Dynamics are strong and stereo imagery is 
surprisingly specific and stable. Prerecorded 
tapes are also handled with some subtlety 
and aplomb, putting the seal on a low cost 
deck with a touch of distinction.

CONCLUSIONS
Scarcely an elegant recorder and with only 
very average facilities, the Onkyo is never
theless surprisingly satisfying on audition. 
Not at its best with metal tapes, the noise 
reduction circuits also proved something of a 
liability. Underlying these limitations, 
however, is a fine, articulate sounding recor
der and a clear candidate for Recommenda
tion.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3d8 rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 25Hz -14kHz

IECType 11 25Hz -16kHz
IEC Type IV 25Hz-17kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.16%/0.31%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.12%/0.25%
Speed error + 0.75%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400 Hz 53dB

distortion OdB 1.0%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 58dB
distortion OdB 12%

Type IV signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion OdB 2.1%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 47dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 70mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 630mV/2.8V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/llkHz OdB 2.2%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x dl 43.5 x 11 5 x 26.5cms
Typical Retail Price £120
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Engineered Elegance for your Media System
J । I .I . I .. L. । , . । . „ । ™ I ।
Now owners of fine media equipment can house it Deluxe Loudspeaker Stands SP1 have hidden
in the manner it deserves. By providing a range of 
beautifully designed modules, the Daniel Lamb 
Collection allows you to display your treasured 
equipment and integrate it into the modern home 
environment. Those with an eye for excellence will 
appreciate the timeless good looks and lasting 
finish of these original designs. Note the use of 
rigid metal frames and conical, high contact 
pressure feet. Those tubular black steel frames 
conceal vibration absorbing inner chambers and 
feature easy level adjustment. They point support 
marble shelves which provide elegant and strong 
platforms for your media system.

Hand finished throughout by expert engineers, 
the Collection sets new standards for the new age 
of home entertainment.

Equipment Table Bt is the perfect home for your 
turntable, CD, pre-amp, integrated amplifier etc. 
Fitted ';Vith three marble shelves (an alternative 
lightweight turntable shelf is also available). 
Dimensions (mm) W640, H920, D400. £612.95

Tel : 041-954 5585 or 041-959 6351 Tlx: 776563

depths. Concealed within their tripod structure is 
the advanced acoustic engineering of our Red Line 
range. SP1 will support speakers with a maximum 
base area of: 300 (mm) depth and 280 (mm) width. 
Dimensions (mm) W280, H630, D310.
£439.88 (pair)

Mono-Block Tables MB2 are designed primarily 
for mono power amplifiers although they will also 
accommodate many 'floor standing' speakers.
Dimensions (mm) W560, H340, D460.
£344^95 (pair)

Album Rack ARt is a versatile unit with storage 
for approximately 150 LP records and a long 
marble shelf to support any audio unit.
Dimensions (mm) W690, H490, D400. £275.95

Television & Video Table TV1 can support either 
audio or video units on its twin marble shelves.

Dimensions (mm) W690, H490, D400. £241.50

157, Curie Street, Glasgow



Lower down the pecking order than the CT- 
737 comes this expensive looking £180 three- 
head Pioneer deck known as the CT-443. Like 
its larger sibling, it includes rudimentary (cf 
Aiwa XK-009) cassette shell damping and 
other anti-resonance measures designed to 
reduce microphony in the player itself.

The deck is Dolby B and C equipped and 
has non-switchable Dolby HX Pro headroom 
extension circuitry. Like other recent 
Pioneer designs, the '443 has an attractive 
display with a range of simple function tell
tales, an electronic tape counter (but no 
memory!), and two colour 28dB meters 
which are both clear and offer good resolu
tion.

The display also shows what kind of tape 
has been selected and Dolby status (includ
ing Dolby HX Pro for some inscrutable 
reason). But there are some useful gadgets, 
to whit 'index scan', which looks for and plays 
the first 12 seconds of each track until over
ridden; 'blank search', which finds the end of 
a recording so that a new one can be made; 
and a track search feature. For recording 
itself the deck permits fine control over bias, 
and defeatable MPX filtering.

There are some nice features here then, 
but also some unfortunate shortcuts, prob
ably thought necessary in the designers' 
(marketing departments?) desire to include 
some extra facilities to fill out the 'perceived 
value' side of the equation. Examples include 
unfriendly Dolby B/C switching based on dual 
dependent switches and badly designed 
manual tape type switching in place of auto 
tape sensing. Though logic controlled, the 
transport is rather noisy, but it's arguably 
unfair to expect much more at this price 
level.

LAB REPORT
The playback test tape was reproduced ade
quately enough, and with the fine bias con
trol centred, the thrpe main record/replay 
frequency responses were all contained 
within a ± IdB envelope from under 50Hz to- 
above 15kHz. In each case there's a tendency 
towards a slightly 'dished' shape which is. 

probably responsible for the mild 'loudness' 
effect noted when listening. The two higher 
bias positions are most affected, and the 
application of Dolby - quite well aligned in 
this recorder - naturally exaggerated the 
effect. Of course the fine bias adjustment is 
tailor made to ameliorate this kind of situa
tion.

Wow and flutter is quite good, though the 
highish unweighted figure shows the pre
sence of quite a bit of energy towards the 
outside of the weighting curve - note the 
'shoulders' in the spectrum analysis. The 
'443's noise figures are between 1 and 3dB 
below average, and the speed error is surpris
ingly large.

SOUND QUALITY
This Pioneer runs perceptibly fast, and the 
pitch change may well be unacceptable in 
certain cases. Some people are naturally sen
sitive to pitch, and others may want to be 
able to play a properly tuned live instrument 
alongside a commercial tape (never mind 
why).

Prerecorded tapes lack top end 'bite', but 
the underlying quality is good - bass defini
tion is fine and there is little obvious 
smothering of detail.

The record/playback cycle sounds dynami
cally rather neutered. The Pioneer never 
really sounds as potent and meaningful as 
the source, but it does have something ulti
mately more important perhaps - subtlety. In 
comparison with similarly priced decks, the 
'443 has a natural expressiveness, good 
resolving power and a good if mildly impre
cise stereo soundstage width and depth.

There was never anything obvious or 
pointed about a sound which instead offered 
a taste of quality more frequently found with 
considerably more expensive decks than this 
one. The 443 also made good use of lower bias 
tapes, and created the impression that the 
HX Pro circuitry really meant something in 
this case. The two noise reduction circuits 
are reasonably transparent, but the C circuit 
was predictably responsible for some added 
sonic damping.

CONCLUSIONS
Prerecorded cassette enthusiasts should 
beware the speed error, but in most other 
respects the Pioneer CT-443 is rather more 
than you'd expect at the price. It offers a real 
touch of class, and readily justifies recom^ 

imendation.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3d8 rel lkHz 

IECType I 30Hz -18kHz

IECType 11 20Hz-18kHz
IEC Type IV 20Hz-20kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.10%/0.25%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.07%10.23%
Speed error +1.75%

Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 48.5dB
distortion OdB L.l%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 0.55%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50 5dB
distortion OdB L.O%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 52dB
line input sensitivity/overload 91mV/>7V
line output for OdB/maximum 500mV/L.9V

IM distortion 1kHz, reil OkHz/11 kHz OdB 14%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 10 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 3dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 42 x 13 x 32cms
Typical Retail Price £180

20Hz 50 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k
Overall record/play response. Type IV (metal) tape i r

Noise modulation spectrum analysis
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Take a close look

A close lookatthe unique 
Series V precision pick-up arm 

will reveal a wealth of design 
and engineering features of 

which only twenty are illustrated 
on this page. Some of these are 

concerned with ease and 
accuracy of adjustments 

essential for optimum cartridge 
performance; from others stem 

outstanding sonic qualities 
enabling the full detail and 

dynamics ofthe music to be 
heard, often for the first time.

lt is said that the best 
reproduction of LPs ranks next 
to the original performance for 

the critical home listener and 
the Series V used in concert 
with a comparable cartridge 

and deck will do much to 
reinforce this opinion.

The arm is described in greater 
detail in a four-page colour 
brochure which we shall be 

happy to send you on request.

The best pick-up arm in the world

Unique one piece pressure die casttone-arn utilising the advantages of magnesium, replaces conventional fabricated

Unique assembly gives high 
rigidity and allows bearings 
to be critically adjusted 
before tone-arm is fitted.

23mm diameter steel pillar, 
heat treated, ground and 
honed, carries two 17mm 
ABEC 7 ball races, widely 
spaced to resist tilt.

Subsonic lateral mode fluid 
damper can be instantly 
adjusted or cancelled.

Fine adjustment of arm 
height (VTA).

Internal constrained layer ' 
damps minute residual 
vibration leaving the tone - ■ 
arm acoustically inert.

Fine machined cartridge 
platform.

Stainless steel vertical shaft, 
ground and thread ground, 
with integral 16mm 
diameter flange to couple 
shaft and yoke.

Stainless steel cross shaft, 
ground and thread ground. 
Carried in massive yoke on 
10mm ABEC 7 ball races. 
Axis at record mean level to 
minimise warp-wow.

Dynamic balance - graduated 
vertical tracking force (VTF) 
control applies 0-3 grams x 
0.125 gram through 
resonance controlled spring.

Dual-lock base provides 
movement control with high • 
rigidity.

Anti-skate control operates 
through tension spring and 
filament. Dial corresponds 
with VTF and has positive 
OFF position.

Lowering/ratsing control : 
gives smooth positive 
action. Height of lift can be 
adjusted.

Swivelling damped output
socket minimises vibration 
transmission in sub-chassis

Tungsten-alloy balance 
weight carried on damped 
two-point suspension. 
Extra-low inertia design 
assists warp riding.

Underslung weight housing 
corrects centre of gravity 
and provides non-reflective 
tone-arm termination. 
Adjustment leadscrew 
journalled in twin ball races 
with lever clamping.

Reference lines on tone-arm 
facilitate VTA setting.

New design alignment 
protractor sets HTA with 
great accuracy.

Advanced jig/template 
system guarantees correct 
positioning.

Fine adjustment of horizontal : 
tracking angle (HTA).

SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY, England 
S Steyning (0903) 814321 ffi!l877808 SME G



PIONEER CT-737
PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY GB LTD., FIELD WAY, GREENFORD, MIDDX UB6 BUZ. TEL: (01) 575 5757.

The £300 '737is a full 3-head deck, with auto
matically selected off-tape/source monitor
ing but with manual override. Dolby B and C 
noise reductions have a separately switch
able MPX filter, and the logic transport is 
unusually quiet at take up as well as when 
running. The search systems can find tracks 
up to 15 away from the current position, and 
include a memory equipped elapsed time 
counter and (most praiseworthy) a 'return' 
button which takes the tape back to counter 
zero, in whichever direction it lies. Variable 
bias, Dolby HX Pro and a headphone socket 
with volume control are also fitted.

This model incorporates some of the spe
cial construction techniques that Pioneer 
have been advocating for some time such as 
audio grade capacitors, low resonance body 
components ( eg the stamped 'honeycomb’ 
base), and non-magnetic minor components 
like copper screws. All of which adds up to 
much more than most cassette deck manu- 

■ facturers bother with. Welcome signs of the 
seriousness af the Pioneer approach are that 
none of the solutions are unduly extreme or 
expensive.

I can't quite work out what to make of the 
dual range record level meters. In their usual 
operation mode these peak hold, two colour 
displays are calibrated from -35 to + 12dB 
with fair resolution and the suggested max
imum record level for the selected tape type 
clearly marked. Press a switch, however, and 
the range changes to -4dB to + 16dB with 
slightly increased resolution. Nice, but why 
not use an extended range display from the 
outset? But as the meters are superb, the 
fact that they might have been even better is 
probably academic.

LAB REPORT
Most of the response plots have a peculiarly 
ragged 'noisy' appearance at high frequen
cies, as though the tapes were suffering from 
severe dropout. In fact they were suffering 
from a case of poor tape to head contact. The 
heads and guides were carefully cleaned but 
to little effect, and the problem appears to be 
inherent, perhaps due to low tape tension

across the heads.
The overall record/replay frequency

response shapes are smooth and accurate 
enough with just small variations at the high 
end of the passband - amenable to correction 
using the fine bias adjustment. The Dolby 
plot, however, is rather more questionable; 
Dolby C in particular is responsible for a 
quite severe loss of HF output.

Speed stability is fair for a deck in this 
price area, but the flutter figure is a little on 
the high side. Nevertheless the. spectrum 
analysis is clean apart from a mild trace of 
what appears to be capstan wow. The ampli
fier chain is a low distortion design, but the 
head azimuth error on our sample was quite 
large. Below average noise figures are com
pensated by the fact that this recorder may 
be driven quite hard into the red - note the 
+4dB meter reading for IEC OdB level. Con
versely, very hot signals - such as can be 
accommodated by some of the best recent 
tapes - do cause the 737 to clip.

SOUND QUALITY
The intrinsic sound of this model is solid, 
weighty and tuneful, with a natural, airy, 
almost laid back top end that integrates 
unusually well into the rest of the sound pic
ture. The basic character is benign, with 
nothing overtly aggressive or opaque.

Nevertheless, music did seem overlaid by 
a low level something, a kind of cross 
between muzziness and graininess, perhaps 
associated with the measured flutter and 
tape-to-head contact integrity shortcomings. 
The result seems to involve some loss of 
information and a rather non-specific kind of 
stereo image that tends to meander around 
uncertainly. Muddying and confusion are 
both mentioned in the listening notes, and 
underlined in the case of prerecorded mate
rial. The noise reduction circuitry worked 
more or less imperceptibly.

CONCLUSIONS
There's a truly interesting recorder in here
trying to get out. Glimpses can be heard from
time to time, but the sound is affected by

transport problems. Sorted out, this could be 
an exceptional purchase.

TEST RESULTS 7
Rec/replay response -3dB ref 1kHz

I EC Type I 30Hz-17kHz

EC Type 11 25Hz-16kHz
I ECType IV 25Hz-17kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.08%/0.24%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.05%/0.20%
Speed error + 1.0%

Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 47.5dB
distortion OdB 0.95%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53.5dB
distortion OdB 0.75%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50.5dB

distortion OdB 1.2%
Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 54dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 91mV/>7V
line output for OdB/maximum 500mV/2.4V
IM distortion 1kHz, ret 1OkHz/HkHz OdB 0.4%

Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 30 degrees

VU indication at IEC OdB 4dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 42 x 13.5 x 37cms
Typical Retail Price £300
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PURE
EXCELLENCE

.... Same Superior Sounds

.... Same Reliable Service
SOUND REASON FOR A CHANGE

Radford Hi-Fi 
(BRISTOL) 

52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD 
BRISTOL 

TEL: (0272) 428247

Radford Hi-Fi 
(WINDSOR) 

43" KING EDWARD COURT 
WINDSOR 

TEL: (0753) 856931

Radford Hi-Fi 
(EXETeR)

28 COWICK STREET 
ST THOMAS 

TEL: (0392) 218895

Radford Hi-Fi 
(BRISTOL) 

36 UNION STREET 
BRISTOL 

TEL: (0272) 294183

Radford Hi-Fi 
(BATH) 

12 JAMES STREET WEST 
BATH 

TEL: (0225) 446245



with close, critical listening. I was particu
larly impressed by the layering of the sound, 
which enabled loud and soft strands to co
exist in a mix without the usual strong 
mutual interference.

CONCLUSIONS
The best of the current crop tested on this 
occasion, if by only a narrow lead, the 
Pioneer is also extremely well equipped. 
Although it's almost certain that the D-1000 
will never go on sale formally in this country, 
it does show what Pioneer are capable of - 
with a little help from Sony.

TEST RESULTS

Covered also in the 1987 edition of Hi-Fi 
Choice: Cassette Decks and Tapes, Pioneer's 
D-1000 is almost certainly the most clearly 
audiophile oriented machine in the test 
group. Price in Japan is \t4m. Yen (around 
£1,000). However, it is-’symptomatic of the 
troubles of DAT in the interim that the 
sample submitted this year was from the very 
same lOOVolt production batch as the earlier 
machine.

The D-1000 is beautifully finished in that 
rather flowery manner beloved of Japanese 
exotica. Control organisation is good, if lack
ing the simple clarity of the equivalent Sony.

The transport is an elaborate design incor
porating a tape clamp to reduce vibration. 
Normally a loading drawer would retract 
once a tape has been inserted, but in a 
bizarre stylistic twist this one may be left 
open so that the tape can be viewed as it 
runs.

. All the usual features are fitted, including 
automatic or manual start and skip !Ds, plus 
track numbering/renumbering. On playback, 
individual selections can be addressed 
directly using the telephone style numeric 
keypad, or indirectly, for example by request
ing the third selection on from the present 
position. Intra-scan and a number of repeat 
modes are available, and so is a full function 
remote control. The record level meters have 
a 60dB dynamic range, with peak hold LEDs 
and numeric readouts.

There are no microphone inputs, but the 
Pioneer does have both optical and electrical 
digital socketry in addition to the usual ana
logue terminals. It will record/play at 48kHz 
with or without pre-emphasis ('with' for 
better noise figures, 'without' for better 
sound), and replay at 32kHz and 44.lkHz too. 
Tape wind is slightly quicker than the other 
models tested.

LAB REPORT
The internals look a little cluttered, a com
plex wiring harness coupling the various 
boards. The digital and analogue boards are 
arranged in piggyback fashion with the audio 
circuitry on top and shielded from below. The. 

digital circuits, consisting mainly of Sony 
res, are also totally enclosed within their 
own screened box. Other boards are fitted for 
power supply, display and tape transport pur
poses. The analogue circuits have separate 
2x oversampling DACs - Burr Brown 
PCM56Ps - for .each channel, with analogue 
low pass filtering housed in a screened can. 
All capacitors are selected high grade types, 
amongst them Nichicon electrolytics and 
polystyrene copper foils. The main supply 
caps are Duorex types rated at 3300p.F.

The casework is constructed from copper 
plated steel panels, with a central brace, cop
per fixing screws and top panel damping. The 
tape transport is decoupled. Separate trans
formers are used for the digital and analogue 
circuits, wound with OFC cable. A multitude 
of power supply regulators are employed.

The lab tests gave mostly state of the art 
results. Channel separations at 20Hz and 
1kHz are good but asymmetric. THD is very 
low and the IM spectrogram cleaner than 
usual. The frequency response is almost per
fect. Ultrasonic spuriae are well suppressed 
and signaVnoise ratio is fair. Low level 
resolution shows virtually no error and the 
-90dB sinewave was well reproduced; 
numerically expressed resolution 
approaches 16 bits. The recorder has an 
ideally low output impedance and can there

. fore drive long leads if desired.

SOUND QUALITY
The Pioneer was the subjective star of the 
show. Compared to the other DAT recorders, 
it offered a more lucid quality and displayed 
less strain and greater consistency and pur
pose through loud, complex passages. At 

■ lower levels the sound was also expressive 
and detailed, while stereo images were 
steady, stable and slightly wider than normal.

On the debit side, there was a trace of 
'furriness', the sound lacking a certain essen
tial simplicity and clarity. But the machine 
still did well enough to rank as extremely 
good, and was alone in making recordings 
that were often indistinguishable under 
practical conditions from the originals, even .

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Channel balance O.lOdB O.lOdB 0.06dB
Channel separation 921118dB 971106dB 84/84dB
Channel phase difference Oo Oo 3o
Total harmonic distortion inc noise, 20kHz bandwidth

OdB 88dB 86dB 87dB
-10d8 82dB
-60dB 40dB
-80dB .

lntermodulation distortion
25dB

L+2 (OdB, 19kHz/20kHz) -87d8
L+R(-10d8, 19kHz/20kHz)

Frequency response
-89d8

L -0.06dB OdB OdB
R -0.06dB OdB -O.OSdB

Output level OdB 2.03V
Output impedance lOOohms
Mechanical noise l ow
Signal/noise ratio (no emphasis unwtd) 90d8

CCIR/ARM wtd (rei 1kHz) 84dB
Spuriae to 1OOkHz -104dB
Resolution (linearity) at -90d8 UR -90.2d8/-90.0dB
Headphone soekeVoutput impedance variable 120ohms
Line in impedance (kohm) 450kohms
Line sensitivity/overload 310mV/>7V

Dimensions (w x h x d) 45.7 x 10.8 x 40.0cms
Typical Retail Price Not readily available in UK
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SONY TCW300
SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES. MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. TEL: (0784) 67000.

Sorry's new mainstream TC-W300 dubbing 
deck is released in September 1988 at the 
important £150 price point. It's a typically 
neat and purposeful device from the always 
distinctive Sony stable, and is notably free of 
extraneous controls. Well almost.

There's nothing fancy about the '300. 
Neither transport has auto reverse, and only 
one of them records, and from line sources 
only (there's no microphone input). 
However, the basics have not been • over
looked; the TCW300 has both Dolby B and C 
noise reduction, and all normal tape types 
can be used on both transports. Record levels 
are set using very ordinary 16dB meters via 
record level and balance controls (a good 
combination for fades).

This is yet another of the seemingly inex
haustible supply of (otherwise) modern cas
sette decks which have manual instead of 
automatic tape type selection. These selec
tors are tiny and blend in with the styling in 
such a way that they practically cry out to be 
overlooked, though it's to Sorry's credit that 
the slide switch is much easier to use than 
the regrettably still too common and confus
ing systems which involve mutually depen
dent buttons.

Of the very few remaining controls, two 
are used to select the active noise reduction 
circuits, and one selects normal or high 
dubbing speeds. There's no single key for 
dubbing starts.

There's a tape counter of course, and the 
tape transport controls themselves are 
manual and rather heavy; although very well 
engineered this lightweight deck will there
fore slide around on many surfaces. The con
trols allow abrupt changes from play to fast 
wind or vice versa without passing through 
stop, but a measure of the recorder's simplic
ity can be gauged from the absence of auto
stop except on play and record.

LAB REPORT
Good transports are expensive, and low cost 
double cassette decks are inevitably under 
pressure on this score. Wow and flutter levels 

here are high - the 0.32% peak DIN weighted 
figure, for example, is at least double that of 
a typical single cassette deck at this price 
level. Flutter levels are particularly high, and 
this ' can be seen graphically in the broad 
'shoulders' of the spectrum analysis, which 
shows some significant discrete components 
separate from the main output peak centred 
on 3150Hz.

Noise levels aren't bad and the Type I and 
!I frequency responses (the tape groups for 
which this deck is best suited) are commend
ably accurate. The lack of output below 60Hz 
is a striking feature of the measurements, 
but is not altogether obvious on audition. The 
two noise reduction circuits have a fairly 
small effect on amplitude linearity, though 
Dolby B is responsible for significant HF loss.

Prerecorded tapes are handled adequ
ately, notwithstanding a significant head azi
muth error. High speed dubs add a touch 
extra treble to reduce some of the usual 'waf
fle'. Note also the high OdB IM distortion and 
the limited line output voltage, both ofwhich 
would tend to prejudice clean behaviour at 
high levels.

SOUND QUALITY
The thumb's down, unfortunately. The Sony 
suffers the cassette equivalent of a speech 
impediment in the form of extremely shaky 
pitch (a problem magnified by the action of 
dubbing, especially when performed at high 
speed). But even without this added compli
cation, the sound is all over the place to even 
the most casual listener.

Reproduction is messy, bloated, and quite 
devoid of anything that might be mistaken 
for a stereo soundstage on a foggy night. And 
for some reason the bloated aspects of the 
sound are magnified with Dolby processing. 
There was ■ little musical advantage to be 
gained by using expensive tapes generally or 
metals in particular; the main limits lie else
where.

CONCLUSIONS
Some questionable features, notably the

absence of auto-stop and the well concealed 
■ manual tape type switches, take the gloss off 
this visually attractive design. The real clin
cher, however, is this Sorry's utter inability to 
play with anything approaching stable pitch.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 58Hz-13kHz

IEC Type 11 55Hz-14kHz
IECType IV 57Hz-16.5kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.32%/0.46%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.21%/0.42%
Speed error + 1.75%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB

distortion OdB 0.95%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 57.5dB
distortion OdB 1.6%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion OdB 2.2%

Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 46dB
line input sensitivity/overload 98.5mV/>7V
line output lor OdD/maximum 700mV/2.8V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 15%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 30 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 12 x 25cms
Typical Retail Price £150
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SONY TC-RX50
SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSE. SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. TEL: (0784) 67000.

Due for launch about the time this issue hits 
the bookstalls, the £180 Sony TC-RX50 is one 
of a new series of cassette decks with clean, 
modern styling and some attractive features, 
not the least of which is auto-reverse opera
tion. There's no doubt that technical corn
promises are inherent in almost any auto
reverse cassette mechanism, but it's equally 
certain that the 45-minute (or at a pinch, one 
hour) maximum uninterrupted recording 
time available on compact cassette is a mill
stone around the medium that rankles with 
many people - especially those, like myself, 
who use cassettes for absentee recordings of 
long radio plays or concerts. Auto-reverse 
can be seen as a necessary evil.

As a convenience product then, auto
reverse helps the Sony shine. So, on the 
whole, does a control system which features 
large, clear transport and minor controls 
alike, good labelling and bright, clear dis
plays. The Sony allows 'punch-in' recordings 
and has full, audible cueing and auto-play fol
lowing rewind. But the transport is a little 
noisy, especially when entering 'play' or 'fast 
wind/rewind', and can produce the most 
amazing collection of clicks and cranking 
noises when asked to do anything compli
cated, for example recording from pause 
mode.

Some features do not contribute much to 
the art of ergonomic design, and indeed are 
particularly surprising in a brand new design 
like this one, being points criticised in these 
pages before. One is the manual tape type 
selection. The other ' is a poorly designed 
Dolby switching arrangement which makes 
mistakes all too easy for the sake of reducing 
the button count by one.

Unusually these days the TC-RX50 has 
microphone sockets in addition to the usual 
fixed level headphone socket, plus Dolby B 
and C noise reduction, an electronic memory 
counter and small but clear 28dB peak
holding two-colour record level meters.

The deck is not expensively built, though 
the standard of finish is exemplary. The tech
nology is ordinary enqugh, the highlight 
being the laser amorphous alloy head which 

is wound with LC-OFC coils.

LAB REPORT
For the most part, the standard of technical 
performance is modestly satisfactory, but 
almost inevitably wow and flutter is the 
exception. Both wow and flutter levels are 
high - there are odd discrete energy compo
nents within the spectrogram, and the gene
ral thickening of the 315Hz peak indicates a 
loss of pitch precision. The figures were not a 
lot different in the reverse direction. Wow 
levels were slightly worse, and the higher fre
quency flutter components a little better. 
But the audible difference clearly favours the 
forward direction.

This Sony gave a fine set of frequency 
response curves, save that the Dolby C curve 
was a mess, consistent at least in part with 
incorrect sensitivity alignment. The audible 
consequences were only too apparent, not 
just with the test tape but also using a broad 
spectrum of Sony's own tapes which were 
auditioned but not measured. Dolby B gave 
much better results and is recommended to 
the user, partly because noise levels are on 
the high side for use without noise reduction 
of some kind.

SOUND QUALITY
Prerecorded material was handled quite 
well, except that replay pitch was clearly too 
high despite measurements showing only a 
modest error. This contradictory result can 
only be explained by drift, and indeed the 
pitch differences did tend to come and go 
with time.

The real limitations of this Sony are founq 
in its inability to play with a consistent pitch. 
With some material it simply sounded a little 
cluttered and hard; on other occasions, espe
cially with pitch sensitive instruments like 
piano, the deck varied between the uncom- 
f’ortable and (in the reverse direction) the 
quite unlistenable. 

CONCLUSIONS
Certain basic qualities are essential regard
less of price. In this instance the inability of

the Sony to reproduce piano and other 
instruments without obvious superimposed 
pitch wavering proved it's Waterloo.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 35Hz-20kHz

IEC Type 11 35Hz -16kHz
IECType IV 35Hz-20kHz

Wow & Flutter -
Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.19 (0,24)%/0.52 (0.46)% *

Wow/Flutter
Peak DIN wtd 0.14 (0.16)%/0.50 (0.44)% *

Speed error +0.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51dB

distortion OdB 0.9%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400HZ 56dB
distortion OdB 1.4%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 12%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 48.5dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 113mV/>7V
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.42mV/3lmV

Line output for OdB/maximum 722mV/3.3V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 0.5%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 30 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 12 x25.5cms
Typical Retail Price £180

*reverse direction figures)
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SONY TC-RX60ES
SONY UK LTO., SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW1 8 4PF. TEL: (0784) 67000.

Here's a newcomer to the rapidly maturing 
ES range of Sony cassette decks, and a 
cheaper alternative based around the same 
transport, electronics and presentation as 
the TC-RX80ES (reviewed separately). In 
common with other ES equipment, the '60 is 
unusually well finished with good controls 
and a solid, engineered feel. Styling is not as 
stereotyped as usual, and has a heavy emph
asis on black perspex.

The major selling feature is the auto 
reverse mechanism. The 60ES is one of a still 
small number of 'serious' auto-reverse decks, 
designed to compete with good unidirec
tional models on roughly equal terms whilst 
offering the very real benefit of being able to 
make unattended off air recordings which 
break the 45 minute barrier.

The circuitry features Dolby HX Pro head
room expansion and the usual Dolby B and C 
noise reduction. A friction coupled control 
sets levels, aided by tiny but otherwise well 
designed 28dB meters. Tape recognition is 
automatic, with front panel tell-tales. The 
auto-reverse mechanism rotates the laser 
amorphous LC-OFC-wired record/playback 
head through 180 degrees, and is triggered at 
the tape/leader junction to minimise 
changeover losses.

Amongst the peripheral facilities a real 
time electronic tape counter has memory 
stop. There are also a number of tape search 
and related features, notably blank skip (if 
the circuit detects unrecorded passages over 
10 seconds long), intro-scan and auto play 
after rewind. You can't use microphones 
directly with this deck, but headphones may 
be connected and the volume level adjusted 
as desired. Terminals are fitted on the rear 
for system integration with other specified 
Sony components. And remote control is 
available with an optional RM-88 handset.

LAB REPORT
The record/replay responses were run with 
the usual test tapes rather than Sony ones - 
partly for consistency but also because the 
latest generation of Sony tapes was received 
■too late for most of the bench testing. The 

slight treble emphasis was later confirmed 
with most of the Sony tapes, though standard 
middle-range formulations like Sony UX-S 
was well matched, and higher energy tapes 
(UX-Pro for example) gave results almost 
indistinguishable from tonal neutrality.

Noise and distortion were moved a few dB 
further apart here, compared to the TC-FX50 
for example. This is sufficient to permit, say, 
the use of Dolby B where C was required 
previously, or no Dolby at all where the B 
type might have been deemed necessary 
before.

Speed stability is also a lot better than 
with the cheaper model. Flutter is a little on 
the high side, and there's a correlation here 
with some of the listening results, but wow is 
well restrained (0.07% in the forward direc
tion, 0.06% reverse).

SOUND QUALITY
Reduced levels of wow (cjthe TC-RX50) gives 
this deck a stability missing entirely from 
that cheaper model. It seems that the 
perception of wow is a threshold related phe
nomenon, and these two decks are on the 
opposite sides of the divide.

Pitch isn't a problem then, but there are 
other, less serious difficulties. One is a 
curiously inarticulate quality - an impreci
sion and excessively damped quality on 
transients - when recording with Dolby, and 
in particular with Dolby C (strangely this was 
nothing like as obvious with the TC-RX80ES).

Without any Dolby the Sony sounded fairly 
clean and dynamic, with good but not unim
peachable resolution of fine detail. Most 
tonal colours were drier and colder than the 
real thing. Prerecorded material reproduced 
well, but with a slight loss of airiness and, 
again, a slightly 'cold' balance.

CONCLUSIONS
Sony's middle ranking auto-reverse player 
has some distinctive strengths and weak
ness, and ends up rather uncomfortably 
straddling the divide between convenience 
and sound quality. I'd rate it as not quite a 
clear Recommendation, but the TC-RX60ES

is certainly worth considering.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei I kHz

IECType I <20Hz -17kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz -18kHz
IECType IV <20Hz -19kHz

Wow & Flutter-
Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.10 (0.12)%/0.34 (0.34)% *

Wow/Flutter
Peak DIN wtd 0.007 (0.06)%/0.29 (0.40)% *

Speed error 1%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB

distortion OdB 1.4%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 59dB
distortion OdB 2.8%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion OdB 1.8%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 49dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 101mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 680mV/2.8V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei IOkHzlllkHz OdB 0.9%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 30 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 12 x 31.5cms
Typical Retail Price £250

*(reverse direction figures)
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SONY TC-RX80ES
SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. TEL: (0784) 67000.

This is the best and most expensive model in 
a three strong Sony range which majors on 
auto-reverse operation, and which is covered 
for the first time in this issue. Although 
increasing price brings an improving specifi
cation, each shares a family appearance and 
certain internal components. All for example 
use a laser amorphous record/playback head.

In fact the two ES models in the range 
share a good deal more than that; to a first 
approximation the 80 could be said to be a 
'60 plus'. One of the pluses (and the most 
important one) is a semi-automatic record 
bias and sensitivity adjustment feature. In 
use, 'record calibration' and 'record' are 
selected, various signals are recorded on 
tape, the tape rewinds and replays and the 
user is left to adjust the three controls (one 
forbias, two for sensitivity) until they are set 
correctly according to a special display mode 
set aside for the purpose. The idea is not far 
removed from that used in the AiwaXK-0091(, 
but with that model there's no separate 
recording and rewind stage because the deck 
has three heads and can monitor off tape.

Less usefully but far more visibly the SOES 
also comes equipped with what the manufac
turer describes as- a 'spectrum analyzer' - 
actually a concurrent bar graph readout of 
just five separate frequencies: 100Hz, 300Hz, 
1kHz, 3kHz and 10kHz. Unfortunately there's 
a good deal of overlap between them (I 
checked with single tones), but I'm more i 

concerned that the display, which can be dis
turbing in some lighting conditions, cannot 
be doused.

Dolby B, C and HX Pro circuits are fitted, 
and so are an electronic memory counter, 
track search, blank skip and intro scan 
modes. Headphones are adjustable for 
volume, and (thankfully) tape type selection 
is automatic. Dolby switching, however, uses 
two mutually dependent switches, which is 
annoying. Build and finish are excellent and 
operation is quiet apart from the transport 
solenoids.

lAB REPORT
It's hard to tell whether this model has 

exactly the same transport as the 80, or a 
selected or modified one which might affect 
the measurements. The measurements do 
differ: wow levels are slightly (and imper
ceptibly) higher, whilst flutter is substan
tially lower. The spectrum analysis looks 
rather healthier on the whole, though there 
are discernible effects, perhaps due to motor 
coupling.

The noise and distortion measurements 
are not unlike those for the 60ES, and speak 
of a generally well engineered design with a 
usefully :wide distance between noise floor 
and overload (often incorrectly described as 
dynamic range).

The playback response shape is a little 
curtailed in the treble - note the substantial 
8kHz azimuth phase error. Record/playback 
response shapes are satisfactory using the 
preset bias/level settings, apart from the 
Dolby C plot.

SOUND QUALITY
I found it impossible to achieve a completely 
neutral response with Dolby C. As with the 
'60ES but to a much reduced extent there 
was a consistent 'woodenness' with this cir
cuit switched in - a lack of transient bite that 
could not be overlooked.

Having said that, the 'BOES always 
sounded stable and tuneful, and is also a lot 
more articulate and detailed than the 
cheaper models in the range. The differences 
between '80 and '60 were particularly strik
ing, especially in view of their similarity 
under the skin. This deck is often capable of 
truly exciting, lively music making, with little 
smear or imprecision of the kind that plagues 
the medium. It made good use of higher 
energy tapes, especially metals like Sony's 
own Metal-EB

In contrast, prerecorded cassettes were a 
little dull and sounded dynamically flat by 
the best standards.

CONClUSIONS
Some compromises for the sake of auto
reverse were both expected and found. Azi
muth problems prevented the deck making 

the most of prerecorded material, and the 
Dolby circuits were responsible for a general
ised reduction in clarity and dynamics. 
Underlying all this, however, the 'BOES is an 
excellent example of its type, and worthy of 
Recommendation.

TEST RESUlTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

IECType I <20Hz-17kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz -16.5kHz
IECType IV <20Hz-21kHz

Wow & Flutter -
Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.12 (0.15)%/0.22 (0.32)% *

Wow/Flutter
Peak DIN wtd 0.09 (0.11)%/0.24 (0.30)% *

Speed error +0)5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53.5dB

distortion OdB 0.95%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 58dB
distortion OdB 1.4%

Type IVsignal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55dB
distortion OdB 2.4%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 48dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 96mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 670mV/3.7V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz OdB 1.0%
Azimuth check R-L phaseat BkHz 40 degrees
VU indication atiEC OdB • OdB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 12 x 28.5cms
Typical Retail Price £350

*(reverse direction figures!
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SON V DTC-Ml 00
SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSE, SOUTH ST., STAINES, MIDDLESEX. TEL: (0784) 67000.

This surprisingly affordable machine was 
offered for review very shortly before finalis
ing the project. I understand it is amongst 
the first samples to arrive in this country, 
.and it appeared without packing, instruc
tions or any data whatever.. (And not, we 
hasten to add, via Sony UK.) It didn't even 
have its remote control, though I quickly dis
covered that the one supplied with the DTC- 
JOOOES works fine. Furthermore, it was a lOOV Japanese home market model, with 
Japanese labelling on the back panel and 
Engrish, I mean English, on the front.

This recorder differs from the 'JOOOES pri
marily in being cheaper, less exotically 
engineered internally - and smaller; Width is 
reduced to 38.5cm including the wood end 
cheeks, so it's probably packaged in an 
upmarket midi system back home.

Compared to the older, senior model there 
are extras: messages like 'OPEN' and 'CLOSE' 
in the display area, and a numeric dB read
out of peak level. There's a more important 
extra feature on the back: optical in and out
puts, alongside an electrical digital input and 
the usual analogue sockets.

Operationally the Sony is directly com
parable to its big brother. Track start !Ds are 
normally assigned automatically but can be 
erased and edited at any time. Skip IDs can 
also be written into the subcode, instructing 
the player to skip to the next start ID. The 
real time counter has memory stop. A rather 
erratic. sounding audible cueing feature is 
fitted. And "music scan' plays a few seconds 
extract each time it encounters a track start 
(actually a start ID) until the end of the tape 
is reached. There are no microphone facili
ties but headphones may be fed via a volume 
control.

LAB REPORT
Well developed and sorted internal circuitry 
is based around two main boards, with sub
boards tacked on for the extra in/output 
functions which grace this model. One board 
is used mainly for the digital circuits and 
transport control; the other is home to the ' 
analogue and power supply circuits and a 

DAC which appears to be one of Sony's own 
(it's labelled CXAJ009). Good quality supply 
and decoupling caps from the likes of 
Nichicon, Rubycon and Duorex are used 
throughout.

The standard output stage is built around 
'NE5534 opamps. Although quite complex the 
internal wiring harness is neatly enough 
done. The box uses solid steel panels with a 
central steel brace dividing digital circuit 
areas from analogue. The top panel has some 
damping, and the tape transport is rigidly 
mounted. The sizeable transformer has its 
own housing tacked on the back.

The circuit appears to use a single 
timeshared ADC, with a similar DAC arrange
ment at the output, giving time coincident 
recordings only when recording and playing 
back on the same machine.

On test, channel separation is only ade
quate. Distortion • rises at' low levels, but on 
the whole the numbers are reasonable, as is 
intermodulation. Noise is poorer than usual, 
the CCIR/ARM weighted figure especially, 
but ultrasonic spuriae are quite well sup
pressed. The -90dB waveform is well 
formed 'despite the noise, and resolution is 
near 16 bits.

SOUND QUALITY
I was impressed by this model. It doesn't 
quite equal the bigger Sorry, or the Aiwa or 
Pioneer for that matter, but that's hardly the 
point. It actually gets very close, and in many 
cases the extra expenditure for the other 
machines won't make much sense - espe
cially as there is stretch left in the DTC- 
MJOO, for example by using an outboard DAC, 
ideally connected to the optical output.

For much of the time, when auditioning 
recordings taken from records and discs, the 
two Sonys are indistinguishable. The DTC- 
MJOO is colourful and refined, with a strong 
bass .and an accurate balance plus excellent 
3-D imagery. At other times the 100 could be 
distinguished from its senior brother 
because it sounded perceptibly heavy and 
blurred. The more expensive machine is 
more' agile and detailed, though both leave 

something to be desired by the best CD 
standards.

CONCLUSIONS
Here's the first of the anticipated fully 
rationalised 2nd generation DAT recorders, 
which unlike existing low cost models (like 
the Casio portable) does not 'sacrifice per
formance. It sacrifices remarkably little of 
the DTC-JOOO's attributes other than a few 
inches and quite a lot of pounds sterling.

TEST RESULTS

-80d8
-83dB

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Channel balance 0.17dB 0.17dB 0.13dB
Channel separation 75dB 84d8 76d8
Channel phase difference 0o Oo Oo
Total harmonic distortion inc noise, 20kHz bandwidth

DdB 95dB 82dB 85d8
-10d8 80dB
-60d8 35dB
-80d8 17dB

lntermodulation distortion 
L+R(Od8,19kHz/2DkHz) 
L+R (HDd8.19kHz/20kHz)

Frequency response 
L
R

Output level DdB
Output impedance 
Mechanical noise

-0.02d8
-0.02dB

OdB
OdB

Signal/noise ratio (no emphasis unwtd) 
CCIRIARM wtd (rei 1kHz)

Spuriae to 1 DDkHz
Resolution (linearity) at -SOdB UR 
Headphone socket/output impedance 
Line in impedance(kohm) 
Line sensitivity/overload
Dimensions (w x h x d) 
Typical Retail Price*

-0.03dB 
-0.08dB

2.0V 
430ohms

l ow 
88dB 
80d8 

-84d8
-89.8dB/-89.2d8 

va riable 220ohms 
' 98kohms 

550mV/>7V 
38.5 x 10.8 x 39.0cms 

£800

*This machine is not yet officially available in the UK via Sony UK 
The price quoted is from Playback Ltd., Percy Street, London Wl, who 
specialise in sopplying the professional market with machines 
sourced from France and Germany.
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As Sony was a key moving force behind the 
development of OAT, and as this is their 
longest running and most obviously main
stream model, the DTC-1000ES has a special 
place in the embryonic OAT market, as the 
yardstick against which others are mea
sured. Thus 'cheap' means 'cheaper than a 
DTC-1000' and so on ...

Every inch an ES (nee Esprit) product, 
with classy build quality and a slick, well laid 
out, business-like control section, most of the 
unfamiliar controls are associated with the 
subcode feature. This sets recording track 
start, track number and 'skip to next track 
start' ID markers, which are recorded auto
matically but can be freely edited afterwards.

A multi-mode counter shows elapsed time, 
time into the current selection or remaining 
time on the tape. The meters have a 50dB 
range with peak hold facility. Other indica
tors warn of copy prohibit and pre-emphasis. 
(Pre-emphasis is used when copying in the 
digital domain from a pre-emphasised origi
nal, or when recording in analogue.) The 
recorder comes complete with full infra-red 
remote control. Search functions include a 
rather slow audible cue and review, and a 
very effective high speed track search.

Socketry includes electrical (not optical) 
digital in and outputs, as well as the analogue 
line in and out. Headphones can be con
nected; microphones can't.

LAB REPORT
The 1000ES has three transport motors and 
uses a mixture of twin Sony 16-bit non
oversampling ADCs with analogue filtering 
and Philips 4x oversampling digitally filtered 
DACs. The deck records at a sampling fre
quency of 48kHz, but will play tapes recorded 
at 44.1kHz and 32kHz too, which is standard 
for a non-professional machine. A two hour 
tape can be rewound in about 45 seconds, 
and (curiously) wind forward in about 6 
seconds less.

Internally identical to the Aiwa Excelia
XD-001, the Sony in fact performed rather

■ better on the lab bench, but it's not clear
whether this is because Sony specially select

their DACs or whether this was just the luck 
of the draw. Channel separation isn't bril
liant but is symmetric, and channel balance 
is good. Distortion is fine.

The frequency response is very accurately 
drawn, but with significant filter ripples, 
from the ADCs. Overall signaVnoise mea
sures 85dB weighted, which is fine for any
thing up to semi-pro standards, but well 
short of the state of the compact disc art. 
Ultrasonic spuriae are satisfactory and 
linearity is near perfect - the -90dB wave
form is one of the best around, with overall 
resolution estimated at around 15.7 bits. The 
IM graph spuriae shows the effect of simple 
output filtering.

SOUND QUALITY
It's difficult not to be impressed by this 
machine - not forgetting the diminutive tape 
that makes it all work. Used over a period 
with a wide range of material and assessed 
within the context of a high resolution sys.- 
tem, the DTC-1000ES always delivered a fun
damentally high quality performance with 
strong dynamics, bold (but accurate!) tonal 
colours and good separation.

It may be criticised on a number of counts, 
not least an occasionally noticeable loss of 
clarity. There is also a tendency towards 
tightness and dryness, and an inclination to 
swamp quiet background instruments or 
blurr massed vocals. But such observations 
are endemic with hi-fi, and the dynamic 
shortcomings are certainly less than almost 
any cassette deck. Although it sounded per
ceptibly worse than the sources used for test
ing (vinyl disc and CD), this is not obvious in 
isolation - especially with CD, whose 
strengths and shortcomings are more nearly 
complementary.

CONCLUSIONS
This machine sets a high though not unbeat
able standard, and is clearly recommendable 
for those who have made the decision to 'go 
OAT'. It offers what amounts to a magic 
carpet ride, being utterly reliable and 
discreet in action, and ranks in audio terms

roughly on a par with a good CD player.

TEST RESULTS

*This machine isnotyet officially available in the UK via Sony UK.

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Channel balance O.ldS 0.12dS 0.13dS

Channel separation SldS SOdS 6SdS
Channel phase difference 0o 0o 0°
Total harmonic distortion inc noise, 20kHz bandwidth

OdB -SSdS -82dS -7SdS
-10dB SOdS
-GOdB 40dS
-80dB 22dS

lntermodulation distortion
L+R(OdB,19kHz/20kHz) -76dS
L+R ( -1OdB, 19kHz/20kHz) -SSdS

Frequency response
L OdS OdS -O.OSdS
R -0.02dS OdS -0.09dS

Output level OdB 2.04V
Output impedance 360ohms
Mechanical noise low
Signal/noise ratio (no emphasis unwtdl 92dS

CCIR/ARM wtd (re! 1 kHz) SSdS

Spuriae to 100kHz -SSdS
Resolution (linearity) at -90dB UR -S9.5dS/-90.0dS
Headphone socket/output impedance variable 150ohm
Line in impedance(kohm) 42kohms
Line sensitivity/overload 300mV/> 7V
Dimensions (w x h x d) 46.S x 9.7 x 41.0cms
Typical Retail Price* £1300

The price quoted is from Playback Ltd., of Percy Street, London Wl, 
who specialise in supplying the professional market with machines 

sourced from France and Germany.
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TEAC V-250
TEAG (UK) LTD., 5 MARLIN HOUSE, THE GROXLEY CENTRE, WATFORD, HERTS WDl BYA. TEL: (0923) 225235.

The most revealing statistic of this model is 
the number that follows the pounds sterling 
sign (just in case you;re deaf, it says eighty- 
nine). Aimed directly at the low end market 
for those on a strict budget, or who simply 
want a cassette deck for occasional or non- 
critical purposes, the V-250 is adequately 
turned out and utterly conventional in 
appearance.

The transport is entirely manually oper
ated using a row of press buttons. These are 
none too firmly anchored in place, with the 
result that 'play' mode didn't always engage 

. first time unless the appropriate key was 
pressed very firmly. Tape selection is 
manual, unfortunately using a combination 
of two switches to set the recorder up for the 
three tape groups - an arrangement excus
able only on grounds of cost. Input levels 
cannot be adjusted differentially for the two 
channels since the control is a single knob, 
though the usual twin record level meters 
are available, covering in this case a very 
modest 16dB in five steps, 'minus infinity' 
LEDs simply showing whether the unit is 
plugged in and switched on. The meters are 
in mono by the way, although they look stereo 
to a casual glance. Dolby B noise reduction 
and a mechanical tape counter complete the 
package; there are no microphone or head
phone sockets.

One seemingly minor but very annoying 
feature of the V-250 is a constant mid
frequency motor (?) whine when the unit is 
under power. Because the note is so precise 
in pitch it's subjectively all the more 
annoying, but you're only likely to hear it if 
the recorder is close to the listening position, 
or perhaps if the frequency happens to excite 
a room resonance. Good (if circumstantial) 
evidence that we're talking about a design 
shortcoming and not just a sample flaw is 
that the V-270C (subject of a separate 
review) was similarly afflicted.

lAB REPORT
Given the price constraints this Teac 
behaves well. In one important respect it 

performs better than the 270C de-luxe ver
sion -wow and flutter levels are lower. The 
unweighted combined W&F figure is not 
much different, but the wow element itself is 
only a little over half that of the dearer 
model, and this is enough to make an impor
tant sonic difference. What is impossible to 
determine, however, is whether the differ
ences are real (ie intrinsic) or simply due to 
sample variations. With all types of low cost 
hi-fi, quality control is one of the prime areas 
of compromise.

There's nothing much wrong with either 
noise or distortion figures which better some 
more expensive decks, though intermodula
tion is fairly high using our admittedly strin
gent test. The Teac appears to slightly over
bias the test Type I (ferric) tape, but the 
others are handled accurately, albeit with 
some Dolby mistracking.

SOUND QUAliTY
Confirming the relevance of the lab test find
ings, the '250 is clearly better than the270C- 
both sweeter in tone and more subtle. More 
intriguingly, however, the two decks sound 
much closer (and incidentally quite a bit bet
ter) when used without Dolby at all. The 
implication is that the V-250's simple Dolby B 
installation sounds intrinsically better than 
the '270C's more elaborate B and C circuitry. 
There's more information and a greater 
range of colours and textures in the music. 
Pitch stability is also much better - though 
still objectively poor enough to make the 
deck hard on the ears with certain types of 
musical material.

There isn't sufficient innate ability to 
make much sense of the more expensive tape 
types, particularly metal Type !Vs of course. 
Within the limits described, however, this 
Teac gave a surprisingly good account of 
itself. And it made some quite meaningful 
noises with some of my better prerecorded 
cassettes.

CONClUSIONS
Choosing between this model and the V-270C

is easy; in my ■ view, the extras included with 
the V-270C don't warrant the substantial dif
ference in cost. At £89, some of the '250's sins 
are excusable, though for serious listening 
the speed stability problem is unacceptable. 
Nevertheless I believe this model deserves 
Recommended status on the grounds that it 
is OK for not too critical listening, and is also 
very cheap. The emphasis of course is on 
cheap.

TEST RESUlTS
Rec/replay response -3d8 rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 29Hz-13kHz

IEC Type 11 30Hz -l3.5kHz
IECType IV 32Hz -16kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.16%/0.36%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.10%/0.30%
Speed error +0.75%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52dB

distortion OdB 1.0%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 0.9%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 18%

Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 44.5dB
line input sensitivity/overload 94.5mV/>7V
line output for OdB/maximum 516mV/2.6V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 14%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 20 degrees
VU indication atiEC OdB OdB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43.5 x 12 x 2L5cms
Typical Retail Price £89
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TEAC V-270C
TEAG (UKJ LTD., 5 MARLIN HOUSE, THE GROXLEY CENTRE, WATFORD, HERTS WD1 BYA. TEL: (0923) 225235.

The press release for this model must take 
some kind of prize for brevity. It takes in the 
V-250 (also reviewed) as well and simply says 
that they "offer the very best value for money 
with a high sound and construction quality at 
extremely compeflitive prices". So now you 
know.

The V-270C is an alternative, slightly up
market version of the V-250, and sells for the 
glorious sum of £109, which is £20 up on the 
'250. Two features set it apart. One is Dolby C 
noise reduction (both have Dolby B of 
course); the other a fine bias adjustment 
facility which gives the unit a degree of com
patibility it otherwise lacks.

Otherwise it's the V-250 story all over ... 
The newly designed transport is operated by 
a purely mechanical set of latch keys; they're 
floppy but all mod cons are provided includ
ing full auto-stop from all transport modes 
and the ability to go from play to fast wind or 
vice versa and without damage. The meters 
are very basic (5 steps/16dB) and the input 
level control is ganged so channel balance is 
not adjustable. Tape type selection is manual 
and awkwardly configured and a tape coun
ter is included; headphone and microphone 
facilities aren't.

Unfortunately, the Teac suffers exactly 
the same mid-frequency mechanical whine 
as the V-250 (look in that review if you don't 
believe me) which in my test set-up was all 
too obvious during quiet passages, between 
songs or whatever. This is taking beer
budgeting too far: I also object mildly to the 
subterfuge used in the meter display. 
Although left and right hand channels 
appear to have their own display elements, 
they're in fact ganged together - mono in 
other words. This apart the V-270C looks and 
feels perfectly satisfactory, and maywell fool 
some into thinking it costs more than it 
actually does.

LAB REPORT
Lab testing paints a picture of a workmanlike 
design similar but far from identical to the V- 
250. Over the main part of the audio fre
quency band the deck has a well engineered 

frequency response, but the new IEC Type II 
tape (and near equivalents, which means the 
majority of the latest premium types) is sig
nificantly underbiased in the normal 
(centre) position of the bias adjust slider. 
The Dolby errors suggested in the partnering 
response are a faithful reflection of this basic 
mismatch. If the bias is adjusted to suit the 
tape in use, the error disappears.

Speed stability isn't the '270's greatest 
triumph. Wow components alone measured 
0.18%, a figure well into the realms of audibil
ity. The spectrum analysis shows several dis
crete frequencies (which may be related to 
the audible 'whine' from the transport). 
Signal/noise is satisfactory with all three 
tape groups, but the line amplifiers have 
relatively limited headroom - note the 20 per 
cent intermodulation distortion measure
ment (10/llkHz, IEC OdB).

SOUND QUALITY
There is a suggestion of poor tape-to-head 
contact in the response plots. This was more 
than confirmed on audition, even after care
ful cleaning, as a rawness and a lack of 
subtlety and some rather metallic top end 
colorations. With pitch sensitive material - 
piano is the classic example - the deck gave 
an almost Lesley-like high frequency warb
ling effect. The deck doesn't have enough 
clarity to enable other faults to be forgiven, 
recordings all too often sounding opaque and 
crude.

The '270C is at its best with prerecorded 
material where the single pass minimised 
the problems caused by the transport. Even 
here, however, the deck doesn't focus cleanly 
and lacks range and expression, even though 
pitch information is more explicitly and 
accurately reproduced.

CONCLUSIONS
Basic and purposeful,'the V270C neverthe
less fails to better the much cheaper V-250 by 
any worthwhile margin. £109 will buy other 
decks which are better sounding all round.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dD rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 34Hz-13.5kHz

IEC Type 11 35Hz-15kHz
IEC Type IV 36Hz-16kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.24%/0.36%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.18%/0.38%
Speed error + 1.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB

distortion OdD 1.4%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55.5dB
distortion OdB 1.9%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54.5dB
' distortion DdD 2.1%

Channel separation DYU/1 kHz 45.5dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 83mV/>7V
Line output for OdD/maximum 518mV/2.5V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz OdD 20%
Azimuth check R-l phase at 8kHz 18 degrees
VU indication at IEC DdD OdB
Dimensions (w x h x dl 43.5 x 12 x 2L5cms
Typical Retail Price £109
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TEAC V-870
TEAC (UK) LTD., 5 MARLIN HOUSE, THE CROXLEY CENTRE, WATFORD, HERTS WDl BYA. TEL: (0923) 225235.

Teac afficionados will recognise this 
machine as a stripped down V-970X, espe
cially now I've told them. For the record, the 
£400 V-870 omits such features as dbx noise 
reduction, remote control, some of the clever 
tape search facilities and the signal gener
ator used in the tape alignment system, 
adding up to a £100 saving.
' That still leaves one very well endowed 
cassette deck. The basics are a unidirec
tional transport with closed-loop dual
capstan transport, plus three heads mounted 
on a diecast alloy base, which offers full real
time off-tape monitoring. Although dbx is left 
out (which won't upset too many people in 
this country - dbx tends to go one better in 
the US where mainstream magazines still 
encourage people to choose hi-fi 'by the num
bers'), the deck is nevertheless equipped 
with Dolby B and C (with a separate MPX 
filter switch), and also has HX Pro headroom 
expansion circuitry.

The omission of the on-board oscillator 
doesn't mean there's no tape alignment sys
tem; there is, using the source/tape monitor 
switch and ears as final arbiters when setting 
up. Type I and II tape bias and sensitivity can 
be set for each channel independently, but 
for Type IVs Teac somewhat enigmatically 
state: • "due to the characteristics of metal 
tape, the deck cannot be calibrated for opti
mum response with this type of tape."

The meters cover 32dB in two colours and 
with best case 2dB resolution. The electronic 
tape counter reads in either arbitrary num
bers or elapsed playing time, and is associ
ated with block repeat and memory play faci
lities.

There's quite a lot of attention to detail, 
which extends to gold plated socketry on the 
back (to resist corrosion) and a back-lit tape 
well so that an approximate idea of tape posi
tion is always readily available. Headphone 
monitoring level is adjustable, which is still 
far from common. Tape/source monitor 
switching is automatic but can be operated 
manually.

Little expense has been spared with the 3
dual-capstan 3-motor transport, which offers

superb stability and excellent tape/head con
tact.

LAB REPORT
The spectrum analysis shows little more than 
the ideal sharp, single spike at the 3150Hz 
test frequency. The figures support this 
analysis: the unweighted wow and flutter 
figure is better than most decks' weighted 
one!

The various record/replay responses look 
a bit of a mess, but in reality they're simply 
the opening bid with the tapes used with nor
mal bias and sensitivity settings (ie with the 
relevant controls centred). The bass end 
remains a little excessive whatever, but the 
mid and top can be flattened out with no real 
difficulty.

The playback response (which is not 
readily amendable to adjustment) is almost 
perfectly accurate and the Dolby circuits are 
well integrated. Noise and distortion figures 
are also adequate.

SOUND QUALITY
This Teac gave genuinely excellent sound 
quality with both prerecorded material and 
also its own recordings. The trademark of the 
deck is its razor sharp clarity. The combina
tion of Dolby HX Pro and the ability to tweak 
almost any tape into a more or less flat fre
quency response goes a long way to making 
the deck transparent to the tape.

A wide range of tapes are suitable, though 
there was a tendency for higher energy Type 
lis to work best. This is one of the few decks 
able to make sense of capable but oddball 
tapes like TDK AD-X or That's' Type II 
metals. As with other high resolution recor
ders, use without noise reduction was prefer
red where possible. The excellence of the 
transport endows the deck with a certainty 
and stability rare at this price.

For all the good bits, however, the 870 
lacks a certain something - subtlety, 
euphony, expressiveness, call it what you 
will. The result of this is a tight, dry and 
synthetic overlay and an almost palpable 
electronic fingerprint to the sound.

CONCLUSIONS
An inch short of true excellence, the Teac 
370 does- almost everything right. It only 
lacks the sparkle of transparency and life. 
We're entitled to take a critical view at this 
price level, but it still earns a Recommended 
flag.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

IEC Type I <20Hz-22kHz

IEC Type 11 <20Hz-22.5kHz

IECType IV <20Hz-21.5kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.054%/0.098%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.05%/0.088%
Speed error . +0.75%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB

distortion OdB 1.05%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 56dB
distortion OdB 2.2%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB
distortion OdB 1.2%

Channel separation OVU/1kHz 46.5dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 95mV/>7V
Line output for OdD/maximum 524mV/3.1V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz OdB 0.28%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 14 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 2dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43.5 x 12.5 x 28cms
Typical Retail Price £399

Overall record/play response. Type IV (metal) tape
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TECHNICS RS-8355
PANASONIC (UK) LTD., 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS SL1 6JB. TEL: (0753) 34522.

This newly introduced near-budget model 
will set you back £140 should you be temp
ted. It's a mild 1988 style redesign of the 
identically priced RS-B305 which achieved 
Best Buy status in Issue 52.About the only 
critical comment then concerned the lack of 
automatic tape type recognition, but this has 
been put right, along with a row of telltales 
for confirmation purposes. Oh yes -1 did kind 
of suggest that the twin switch Dolby setting 
arrangement was 'awkward'. That's been 
changed too. Maybe someone was listening!

The result is a_near ideal specification for 
a lowish cost unit. It now only lacks defeat
able MPX filtering and decent meters in 
place of the grotty 26dB over five step type 
currently fitted. Maybe next year? '

The deck is powered by twin rotary 
engines and is driven by a neat full logic con
trol section. This has audible cue and review 
controls, the output here at a reduced level 
to avoid upsetting the dog. Aside from the 
aforementioned grotty meters and mechani
cal tape counter, the only significant other 
extra features are microphone sockets - an 
increasingly unusual provision whose pas
sing is mourned by many enthusiasts - and a 
switch permitting unattended recording if 
coupled to an external timer.

The deck is surprisingly solid and heal
thily built for a model in this price area, oper
ating with a degree of precision that is still 
above the norm. The only jarring note is a 
loud 'click' as transport modes are engaged.

LAB REPORT
If you have a successful formula, why change 
it? That at least must have been in Technics' 
(corporate) mind, since the 355 has many of 
the trademarks of the old model. The line 
and mike input sensitivities have been 
increased, however, and although most of the 
other figures are very similar, the transport 
does appear to have been modified.

The test equipment used to produce the
noise modulation spectrum analysis and wow
and flutter figures has been changed since
the last issue, so the test results may not be
entirely comparable. Nevertheless the 355

has lower and more smoothly distributed 
noise artefacts with fewer of the discrete fre
quencies evident in the RS-B305 spectro
gram. Wow and flutter levels are not low, but 
the wow contribution (below about 4Hz) is a 
satisfactory 0.10%.

Noise and distortion- results are very simi
lar to the old model, and the amplifiers will 
tolerate being driven well beyond Ovu (using 
metal tape, say) by complex musical signals 
without obvious signs of distress.

Even the record/replay responses look 
almost identical. The. Dolby circuits are well 
adjusted, but there's a significant HF loss 
with prerecorded cassettes, despite correct 
head azimuth. It is one thing to align a re
corder accurately from input through to out
put, quite another to maintain consistency 
with tapes made elsewhere.

SOUND QUALITY
The 355 turns out to have an important 
weakness, and this as much as improving 
standards elsewhere has' led to a Recom
mended rather than Best Buy rating. It's 
incapable of reproducing musicassettes ade
quately. My notes describe this Technics as 
dull, soggy and lacking in tonal colour and 
variety.

Happily the deck performs much better as 
a self contained recorder. I was especially 
impressed with its crispness, stability and 
lack of clutter, and also the way it is able to 
retain instrumental relationships and separ
ation within an articulate and stable sound
stage. The special characteristics of metal 
tapes like TDK MA - in particular its ability 
to handle dynamic range without compress
ion - are particularly well exploited by this 
model.

There's a trace of edginess at times, and 
some dryness and coarseness was also heard 
when the electronics were auditioned on 
their own (in the tape monitor loop of the 
partnering amplifier) - the RS-B355 might be 
accused of being a better cassette recorder 
than it is an amplifier. But this is a common 
enough complaint, and the overriding 
impressions remain favourable.

CONCLUSIONS
With the few shortcomings of its predecessor 
thoroughly addressed in this new model, the 
outcome is an excellent, well rounded recor
der, strongly Recommended for those who 
mainly make their own recordings.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz

I ECTypeI 40Hz-14kHz

IEC Type 11 40Hz-16kHz
I ECType IV 40Hz-20kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.18%/0.36%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.10%/0.36%
Speed error +0.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49d8

distortion OdB 0.5%
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB

distortion OdB 0.8%
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50dB

distortion OdB 0.65%
Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 48d8
line input sensitivity/overload 107mV/>7V
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.34mVI23mV
line output for OdB/maximum 660mV/3.1V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 10kHz/11kHz OdB 0.63%
Azimuth check R-l phase at 8kHz 0 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB 3d8
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 11.5 x 29cms
Typical Retail Price £140
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TECHNICS RS-T230
PANASONIC (UK) LTD., 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS Sll 6JB. TEL: (0753) 34522.

I'm told Technics has had more than just a 
little success with previous budget dual cas
sette decks, so this one should prove a popu
lar addition at the low, low end of the price 
spectrum band. There's nothing special 
about the equipment, which as expected has 
a record capable transport and one suitable 
simply for playback purposes. The appeal lies 
in the combination of the maker's name and 
the low price.

There are certain features expected of any 
dual deck though, and the £160 RS-T230 has 
them all. They include, in no special order: 
the ability to dub cassettes at double speed; 
a method of dubbing involving a single press 
of a single key (Synchro-Start, accompanied. 
here by Synchro-Stop which pauses the des
tination tape when the source one is ready to 
be changed over, or is stopped manually); 
and ■ Dolby B and C, without which any cas
sette deck would seem undressed. Serial (or 
sequential) play is also available.

Inexpensive as this deck is, it still has a 
surprisingly slick set of transport controls 
which, remarkably, includes audible cue and 
review directly accessible from 'play' mode. 
Both transports also have automatic tape 
type selection with confirming LEDs on the 
record transport. Headphones (but not 
microphones) can be connected, and a timer 
switch allows the deck to be used for absen
tee recording.

The record level meters cover 16dB in 5 
steps, which is adequate enough for a model 
in this price range. Fit, finish and control feel 
are simply remarkable considering the price. 
There were some rough edges in less acces
sible places, however -1 have a cut to prove 
it - so take a little care when handling.

LAB REPORT
Although allowances have to be made for the 
price, the RS-T230 behaves surprisingly well 
on the whole. Wow levels are broadly satis
factory, and although flutter is on the high 
side, the spectrum analysis shows that the 
undesirable artefacts are distributed in such 
a way that they should not prove excessively 
audible. The deck is a little noisy, however, 

and it's not really practical to record without 
Dolby noise reduction, as is often the case 
with more expensive decks.

The frequency responses all tilt down
wards over the full frequency bandwidth, 
which obviously is not correctable simply by 
changing tape types. This was confirmed on 
audition: modern high energy tapes tended 
to sound bright, leaving the soft middle 
centre frequencies in the background. The 
high speed dubbing option led to a much lar
ger loss of output with increasing frequen
cies (this plot is not reproduced), amounting 
to about IdB/octave over most of the audio 
frequency band. Prerecorded material was 
much more accurately handled.

The Dolby curves suggest accurate setting 
up in the case of Dolby B but a small but 
significant further rolloff in the case of Dolby 
C which is much as expected.

SOUND QUAllTY
Dominating the sound of this player is an 
overall 'woolliness' that is hinted at but not 
fully explained by the falling response 
curves. Aside from being tonally dull, the 
player has relatively little real resolution and 
was often best described as glutinous in qual
ity.

Changing tape types did relatively little to 
cure this malady, though in other respects 
the deck behaved adequately. There was 
little obviously wrong with pitch, and the 
deck generally sounded tidy and in control, 
whatever it lacked in terms of positive vir
tues. Matters were not substantially 
improved using high grade tapes - perform
ance is on the whole machine limited.

Dubbing performance was plain bad. The 
sound lacked body and became distinctly 
dull; noise levels soared and the bass lost any 
sense of meaningfulness. Copies made at 
high speed were predictably worse still. On 
the other hand, prerecorded cassettes repro
duced with a degree of class out of character 
with the deck as a whole.

CONCLUSIONS
The T230 is a gorgeous machine to use with

fabulous controls and facilities for the price. 
The sound is tidy but dull, though better with 
prerecorded material. Certainly it's worth 
considering.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3dD rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 30Hz -10kHz

IEC Type 11 30Hz -16kHzEC Type IV 30Hz-18kHz

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.11%/O.38%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.07%/0.28%
Speed error +0.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 48dB

distortion OdD 0.55%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51dB
distortion OdB L.O%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49dB
distortion OdB 0.55%

Channel separationOVU/1kHz 46.5dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 128mV/>7V
Line output for OdD/maximum 595mV/2.5V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 4.4%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 20 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB +3dB
Dimensions (w x h x dl 43 x 12.5 x 23.5cms
Typical Retail Price £160
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TECHNICS RS-T330
PANASONIC (UK) LTD., 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS Sl1 6JB. TEL: (0753) 34522.

The RS-T330 is a twin cassette deck which 
fits within the £200 price break, pitched as a 
fairly sophisticated model. Most twins are 
built down to a cost rather than up to a speci
fication; this one is in danger of doing the 
opposite.

It is one of a small number of slightly 
strange twins which combine an auto-reverse 
deck capable of recording and playing back, 
and a unidirectional transport for replay 
only. There may be several positive things to 
say about this arrangement (theoretically a 
high quality unidirectional transport could 
have a narrow head for optimum replay, but 
see later), but on the negative side must be 
included the purely ' personal observation 
that I can't quite • see the point. The auto 
reverse record feature makes sense; it facili
tates long, uninterrupted recordings, for 
example off radio. But the prime raison 
d'etre for twin decks, at least for most users, 
is the ability to dub cassettes, and the inabil
ity of the play transport to switch sides auto
matically means that this facility is some
what wasted on the record side.

Be that as it may, what can the RS-T330R 
do, and with what style? The answer to the 
second of these questions is 'considerable'. 
There is automatic tape type selection and 
full logic controls on both transports (with 
audible cue/review in both cases), neither of 
which is anything like universal with twin 
decks. Naturally, Dolbys B and C are fitted, 
but in a concession to sound quality I had not 
expected at this price or with this type of 
product, the 19kHz MPX filter can be de
feated independently of the noise reduction 
circuits.

Some of the ergonomic decisions seem to 
have been made with more of an eye to aes
thetics than -dear old aunt Flo, but owners 
will certainly appreciate the 2x dubbing 
facility, the sequential play mode, the one 
key synchro-start (my car's got one of those 
too), the repeat facility, the 26dB meters 
(however minuscule), and the quick reverse 
feature which switches sides at the tape/ 
leader junction rather than the end of the 
tape.

LAB REPORT
This is the most expensive of four twin trans
port decks newly tested in this issue, and 
easily the best. The lab results show some of 
the reasons why. Despite the auto reverse 
record transport which is a traditional recipe 
for poor performance, this Technics achieves 
a wow and flutter performance that places it 
truly in the hi-fi category, alongside some 
unidirectional decks in the same price area. 
The W&F spectrum plot tends to confirm this 
analysis.

The various frequency responses are also 
extremely well engineered. Note the ruler 
flat Type IV metal record/replay response 
shape which holds accurately to 15kHz 
before rolling off beyond audibility. The pre
recorded response shape .is also quite accu 

I -

I -
rate, whilst Dolby processing made little 
material difference, at least from the 
measurement point of view.

SOUND QUALITY
The RS-T330 is a surprisingly strong subjec
tive performer, and one of the best - arguably 
the best - moderately priced twin deck the 
author has tried. Sound quality is crisp, lean 
and tolerably stable - much more so than the 
other. twin transport models tested for this 
issue. There'sthe suggestion of a soundstage, 
and a clean, light sound that suggests 
reduced modulation noise - even the hiss 
sounded more detached and less obvious 
than with the cheaper RS-T230.

Curiously, the unidirectional playback 
only transport was audibly inferior to the 
auto reverse record/playback one and this 
naturally reflected in the quality of dubbed 
tapes, which were perceptibly less accurate 
and stable than others. Dubbed piano record
ings were plainly shaky in tone and pitch 
alike. Dubbed tapes also . included a degree of 
hum, though at low level.

CONCLUSIONS
The RS-T330 has an exceptionally practical
user interface and is consequently a pleasure
to use. A good single transport deck will still

beat it on music, but if the dubbing and 
sequential play facilities are important, this 
fine sounding model is an excellent pur
chase, and one of very few twins to deserve 
confident Recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Rec/replay response -3d8 rei 1kHz

IEC Type I 35Hz-17kHz

IEC Type 11 35Hz-18kHz
IECType IV 35Hz-18kHz

Wow & Flutter-Peak DIN wtd/unwtd 0.10%/0.15%
Wow/Flutter Peak DIN wtd 0.06%/0.26%
Speed error +0.5%
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 48.5dB

distortion OdB 0.75%

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54.5dB
distortion OdB 0.8%

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51dB
distortion OdB 1:2%

Channel separation OVU/1 kHz 48dB
Line input sensitivity/overload 130mV/>7V
Line output for OdB/maximum 62.4mV/2.6V
IM distortion 1kHz, rei 1OkHz/11kHz OdB 3.2%
Azimuth check R-L phase at 8kHz 15 degrees
VU indication at IEC OdB +3dB
Dimensions (w x h x d) 43 x 12.5 x23.5cms
Typical Retail Price £200
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A new dimension in sound 
- without the dimensions

Ultra-slim

Outstanding performance

The first of a superb new range of hi-fi separates from ADC.

Standing a mere 54mm (2'/s") high, the new 2000E 
CD player makes an impact even before you fire it up.

And then ... beautiful sound that has already caused a 
number of leading reviewers to re-think their 

CD bench marks.

After all, with triple-beam laser pick-up, 16-bit, 4 times 
oversampling and 3rd order active filtering and, as 

standard, a 12-function remote control, featuring repeat, 
cue, time remaining, memory, track skip, open/dose, 

pause, stop and play - it is hardly low key in the 
hi-tech department.

See it

Hear it

And at only £329.90, pay a lot less than you thought 
you would.

The new CD-2000E

^n/ctose

Soundtec Marketing Umited, Unit 9, Belfont Trading Estate, Mucklow Hill, Halesowen, West Midlands, 862 8DR. Telephone: 021-550 7387
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Ö^T/SF IS Q&CWtiiut

Where elegance and science 
transcend the machine and its function...

Where the subtlety and intimacy 
of musical emotion is revealed...

Where the art of pleasing oneself 
finds no greater self expression...

Where ownership 
becomes an absolute privilege

ORACLE
Oracle UK ,25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, 

Milton Keynes MK12 6HR,
Tel:(0908)317707, Fax:(0908) 32270-4
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A COMPLETE SERVICE TO MUSIC LOVERS

COVENT GABDEN BECOBDS
84 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H OJA

Tel: 01 -379 7674/7635/7427. Open Mon to Sat lOam to 7.30pmCOVENT
I £6 OFF Records ON PURCHASE OF 5 CD 's OVER £9.95. NO TOKENS GIVEN
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£50 OFF. Get £2 off your next 25 CD's
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... Offer also applies to Hi Fi systems over £.899
Ask for de tails

Sale and •oecial offer goods excluded vaHid to 31110/88
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TECH TALK
Alvin Gold describes the how and why ojthe
various technical tests.

The true value of any Hi-Fi 
Choice project derives from 
covering a wide enough range of 
equipment to be fully 
representative of the market as a 
whole, and in reporting on them 
using common techniques and 
criteria, so that once the reader 
has learned to interpret the 
author's personal idiosyncrasies 
and prejudices, he can apply this 
knowledge to a large database of 
review information.

At the outset let me 
acknowledge the help I received 
from various sources: Robert 
King, an able assistant who did 
much measurement and donkey 
work; Chris Bryant, who did the 
sensitivity, overload, azimuth, 
intermodulation and VU 
indication at IEC OdB 
measurements. All the remaining 
machine tests and most of the 
tape tests were done using the 
author's own facilities.

As in previous projects, the 
cassette decks were assessed in 
two distinct ways: first as 
hardware designed to play 
commercially recorded 
musicassettes, and secondly as 
recording tools. The vital 
distinction is that for the former 
the deck must correspond (in 
physical alignment and electrical 
equalisation) to the external 
standards applied during the 
duplication of prerecorded 
material. In the latter case, this 
stricture doesn't apply in quite 
the same way. Although a 
recorded tape ought still to 
replay accurately on other 
cassette decks (the owner's 
Walkman or ICE players, for 
example) some of the 
commonest errors (notably those 
due to head alignment) are 
essentially self-correcting with 
the same machine; they replay 
with the same error that was 
used at the record stage.

LAB TESTING
Rec/replay response -3dB ref 
1kHz. The two figures given are 
simply the -3dB frequency 
extremes that define the 
bandwidth (referred to the 
arbitrary OdB 1kHz level, and 
recorded at -lOdB ref IEC). 
These are shown separately for 
all three tape types.

Wow and Flutter - Peak DIN 
wtd/unweighted. Central to the 
task of writing to and reading 
from tape is that the 
consequence of any lack of 
absolute speed stability will 
superimpose itself on the signal, 
and that you will hear the effect. 
In an analogue system like 
compact cassette, the inevitable 
variations in speed of the tape 
passing over the heads appear as 
momentary (and sometimes 
longer term) pitch variations. 
This class of variation is known 
under the blanket term wow and 
flutter, and is shown in 
unweighted and weighted form. 
Wow and flutter are also shown 
separately.

Speed error is measured in 
percentage deviation from the 
nominal standard ( 4.75cms/s).

Signal/noise ratios are quoted 
with CCIR/ARM weighting. The 
test frequency is 315Hz, the 
distortion is shown at the same 
point (OVU on the deck's meters) 
for each of the three tape types.

Channel separation is 
measured with reference to a 
1kHz signal at OVU on the deck's 
meters.

Line input sensitivity/ 
overload. Will it match your 
amplifier tape feed?

Mic input sensitivity/ 
overload. What sort of 
microphones (if any) can be 
used?

Line output for OdB/ 
maximum. Will it drive your 
amplifier properly? (probably).

IM distortion 10kHz 11kHz 
OdB peak, 1kHz product. This 
test gives a useful measure of 
how well or badly the various 
machines respond when asked to 
record two high frequency 
signals at OVU level 
simultaneously. Real life musical 
signals are much more complex 
still of course, and an inability to 
deal with this test cleanly 
suggests an inability to cope with 
up-front percussion or other high 
energy material without 
sounding hard, splattery or just 
plain distorted. 

Azimuth check R-L phase at
8kHz. Expressed in degrees (of
treble phase shift), this is a
measure of azimuth
misalignment. The higher the

error, the great:er the H F loss 
when playing commercially 
recorded cassettes.VU indication at IEC OdB. In 
principle, the OVU point on a 
deck's record level meters is 
arbitrary, but it is usually set 
around +3dB ref IEC OdB.

Dimensions (w x h x d). In 
centimetres, of course.

PLOTS & GRAPHS
In addition, a number ofplots 
and graphs are included with 
each review. The frequency 
response plots were run with the 
highest pen writing speed 
available, which means that 
dropouts tend to show up in all 
their glory, and frequency 
response errors are not 
'sanitised' as is often the case. 
The chart recorder was used with 
its greatest vertical resolution. 
This exaggerates response 
abberations by a factor of 2.5 
times compared to previous 
cassette deck tests but brings 
them into line with CD players, 
cartridges and amplifiers. The 
record/replay sweeps were also 
continued right up to 40kHz. All 
response plots were run at - 
lOdB, which stresses the 
machines rather more than the 
traditional -20dB.

Also included are similar, 
comparable plots showing the 
effects of the noise reduction 
systems in the frequency domain. 
The playback only plots were also 
run in exactly the same way, 
giving an indication of the 
frequency response available 
with prerecorded material. There 
is no available sweep test tape for 
this, so the author made his own, 
calibrated against the official 
120fLS Abex IEC calibration test 
tape. The accuracy of this test 
tape is not absolute, but error is 
estimated at around 1.5dB 
maximum - and is constant from 
machine to machine.

We also performed spectrum 
analysis tests to investigate the 
mechanical behaviour of each of 
the decks, though space 
prevented the publication of 
more than one of these. The noise 
modulation spectrogram 
graphically illustrates the 
mauling endured by a 3150Hz 
sinewave when recorded and 

replayed by the deck under test - 
there are close parallels with a 
similar analysis carried out in 
last year's edition. The central 
peak should be as fine and as thin 
as possible, any problem here 
being heard as a lack of pitch 
stability.

Then there's the question of 
test procedure/presentation 
defaults. With twin cassette 
decks, all measurements and 
plots shown are for the main 
record/playback transport, but 
both were checked, and any 
discrepancies reported as 
appropriate. Response runs were 
also made using the high speed 
dub option, but have not been 
reproduced for space reasons. 
With auto-reverse decks, all data 
refers to Side 1, but the reverse 
side was checked in the same 
way, and again discrepancies are 
•eported af they arose. In the 
case of decks with automatic 
tape alignment, the alignment 
procedure was followed, and 
where a bias adjustment facility 
was fitted, the setting 
recommended for TDK, AD, SA 
and MA was used if available. 
Otherwise the central (usually 12 
o'clock) setting was adopted.

LISTENING TESTS 
The listening was divided into 
two sections. The first involved 
using each deck in turn in a 
system which included a Sony 
CDP-552ESDII CD player, 
Musical Fidelity Al amplifier and 
a pair of Stax Lambda Pro 
headphones. Much routine 
listening was done with this 
system, along with all the 
functional work - which button 
does what and so on.

Finally, and most important of 
all, each deck was auditioned in a 
high grade loudspeaker based 
system. Equipment used 
included a Musical Fidelity 
preamplifier (my own DNM 
preamplifier has no tape circuit 
at present), Musical Fidelity 
.1370 power amplifier, a Roksan 
Xerxes!Rega RB-300/Koetsu 
Rosewood Signature record 
deck, the aforementioned Sony 
CD player with outboard 703 DAC 
amongst others and a pair of 
Apogee Caliper loudspeakers, all 
wired with solid core DNM.HI FI CHOICE m OCTOBER 1988



INDICES
fide'lity n. strict conformity to truth or fact; exact 
correspondence to the original; precision 
of reproduction.
a'ccur'ate a. careful, precise; in exact conformity with 
a standard or with truth.
definition n. stating precise nature of thing, meaning 
of word; molting or being distinct; degree of 
distinctness, in outline.
dyna'mic(s) a&n.pl. (usu. treated os sing.) 1 + a. of 
motive force (opp.stotic); of force in actual operation 
(opp. potential) relating to volume of sound. 2 + n. 
amount or variation of volume of sound.
re'al'ism n. fidelity of representation, truth to nature; 
i nsistence upon details; showing of thing os it is without 
glossing over what is disagreeable.
sy'stem n. 1 + complex whole, set of connected 
things or ports; organised body of material things. '2 + 
method, organisation, considered principles of 
procedure.

Opinions, Product, Advertising; the choice available to 
the consumer at all price levels has never been 
greater. Within the limits he has set himself, the role of 
the dealer in this triumph of morket forces appears 
unchanged; a responsibility to manufacturers and 
distributors whose products he is supporting to ensure 
those products ore correctly demonstrated and 
assessed, and a responsibility to customers to ensure 
that products purchased ore correctly installed and 
performing to expectations. As implied, Phonograph 
systems ore primarily, but not exclusively, analogue 
based and cover a wide range of price and 
specification. Some equipment will be familiar to 
anyone who browses magazine counters while the 
rest will be known only to real enthusiasts. Included ore 
the best loudspeoher at the price, regardless of size 
( ProAc Super Toblette) one of the world's best 
electrostatic headphones (Stax Lambda Pro) and a 
beautifully crafted valve pre-omplifier from Germany 
(Kiimo Merlin).
A selection of guoronteeed second-hand and 
demonstration items ore .constantly available and 
currently include a Krell KSA-50 ( £1299. 50), on 
Alphason Sonata with Odyssey RP1-XG, ideal for later 
up-grade to SME Series IV or V ( £998. 20) and a Beard 
P505Mkii pre-omplifier £299).
From Manticore to Voyd, Musical Fidelity to Matisse, 
we're listening. For details contact:

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpingham Road, Putney, 

London SW15 1BG.
Tel: (01) 789-2349

Mon. -Fri. 1Oom-1pm, J. J0-8pm.
Soh 10om-1pm. 

Demonstrations by appointment.
Free delivery UK moinlond.

FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE



I CASSETTE DECKS:
AX I CONCLUSIONS, BEST BUYS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Following the hiatus in plans to 
get DAT on sale over the past 
year or so, Aiwa were first to put 
their underemployed DAT 
engineers to work designing 
cassette decks instead of 
twiddling their thumbs. Almost 
out of desperation, someone 
twigged they could profitably 
redesign their cassette decks 
with the experience of DAT fresh 
in mind. I've heard similar stories 
from other companies since, and 
it helps explain the sudden rash 
of high grade Japanese cassette 
decks when the market had been 
all but written offby the pundits. 
It also explains why so many of 
the new decks look exactly like 
DAT recorders ...

The (temporary) eclipse of 
digital audio tape is not the only 
factor of course. The fact is that 
cassette decks are Japanese - 
just about every last one of them 
- and the Japanese home market 
has shown some -interest in up
market cassette technology, 
partly to fill precisely the gap 
DAT was designed to plug. Partly 
also, it is the desire to 'do justice' 
in some manner to the problems 
of capturing compact disc sound 
on tape. It's not generally 
realised that CD is actually a 
simpler medium than vinyl for 
the compact cassette to cope 
with, as, the latter tends to have 
quite a lot of uncorrelated (non
music related) low frequency 
energy which can excite 
problems in the the cassette just 
where it is demonstrably at its 
weakest. And also the cassette is 
widely perceived as technically 
the weakest in all high fidelity 
media, and the one most in need 
of improving.

Those then are the basics; so 
how well have the manufacturers 
succeeded? At the bottom end of 
the market little has changed, 
which was probably inevitable 
since manufacturing cost 
constraints call the tune. At 
higher prices, however, there has 
been real progress, and a number 
of manufacturers are making 
meaningful and effective strides 
in the general direction of audio 
nirvana. 

Looking at cassettes
(analogue) only, no less than 13

out of 25 are Recommended, but 
there is only one Best Buy. The 
former reflects the nature of the 
market, having made the 
decision to award a 
Recommended flag for one 
model, it turned out to be hard 
not to recommend a range of 
others because there was a base 
level of commonality between a 
number of the decks tested. 
Many of the manufacturers make 
extensive use of the same off-the- 
shelf transports, heads and other 
key components. Similarly, only 
one of the low cost models really 
stood out, and that is our sole 
Best Buy in these tests. However, 
had it been permissible to award 
Best Buy to expensive machines, 
the JVC TD-V711 would have 
been added to the list, and maybe 
also the AiwaXK-009.

There were some oddities. I 
make no excuses for again 
pointing out the deleterious 
effect of Dolby noise reduction 
where it was found, but it's far 
from simple trying to pin down 
exactly where the loss of quality 
occurs. In most cases it's a fact 
that when you turn Dolby off, very 
little other than some side chain 
processing is actually removed 
from the audio signal path. The 
circuit simply changes in its pass 
characteristics but continues to 
sit there in the signal path. The 
aforementioned JVC is an 
honourable exception. But there 
are cases where very high quality 
sound is plainly not spoiled by the 
presence of Dolby, and this at 
least shows there is nothing 
inevitable about the problem, 
and that rather than Dolby per 
se, it's almost certainly the 
implementation of the specific 
design that counts.

Preparatory to this test, I had a 
conversation with some senior 
engineers from Sony's tape 
division. In addition to making 
my day by explaining how about 
20 per cent of their development 
work was taken up with listening 
to different formulations (a 
favourite being Whitney Houston 
-but nobody's perfect, are they?) 
they also confirmed what I had 
heard from other sources: the 
dislike of the Japanese 
audiophile for Dolby processing 

in general. Looking at Sony's 
better tape formulations, ie ES- 
Metal, it is easy to understand 
why. Such tapes defy easy 
categorisation as simple (in this 
case) metal bias tapes, in much 
the same way that That's Type II 
metals don't sit happily in the 
Type 11 bias position. Naturally, if 
you introduce processing of the 
Dolby type which depends for 
record/playback integrity on 
knowing where its operating 
levels are, the sound is going to 
get awfully confused. Using dbx, 
which inevitably sounds worse, 
does so for quite different 
reasons of course - it can simply 
be heard working, but here too it 
is necessary for the recorder to 
produce a flat amplitude/ 
frequency response if balance 
changes are not to be ruthlessly 
magnified.

All this inevitably leads to only 
one conclusion. Either all tapes 
must return to conformity with 
an accepted standard, the IEC 
Primary Reference for each tape 
group for example, but this is 
about as likely as a wholesale 
legalisation of mugging. Or the 
alternative, if Dolby is to be used, 
is that deck manufacturers must 
provide the wherewithal to 
enable their recorders to be 
tweaked to suit. At the very least 

record sensitivity must be 
adjustable in addition to the. 
ability to tweak record bias.

Many decks now have the 
latter, albeit sometimes only for 
Type I and 11 tapes (an absurdity 
that probably has much to do 
with the inability of many decks 
and record heads to handle 
additional record current, and 
very little to do with the 
supposed similar bias 
requirements of different 
metals). But painfully few decks 
have any facility to adjust record 
sensitivity. A calibrated control 
with a list of settings for 
commonly available tapes would 
be cheap and satisfactory. The 
AiwaXK-009 arrangement (see 
review) would be even better. As 
it stands though, the choice is all 
too often between using Dolby or 

using a high grade tape 
formulation-but not both.

Dol by will continue to win on 
basic noise levels, of course, but 
not always by an overwhelming 
margin. - some recent high 
energy tapes can be driven to 
frighteningly high levels without 
saturation on the better cassette 
decks, with consequent 
reductions in background noise 
intrusion. But when it comes 
down to simple musical euphony 
the story is likely to be different.
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BEST BUY
Dual CC8010 (£109)

RECOMMENDED 
TeacV-250 (£89) 
Onkyo TA-2120 (£120) 
Technics RS-B355 (£140) 
Kenwood KX-660HX (£170) 
Pioneer CT-443 (£180) 
Denon DRM-10HX (£180) 
Technics RS-T330 (£200) 
Sony TC-RX80ES (£350) 
TeacV-870 (£399)
JVC TD-V711 (£380)
Nakamichi RX-202E (£545) 
Aiwa XK-009K (£550) 
NAD 6300 (£649)

In addition, RAcommendations 
and Best Buys from previous 
issues (where they continue to 
be available) are carried over, 
but with some detail 
modifications to reflect changing 
market circumstances.

The models that have 
maintained theirranking (all 
Recommended unless otherwise 
stated) are the Akai GX-52 (Best 
Buy-£249) and GX-6 (£350), the 
DenonDR-M12HX (£220) and 
DR-M44HX (£400), Marantz 
modelsSD-45ll, CP230 and SD-55 
(£200, £300 and £349 
respectively), the NakamichiCR- 
2E, 3£, 4E and 7E (£395, £595, 
£745, £1,500), the Sony WMD6C 
ProWalkman (Best Buy of course 
-£249) and TC-K700ES (£499), 
the Teac V-970X (£499, though its 
thunder has been stolen by the V- 
870), and finally the YamahaKX- 
400 andKX-500 (£200 and £210).

The following have been 
downrated as increased 
competition has rendered them 
less competitive: the AiwaAD- 
14-X909 (£400 - from Best Buy to 
Recommended) the MarantzSD- 
35 (£169-ditto), DenonDR- 
M24HX (£290- ditto) and 
YamahaKX-200 (£140-ditto). 
The Onkyo TA-2130 (£140), Sony 
TC-FX150 (£90) and Technics 
RSB-6 05 (£180) are no longer 
explicitly recommended but are 
still worth considering. Finally, 
the DenonDR-M07 (£125) is 
promoted from Recommended to 
Best Buy because Hayden Labs 
have reduced the price. Nice one!

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE 
Summing up the DAT tests this 
year is more a matter of placing 
the system in the known 
firmament than waxing deep and 
philosophical about individual 
machines. We have seen though 
that there is a range of ability; 
they do not sound the same. 
Second, although they tend to 
have quite similar facilities, 
there are significant differences. 
To give one example, using the 
track ID systems, which by the 
way are remarkably effective, 
track 6 on one machine is quite 

likely to be a completely different 
song on other decks. Once 
written however, track !Ds are 
quite unambiguous, unlike the 
gap that separates tracks on an 
analogue cassette tape from the 
point of view of a track search 
feature. Therefore with DAT a 
prerecorded tape with encoded 

• track !Ds would work the same 
on all machines. On many 
cassette machines, you never 
really know where you are.

In the inevitable comparison 
with compact cassette, DAT does 
well in principle, though in 
practical situations it would be at 
a considerable disadvantage 
unless the car player, the kitchen 
radio/cassette-even the kid's 
carry-around portable and the 
Walkman - were also switched 
for DAT based equivalents. That 
can't happen overnight, of 
course, and there is some reason 
to doubt whether a broadly based 
wholesale change of this kind will 
be possible at all in the 
foreseeable future.

However, simply as a surrogate 
for a cassette deck DAT is very 
impressive indeed. The tapes are 
small and wholly enclosed and so 
are safe to handle. There is no 
need to tell the recorder what 
type oftape has been inserted, 
and the compromises implicit in 
auto-reverse operation are a 
thing ofthe past. Track search is 
ultra-rapid and sure and you 
have the very important benefit 
of up to two hours uninterrupted 
recording time.

On sound quality, DAT is also 
on very. strong ground. The best 
of the recorders tested for this 

•

• 
•

Kenwood KX440HX •

LuxmanK105 ' •

Marantz S0-35 «

Teac V-250 •
Teac V-270C •

Technics RS-8355 •

Technics RS-8505 •

Aiwa AD-F370

Aiwa AD-WX707

Aiwa XK-007 Excelia

Aiwa AO-WX909

Aiwa XK-009 Excelia

Akai GX-52 •

Denon DR—M07 •
Denon OR-M1 OHX •

Oenon DR-M12HX •
Oenon OR-M24HX •
Oenon OR—M34HR •

Denon DR—M44HX •
Dual CC8010 •

Harman Kardon CD491 •
Hitachi 0 003

Hitachi 0-007

JVC TO-V711 •

JVC TO-W222

Kenwood KX—660HX •

Luxman K—112 ì •

Marantz SO-4511 •
Marantz CP230

Marantz SO-55 , •

NAD 6300 •
Nakamichi CR-1E " •
Nakamichi CR-2E : •

Nakamichi CR-3E ” •
Nakamichi CR-4E •
Nakamichi CR-7E •

Onkyo TA 2130 •

Proton AD-200 •

Proton AD-300 ' •
Revox 8215 •

SAE C102

Teac R—515 ' •
Teac V—870 •

Teac V-970X •
Technics RS-T230

Technics RS-8705 : •
Technics RS-8905 •
Technics RS-T80R

Yamaha KX-200 , •

Dual 
deck/ 
single 
record

Dual 
deck/ 
dual 

record

High 
speed 

dub

Real
time 

counter
Counter 
memory

Akai GX-6 •

Nakamichi RX-202E •

Nakamichi Dragon •
Nikko D-8011 •

Onkyo TA-2120 . •

Philips FC566 •
Philips FC567

Pioneer CT-443 •
Pioneer CT-737 •

SonyTC-FX 150 •
Sony TCW300
SonyTC-RX50 •

Sony (WM06C) ProWalkman •
Sony TC-RXSOES •
SonyTC-RXBOES •
Sony TC-K700ES •
Tandberg 3014A •

Technics RS-8605 •
Technics RS-T330R

Single 
deck

feature are broadly similar in 
sound quality to a mid price CD 
player when used for recording in 
the analogue domain (you have 
no choice, of course). These are 
early machines and they will 
certainly get better, yet there are 
reasons to suppose they are 
unlikely ever to sound better 
than CD; in fact they'll probably 
be very similar or just slightly 
worse. Compared to compact 
cassette however, there the 
choice is simpler. Cassettes can 
rival or even better DAT 
musically, but only very 
exceptionally, for example in the 
case of the best Nakamichis 
which have particularly well 
designed audio circuits as well as 
transports and heads. For the 
rest of us, good DAT (I stress the 
word good, because there's going 
to be plenty of bad DAT too) will 
walk it.

The four models worthy of 
Recommendation are:
Aiwa XD-001 Excelia
Sony DTC-100ES 
Pioneer D-1000
Sony DTC-M100

Yamaha KX-300 •
Yamaha KX—400 •
Yamaha KX-500 •

Yamaha KX-800 *

Yamaha KX-1200
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FEATURES COMPARISON CHART
Auto 

reverse 
play

Auto 
reverse 
record

Track 
(music) 
search Dolby B Dolby C dbx

Dolby 
HX 
Pro

Auto 
tape 

sensing

Tape 
align- Tape Record
men! azimuth bias
adjust adjust adjust

Remote Auto
control repeat

Pitch 
control• • • • • Aiwa AD-F370

• • • • • • • Aiwa AD-WX707• • . • • • • Aiwa XK-007 Excelia
• • • • • • • • Aiwa AD-WX909

• • • • • • • • Aiwa XK-009 Excelia
• • • • • • • • • Akai GX-52

• • • • • Akai GX-6
• • • Denon DR-MOT

- ' , • • • • • • Denon DR-M10HX
• • • . • • • Denon DR-M12HX• • • • Denon DR-M24HX• • • • • • Denon DR-M34HR• • • • • • Denon DR-M44HX• Dual CC8010
• • • • • • Harman Kardon CD491

• • • • ' ■ • Hitachi D-003
. • • • • • • • • Hitachi 0-007

• . • • • • • JVC TD-V711
• • • • ■ .• JVC TD-W222

• • • • Kenwood KX440HX
• • • • YA • • Kenwood KX-660HX

• • • • • • • ' • Luxman K105
• • • ■ ' • • Luxman K-112
• • • • Marantz SD-35
• • • • Marantz SD-45II
• • • • Marantz CP230

• • • • • • • Marantz SD-55
• • • k NAD 0300• • Nakamichi CR-1E

• • • • • Nakamichi CR-2E
• • • • Nakamichi RX-202E

• • • • > • Nakamichi CR-3E
• • • • • Nakamichi CR-4E
• • • ' • • • • • Nakamichi CR-7E

• • • • • • • • Nakamichi Dragon
• • • • • • • • Nikko D-80II

• • • • Onkyo TA-2120
• • • • • • Onkyo TA 2130

• • • • • • • Philips FC566
• • • • • • • Philips FC567

• • • • • Pioneer CT-443
• • • • • • Pioneer CT-737• Proton AD-200

• • • • • • Proton AD-300
' • • • • • • Revox B215

•. • • • • SAEC102
• • Sony TC-FX 150• SonyTC-W300

• • • • SonyTC-RX50
' • • • Sony (WMD6C) ProWalkman

• • • • • ’ • • Sony TC-RX60ES
• • • • • • • • • SonyTC-RX80ES
• • • • • • Sony TC-K700ES

• • • • • • • Tandberg 3014A
Teac V-250

• • • Teac V-270C
• • • • • • • Teac R-515

• • • • Teac V-870
• • • • • • • • • Teac V-970X

• • • Technics RS-T230
• • Technics RS-B355

. • .. • • • • Technics RS-B505
• • • • • Technics RS-B605

• • X • • • Technics RS-T330R
• • • • • Technics RS-B705

• • • • • • • Technics RS-B905
• • • • • • • Technics RS-TO0R

• • • • • • Yamaha KX-200
• • • • * • • • • Yamaha KX-300

• . • • • • • • • • Yamaha KX-400
• • • • • • • • • Yamaha KX-500
• • • • • • • Yamaha KX-800
• • • • • • • • h • Yamaha KX-1200
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SUPE^^T^^ PERFO^ERS
SOUND CLOSE TO THE MASTER-TAPE

BEST SOUNDING HIGH-LOW OUTPUT MC ^^T^DGE 
SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL ^^^W BY REG.WILL^IAMSON

^RALAUDIO WE OFFER A STUDIO DEMONSTRATION OF
60 NEW STREET EQUIPMENT WE FEEL CONFIDENT TO
MOLD, CL^WYD. RECOm® FOR ITS HIGH QUALITY
TEL: (0352) 56729. PERFORMANCE ANDREL!AB!L!TY

PLUS MANY MORE

LOCKEY HOUSE, ST PETER'S STREET, . ST ALBANS. Tel: (0727) 50961
SPECIALIST AUDIO-VIDEO WORKSHOP FOR ALL QUALITY MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCTS



HI-F/, AUDIO & C.D. Centre 
* Sales * SeONce * 

laaggffl KENWOOD
Technics

«TON Dual

denon TAbNUï jvc
rs 

^^^^t-Silrt

YAMAHA ACOUSTIC

®PlONErs‘

I—IH1IÌHB ■■muii
Leading loudspeakers. Plus

all leading brands. Our aim is to provide the 
highest level of service and value available in 

the West of Scotland

43 Clerk Street, Edinburgh. 
031 667 2877.

43 Hope Street, Glasgow.
041 248 2857.

BARCLAYCARD N01for 
SERVICE 

AND VALUE

'THE MICHELL CONNECTION '

"The ultimate connectors lor all quality speaker cables-

SPEAKER CUP 
ADAPTOR

You ain't heard nothin’ yet, lolksl GET _THE CONNECTION!

For details please write:

J A Michell Engineering Lid
Dept NHS, 2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, England 

Telephone 01-953 0771

PENTATHLON
The publishing of this magazine coincides with two 
important events. Firstly, The Olympic Games and of 
course The Penta Show — hence our title. Your 
interest in the 5 events which make up The 
Pentathlon may be strictly limited but we're sure 
your appetite will be whetted by the 6th event at 
The Heathrow Hotel! It signals the start of the hi-fi 
season.
We take this opportunity to highlight some of the 
'goodies' being unveiled at the show plus some 
items which may have escaped your ears while you 
have been sunning yourself.
At the front of the system we’ve been delighted with 
the new Krell cartridge which has exceptional mid
range and the new Roksan cartridge which at £300 

is devastating value for money. Roksan have also 
released a ingenious new pick-up arm which with 
the cartridge sets new price ■ standards. We’ve never 
before offered an arm/cartridge of this quality at 
such a modest price and we urge you regardless of 
the turntable you use to audition now. We’re also 
looking forward to demonstrating the exciting new 
SME arm which brings their technology into a more 
affordable price area. Significant turntable news is 
the introduction of a lower price model from Oxford 
Acoustics called The Crystal’ which has the same 
elegant design which made their 'Reference’ model 
such a success.
On the electronics front we have the superb new 
Krells destined to continue the tradition of the finest 
high-end transistor amps available in the UK. The 
KSA200 held us in awe when we first heard it, 
completely stopping the shop, customers were 
drawn into the dem room to enjoy this magnificent 
product ( 1600 watts into l ohm). Equally excellent in 
a different way are the exquisite new pre and 
power amps from Goldmund, true high-end 'state of 
the art’ products from Europe made to the highest 
standards. The Memisis 6 power amp is a bargain, 
the pre amp whilst expensive is probably the best 
in the world bar none. •
Our range of loudspeakers include the stunning 
new Apogee Duetta Signature, the Duntech range, 
the Ensemble Reference for those wanting the 
highest quality in small rooms and not forgetting 
TDL and ATC where we are proud to be leading UK 
specialists.
We equally enjoy serving more affordable products 
and have a fine range of products from A & R, 
Audiolab, Denon, Musical Fidelity, Monitor Audio, 
Manticore, Systemdek, Quad etc.
Please come and see us. You will not find a wider 
range of choice or better service anywhere in the 
UK. People really do travel from all over the country 
to shop here. Our aim is to keep them coming.

T
□

Acoustic Arts Ltd., 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. 
Tel: watford245250 Open Mon-Sat. 9.30-5.30.



AT

C ROSS ROAD

Open Mon/ Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

MPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERSTHE
AT LON DON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE

QUALIIT AUDIO y
We stock an excellent range of some f the best Hi-Fi audio

CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,per
CBS, RCA and selected others.

NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95

CHARIN 
LO ON WC2H OJA

Tel: 01-379 7635/7427

QUALITY AUDIO

Notybnly 
individual

ENING FACILITIES
the cheapest new releases in town but also full 
listening facilities - listen before you buy.

equipment and loudspeakers available\from famous names 

 

such as B&W, Quad, Meridian, Mission Cy^us, A & R Cambridge, 

 

Rogers, Monitor Audio, Wharfedale, Sony,\Nakamichi, Yamaha, 

 

AKG, Sennheiser, Denon, Rotel, M aran’tz, Pioneer, Revox, 
Monster Cable, Philips and more.

TECHNICS NOW IN STOCK

7,000 C
A continu

s IN STOCK
ly updated and growing stock of the best classical,

¡a// and po’pular compact discs.

SECONDHAND
Secondhand CD.^boughtxand sold, on sale from £5.99. 

** DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
7 Free delivery and installation within the M25 area on 

systems. Orders actioned within 24 hour ; subject to 
availability.

audio 
stock

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future

TOKEN SCHEME \
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy (value £10.95 
and over) entitles you to a free CD when you have collected ten 
to the value of £10.95.

purchase. Demonstration room can be precooked. Just phone 
to make an appointment.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
•z Over 45 CD players in stock and on demonstration 

from £149 -^£2000.

'./ SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing a’ 
grading by qualified technicians.

id CD Player up-

¡►'CDV
7 Compact Disc Video (CDV) on display and cemonstration.

MISSION ELECTRONICS
The new PCM2 CD Player and Cyrus 1 and 2 Amplifiers now in 
stock and on demonstration together with Mission 
Loudspeakers. \

•
Digital Audio Tape (DAT) on demonstration and sale.
Full stock of both blank and pre recorded DAT tapes at 
competitive prices. Send for lists of tapes:

COVENT GARD EN RECORDS 

PRE NT
NOW IN STOCK ON DEMONSTRATION

l~n iJJiDn
I ■CLECTRU n ICf

Mission Loudspeakers Demonstrated. From the 
700LE through to the 780. Hear them!!
Two private demonstration rooms
Free installation service for systems within the M25 
area.
We stock over 7000 titles on CD!

Mission PCM 11 CD Player £599.00
Available with PSX Power Supply £799.00
Cyrus 1 £179.00
Cyrus 2 £299.00
PSX £199.00

The superb new CD Player, the PCMII and the 
improved Cyrus 1 and 2 amplifiers. These 
outstanding products set new standards for 
reproducing music as it was performed. Now on 
demonstration.

I

£50
I
I OFF
1 (Sale&Specia/Offers

excluded)

WHEN YOU BUY A CD PLAYER
Bring this coupon in during 

OCT1988
and get£1 offyour next 
50 COs over £6.99 this year 
Thisofferis also available 
on Audio Components over £500.

£6
OFF

ON PURCHASE OF 
5 COs £9.95
./ Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Vahdtoend Oct.

r

HFC 10188

£1
I off
1
I ___

ON PURCHASE OF 
1 CD OVER £9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end Oct.

I I
I
J

1

l
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CHOOSING AND USING ...
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
John Bamford has been listening to a group of valve 
amplifiers, while Paul Miller provided technical 
measurements. Here they explain the tests and outline 
some problems associated with valve amp ownership.

It's widely assumed you've got to 
be some kind of hi-fi nutcase to 
want to use a valve amplifier. 
Clicks and thumps and high hum 
levels are all problems one often 
associates with valve amplifiers, 
along with the hassle of needing 
plenty of space (valves get hot, so 
they need a free flow of air 
around them) and a lot of 
disposable cash.

The latter certainly hasn't 
changed much, valve amps today 
remain almost exclusively the 
province of the well-heeled 
enthusiast, although included in 
these tests there's one power 
amplifier priced at £299 and an 
integrated valve amp (now 
there's a novelty!) costing £339.

subjectively, but with an 
impedance of 50kohm and 
capacitance of 200pF the 
turnover frequency drops to just 
16kHz. So, in the cases where a 
high output impedance is quoted 
(anything over a few thousand 
ohms) do try to avoid long 
interconnects.

Power amp input impedances 
are spread over an equally wide 
band. Those with an input 
around 10 or 20kohm will not 
pose a problem when matching 
up with any solid state preamp, 
but certain valve preamps may 
suffer a loss of bass extension 
simply through the current 
limitations of their output 
valve(s). Of course, this will

Owners of MC cartridges will need a step-up transformer for most valve 
preamps. These come in all shapes and at all prices.

It's usually preamplifiers 
which are to blame for high noise 
levels in valve setups. However, 
none of the components tested 
this month gave any real cause 
for concern in respect to 
untoward background noise- 
although correct matching of 

' separate components is a 
particularly important issue. 
Most valve preamplifiers offer a 
commensurately higher peak 
output voltage than their solid 
state brethren and are able to 
satisfy the input (sensitivity) of 
almost any power amp. However 
the output impedance of the 
preamplifier is an important 
parameter, not only in terms of 
straightforward voltage transfer 
to a load, but also with respect to 
the parallel capacitance of the 
interconnect cable that is used 
between pre and power amp.

For instance, a valve preamp 
with an output impedance of 
lOkohm used with a cable of a 
nominal 100pF capacitance will 
function as a low pass filter with 
a -3dB point at 160kHz. This 
might be acceptable,

depend very much on the 
topology chosen, but very low 
current double-triodes such as 
the ECC83 may cause problems if 
used in a lightly cap-coupled 
output configuration.

This sort of problem is cured 
with high input impedances (up 
to 0.5Mohm has been recorded), 
though if used with a high and 
variable source impedance, such 
as that presented by a 'passive 
preamp' (in other words a simple 
volume control in a box for use 
with CD players and other line 
level inputs), it is possible that 
electromagnetic (hum) coupling 
will degrade the noise 
performance. It is also possible 
that the high frequency response 
may be curtailed, while 
connecting and disconnecting 
phono leads is likely to result in 
large thumps or hum-like 
burbles.

Similarly, those power amps
with a very high sensitivity (that
is, requiring just a few tens of mV
for full output) will also be more
susceptible to hum fields,
especially if they also feature a

high input impedance. The 
choice of preamp is critical here, 
as is the type and method of 
screening of the interconnect.

It is important to appreciate 
these problems - many of which 
are peculiar to the very 
specialised world of valve amps
even though a good dealer should 
ensure you do not make a 
mistake by choosing 
incompatible components.

LAB TESTS
All input sensitivity (OdBV and 
OdBW) and overload 
measurements were assessed 
according to IHF specification, 
dB headroom figures quoted for 
the latter being relative to 0.5mV 
for MC and 5mV for MM. Channel 
balance was taken at this. 
sensitivity though stereo 
separation was assessed at + 
10dB. Power output was 
measured to a ceiling of 1 per 
cent THD, including the IHF 
dynamic headroom test.

A 3D graph accompanies each 
product and it may prove 
worthwhile when studying them 
to refer back to the Reference 
Plot printed on this page. 
Extensively averaged, this plot 
examines the performance of an 
amplifier while subject to ij; 
composite swept input of a— 
20kHz (OdB reference), a 
constant 20kHz signal (-24dB) 
and a reversed sweep running 
from 0-50kHz and back again (
24dB). The input to the power 
amplifiers was adjusted so as to 
raise two-thirds output into 
4ohms relative to 1kHz. For the 
preamps a pre-equalised

composite sweep was introduced 
to the MM disc stage, the level 
referred to 5mV rms at 1kHz, 
equivalent to a composite peak of 
77.8mV at 20kHz.

A mass of information 
concerning the linearity of the 
amplifier is divulged from the 3D 
plots and, we found a firm 
subjective correlation in the 
sound of many of the 
preamplifiers tested here. When 
it comes to power amplifiers, 
however, it seems we are all at 
sea when trying to determine 
how a particular component will 
sound judging by some of our 
results. According to the lab tests 
the Audio Innovations amplifiers 
in particular should have 
sounded like a bag of nails - yet 
JB is full of praise for the way in 
which they sound vibrant and 
extraordinarily dynamic. We're 
still scratching our heads...

LISTENING TESTS
Something approaching 80 hours 
was spent auditioning this 
selection of valve amplifiers in 
various combinations. 
Turntables used were the Voyd 
and Townshend Rock, with 
Excalibur and Helius Cyalene 
arms respectively, and a 
selection of cartridges ranging 
from the Goldring Eroicas (high 
and low output), an Audio 
Technica OC9 and the rarified 
Audio Note /0 Limited.

CD inputs were tested using a 
DenonDCD1500 (still going 
strong!) and the splendid 
Pioneer PD91, and speakers used 
for the tests were SD Acoustics 
SDI and Snell Type C.
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We have in stock all of the 
products awarded "Best Buy" 
and "Recommended" in this guide 
if they meet our requirements of 
reliability and good build quality. 
Your "Best Buy" could well be 
featured in this Issue, but your 
"Recommended" procedure is to 
first come to DOUG BRADY HI
FI. Here you will be able to find
your "Hi-Fi Choice" and make 
your "Bestinvestment".'

DQUGÌ3 RADYHI-FIj

We offer flexible credit terms,
home trial, exchange of goods,
2-year guarantee; but above all
we take a genuine interest in our
client's needs.
A fruitful long-term relationship is 
our goal and can only be achieved 
by good service — before and 
after sales!
We are enthusiasts, but we won't 
talk technical jargon at you.
Our best advertisement is a happy 
customer. Come and visit us at 
Liverpool or Warrington or our 
new store in Covent Garden.

HI-FI CHOICE IS OUR BUSINESS
Kingsway Studios, 
Kingsway North, 
Warrington. \ i 
(0925) 828009 \ « 
Open six days\44.

18 Monmouth Street, 
Covent Garden, A 
London WC2H 9HB / I 
(01) 379 4010 /
Open 6 Days / ■

W. A. Brady & Son, 
401 Smithdown Road, 
Liverpool L15 3JJ 
(051) 733 6859 
Closed all day Wednesdays

We StockAR • A&R • Alphason • Apollo • Apogee 
• Audiolab • Beyer • Celestion • Denon • 
Foundation • Fuji • Goodmans • Kef • Krell • 
Koetsu • Linn • Marantz • Meridian • Mission • 
Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity • Nairn • NAD • 
Nakamichi • Ortofon • Philips • QED • Quad • 
Revolver • Rogers • Rotel • Revox • Sennheiser 
• Tannoy • Target •Technics • TDK • Wharfedale 
• Yamaha etc.

linavector M.C. Cartridge
llM^ NEW RANGE 

NOW AVAILABLE
XX-1 _______
New high output MC cartridge 
with switchable flux damper 
and softened 
magnetism. Output 
voltage 2.0mV.
Frequency response 
20-20KHz± 1dB. 
Solid boron cantilever.
Weight 12gms.
New £360
Exchange £300

SOX MK 11

10X4 MK 11

23RS MK 11

With the advent of CD, our Company together with 
many other cartridge manufacturers suffered a serious 
set-back and for the past few years have kept a very low 
profile.

However, our confidence in the superiority of analog 
over digital sound presented a challenge to our 
engineers to improve our moving coil cartridges still 
further to enable them to comfortably out-perform CD. 
This has been achieved with the aid of flux damping and 
softened magnetism.

Enthusiastic press reviews and full details of the new 
range are available by telephoning 0734 699159 or by 
completing the coupon,
Dynavector Systems UK Ltd
32 Reading Road, Woodley, Reading, Berks RG5 308 
Tel: 0734 699159

Low cost, high output MC cartridge. 
Output voltage 2.0mV. Frequency 
response 20-20KHz± 2dB. Straight 
aluminium pipe cantilever. Weight 
4.5gms.
Latest improved high output MC 
cartridge. Output voltage 2.0mV. 
Frequency response 20-20KHz± 2dB. 
Straight aluminium pipe cantilever. 
Weight 4.6gms.
Improved, the famous Ruby Karat. 
Output voltage 0.15mV. Frequency 
response 20-30KHz± 1dB. Tapered 
solid ruby cantilever. Weight 5.3gms.

New Exch. 
Price Price

£69

£79

£160

£59

£69

£130

1702 MK 11

r 
i 
i
i

Improved, superb accuracy diamond £198 
cantilever mC cartridge. Output 
voltage 0.15mV. Frequency response 
20-30KHZ± tdB. Straight solid 
diamond cantilever. Weight 5.3gms.

£170

Please send me your brochure and press reviews.

Name

Address

Postcode
HC



ARIA ACOUSTICS ARIA 12
A^||OBYD|SIG^LU^1T80JKERjAj^EW,74-7|DJKERJAjLBR1GjTON^Nn3JDLTEl:(0g|60n544^^^^^^^^^^|

There's a complicated history to the Aria 12 
which needs to be explained. For some time 
Audio Innovations, the Brighton based valve 
amplifier manufacturer, has been marketing 
another range of valve separates under the 
Edison Technology brand name. They've not 
been heard of much in the UK as most of the 
production has been for export and only a 
small handful of dealers stock them here.

Until a few weeks ago this simple 12 watt 
class A power amplifier was known as the 
Edison Model 12, but for marketing reasons 
the brand name was changed recently to Aria 
Acoustics-this model becoming the Aria 12. 
The front panel of our review sample used to 
sport the Edison Technology banner; as the 
new panels with the Aria Acoustics Logo 
were still at the factory waiting for the paint 
to dry we were left with no alternative but to 
show you a photograph of an exttemely bor
ing looking black box.

Not that there's much to look at anyway. 
The Aria 12 is intended to be a real 'beer 
budget' audiophile amplifier. The front panel 
is a solid enough affair but the rest comprises 
a somewhat ill-fitting wrap-over case, held in 
place by the self tapping screws which secure 
the rubber feet. On the rear there's one pair 
of nickel input phono sockets, one set of 
reasonable quality speaker outlets which will 
accept 4mm plugs or bare wire, and an IEC 
mains socket which incorporates an on/off 
switch.

Talking of low budget, this power ampli
fier is also available in kit form for £220. The 
board is pre-assembled, so it's a matter of 
simply securing the transformer, socketry, 
pcb, etc into the case and wiring it all up.

lAB REPORT
In contrast to other amplifiers that have 
emerged from the Audio By Design stable, 
the Aria is subject to around 30dB of feed
back - a fact reflected in the low 20kHz dis
tortion figures. Two PCC88 triodes are 
shared between the left and right channels, 
these forming a differential input and phase 
splitter array, each followed by the remain
ing 'half of the double triode. Two pairs of 
EL84s comprise the output stage, these being 
driven in a straightforward push-pull pen
tode configuration. No regulation is deemed 

necessary but at least decent polypropylene 
capacitors and 1 per cent metal film resistors 
have been used around the signal path.

A small but noticeable +0.41dB power 
increase was measured at 1kHz between 8 
and 4ohm loads, the output transformer 
being configured with fixed 6ohm tappings. 
Furthermore some +0.68dB headroom was 
observed during the IHF dynamic toneburst 
test, this being equivalent to 10.8W into 
8ohms. However, there was a restriction in 
output at the frequency extremes if the 1 per 
cent THD guidelines were followed, this 
being especially true at 20Hz where satura
tion occured almost immediately. The ampli
fier was observed to be unstable above a 
nominal output of 2.2W (8ohms @ 20Hz). 
Phase measurements indicated the presence 
of a LF pole situated at 10Hz so the output 
below this frequency is rapidly curtailed. At 
20Hz, 0.5W the distortion had reached 1 per 
cent, ’ climbing to 5 per cent at just 1W!

A mediocre -76.ldB squarewave linearity 
was observed despite the extended 100kHz 
bandwidth, the amplifier exhibiting a pecul
iar distortion mechanism that produced both 
2nd and 3rd order summation IMD but only 
3rd order difference products! This asym
metry is likely to introduce certain grainy 
colorations at HF just as the high 0.53ohm 
output impedance is likely to reduce low bass 
resolution.

SOUND QUAliTY
I was a member of the staff on Hi-Fi Answers 
magazine when it was decided to promote 
this as the 'HFA 12’ kit amplifier. And the 
reason we chose to do so was because we 
thought this amp was something special.

Listening to it again for these tests I found 
nothing to change my opinion. The Aria 12 
lacks control and definition in the low bass, 
and the treble can sound rather vague and 
rolled off when used with some loud
speakers, but the sound is vivid and colourful 
and gloriously transparent through the mid
band.

More importantly, the 12 sounds vibrant
and 'alive', image width and depth is first
rate, and this amplifier has the ability to
respond to dynamic swings in the music and
convey real emotion.

CONClUSIONS
Close your eyes and forget that this is a puny 
little valve circuit in a tacky tin case; the 
Aria 12 is capable of astonishing musical per
formance way beyond its price point.

Obviously it needs to be partnered with 
sensitive speakers due to the modest power 
output, although in a small room we've 
achieved respectively high sound pressure ' 
levels with old-style Spica TC-50s rated at 
only 85dB. But speakers in the 89-90dB range 
are a safer bet.

With large floorstanding speakers like the 
SD AcousticsSDI I've achieved results which 
easily fooled visitors into thinking they were 
listening to a £1,000 power amplifier. In 
terms of sound quality the Aria 12 is clearly a 
Best Buy.

TEST RESUlTS
Power amplifier

Maximum Continuous 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Power Output Bohms 0.5W 9.23W 7.92W
4ohms 0.4W 10.14W 7.18W

DynamicHeadroom (IHF) +0.68dB (10.8Wl
Output Impedance 0.53ohm 0.473ohm
Damping Factor 15.1 16.9

Stereo separation (OdBW) 68.5dB 80.9dB 62.7dB
Total Harmonic Dist. (OdBWJ 5.1% 0.039% 0.041%

(\V power) • 5.5% 0.197% 0.093%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (OdBWJ 2nd order -67.8dB

3rd order -72.4dB
CCIR IM Distortion (% power) 2nd order -62.4dB

3rd order -6L2dB
Squarewave linearity -76.MB
Absolute Phase Positive
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) OdBW -78.9dB

(A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) li3 power -78.3dB
Residual noise -7J.3dB
Input Sensitivity (for OdBWJ 32.43mV

(for full output) 101.9mV
Input loading 450kohm
DC offset, left/right OmV/OmV
Retail Price £299
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WE LISTEN TO MUSIC
NOT HI Fll

Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of thewelFknown makes.

• AUDIO INNOVATIONS, all value Integrated amp. 'Series 300' from £335. 'Series 
500'- (INTI fro") £699. 'Series 800'- (Pre/P) from £950. 'Series 10'- (M/BLOCK) 
from £1495. 'Senes Triodes' (Pre/P from £995.

"To say I'm impressed with thr performance of Series 300 is an understatement", 
lohn Bamford - 'Hi Fi Answers' March '87.

• SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS, Superb range of speakers that would outplay most, if 
not all, other speakers.

"Hear the Type K's (or their remarkable openness, lack of cabinate coloration, 
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices ... You know you're tisiening to 
md musicians performing": (I. Kettle - New Hi Fi Sound l

"Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk andcframber music, rocff and full 
orchestral pieces are handled in a believable and enjoyable way".- Alan Bateman 
- 'Hi-Fi Answers' '87,

Hear the superb MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest of the range.

SONY 337ES CD Player now on dem.

' THE VALDI, PINK TRIANGLE AND THE ROCKTURNTABLES AWAYSON DEM.

Record cleaning service now available.

Audiocraft
Being the best is simply 

business as usual.

Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only iive 
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7 

days a week. Appointments for Sundays must be 
made Mon-Sat. llam-8pm.

Second hand equipment available.
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment. 
Other fine equipment from Ariston. Audionote, Beyer, BLO, Decca, Denon, Edison 
Technology, Goldring, Hellus, IBL, lecklin Float, IPW, Marantz, Monitor P.C., 
Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Revox, Rotel. Senheisser, Sony, Sugden, 
Systemdek, The Rock, Torlyte Platforms, Valdi, Voyd etc. etc.

... ^@J.5@. §@Mß[}u. ......
5 Mead Lane, Famham, Surrey GU9 7DY.

P^ Tel: 0252-714555. MON-SAT 10AM-6PM. IS
Gm

MEMBER

BestBuy

FIND OUT WHY HI-FI CHOICE 
REVIEWERS PREFER TO USE

AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AMPLIFIERS AT HOME. 

HEAR OUR RECOMMENDED 
SYSTEMS OUT PERFORM 

THE COMPETITION!
AT ANY PRICE!

11 am -?pm WED. to SAT.
BRIGHTON (0273)672796

FOR APPOINTMENTS AND 
HOME DEMONSTRATIONS.

30 ISLINGWORD STREET, 
BRIGHTON, BN2 2URVOYD 

SYSTEMDEK
Turntables

HELlUS 
GOLDRING 
AUDIO NOTE

^ms & Cartridges
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
SUGDEN

Amplifiers
J.P.W.
SNELL 
SPICA 
HARBETH

Louds^Mkers
PIRATES ’

Loudspeaker Stands
I^^NlZ
DENON
ROTEL

C.D. Tuners and Cassettes

These products have all been reviewed in this 
issue. Audlocraft have them on permanent 

demonstration. -

definitive 
audio

Uxbridge & Hillingdon Tube Stations only 2 minutes 
anybody visiting us can be picked up from these 

stations.

® 0895 - 53340

Export 
Facilltys Available



AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 300
AUDIO INNOVATIONS, UNIT 8 DYKE ROAD MEWS, 74-76 DYKE ROAD, BRIGHTON BNl 3JD. TEL: (0273) 601544.

ing to the measurements there is no way this 
amplifier could be described as being a high 
fidelity product.

And I know from extensive listening that 
on disc this is a cracker of an amplifier. It 
does sound ragged and loose at the frequency 
extremes, but overriding this is a sense of 
speed and agility which makes the musicians 
come alive in the soundstage. For sound 
quality I think it deserves Best Buy status.

Just think of the cachet of ownership. 
When friends call round you can say, "Hey, 
come and have a listen - I've just bought one 
of the worst amplifiers in the world!"

Audio Innovations' cheapest amplifier, the 
Series 300 is a valve integrated model - a rare 
species indeed in hi-fi today.

Styling is, er, quirky. Either you'll love it or 
you'll hate it. The one pictured is the 'Export' 
version finished in light grey with a Perspex 
front plate - which we're told goes down a 
treat in Denmark - and carries a £50 pre
mium. The standard British item comes in an 
austere black case.

The construction of the casework is 
decidedly British, complete with self tapping 
screws sticking out all over the place, and is 
hardly anything to be proud of. Nonetheless 
the '300 feels sturdy enough, internal con
struction is adequately robust, and the rear 
panel sports some exceptionally chunky 
speaker binding posts (connections for one 
pair of speakers •only) and good quality 
phono socketry.

Five identical knobs grace the front panel. 
Far right is power on/off; the others are for 
input selection (aux/CD/phono/tuner), 
switching between source and either of two 
tape decks, balance (with centre indent) 
and 'gain'. The controls are at once positive 
and smooth in action.

Considering this is^ an amplifier from a 
specialist manufacturer which aspires to 
producing serious high fidelity equipment, 
the '300 is surprisingly well equipped, having 
as many line inputs as many a self respecting 
Japanese integrated amplifier. Break
through between inputs is obtrusively high, 
but this isn't the problem it might be if the 
amp were equipped with separate listen and 
record facilities. After all, you can only listen 
to one source at a time! However, it's ironic 
that because of price constraints none of the 
inputs are buffered. Consequently you can 
hook up two decks, a tuner, a hi-fi VCR and 
goodness knows what else, but when it comes 
to playing records you really need to discon
nect the whole lot again to enjoy maximum 
sound quality. Ho hum ...

LAB REPORT
A peculiar design, reflected in an equally 
peculiar set of measured results, the Series 
300 has obviously been designed extensively 
by ear. The disc input uses a single ECC83 
double-triode in a differential configuration 

with full solid-state regulation. Polyester 
capacitors and 1 per cent metal film resistors 
are employed in a passive RIAA equalisation 
network, the initial gain to provide +29.4dB 
(rei to IHF) of headroom at 1kHz. However, 
this is reduced to +21.3dB at 20kHz where
upon the amplifier is already slew-limiting on 
positive slopes.

This is reflected in the ultrasonic 3D plot 
taken via the MM input. Here, a catastrophic 
multiple-order intermodulation has been 
precipitated by slew-limiting; witness the 
2nd and 3rd,order sum and difference routes 
associated with all the input sweeps. The eq 
plot demonstrates a fair degree of tailoring, 
the MM input falling above 1kHz to reach — 
7dB at 20kHz. However, the proliferation of 
odd-order artefacts will ensure the amp does 
not sound as dull as the curves suggest.

The remainder of the amp consists of a 
second ECC83-based gain block, followed by 
the volume control, phase splitter andECC86 
triode/pentode output which is transformer 
coupled with nominal 6ohm secondaries. 
Adhering to a 1 per cent THD ceiling, the 
power measurements were naturally res
tricted even though greater output was avail
able with commensurately greater distortion.

SOUND QUALITY
What can I say? Yes, the Series 300 measures 
like a dog's dinner - but it sounds sharp, 
lucid, tactile and wonderfully dynamic. And 
just look at those frequency response plots! 
• I'd always suspected the CD input was 'slug
ged', but it doesn't sound absurdly dull - far 
from it. And on vinyl replay I would criticise 
the amplifier for. sounding a bit sharp and 
ragged at the top end, coupled with a loose 
and ill defined bottom end. Although lacking 
control and finesse, on disc the '300 sounds 
like an extremely wide bandwidth design. 
How can it measure so badly yet sound so 
enjoyable? Maybe the manufacturer would 
care to comment ...

CONCLUSIONS
I know that several dealers up and down the
UK have been knocking people's socks off
demonstrating the Series 300 with efficient
speakers such as Snell Type Ks (which Audio
By Design import from the US). Yet accord

TEST RESULTS
Integrated amplifier

Maximum Continuous 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Power Output Bohms L34W 7.8W 3.7W
4ohms 3.2W l.OW 0.8W

Dynamic Headroom (IHFJ +0.37dB (8.5Wl
Output Impedance 0.455ohm 0.37lohm
Damping Factor 17.6 216

CD/Aux MM
Stereo separation (20Hz) 71.5d8 547dB

(1kHz) 53.7dB 44.8d8

(20kHz) . 29.5d8 27.ld8
Channel Balance (1kHz, 20dBVJ 0.42dB 0.09d8
Total Harmonic Distortion (OdBWJ 0.054% 0.077%

(l!J power) 0.37% 0.48%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (OdBWJ -73.0d8 -33.ldB
CCIR IM Distortion (l!J power) -64.8d8 -23.9d8
Squarewave linearity -79.8d8
Noise (A wtd, OdBWJ -65.3d8 -63.8d8

(l!J power) -46.9d8 -48.2dB
Residual noise -63.6d8 -46.4dB
Input Sensitivity (for OdBWJ 20.4lmV —

(for full output) 57.4lmV 583/LV
CD/Aux overload >13V
Disc Overload (500Hz) 106.4mV (low)/8L2mV (high)

(1kHz) 147.lmV (low)/126.7mV (high)
(20kHz) . 577.8mV (low)/479mV (high)

Disc Eq. Accuracy ( ± 1 dB) 8Hz-7kHz
Input loading 47kohm 47kohm
DC offset, left/right OmV/OmV
Retail Price £339
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AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 &
THE 2ND AUDIO AMPLIFIER

AUDIO INNOVATIONS, UNIT 8 DYKE ROAD MEWS, 74-76 DYKE ROAD, BRIGHTON BN1 3JD. TEL: (0273) 601544.

Audio Innovations is a brand name new to Hi
Fi Choice, although the company is estab
lishing an ever-growing number of enthusias
tic dealers up and down the country. They've 
exhibited their wares at several British hi-fi 
shows in the past, however the majority of 
the amplifiers they produce end up going 
overseas. Denmark and Sweden are good 
markets for the brand, and I understand that 
a growing market also exists in Taiwan! Talk 
about shipping coals ...

Having already become aquainted with 
the 'Audio Innovations sound', and having 
experienced some memorable demonstra
tions of prototype versions of the company's 
triode coupled valve power amps at recent 
hi-fi shows, I've been expecting these separ
ates to appear on the market for some 
months.

The design of the 'chassis' is based on the 
company’s Series 500 integrated ?.mplifier 
(not tested this time around), with exposed 
valves glowing away seductively and reflect
ing off the Perspex 'top plate' at the front. In 
addition to the 2nd Audio Amplifier 15watt 
monobloks the company also produces a 
model called the 1st Audio Amplifier 
(cheeky names, huh?) which is available in 
two versions: 7Vzwatt stereo (£999) or 
7Vzwatt monobloks (£1,299/pair). The Series 
1000 is the company's top preamplifier at 
present.

On the rear of each power amplifier a row 
of four output binding posts provide a choice 
of 2, 4 or 8ohm taps, input is via a gold plated 
phono socket, and a simple push button on/ 
off switch is at the front.

The Series 1000 preamplifier in particular 
can be mistaken for Audio Innovations' Series 
500 integrated amplifier when viewed from a 
distance, especially as it has a similar layout 
of plain black control knobs along the front. 
Facilities include inputs for disc, tuner, CD 
and aux, along with a proper tape monitor 

loop and balance control. Internally the 
preamp is all hand assembled, on the rear 
panel all socketry is gold plated, and a nice 
touch is the second pair of output sockets to 
facilitate bi-amping in cost-no-object sys
tems.

The Series 1000 2nd Audio Amplifier com
bination displayed no operating problems, 
the only slightly alarming quirk being the 
very low frequency warbles from the power 
amps on switch-on. The amps took only a few 
seconds to 'stabilise', although the combo 
clearly only began to come on s6ng after a 
good ten minutes. The Series 1000 preampli
fier proved to be commendably quiet for a 
valve design, although in common with all 
Audio Innovations' (pre)amplifiers I've tried 
the disc input appears to have much more 
gain than would ever be necessary - yet it 
isn't quiet enough to allow direct connection 
of low output moving coil cartridges.

lAB REPORT
The preamp uses a single ECC83 double
triode at the disc input, with one side of the 
valve acting as a constant-current source for 
the other in what is known as a series regula
ted push-pull configuration. Passive disc 
equalisation is effected using specially 
selected polypropylene capacitors and tanta
lum film resistors, the equalisation curve 
itself seemingly a little inaccurate at very low 
frequencies. The +2dB boost at 20Hz is suffi
cient to give the preamp a slightly soft and 
bloated sound via disc, though the satisfac
tory +33dB headroom available at 1kHz is 
sufficient to prevent premature overload.

The CCIR (MM) product of -51.3dB is 
simply a reflection of other non-linearities in 
the system; witness the 2nd-order residues 
that pick up towards the origin on the 3D 
(MM) plot. The 0-20kHz sweep incurs about 
0.35 per cent second harmonic while the 
simple !MD 'routes at Fo-5ok-o — Fo-2ok and 

F2ok - Fo-2ok increase in amplitude as a func
tion of the RIAA curve. A-wtd noise was good 
(for a valve amp) at -71.5dB even though 
the unweighted measurement was compro
mised by the ingress of mains harmonics. 
Channel separation and balance were also 
fine.

Subsequent to the RIAA stage another 
ECC83 feeds the third-stage SRPP output 
which comprises a 6SN7 double-triode oper
ating as a cathode-follower to reduce the out
put impedance. Both disc and direct line 
inputs now meet at the volume control which 
is capacitor coupled using a selected 0.82/LF 
paper-foil. Independent solid-state rectifica
tion (valve regulation) is employed at all 
stages, the chunky power supply employing 
no less than 18 450V/47,.,F Dubilier electroly
tics in series/parallel to maintain the very 
high 485V HT rail.

Naturally, a higher energy supply featur
ing 2x220fLF/400V BHC electrolytics is used 
in these mono power amps with basic solid
stage regulation. Two low-voltage ECC88 
double-triodes form both input buffer and 
phase splitter, feeding a further two PCC88 
triodes which are configured as push-pull 
drivers operating at a slightly higher voltage. 
A total of four 6B4G direct-heated single 
triodes comprise the paralleled, push-pull 
output stage and these are responsible for 
the spurious LF burbles noted by JB during 
the first few seconds of thermal equilibra
tion.

By coupling the input directly to the grid 
of the ECC88 a high and easy 500kohm load is 
presented, though its abnormal 31.5mV sen
sitivity may well result in serious hum prob
lems when used with other preamps or poorly 
shielded cables. The A-wtd odBW noise 
figure was itself fairly poor at -68.1dB. 
Adhering to a 1 per cent THD ceiling the 
power output of this amp was naturally 
restricted; the values of 3.89W at 1kHz and
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TEST RESUlTS4.16W at 20kHz are simply a reflection of the 
slightly reduced distortion at high frequen
cies despite there being no feedback correc
tion. However, with no true clipping point in 
sight the amp just became gradually more 
non-linear, offering 9.4W at 1kHz at 3 per 
cent THD for example. The output im
pedance was ridiculously high at 4.19ohm, 
this offering a notional damping factor ofjust 
1.91 - note the observations from the listen
ing tests concerning bass performance.

CCIR intermodulation proved to be quite 
high at -50.2dB (OdBW) but both second 
and third-order effects proved fairly constant 
with both frequency and amplitude. As such 
the squarewave linearity was reduced to 
-67.4dB, despite the extended -3dB 
response points at 20.5Hz and 92kHz. This 
uniform distortion trend is obvious from the 
3D plot, with virtually constant 2nd and 3rd 
harmonic and IM routes being produced by 
the amp, though this is more likely to be 
caused by the triodes themselves than non
linearities in the output transformer. 
Fo-5ok-o ± y(Fo-2ok) and F2ok ± y(Fo-2ok) 
(where y = 1 or 2) routes are remarkably 
uniform, even at the point of 'reflection' 
where the terms of the !MD equation are 
reversed at the origin. Subjectively, this type 
of amplitude-dependent !MD is relatively 
innocuous compared to those non-linearities 
which do not faithfully track the input signal.

SOUND QUAliTY
Contrary to anything you might expect from 
the lab tests these '15watt' triode coupled 
power amplifiers sound powerful beyond 
belief. Subjectively the dynamic range was 
nothing short of awesome on classical and 
rock music alike, coupled with superb trans
parency and wonderful soundstaging.

Where listeners might criticise the sound 
of this combination - especially when com
pared with something like the EAR combo 
tested in this issue - is the feeling it gives of 
lacking 'grip'. Rather than sounding taut and 
controlled at frequency extremes these 
amplifiers have what can only be described 
as a 'free-breathing' quality, creating a 
soundstage that you swear you could walk 
into. I don't think I've heard anything quite 
like it from my hi-fi system before, the sense 
of real musicians performing in real space 
was at times breathtaking, yet I can imagine 
some listeners complaining that the bass in 
particular sounds loose and lacking control.

In a sense this Audio Innovations com' 
bination provides a unique listening experi
ence. Despite the bass sounding loose it is 
nonetheless remarkably detailed and power
ful, and the timbre of instruments appears to 
have been faithfully preserved. Certainly 
there's no confusing the bass kick drum and 
bass guitar - they're there and they sound 
real.

Itwasn't possible to determinewhich com
ponent I was hearing most, the preamp or the 
power amps, as any attempts at mixing and 
matching with alternative products has so far 
proved to be fraught with problems. Note the 
outrageously high input sensitivity of the 
power amps which causes all sorts of prob- 
l ems when you try to hook up an alternative 
preamp.

There's more investigating to be done with 
these components for sure. It's been 
accepted in hi-fi circles for many years that 
an amplifier can measure 'perfectly' on the 
test bench but then sound awful when trying 
to reproduce real music, yet never before 
have we come across amplifiers which mea
sure so abominably and yet sound so vivid 
and 'alive'.

CONCLUSIONS
Compared with Audio Innovations' less ambi
tious amplifiers such as the Series 300 inte
grated model and the Aria Acoustics Aria 12, 
the Series 1000 preamp and 2nd Audio 
Amplifier monobloks are horrendously 
expensive. We're deep into the territory of 
diminishing returns, of course, and there's no 
denying that the sound quality is in another 
league to the company's less expensive mod
els, but I'm inclined to believe that when 
most enthusiasts consider spending £3,000 
on amplification they want to see they're get
ting something for their money. Doubtless 
the manufacture of these amps is very labour 
intensive as all the circuits are hard wired, 
and the internal components have been 
selected on grounds of sound quality with 
little regard to cost, but the finish of the 
casework is identical to that of the company's 
Series 500 integrated amp which costs a frac
tion of the price. What I'm saying is these 
amplifiers don't offer much in the way of 
pride of ownership, the appearance being 
rather utilitarian (if distinctive).

Still, if all you're interested in is sound 
quality these amplifiers demand auditioning. 
Recommended.

DC offset, l etUright -10.5^V/-8.9^V

CD/Aux
Preamplifier 

MM

Stereo separation (20Hz) 122.7dB 63.9dB

(1kHz) lll.9dB 79.6dB

(20kHz) 88.2dB 619dB

Channel Balance -(1kHz, OdBVl OdB 0.02dB

(-20dBVl 0.9ldB 0.96dB

(-60d8Vl 149dB 1.32dB

Total Harmonic Distortion (OdBV) <0.0025% 0.35%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (1: 1 l <-92dB -51.3dB

Squarewave linearity better than -95dB

Noise (A wtd, 20Hz - 20kHz) -108.9dB -71.5dB

Hum residual -93.3dB -43.2dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBV) lOOOmV 3.192mV

CD/Aux overload >!DV

Disc Overload (500Hz) 165.3mV

(1kHz) 224.0mV

(20kHz) 802.lmV

Disc Eq. Accuracy(±1d8) 60Hz-20kHz
Preamplilier Output (maxi/Impedance 34.29V/800ohms

Retail Price £1199

Triode power amplifier
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Maximum Continuous Power Output
Bohms 0.66W 3.9W UW
4ohms 0.22W 3.7W 4.8W

Dynamic Headroom (IHF) -i-0.53dB (4.4W)

Output lmpedance 4.19ohm 4.24ohm
Damping Factor 191 188
Stereo separation (OdBWl monob!oks
Total Harmonic dist. (OdBWl 0.96% 0.345% 0.203%

(¥3 power) 125% 0.62% 0.47%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (OdBWl 2nd order -50.2dB

3rd order -59. ldB
CCIR IM Distortion (¥3 power) 2nd order -46.2dB

3rd order -50.2dB
Squarewave linearity -67 .4dB
Absolute Phase Positive
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) OdBW -68. ldB

(A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) ¥3 power -70.5d8
Residual noise -89.7dB
Input Sensitivity (for OdBW) 15.82mV

(tor lull output, 1% THDl 315mV
lnputloading 500kohm
DC offset, leiUright OmV
Wail Price om

m• M • n‘ n m v K
'Output frequency (kHz)
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BEARD AUDIO CA35/P35mkll
BEARD AUDIO, INDUSTRIAL UNIT 81, ASKEW CRESCENT WORKSHOPS, LONDON W12 9DP. TEL: (01) 749 4258.

We can expect to see Beard Audio gaining a . 
much higher profile in the British hi-fi scene 
in coming years. The company has been pro
ducing valve amplifiers since 1977, with 
much of its production going to export, but 
only recently was a large shareholding in 
Beard Audio purchased by General Secur
ities, part of the giant McAlpine Group - a 
move which will doubtless allow the company 
to expand its range of products and promote 
them enthusiastically.

Beard amplifiers have always been well 
turned out, however, this CA35/P35mkll 
combination is extraordinarily well finished 
for the price. To my thinking only the plastic 
power rocker switches and the two control 
knobs on the preamp (which are also plas
tic) give the game away that this is a £1,400 
pre/power combo, and not something costing 
twice the price. The power amplifier in parti
cular glows beautifully in the dark...

Facilities on the CA35 preamplifier are the 
bare minimum, with no balance control or 
proper tape monitor loop,- the front panel 
sporting just a volume control and rotary 
source selector (phono/CD/tuner/tape). Oh 
yes, and there's the power switch too. What 
does make the preamp unusual, though-and 
this is all the more surprising given the price 
and the fact that this is a valve design - is the 
inclusion o( a pair of in-built moving coil 
transformers. There are phono sockets on 
the rear for MC and MM cartridges, a push 
button switch selecting either input. Just 
one pair of output sockets is supplied, and all 
socketry is gold plated.

The P35mkll power amplifier is especially 
handsome, the rear looking very business
like with two sets (L and R) of Michell-type 
output binding •posts (you know the type - 
with thumb screws to clamp the cables). I've 
not seen connectors quite like this before 
mind you, as these ones have been drilled 
end-on enabling you to use 4mm banana 

plugs if that's what you've already got. Given 
the high level of finish it goes without saying 
that the input phono sockets too are gold 
plated.

Noise levels were not as low as they could 
be, however, fromyour listening seat you'd be 
hard pushed to tell the amplifier was 
switched on - which is to say that noise was 
not a problem.

Background noise on the MC input was 
particularly quiet, while mild breakthrough 
between inputs was noted. Microphony 
effects appeared to be next to non-existent.

LAB REPORT
Having recently tested an earlier sample of 
both pre and power amplifier, it is clear that 
a number of running production changes 
have been effected over the last few months. 
Most importantly, crosstalk problems associ
ated with the MM/MC selector switch have 
been rectified, while all the input sensitivi
ties have been brought up to more realistic 
levels. This said, the line stage on the CA35 is 
still very sensitive at 79.66mV (ref. OdBV) 
while the MM/MC disc inputs are closer to 
the standard levels at 1.118mV and 84.8p.V 
respectively. Moreover, the headroom avail
able on all inputs was most impressive; + 
49.3dB (rei. to IHF) was measured at 1kHz 
on the Mm input with +42.4dB offered via 
MC. ,

Two ECC83 triodes are employed at the 
disc input while a third valve (ECC82) is 
operated as a cathode-follower and provides 
a low source impedance for the final line 
stage, via the input selector and volume con
trol of course. The first ECC83 acts as a buf
fer while the other is subject to frequency
dependent feedback as part of the active 
RlAA network. Suflex polystyrene capacitors 
and Holco resistors are used in the disc eq 
network which has been carefully adjusted to 
result in a steady roll-off above 10kHz, MC 

(dotted line on the response plot) reaching a 
nominal -1dB at 20kHz.

The line stage has been extensively mod
ified and now includes two ECC81 triodes 
together with a single ECC82 low impedance/ 
high-ish volt2ge output valve. However, JB's 
preamp was even more up-to-date with a 
total of three ECC82's together with new 
anode load resistors - the line inpufshould 
now sound closer to the (smooth) MC stage, 
the sharp, glassy col^^ns caused by the 
single 12AX75 line triode in the original CA35 
having been avoided.

Stereo separation was a little weak at 
20Hz ( -41dB) and 20kHz ( -33dB) via both 
disc inputs, the high frequency values being 
compromised by capacitive coupling in the 
selector switch which also influenced the 
line inputs. Channel balance and conven
tional distortions were very good indeed, the 
30 plot taken through the MM input showing 
no artifacts above the noise floor. However, a 
degree of LF flicker was observed on the MM 
input and this degraded its noise perform
ance to -55.3dB (wtd) or -25.6dB (unwtd 
hum). A 500ohm output impedance should 
not cause any matching problem while the 
peak 65V output is taking the concept of a 
wide dynamic range •a little too far!

Armed with six parallelled EL84 pentodes 
per channel the P35mkll amplifier just 
exceeded its specification, managing 39.9W 
into 8ohms with saturation beginning earlier 
at the frequency extremes. With a 20-cycle 
toneburst an additional +0.35dB headroom 
was obtained before THD reached 1 per cent, 
this being equivalent to 43.2W. The amplifier 
was not very load tolerant however, and fell 
some -2.ldB into 4ohms at 1kHz. More 
important, perhaps, the output impedance 
seemed a trifle high at 1.25ohm (dF=6.38) 
and this is likely to impair bass resolution, in 
addition to modifying the frequency response 
of some loudspeakers towards the treble end.
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Reflecting the dual-mono power supply 
and valve layout theP35mk!l's stereo separa
tion was exceptionally good, only falling to 
91.4dB at 20kHz. ThD was mainly 3rd and 
5th harmonic in nature due to non-linearities 
in the output transformer while !MD 
residues were shared between both 2nd and 
3rd order effects. This is clearly shown by the 
two-thirds power 3D plot where the IMD 
routes F0.50M ±y(F0^20k) [y=l or 2] are com
parable with the Audio Innovations 2nd 
Audio Amplifier. However, the P35mk!I also 
exhibits a peculiar compressive action at low 
levels whereupon signal artifacts are boosted 
from, say, -lOOdB to -90dB. This explains 
the rippling effect in the HF noise floor seen 
on the graph; this type of low-level non
linearity has been previously associated with 
certain coarse and grainy treble colorations.

SOUND QUAllTY
Sounding smoother and, dare I say it, more 
'valve like' than either the EAR or Audio 
Innovations pre/power combos tested for this 
issue, the CA35/P35mk!I is clearly a very fine 
amplifier destined to provide hours of 
fatigue-free listening.

That said, if you've steered clear of valve 
amps in the past thinking that they're too 
laid back for your taste, then the Beard 
combo is best left alone too. Treble quality 
was whispy and vague, while what sounded 
like a degree of 'softness' in the upper bass 
gave cause to an impression that the ampli
fiers lacked punch and 'wallop'. The CD and 
MM disc inputs displayed less of this - you 
could never accuse the combo of sounding 
bland and undynamic - but the moving coil 
input was not up to the task of revealing the 
improvement in resolution between, for 
example, a Goldring Eroica cartridge and an 
Audio Technica OC9. (With the Eroica, in 
fact, the sound was particularly 'flat' and life
less.) With something like a low(ish) cost

Audio Technica MC the high gain disc input 
would probably suffice, but if you're fortun
ate enough to own an exotic MC cartridge 
you'll hear clear improvements by upgrading 
to a high quality separate transformer. .

Since the CA35/P35mk!I was first laun
ched the amplifier has doubtless improved 
beyond recognition, as most of the comments 
from reviews published in other hi-fi magazi
nes during the past few months no longer 
seem valid. Yes, the sound will be too mellow 
for those listeners who demand an up-front 
and exciting presentation of their favoured 
music, but otherwise the manufacturer can 
be proud of having created an extremely 
good combination for the price.

Hooking up the Audio Innovations Series 
1000 in place of the CA35 showed that much 
of the vagueness in treble definition was 
attributable to the preamp. The P35mk!I can 
sound quite fast given a good source signal, 
though still it could never be described as 
anything other than warm and 'polite'.

Imaging was stable, with instruments 
clearly focused, though image size was 
observed to be restricted both in depth and 
width. Again, the preamp was the main cul
prit here, although theP35mk!I still failed to 
resolve the 'nth degree' of image depth even 
when fed by alternative preamps.

CONClUSIONS
Beard Audio's CA35/P35mk!I is high in per
ceived value thanks to its good build quality 
and very smart finish. And although it sounds 
less vivid and obviously dynamic than many 
other amplifiers, there's no arguing that it 
does display all the hallmarks of a first class 
valve amplifier, with a sweet and open mid
band and wonderfully relaxed air.

Recommended, then, as a combination 
offering much in the way of pride of owner
ship combined with a sound which is bound 
to provide hours of musical enjoyment.

TEST RESULTS
CD/Aux

P
MM

3 reamplilier 
MC

Stereo separation (20Hz) 78.5dB 41.3dB 40.5dB
(1kHz) 58.IdB 59.3dB 57.5dB
(20kHz) 36.9dB 32.9dB 32.2dB.

Channel Balance (1kHz, OdBV) 0.32dB 0.14dB 0.45dB
(-20dBV) Q.32dB 0.41dB O.IOdB
(-60dBV) 0.42dB 0.15dB 0.38dB

Total Harmonic Dist. (OdBV) 0.0096% 0.015% 0.019%
CCIR lntermod. Dist. (1: 1) -76.6dB -55.3dB -43.2dB

Squarewave linearity better than -93dB
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) -88.9dB -58.6dB -87.2dB
Hum residual -55.4dB -25.6dB -48.3dB
Input Sensitivity (for OdBV) 79.66mV 1.118mV 84.8^7
CD/Aux overload >13V

Disc Overload (500Hz) 1102mV 49.8mV
(1kHz) 1452mV 65.7mV
(20kHz) 4808mV 215.3mV

Disc Eq. Accuracy ( ± 1 dB) 3Hz-16kHz 12Hz-20kHz
Preamplifier Output (max)/lmpedance 64.98V/500ohm
DC offset, lefUright +6.5mV/+9.1mV
Retail Price__________________ £595

1 Beard P35mkll power amplifier
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Maximum Continuous Power Output
Bohms 33.6W 39.9W 33.9W
4ohms 24.1W 24.6W 23.9W

Dynamic Headroom UHF) +0.35dB (43.2W)
Outputlmpedance 1.25ohm 1.26ohm
Damping Factor 6.38 6.37
Stereo separation (OdBW) 102.5dB 107.5dB 91.4dB
Total Harmonic dist. (OdBW) 0.076% 0.041% 0.031%

(if power) 0.056% 0.169% 0.158%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (OdBW) 2nd order -63.4dB

3rd order -73.9dB

CCIR IM Distortion (if power) 2nd order -51.7dB
3rd order -58.3dB

Squarewave linearity -82.9dB
Absolute Phase Positive
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) OdBW -76.1dB

(A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) if power -84.1dB
Residual noise -58.0dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW) 164.1mV
(for full output. 1% THD) 1.088V

Input loading lOOkohm
DC offset, left/right OmV/OmV
Retail Price £795
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E.A. R. 802/509mkll
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH, UNIT 11, STUKELY MEADOWS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE18 6ED. TEL: (0480) 53791.

Esoteric Audio Research is the company run 
by Tim de Paravicini, one of the country's 
leading electronics designers. The . 802 
preamp and 509mkII monoblok power ampli
fiers tested here appear long in the tooth 
compared to some of the other models 
reviewed this month as they've been avail
able for more years than I can remember. 
However, they continue to enjoy a fine repu
tation for their sound and solid build quality.

Styling of the preamp is a little austere, 
but it has a rugged, purposeful feel to it and 
proved faultless in operation. No worries of 
annoying hum or high background noise 
here; the 802 is as well-behaved as many a 
transistor preamplifier. Facilities are reason
ably comprehensive too - with two tape 
monitor loops and dubbing between them - 
to cater for the requirements of professional 
users in sound studios. More so than most 
other UK hi-fi designers, Tim de Paravicini is 
particularly active in professional circles 
building studio equipment and customising 
tape recorders to improve sound quality. The 
most commonly cited example of his work is 
at The Exchange (previously called the 
Sound Clinic), a well known disc mastering 
facility in London which until recently was 
owned by Island Records.

Recently the company launched a more 
expensive version of the 802 (£100 pre
mium) with an in-built moving coil input, 
though I understand this is regarded as 
something of a compromise if you're really 
serious about getting the utmost from your 
MC. For top-notch sound you're best advised 
to use The Head, a separate high quality MC 
transformer.

Other inputs cater for tuner and 'aux' - the 
latter being used for CD. (Like a vast number 
of high-end valve manufacturers, EAR don't 
take compact disc very seriously.) A balance 
control is included, and output sockets are 
gold plated throughout.

Rated at lOOW, the 509mklls are compact 
and solidly built, available finished in silver 
or black chrome (we were given one of each) 
with black metal grille covers. Power on/off is 
via a rocker switch at the rear, an unusual 
feature being the level control sited next to 
the input phono socket. This allows for versa
tile matching with just .about, any. cimtrol 
amplifier.

For professional applications the ampli
fiers are available with XLR input connectors 
and balanced semi-floating inputs at additio
nal cost.

LAB REPORT 1
Proving that valve amplifiers - even ten year- 
old valve amplifiers - do not have to measure 
atrociously, the EAR 802/509mkH combina
tion turned in a perfectly acceptable set of 
test results.

The 802 preamp has a total complement of 
six valves, three per channel, with a single 
ECC83 double-triode operating as a paralle
led transconductance input stage for the disc 
section. This is followed by a PCF802 
pentode/triode that incorporates the passive 
eq network in an inverting/summing gain 
block. A cathode-follower output reduces the 
source impedance into the line stage, this 
employing a reversed PCF802 (triode/ 
pentode) which also forms part of the active 
volume section.

A degree of interchannel capacitive cou
pling has degraded the stereo separation at 
higher frequencies, the virtually equal 
results (38dB/40dB) on both disc and line 
stages indicating that perhaps , the selector 
switch is at fault. Anyway, the channel 
balance was held to tight 1dB limits over 
much of its range, falling to ± 1.5dB at 
-60dBV on -the disc input. The input over
load margins proved generouswhile the disc 
eq curve was reasonably flat, rising +0.4dB 
at 100Hz and falling -0.55dB at 10kHz rela

tive to 1kHz. The line and disc (OdBV) 
sensitivities were set at textbook levels, 
while with higher inputs the 802 offered suf
ficient gain to raise a peak output of 32.8V 
with a sensible source impedaucg of 580 
ohm. •

Distortion was very low, typically <0.08 per 
cent, though the results for intermodulation 
and, particularly, noise were marginally less 
impressive on the MM input. This is demons
trated by the 3D plot taken with a pre
equalised signal via the MM input, for here 
only a second harmonic route is in evidence. 
Following the RIAA characteristic, straight
forward 2nd-order difference IMD routes can 
just be seen tracking in towards the origin, 
these attributable to FzokFo^ok and F0.50r.O-F0- 
20k interactions.

EAR's partnering 509mkll power amps 
proved something of a powerhouse even if 
they were not quite as load tolerant as the 
better solid-state amplifiers around. Up to 
127W was available into 8ohms, this falling 
by 0.6dB into 4ohms even though a further 
+0.69dB was available under dynamic condi
tions (equal to 148W into 8ohms). Saturation 
occurred more readily at low rather than 
high frequencies, the power output holding 
up verywell at 20kHz. No feedback is applied 
around the output transformers so the 
source impedance of 0.444ohm was largely 
determined by the DC resistance of the 
•secondaries.

Three differential stages are employed in 
the power amp with localised feedback stabi
lising the gain of the two ECC83 and one 
ECC85 double triode. Two parallelled beam
tetrodes, the PL509/519, are employed at the 
output with the anode leads taken from a cap 
at the apex of each valve. A high 1400mV is 
required for full output but the 23kohm input 
impedance •has been especially chosen to 
minimise hum-thumps when plugging in and 
removing phono leads. Noise was fine at
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-72.5dB (full band, A-wtd) while the abs
ence of any very low-level artifacts should
ensure a cleaner high treble Character than
the Beard amplifier, for example.

Harmonic distortion was remarkably low 
for a tube design, stabilising at less than 0.04 
per cent at lW and no more than 0.15 per 
cent at two-thirds power across the entire 
audio bandwidth. CCIR intermodulation dis
tortion rose to -59.4dB at this power but the 
product was second-order and rapidly 
decreased once the relative amplitude of the 
test tones was altered. For instance, the 1:16 
ratio of the swept tones in the 3D plot has 
exacerbated far less !MD, -75dB being typi
cal. Moreover, the bulk of the distortion pro
ducts are harmonic and these extend out to 
the 6th while the associated !MD routes are 
simply 2nd-order, the summation routes F2ok 
+ Fo-2ok and Fo-5ok + Fo-2ok exceeding the 
amplitude of the equivalent difference 
routes.

SOUND QUALITY
There are audio enthusiasts around the 
world who rate Tim de Paravicini's EAR 
amplifiers as the best in the world - and on 
listening to the current version of the 8021 
509 combination it's not difficult to hear 
what all the fuss is about.

In a 'hi-fi' sense the presentation of the 
music is more conventional - more 
transistor-sounding, if you like - than the 
majority of valve amplifiers around, in that 
the sound is powerful and 'punchy' and fairly 
up-front. But don't take this comment the 
wrong way; I'm exaggerating in order to 
make the point that the EAR's are far 
removed from that coloured vision many of 
us have of how all valve amplifiers^ound soft 
and syrupy and terminally - well, coloured. 
In fact, the combination exhibits fine image 
depth and width, instruments are sharply 
focussed and clearly delineated, and I sus
pect that much of the reason for the ampli
fier sounding 'up-front' (as I call it) is that it

possesses superb diction - which subjec
tively gives an impression of the music being
projected forward into your lap. Truth is, the
EARs are very fine amplifiers indeed.

Bass appears lean when compared with 
some of the other amplifiers tested this 
month, which in many systems will be a bles
sing. Certainly the bass has precision and 
tautness, and given a good source signal you 
get the feeling the bass must go down for 
ever. Treble is extended too, with no sense of 
strain or sibilance.

With this EAR combination you find you 
are able to listen at astonishing sound press
ure levels (the neighbours will love 'em!), 
this being at odds with most hi-fi enthusiasts' 
expectations of a valve amplifier.

CONCLUSIONS
If I've painted a picture of these amplifiers 
sounding powerful and dynamic and easy-on- 
the-ear, then I've managed to portray why it 
is these amplifiers are so highly regarded. It 
might even sound like they surely must be 
the best amplifiers in the world, but I don't 
think they are. There are EAR's 549 power 
amps for a start!

The emotional experience we get from lis
tening to reproduced music is subjective any
way. We all have different expectations of 
how our systems should sound, and whereas 
I hear that the EARs sound lucid and control
led, more so, for example, than the Audio 
Innovations pre/power combo tested in this 
issue, I also hear that the 'Innovations combo 
sounds more 'open' and free-breathing with 
enhanced out-of-the-box imaging.

But then you have to get the cheque book 
out and make the decision - and it's clear 
from just looking that with these EARs you 
really do get your money's worth. Solidly built 
and well engineered, the 802 preamp and 
509mkII monobloks are the sort of amps you 
buy so that you can forget about hi-fi and get 
on with the business of enjoying your 
records. Highly Recommended.

TEST RESULTS
Preamplifier

CD/Aux MM
Stereo separation (20Hz) 96.2d8 79.4d8

(1kHz) 63.ld8 65.8d8

(20kHz) 38.ld8 40.1d8
Channel Balance (1kHz, OdBYl 0.07d8 0.04d8

(-20d8Y) 0.68dB 0.68d8
(-60dBYl l.l6dB 1.45d8

Total Harmonic Distortion (OdBYl 0.072% 0.058%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (1: 1 l -61.6dB -56.9d8
Squarewave linearity -74.ld8

Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) -89.idB -54.9d8

Hum residual -80.2dB -38.8d8
Input Sensitivity (for OdBYl 168.5mV 2.179mV

CD/Aux overload >13V
Disc Overload (500Hz) 419.0mV

(lkHzl 559.8mV

(20kHz) 3710mV

Disc Eq. Accuracy(±ldBl 6Hz-16kHz
Preamplifier Output (maxi/Impedance 32.75V/580ohms
DC offset, left/right + 19.7JJ.V/-7.5JJ.V

Retail Price £920

1 Ear 509mkll power arnpl ifr e r
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz

Maximum Continuous Power Output
Bohms 112.3W 126.6W 122.5W
4ohms 101.3W 110.4W 101.6W

Dynamic Headroom UHF) +0.69dB (148Wl
Output Impedance 0.444ohm 0.46ohm
Damping Factor 18.0 17.3
Stereo separation (OdBWl Monoblok amplifier
Total Harmonic dist. (OdBWl 0.035% 0.027% 0.023%

(¥3 power) 0.052% • 0.088% 0.14%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (OdBWl 2nd order -69.8dB

3rd order -81.3dB

CCIR IM Distortion (¥3 power) 2nd order -59.4dB
3rd order -73.9dB

Squarewave linearity -84.1dB

Absolute Phase Positive

Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) OdBW -72.5dB

(Awtd, 20Hz-20kHz) ¥3 power -81.7dB

Residual noise -62.5dB
Input Sensitivity (for OdBWl 122.9mV

(for full output) 1.400mV
Input loading 23kohm
DC offset, left/right OmV
Retail Price £1550

iHä A

' Output frequency (kHz)Moving magnet ultrasonic distortion
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The First Audio Amplifier from Audio lHHOVatiOV15 Ltd.

The Only Amplifier for Audio Reproduction.

Listen and be convinced. Direct Heated Triode Amplification.

Has no equal

ALAdio IV1VlOVatiOV15 Ltd. 0273 601544 or 0273 203277

INNOVATORS IN AUDIO

Coming Soon . . .
... to Sheffield

Mooraate Acoustics limited
AUDIO CONSULTANTS

Bringing over 8 .year of service and experience and a 
selection of the worlds finest audio equipment.

• Single speaker demo rooms
• An unparalleled standard of service both before 

and after sales

WE STOCK:
• Mission Cyrus • Roksan • Quad • Meridian • 

Musical Fidelity • SME • Kuzma • Exposure • 

Infinity Kef • Nakamichi • Denon • Bryston • 

Beard • Rogers • NAD • Cambridge + High 
Quality Cables, Aceessories and Headphones.

Pay us a visit; You'll be glad you did.

2 Westgate, Rotherham- (0709 370666)
184 Fitzwilliam St, Sheffield 

Moorgate 
Acoustics Ltd 

c®

the 
sound
The finest equipment 
availableto give 
you the finest sound 
achievable.

Now exhibiting:-
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•

Audiolab • B&W 
Creek • Celestion 
Denon • Heybrook

ri» fai I rilavi

Ion • Linn • Meridian 
Mordaunt-Short 
Nairn • Nakamichi 
Rega • Rotel

LINN

NAIM

feund gallery
65, Castle Street, High Wycombe, 
Bucks. HP13 6RN. Tel. (0494) 31682.

• Credit Card facilihi es
• Mail Order • Book a 
Demonstration Now • 

Man-Sat 930am-6^0pm

MORDAUNT-SHORT-
SERVICE • Ql ALU Y • INTEGRITY



OAKLEY IMAGE
AUDIOFREAKS, 15 LINKWAY, HAM, SURREY TWl 0 7QT. TEL: (01l 948 4153.

Distributed in the UK by the same company 
which imports the highly regarded Kuzma 
arm and turntable, the Oakley Image is an 
'affordable' valve preamplifier from Yugo
slavia. Apparently they wanted to give it a 
British sounding name!

Aimed fair and square at the hi-fi enthu
siast, the Image is a minimalist design with 
the bare minimum of controls: on/off, volume 
and input select. The only concession to 
'luxury' is a true tape monitor loop, selected 
via a toggle switch on the front panel. Con
struction is solid enough, however the unit 
takes on a somewhat home-made appear
ance when put beside the Rose RV-23 preamp 
included in these tests.

If I understand correctly, you don't have to 
have the glass top plate, though I can't 
imagine many people not wanting it. From 
experience, I'd say there's nothing an enthu
siast likes more than to peer inside at the 

. glowing valves.
There's no balance control, the phono 

sockets at the rear are of the bread-and- 
butter nickel variety, and the chunky control 
knobs on our review sample were proving a 
little too heavy for the insubstantial rotary 
selector switch and potentiometer. Audio
freaks, who themselves are serious audio 
enthusiasts, expressed some dissatisfaction 
with this when delivering the unit for review, 
and subsequently have decided to uprate the 
internal components.

LAB REPORT
Still in pre-production guise the Yugoslav 
potentiometers fitted to this preamp suf
fered from a collapsed track on the right 
channel, hence the huge 32dB balance error 
detected at -60dB. Retail samples will appa
rently be equipped with decent ALPs pots.

RC filters are used for both phono and line 
stage triodes, only the heaters benefitting 
from proper regulation. ECC83 and ECC81 
double-triodes are employed in a cascade 
configuration for the disc input, the output 
taken directly from the plate ofthe second 
triode (ECC81) to minimise any matching 
problems. RIAa equalisation is actually 
active, employing frequency-dependent feed
back around the latter triode but only offer
ing + 29.6dB of headroom at 1kHz and 

+ 17.8dB at 20kHz. The eq curve was also a 
trifle irregular, rising + 1.5dB at 12kHz rei to 
1kHz.

The disc stage was fairly sensitive at 
1.187mV (OdBV out) but the A-wtd noise 
figure seemed a trifle high at -61.2dB, this 
being corroborated by the unweighted hum 
figure ofjust -42.72dB. JB noted some noise 
during the listening tests while an anoma
lous ± 11mV infrasonic flicker was measured 
at the output. This together with the +7.4dB 
rise at 1.75Hz on the line input suggests a 
problem with one of the two ECC82 output 
triodes.

Furthermore, despite the healthy 20.56V 
peak output the source impedance was quite 
high at 1.8kohms. Subjectively, the LF hump 
combined : with a tailored high frequency 
response could well result in a dull, muffled 
sound. By contrast the rising RIAA character
istic combined with falling overload margins 
at high frequencies may well be responsible 
for a bright and coarse character via disc, 
especially with today's extended output MCs 
- note JB's remarks on sound quality.

THD and IMD results were acceptable, 
especially as 2nd-order effects predomin
ated.

SOUND QUALITY
The Oakley was not without problems, not
ably an unusually high degree of noise even 
at zero gain. Still, noise didn't actually get 
worse as the listening level was increased.

And despite the channel imbalance prob
lems at low volumes, it was easy to hear that 
inside the Image there's a great product 
trying to get out. Sounding less like the Rose 
and more like the Audio Innovations Series 
300 integrated amplifier on disc, the Oakley 
displayed a good sense of immediacy and 
speed and detail. Best described as sharp 
and lean in character, it revealed a good 
sense of perspective and detail within the 
soundstage and like all good components it 
allowed you to listen into the recording and 
follow the individual instruments. What mar- 
reil the performance was its tendency to 
sound ragged at high frequencies, erring on 
sibilance on 'bright' cuts.

On CD the sound was less strident, the
Oakley delivering a more polite, easy-to-live-

with sound. However this shouldn't be misin
terpreted - the sound could never be 
accused of being veiled or 'wooly'.

CONCLUSIONS
This was the first sample to arrive on these 
shores, so teething troubles were perhaps 
inevitable. As 'it stands the Image can't be 
wholeheartedly recommended, however 
Audiofreaks have a good reputation for help
ing to support and develop products (witness 
the improvements t9 the Kuzma tonearm) 
and based on what we've heard so far this 
preamp could become hot property. The 
sound is detailed and dynamic with good 
imaging and focus, and if the treble quality 
on the disc input and noise levels can be 
improved the Oakley should find' a nice niche 
for itself in the marketplace.

TEST RESULTS

Stereo separation(20Hz)
CD/Aux
76.4d8

Preamplifier 
MM

85.2d8
(1kHz) 43.9d8 75.5d8
(20kHz) 20.4d8 SO.ldB

Channel Balance (1kHz, OdBV) 0.58d8 0.64d8
(-20dBV) 1.72dB 1.73d8
(-60dBV) 32.1d8 29.2d8

Total Harmonic Distortion (OdBV) 0.0296% 0.132%
CCIR Intermodulation Distortion (1: 1) -68.1d8 -50.3d8
Squarewave linearity 
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz)

-87.2d8
-91.7dB -61.2d8

Hum residual -45.4d8 -42.7d8
Input Sensitivity (for OdBV) 75.96mV 1.187mV
CD/Aux overload
Disc Overload (500Hz)

(1kHz)
(20kHz)

Disc Eq. Accuracy ( ± 1 dB)
Preamplifier Output (max)/lmpedance

12.95V
116.3mV
150.7mV
385.9mV '

18Hz-5kHz
20.56V/1.788kohms

DC offset, left/right variable, <±llmV
Retail Price £425
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ROSE RV-23
ROSE INDUSTRIES, 142 BRASENOSE ROAD, DIDCOT, OXON OXll 7BS. TEL: (0235) 814631.

A new name to the British hi-fi scene, Rose 
Industries' first product is the RV-23 pre- 
arnplifier. Aimed at the quality conscious 
audiophile, it is a simple, no-frills design 
which really does appear to be a well thought 
out, thoroughly finished product.

The case is a solid non-resonant affair 
with a most substantial front panel sporting 
nicely chamfered edges and tasteful legends, 
secured by discrete countersunk screws. The 
controls have a gorgeous 'feel' to them which 
inspires much confidence in the product, 
while the phono socketry at the rear is gold 
plated throughout.

There are the bare minimum of controls - 
just an input selector knob, mute switch and 
volume control. The inputs cater for disc 
(MM only, as one expects with valve gear), 
tape, tuner and CD; note there is no balance 
control or proper tape monitor facility, so if 
you own a 3-head cassette deck you'll need to 
monitor on headphones off .the deck when 
making recordings.

Tasteful orange coloured LEDs indicate 
'power on' and 'mute', the latter taking 60 
seconds to extinguish after first switching on 
the unit. It sounds silly to say it, but with 
valve prearnps this is important: the Rose 
RV-23Vorks properly-by which I mean there 
are no untoward pops or whistles, and back
ground noise is extremely low.

LAB REPORT
Apparently designed by computer, the pas
sive RIAA network incorporated in the RV-23 
furnished an extremely flat' response that 
demonstrated only the mildest tailoring at 
high frequencies. With a near-DC -3dB 
point of just 0.3Hz the disc stage rolled off to 
-2.8dB at 50kHz, while the all the line 
inputs were faintly lifted, attaining +0.25dB 
at 50kHz. Passive equalisation is employed 
using good quality polystyrene capacitors 
and metal film resistors, the disc input corn
prising cascode-coupled ECC83 and ECC82 
triodes with the latter acting as a buffer prior 
to the volume control.

All the line inputs are routed via an ECC82 
double-triode and volume control, the 
second half of the valve acting as a unity gain 
buffer which is capacitor-coupled at the out
put using a 3.3/LF polypropylene component.

Furthermore, the tape output is also buf
fered by an ECC82 operating in common
anode mode while the line input sensitivity of 
108lrnV simply reflects the finite losses 
incurred through the prearnp.

Channel separation fell to around 25dB on 
all inputs at 20kHz, possibly as a result of 
capacitive coupling on the PCB, while a 
breakthrough of -39.4dB was measured 
between line inputs and -55.ldB between 
line and disc inputs (rei. to OdBV). Most dis
tressing however was the very limited head
room offered by the disc stage, amounting to 
+ 14.9dB at 1kHz with 1 per cent THD or 
+ 24.5dB with 3 per cent THD (figures in 
brackets refer to this higher level of THD). 
This was exemplified bythe CCIRtest (50rnV 
rrns composite input) which resulted in a 
second-order product at just -9.45dB, 
equivalent to over 30 per cent distortion.

SOUND QUALITY
Much preferred on its CD input, the RV-23 
sounded like a classic valve prearnp. A trifle 
'slow' and laid back, the sound was nonethe
less rich, colourful and reasonably sharp 
while lacking any sense of 'grain' or harsh
ness. The RV-23 proved to be delightful to 
listen to long term, displaying superb trans
parency through the rnidband and excellent 
stereo soundstaging.

Much of this euphonic character was evi
dent on disc too, but clearly the sound was 
not in the same league as the line inputs. 
Irnaging was less explicit and on complex 
musical passages there was evidence of mud
dling of instruments, making it difficult to 
'hear into' recordings. Clearly the disc stage 
sounded veiled and 'thick' - and it soon 
became apparent that the RV-23 was making 
all recordings sound the same. However, it 
still displayed a natural, fatigue-free tonal 
balance which invited you to listen for hour 
upon hour.

CONCLUSIONS
Paul Miller's test measurements showed 
immediately that the overload margin on the 
disc input is woefully inadequate, and doubt
less this explains my misgivings in the listen
ing tests. Having spoken to the manufacturer 
it seems we may well have been supplied 

with a faulty sample to review, which on the 
surface may appear to be a lame excuse but 
in this instance we are strongly inclined to 
believe it. Much design effort must have gone 
into the RV23 to create such a well built and 
well behaved valve prearnp, and it just 
doesn't seem possible that the manufacturer 
could have made such an oversight. Maybe 
we'll get the opportunity to try a second sam
ple in the not-too-distant future.

Meanwhile, although hardly representing 
the final word in audio nirvana - and assum
ing the disc input overload marking is prop
erly sorted - the Rose RV-23 can be judged to 
be well worth considering. Build quality, 
inside and out, is exemplary and the price 
competitive.

TEST RESULTS
CD/Aux

Preamplifier 
MM

Stereo separation (20Hz) 80.9dB 93.4dB
(1kHz) 50.7dB 5L7dB
(20kHz) 24.9dB 25.5dB

Channel Balance (1kHz, OdBV) 0.32dB 0.67dB
(-20d8V) 0.18dB L29dB
(-SOdBV) 1.90dB 4.25dB

Total Harmonic Distortion (OdBwl 0.018% 0.578%
CCIR lntermodulation Distortion (1:1 l -75.4dB -9.45dB
Squarewave linearity -89.ldB
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) -107.9dB -77.7dB
Hum residual -63.7dB -54.7dB
Input Sensitivity (for DdBV) 1.081V 3.344mV
CD/Aux overload >lOV
Disc Overload (500Hz) 19.3mV (63.lmV)

(1kHz) 27.8mV (84.3mV)
(20kHz) 27 .4mV (81.5mV)

Disc Eq. Accuracy(50-15kHz) 1Hz-25kHz
Preamplifier Output (max)/lmpedance 8.133V/600ohms
DC offset, left/right -1.068mV/+ 16lMV
Retail Price mo
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1 st choice in East Anglia
for Quality hi-fi

$ by
• • • ORACLE SNELL

ROYD MICHELL GYRODEC
QUAD PINK TRIANGLE
GALE MISSION
ROKSAN SYSTEMDEK
NAD EXPOSURE
DUAL VAN DEN HUL
DENO N s:en:dr
TDL THORENS
BEARD GOLDRING
LINX TANNOY
SME AUDIO-TECHNICA
ROTEL HEYBROOK
ONKYO CELESTION
QED INFINIH
AR MARANTZ
MOTH SOUND ORGANISATION

• FULL DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

• FREE CUSTOMER
CAR PARK OUTSIDE

^ra@

• OPEN 9 am to 6pm 
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
(or by appointment)

• PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATIONS

L^on
Hi-Fi Sound & Design Specialists

16 PEARTREE BUSINESS CENTRE 
PEARTREE ROAD, STANWAY, ESSEX

« Tel: COLCHESTER (0206) 560259
Credit Arranged - details on request

SALE
starts Saturday 24th September 
at 10am. Hundreds of bargains 

from most maJor brands

. LINX STRATOS PRE/POWER AMPS 
A unique opportunity to acquire this magnificent 
amplifier at a fraction Of Its original price. Giving a 

massive 120 watts/channel this renowned amplifier is 
on Ofer at this price only because it Is at the end of 
its production. KJ have made a •special purchase^ of 
the last remaining stocks which are Ofered at this 

price while stocks last. Pre-sale price was £999.
ii ICT rEfifi carnage • tnsurance JUST £599 cuk only! £12

No sales prior to start of the Sale apart from offers already available on 
our RED clearance list. All offers subject to being unsold.

K.J. ^WEST ONE (O.pt H C), 
26 NNEW CA^^DISH ^STREET, 
LONDON WlM 7LH 

Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263 
OOpen: Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm 

Thurs until 7pm

The Highphonic 
M CA ^ies 

For the very ^best in Stoving Coil 
cartridges, in very limHited supply. 

See cartridges ^sect ion in this 
m^^wne. 

High End Audio Devices 
Unit 11, S^t.*eley ^^tows 

Indu^nal Estate, 
Hunti^^ton, 

Cambs PE18 &ED

lO^^S ON....
^ts STILL ^aJOfctLED

THE 509 MK II

®Esoteric Audio Research; since the 1970s, a 
name associated worldwide with audio amplifiers . 

" of the very highest fidelity. ^EAR is the brainchild of 
TTim. de Paravicini, whose i^ovative design tech
niques and exhaustive research have borne fruit 
not only in the ^EAR products themselves, but also 
in his custom design work for a number of the most 
highly regarded ^plifier manufacturers and the 
creation of some unique contributions to the pro

' fessional recording world.
^EAR amplifiers are unequalled in the degree to 

which they deliver a pure rendition of the signal fed 
into them, free from artefacts that colour and 
distort the sound in lesser products. '

For the discerning audiophile in high fidelity 
and professional audio, ^EAR has become a byword 
for quality in audio signal processing, with pre
amplifiers, power ^uplifiers, specialized equ^ufers 
and signal conditioners al lea^.g their respective 
field. Compare ^EAR products with their competi
tors and with live sound, and you • ^ill hear why.

‘"Experience the audible d.ifference:- 

C£soteri^g9luJio ^searcfu bt^
Unit 11, Stuk.eley Meadows 

Industrial Estate, 
Huntingdon, C^nbs PE 18 6ED 

Telephone: 0480 53791
® The word Esoteric Is a registered trade mark of 

Esoteric Audio Research Ltd.



J of Leeds

PLUS

"Dilcretiona^ with
<ertain purchases

45 Headingley Lane 

Leeds L56 1 DP 

Tal: (0532) 304565'

SERIES 2 CREEK
LINN HELIX SPEAKERS
LINN KlB CARTRIDGE

CELEF SPEAKERS

18 YEARS
YOUNG

IN OCTOBER
JOIN IN OUR

CELEBRATIONS
WITH A FREE

BOTILE OF
CHAMPAGNE'

FILL YOUR HOME
WITH MUSIC FROM
ONE OF OUR FULL
REMOTE CONTROL

SYSTEMS

SOUNDIN EVERY ROOM

OCTOBER
OPENING
HOURS
?.30-6.00

Tues-rri
11.00-5.30

Sat

EXCITING NEW
PRODUCTS

TO BE UNVEILED
FROM

MAIM AUDIO
LINN PRODUCTS

LINN PRODUCTS

MAIM AUDIO

MUSICAL FIDELin 

A&R CAMBRIDGE 

ARCAM • ROGERS 

HEYBROOK • QUAD 

INCA TECH • EXPOSURE 

CREEK • QED • DEMON 

NAKAMICHI • RIGA • ROYD 

SONY • CELEF • BEYER 

STAX IARSPEAKIRS

£150 + £125 = £1000?
Add our £125 sub-bass unit to your £150-per-pair 
"Best Buys" and your system' will sound as if it 
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers. 
Although very compact, this ingenious Push-Pull 
design will fill-in that missing "Bottom Octave" 
and can be sited almost anywhere in the 
room-without affecting the stereo image. lt can be 
connected directly into systems with medium sized 
speakers (87-90 dB sensitivity).

The Wilmslow Audio 
CPP sub-bass speaker 
kit contains 2 10" drive 
units, flatpack cabinet 
kit (inc. stand) 
machined from smooth 
MDF for easy assembly, 
low pass filters, grille 
fabric, reflex port etc. 
Dims. (inc stand):

571 x366x336mm 
Amp. suitability:

20^120 watts 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
PRICE £125 inc. VAT 
plus carr/ins £11

ö ' telephone credit card orders — 

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire .

SK9 1AS Tel: 0625 529599 
Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi 

(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker catalogue £1.50 post free (export $6)

FOR 
25 YEARS 

WE’VE BEEN 
MIXING 

WITH THE 
RIGHT

COMPANY

the
\N® x/OÛ^^W\cet°ïr the

the

\t, o’ x^e
pie 'Dgwa^ 
de^W'n 
tbe^Wdo.

1»®®®fideW £Q



THE ORIGINAL SOUND

The RV-23 preamplifier sets new standards of quality and value.

Please write for further information and your nearest dealers.

Rose Industries Ltd., 142 Brasenose Rd., Didcot OX11 7BS. Tel (0235) 814631.



SWIFT OFWILMSLOW

FOR THE BEST 
IN QUALITY 

HI-FI

★ Free Installation
★ 2 Year Guarantee on all Hi-Fi 

★ Free Easy Parking

SWIFT OFWILMSLOW 
St. Anns Parade. Parsonage 
Cireen. Wilmskw. Cheshire.

Callers welcome 
Demonstrations are by appointment
SOUND ADVICE. THE SOUND FACTORY DUKE ST 
LOUGHBOROUGH LEI I IED TELEPHONE 0509 218254

SOUNDADVICE. I62ALCESTERRD MOSELEY 
BIRMINGHAM BI38HS TELEPHONE 021 449 3328

Established TEN YEARS 
East Midlands exclusive Rega agent

sound advice
THE MIDLANDS LEADING 

BRITISH EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS, 
FOR OVER A DECADE



CHOOSING AND USING . •• 

HEADPHONES
Jason Kennedy details the listening tests and outlines 
some of the points to consider when selecting 
headphones.

Although it was the end of ’87 it 
doesn't seem that long ago that I 
was untangling the leads of the 
last bunch of cans Choice 
reviewed in February. The 
selection we've managed to 
round up for you this time 
contains models from all the 
companies represented last time 
and more.

One of the brands that wasn't 
covered last time is AKG, an 
Austrian company that has been 
around for quite some time and 
enjoys success in the 
professional field. We also, have 
some home-grown Ross 'phones 
and one model from the 
American Koss company, the 
latter managing to coincide a 
swop of distributor from Ortofon 
to HW International with our 
request for a review sample - bad 
timing.

On the exotica front we have 
the professional version of the 
Stax Gamma reviewed last 
February which, along with the 
SRD-X energiser was used as a 
reference throughout the 
listening tests. We've also tested 
one of Stax's electret models, the 
SR84 but the other 18 are more 
modest some of them even 
affordable, dynamic models.

The important factors to 
consider when buying 
headphones are primarily sound 
quality and comfort, though the 
latter is perhaps the more 
important. A pair of 'phones may 
sound great on first impression 
but if they become 
uncomfortable after a while one 
is unlikely to carry on wearing 
them. Comfort to a large extent is 
related to the size of the head 
and ears. There are quite a few 
ostensibly circumaural 
headphones, ie with ear pads 
that rest on the side of the head, 
such as the more' expensive 
Beyers or Quarts that aren't 
really large enough to avoid 
pressing on some part of the ear, 
especially if your shell-likes 
aren't all that shell like. Some 
circumaurals create problems 
with pressure but this is more 
obvious with supra-aural designs, 
those which press on the ear 
itself and which are more 
predominant at the budget end of 
the market. However, if your 

head is of average or more width 
many supra-aurals tend to press 
rather hard and prove ear 
bending after little more than 
five minutes.

Our comfort ratings are based 
on the collected opinions of the 
Hi-Fi Choice comfort crew, made 
up of both sexes and a good 
variety of ear sizes, therefore the 
higher rated 'phones are those 
that felt good on everyone. There 
was definitely a difference of 
opinion on some models though, 
so make sure you try before you 
buy even if you can't listen.

As far as sound quality is 
concerned, very few models 
exhibited a flat, neutral response 
when listened to through the 
reference system and compared 
with the Gamma Pro s, so it's 
sensible to find a 'phone which 
will balance' any weaknesses in 
the system with which they will 
be used. For instance, if you find 
your system a little aggressive or 
bright then a warm sounding 
headphone will probably work 
quite well. When matching 
headphones to an amplifier 
consider the sensitivity of the 
'phone and how it relates to the 
gain range available. Some 
'Walkman' oriented models 
proved very sensitive to the hum 
on the headphone sockets of 
several amplifiers and one 
model, the Koss, was really too 
loud. At the opposite extreme 
some cassette decks have quite 
low outputs at their headphone 
sockets which may prove a minor 
problem with some innefficient 
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models. As ever, the rule is to try 
the required combination out for 
yourself.

Noise on the headphone 
socket proved to be a problem on 
the amplifier we had originally 
selected (for its versatility and 
pedigree) as our listening 
reference and in the end a QED 
5/3 adaptor was used with an 
Audio Innovationsieries 500 
integrated amp and Audionote 
cable. Admittedly this set-up was 
also plagued by low level hum but 
it was at low frequency and thus 
less obtrusive than that created 
by certain solid state 
alternatives.

The front end used was a 
Roksan Xerxes turntable, Rega 
RB300 tonearm and Audio 
TechnicaAT7 OC7 cartridge, the 
output of the latter suitably 
boosted with an Audio 
Innovations 1000Series 
impedance matching step up 
unit. The volume adjustable 
socket on a HitachiDA-1000 CD 
player was also used with 
Michael Hedges material to see 
how the cans fared with the 
digital alternative. Many of the 
phones encountered were 
emblazoned with the 'for digital' 
logo. Amongst our test tracks 
were No from the Prince album 
Lovesexy, a multitrack soul funk 
piece with no shortage of FX, a 
relatively simple but well 
recorded acoustic track from 
Adrian Legg's Fretmelt called 
Frank The Part Time Clown. But 
the track that really sorted the 
men from the boys was the 

exceptional Decca recording of 
Mozart's Notturno in D major, 
K286, an early sixties pressing 
with remarkable dynamic range 
which the electrostatics 
revealed, and many of the 
dynamic models ignored.

A trend whichwas evolving on 
the first test was the fitting of 
dual sized jack plugs (a system 
that Sony have used for some 
time now but which the 
Europeans are just catching 
onto), a 3.5mm plug fitted to the 
cable with a standard 6.3mm one 
screwing or pushing over the top. 
This time around they were a lot 
more prevalent, a result no doubt 
of the increasing popularity of 
better quality personal stereos 
and portable CD players. Another 
area of development that follows 
in the footsteps of domestic audio 
is the use of better quality cables 
-virtually all the Japanese 
'phones encountered had 
adopted oxygen free copper 
cables. This undoubtedly has 
something to do with the above 
average standards that they 
achieved and is a pointer for 
European brands.

In order to make space for 
more juicy pieces in the 
magazine's Front End we've 
abandoned the usual 
Conclusions page and instead 
would point readers towards the 
Directory at the back of the issue 
where they can find potted 
summaries of the headphones 
from this and the last test.



DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND,
O TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL O

have re-Introduced the famous

ELITE 
ALIGNMENT 

GAUGE
C^Copyrlght U.k. Patent Appllcatton No..,.^W

"There is a MIND-BLOWING sonic gap between 
optimized alignment and currentl-y accepted prac
tice." (THE AUDIO CRITIC)

Correct lateral alignment of your phono cartridge is vital if the 
full potential of your system is to be realised — did you know that a 
1 mm error in overhang and 1 degree error in offSet can increase 
end-of-side distortion Oy 300%?

Now, at last the mystery of tracking geometry is revealed clearly 
and simply with the ÉLITE ALIGNMENT GAUÓE. In a few minutes, 
you will, tor the first time, understand OVERHANG and OFFSET, 
the effect on TRACKING ERROR and, most important of all, 'the 
effect of all these interacting parameters on DISTORTION due to 
lateral tracking error, which can then be minimised over the whole 
record playing surface!

By following the completely revised, fully illustrated, step-by-step 
instructions, the kit allows you to very accurately plot, on the grapn 
sheets provided, distortion at AlL pointe. You can then see at a 
glance your existing distortion characteristic and with reference to 
tne comprehensive computer-generated example plots adjust 
overhang, offset and arm-base position to correctly position the 
"zeros" and most important of all, minimise the MAXIMUM 
distortion points (start, middle and end of side).

NO other alignment procedure has this facility — in fact, all "two- 
point" methodshave room for gross setting errors which largely go 
undetected except, of course "end-of-sidey‘ distortion.

The ELITE ALIGNMENT GUAGE works for ALL arms (including 
those with incorrect geometry and parallel trackers).

IM

^LIN, REGA, NAIM, ROKSAN, CREEK, 
ROTEL, A & R, MORDAUNT SHORT, 

CAMBRIDGE, DENON, EPOS, ACOUSTIC ENERGY, 
HEYBROOK, GALE, INCATECH .....

158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HAOPEN 9 30 am to 8 30 pm
Tel: WORCESTER (0905) 58046

HI-FI CONSULTANTS
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THE ELITE
ALIGNMENT 

GAUGE
W Distortion 

due to 
tracking error
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Also included in each kit is a clear plastic gauge for use with IEC 
plug-in head-shell arms which allows the cartridge to be removed 
whilst the measurements are being made.

The gauge is available from selected dealers or direct from 
TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL for just £12.99. Just send a 
cheque or phone 0932 246850 with your credit card number — 
please allow 28 days for delivery.

TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL 2 North Weylands Ind Est 
Molesey Rd Walton-on-Thames Surrey KT1 2-3PL.

"I found the Elite Alignment Gauge both fast and easy to use. If 
posesses the obvious advantage of avoidinu all forms of 
calculation and is ■ very much faster... The device is ingenious".

Hi Fi Answers
17te-^—-—-.“ -C-a-e-y-redit-a-

THE AUDIO FILE (CAMB) Ltd. 

27a HOCKERILL STREET
BISHOP'S STORTFORD 

HEATS

Tel. 0279 506576

THE AUDIO FILE IN-CAR 
SILVER LEYS

HADHAM ROAD
BISHOP'S STORTFORD 

Tel. 0279 757218

l Expiry date......................................... j
:Name-------------------------------- signed------------------------------------------- •
■ Address.-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ i 

i -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Postcode---------------------------------------------- [

: I enclose my cheque for..............made payable to Townshend International 
^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^— — ^— ^— ^— ^——^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^——^— ^— ^— ^——^— ^— — ^— ^— ^—'<^— ^— ^— ^— ^—^— —



AIWA HP-XB
AIWA (UK) LTD., UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN
AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. TEL: (01) 993 1672.

AIWA HPEX-200 EXCELIA
AIWA (UK) LTD., UNIT 2, DUKES ESTATE, WESTERN 
AVENUE, LONDON W3 OSY. TEL: (01) 993 1672.

The AiwaHP-X8 has been custom 
designed for the upmarket 
personal stereo user - or, to use 
technical jargon, the yuppie. It 
has everything that the young 
aspirant could desire in a head
phone; it's small, high tech and of 
course matt black. It even has a 
rather svelt rubbery black cord 
that terminates in a gold plated 
dual sized jack plug. The HP-X8 
should make it onto the shelves 
at Le Set if none of the others do.

From a more practical stand
point these are quite sensibly 
designed headphones, and a 
degree of thought has gone into 
making them comfortable. The 
earpieces can swivel in both 
planes and the supra-aural pads 
are simple velvet rings which feel 
very pleasant on the ear. One 
crucial element, the physical 
pressure exerted on the ear, 
seems to be just right for long 
term comfort.

Technical novelties include an 
oxygen free copper litz wire cable 
and samarium cobalt magnets. 
The closed back principle com
pletes its Walkman qualifica
tions, though I must question the 
appropriateness of a 2.4 metre 
lead, which seems like a last 
minute attempt to keep everyone 
happy.

Given the Prince track No to 
transduce, they came up with a 
remarkably good sound, one 
which was tonally quite well 

balanced and fairly dynamic if a 
bit light in the bass. One could 
even push for more volume with- 
ouf any raggedness appearing. 
The next piece was rendered in 
an appealingly open way, the 
notes sounding rounded and 
reasonably natural. A degree of 
hardness was apparent but depth 
and life were both evident.

The Mozart sounded particu
larly charming, smooth and open. 
Not as revealing as some models 
perhaps, it still sounded remark
ably fluent and relaxed for this 
type of headphone. The piece 
would have benefitted from grea
ter low frequency extension, but 
this wasn't all that obvious with
out direct comparison to refer
ences.

As a partner to the better per
sonal stereos around - such as 
Aiwas ownPX-101 - these 'phones 
seem highly appropriate. They 
are not quite as impressive as 
some of the home-base oriented 
competition perhaps, but are not 
far behind so Recommendation 
seems apt.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic

Mass JOOg

Size rating small

Length of cord 2.5m, dual jack

Comfort rating very good

Sound quality rating good

Price £49

Excelia isthe name that Aiwa has 
adopted for its top of the range 
models and the stylish EX200 
headphones are no- exception. 
These £90 closed back dynamic 
headphones with their high tech 
styling are probably the slickest 
lookers in this group, the unusual 
ribbed rubber adjustment covers 
giving them a particularly 'eight
ies' look. Ergonomics have also 
received some consideration, the 
headband being angled forwards 
so that the 'phones are at the 
right angle to the ears whilst the 
weight sits on the top of the head. 
This seems to work OK in prac
tice but a wider strap would have 
been more comfortable with this 
fairly heayy headset.

The Excelias use a simple but 
attractive rubber insulated con
nection cord with LC-OFC 
(linear crystal oxygen free cop
per) cable terminated in a gold 
plated dual jack. So if you feel 
swanky you can use them with 
your Walkman, although the two 
and a half metre cable length 
might be a nuisance.

The circumaural earpads have 
a thin matt black plastic covering 
and are quite well shaped, if a bit 
on the small side to avoid resting 
on the average British audio
phile's ears (depending on what 
size is average I guess), reducing 
this listener's comfort in the long 
run.

But the real reason that the 

Excelias were created was for 
listening to reproduced music, 
and this is a job they do quite 
effectively. The strengths include 
a nice meaty bass which is not 
quite as taut and rounded as the 
reference but is well extended 
with plenty of weight. The sound 
is reasonably informative for 
dynamic headphones and is able 
to give some coherence to the 
various vocals, guitars, synthesis
ers etc, on the first test track.

They couldn't compete with 
the open natural sound of the 
reference on acoustic guitar, but 
still managed to recreate the 
jangle of new steel strings and 
sounded very open for a closed 
back design. The classical track 
sounded a bit processed perhaps, 
lacking the full freedom and 
dynamic range that is on the 
vinyl.

All in all the Excelias worked 
better with electronically 
created ' music than its more 
natural acoustic counterpart. 
But at the price they don't quite 
warrant Recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic

Mass

Size rating

Length of cord 

Comfort rating 

Sound quality rating 

Price

360g 

large 

2.4m, dual jack 

good 

good 

£90
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WI H. AIA11T! "
"JUST LOOK AT THOSE 

BEST BUYS’’ (AND RECOMMENDED)

We HOLD Stocks of:
Turntables -
Cartridges -

Amplifiers -

Q Deck, RD 60, M antra.
AT95E, AT 3200XEI, ATF30CC, ATF50, CC, 
ATOC7, MM4, MP10, MP11, MP10 SB, 
MP11, OM10, OM20, MC1 0, 20 etc.
P40, C75, P55, A75, KA550D, KA660D, A1, 
8200, Pre 3, P140, P170, MA50, MVT, 
RA81 OA, RA820A, RB850, RC850, RA820, 
RA870BX.

Loudspeakers-AE1, DM100i, DM1600, RS2000, L60T,

Tape Decks -

CD Players - 
Tuners - 
Headphones-

Accessories -

ACOUSTIC
ENGINEERING

MC2, MC-4, RL850, Eclipse, Mercury 11. 
EX52, CD491, CR-2E, CR-3E, CR-4E, 
CR-5E, KX660HX.
C02, CD1, RCD 820BX2.
Citatron 23, Tl, RT830AL, RT850AL.
ATH 910, HD410 SL, HD540, SR Gamma, 
SR Lambda Pro.
A10, Maggi, Pi, HJ 15, TT1, TT2. _

Unit 3, Range Road, 
off Downs Rd, Witney, Oxon. 

Please ring (0993) 703053 
for more details.

CHELTENHAM

Birmingham\x

J1 ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC J1

for

OVER 50 YEARS
Agents for:- 
A & R CAMBRIDGE 
AIWA 
AUDIO RESEARCH 
CELESTION 
CREEK 
DENON 
DUAL 
ELITE 
EPOS 
HEYBROOK 
JPW 
KEF 
LINN
MAP
MERIDIAN 
MISSION 
MORDAUNT SHORT 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 
NAIM 
QUAD 
REGA
ROTEL
SENNHEISER 
SONY ES 
TANNOY 
VAN DEN HUL 
WHARFEDALE4 ALBERT PARADE - GREEN STREET - EASTBOURNE - (0323) 31336

69 LONDON ROAD - BRIGHTON (0273) 609431

now with 3 separate demonstration rooms at each shop

CLOSED MONDAYS. LATE NIGHT WEDS - 8 p.m.



AKG K135 AKG K240 MONITOR
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD., VIENNA COURT, LAMMAS ROAD. 
GODALMING, SURREY^ 1JG. TEL:(04868) 25702.

AKGACOUSTICSLTD.lENN^COURLLAMMASJROAD, 
GODALMING, SURREY GuHE TEL (04868) 25702.

What is it that middle Europeans 
have about headphones? All 
those German companies and 
now an Austrian one - perhaps 
loudspeakers are verboten in the 
average German living room. 
Best known for professional 
audio products, especially 
microphones, AKG'sK135 made a 
good first impression because of 
its bold industrial design and the 
stylish use of typeface. These 
should find their way into Dock
lands flats on looks alone.

The simple two part headband 
uses a nylon webbing strap to 
bear the weight; the earpieces 
slide up and down on a track on 
the inside of the strap.

Comfortwise this seems quite 
good for a supra-aural design; the 
earpads are reasonably thick, but 
once again pressure is a bit on 
the high side, and the strap could 
do with a bit more flexibility. 
Comfort is an area where many 
supra-aurals fall down, I find. 
Head shape and size obviously 
come into the equation, but there 
must be many who find cans con
siderably less comfortable than I 
do, and therefore don't use them. 
But I oughtn't to let the K135s 
bear the brunt for what is very 
much a general failing.

Audio qualifications include
semi-open backs, but only just,
and a good quality 6.3mm jack
plug. The K135 sounds quite on
the ball and in touch with the

essence of the music. Rock pre
sentation seems a little thick in 
the lower midrange but higher 
frequencies are quite clear if 
potentially a mite wearing. 
Acoustic guitar seems lively and 
a bit up front - almost nervous by 
comparison with the reference.

Guitar also had a tendency to 
sound more electric than acous
tic, an impression that at least 
one other set of 'phones managed 
to create. Classical music had a 
similarly slightly unnatural tim
bre, but was essentially fluent 
and relaxed. Information seemed 
somewhat veiled, but not too 
seriously for a headphone of this 
price.

Musically the K135 has a bet
ter ability to present the rhythm 
and tempo of a piece than deliver 
the clarity and information, 
which it ain't so hot at. For my 
money these are the most taste
fully designed headphones in this 
test, but I won’t let that sway me.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic

Mass 160g

Size rating medium

Length of cord 3m

Comfort rating poor

Sound quality rating fair

Price £35 

The AKG K240 Monitor (there is 
also a K240DF) is the sort of 
chunky headphone one expects 
from this professionally oriented 
Austrian company. It has the 
classic wire superstructure and a 
broad headstrap emblazoned 
with the company name. The big- 

‘ ger AKGs - unlike any other cans 
I’ve come across - have a kind of 
automatic adjustment system 
which uses short elasticated 
cords to hold the headband at the 
right height for one’s ears; what’s 
more this actually seems to work. 
It makes one wonder why every 
other headphone needs to be 
grappled with for five minutes in 
order to make it fit properly.

The K240 is an extremely com
fortable headphone. Sumptuous 
circumaural earpads have a uni
versaljoint type of connection to 
the earpiece back so that it’s able 
to tilt to any reasonable angle. 
And because of the wide head- 
•band and ergonomically calcu
lated pressure on the ears, these 
fairly heavy 'phones manage to 
create the impression of being 
lighter than they really are, and 
are one of the, few pairs which 
invite long term use. The price of 
this sort of physical luxury is £60.

Despite the large earpieces 
the drivers are only quite small, 
around 30mm, but this closed 
back design uses a reflex system 
to enhance the low frequency 
performance of the speaker. In 

use the K240 proved to be rather 
too polite, rock material sound
ing rather veiled and losing a lot 
of information that the electro
statics revealed. Only the funda
mental elements of tunes come 
across, the fine details being lost 
in the clouded presentation.

However, acoustic guitar has a 
warm, open, even bold sound that 
is remarkably relaxed and fluent, 
if still a bit unrevealing. The K240' 
takes the metallic edge off the 
sound but manages to reproduce 
a good impression of acoustic 
space.

Classical music also sounds 
open with a good sense of depth 
and an appealing midrange. A 
distinct veiling of information 
was again noticeable against the 
reference, but the sound is essen
tially relaxed and informative 
enough to keep one’s attention.

These nicely designed and 
very comfortable headphones 
seem to work very appealingly 
with acoustic and classical 
music, and as such warrant 
Recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, semi-open, dynamic

Mass 240g

Size rating large

Length ofcord 25m

Comfort rating very good

Sound quality rating good

Price £60
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SOUND ADVICE,
SOUND EQUIPMENT, ^^^p

58 THE BROADWAY,

MILL HILL,

11111

11111

1111'

||l”

SOUND DEALS LONDON NW7 3TE

Tel: 906-3364/3680

DEMONSTRATION
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY. BUT BOOKABLE IN ADVANCE UNTIL 9 PM.

INSTALLATION
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY & 
INSTALLATION.

SERVICE
IN STORE SERVICE DEPARTMENT WITH FULL 
UP TO DATE FACILITIES.

MAIL ORDER
SEND YOUR CHEQUE WITH YOUR NAME & ADDRESS AND GOODS REQUIRED, 
OR PHONE QUOTING YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER.

IN-CAR
ALL LEADING MAKES SUPPLIED
& FITTED.

STOCKISTS OF:
AIWA, A.R.. ARISTON, B&W, BLQ, BOSE, CASTLE, DENON, DUAL, 
FOUNDATION, GOODMANS, HARMAN-KARDON, JBL, KENWOOD, MARANTZ. 
MONITOR AUDIO, MAXELL, MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, 
NAKAMICHI, ONKYO. PIONEER, PROTON, QUART, REVOX, RUARK, 
REVOLVER, SANSUI, SENNHEISER, TANNOY, TARGET, THATS, THORENS, 
VAN DEN HUL, WHARFEDALE.

L,

THORENS 
TD160 
Mk IV

REVOLVER 
REDWOOD

The Pure Hi-Fi Shop
31 Warwick Street, Leamington Spa CV32 SLJ. Telephone (0926) 315079

BEST BUYS, RECOMMENDATIONS, 
BEST SERVICE & A WIDE CHOICE!

1cNi ^^ 1/t d^r.

AMPLIFIERS '
Manf mJ?o» J5 Recommended Hi-Fi Choice............. £169 „„"-X^Ax“^“...................

u «a A AXS0° Rec°mmended Hi-FiChoice...........................°NLriaQan
HARMAN KARDON PM 635 ......................................£199.90
HARMANKARDON PM 640 VXI RecEmmen^d HiTi'ch^

ÄSÄsr .. ..
Buy now bsfors they BScNi our’...................................................................

CASSETTE DECKS
YAMAHA KX 200 Best Buy ................
YAMAHA KX 500 Recommended........
MARANTZ SD 35 Best Buy ..........
MARANTZ SD 4511 Recommended .. .
NAKAMICHI CR1E Recommended ...
NAKAMICHI CR2E Recommended ..
NAKAMICHI CR3E Recommended__

£139.00
£209.00
£159.00
£209.00
£345.00
£395.00
£595.00

"SPEAKERS LARGEST RANGE ON OEMONSTRATIO£399.oo (inc stands) I
B&VÙÌ60ÓI Recommended............. <inc?.£2nX! 
on-uumoo ............................. ;......................   £899.00Bt: bfeii^äii^......... -;=—

CELESTION SL65 Recommended . ..................... ............. •.....
CELESTjoNsi^Rec™^^ ..............

Ex-demonstration g&wc-1/t1 <■-■*» combination to cle^

\ £349:00 
£699.00-- — . £699’00 
.£7S0.oo

LOTS OF OTHER MAKES IN STOCK
AGENTS FOR: Yamaha, Ce/estion, B&W, Ruark, Monitor 
Audio, Mordaunt, Short, Inca-Tech. Nakamichi, Thorens,

u/ITl HHrMnocI Source, Audio Technica, Goldring, Sennheiser, Harmon
IL ORDER HOTLINE (0926)315079 Kardon, JBL & many many more.

VISA 2 year parts and labour PHONE NOW FOR MAIL ORDER OR 

COME AND HAVE A LISTEN. ALL EQUIPMENT 

ON DEMONSTRATION AS WELL AS 

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION

E&OE



AKG K280 PARABOLIC AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-911
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD., VIENNA COURT, LAMMAS ROAD, 
GODALMING, SURREY GU7 1JG. TEL: (04868) 25702.

AUDIO TECHNICA LTD., TECHNICA HOUSE, LOCKWOOD 
CLOSE, LEEDS LS11 5UU. TEL: (0532) 771441.

"Parabola - curve traced by point 
which moves so that its distance 
from a fixed point is equal to its 
distance from a fixed straight 
line".- That is how the Penguin 
English Dictionary defines the 
root of parabolic, which may 
explain the design of the AKG 
K280. This headphone uses two 
drivers per earpiece, arranged to 
reproduce the effect of a para
bolic reflector. (The same princi
ple is used in a satellite dish 
which beams the signal towards a 
point in front of it.) The twin 
30mm diaphragms in the K280 
don't have any form of grille cloth 
and are mounted and angled one 
above the other.

From a comfort point of view 
this is in the same class as the 
K240 - extremely comfortable. 
The '280 uses the same auto fit 
headband system and has large, 
well padded circumaural ear
pads. There's not the same uni
versal flexibility, and the '280 
only swivels in the vertical plane.

The unusual design of this 
AKG proves extremely successful 
when it comes to reproducing 
music. Just for starters I'd say 
that it was the best dynamic 
phone in the group. The first 
impression was of remarkable 
clarity throughout the frequency 
range coupled with superb treble 
extension. The effect on a Prince 
track is to make lyrics that much 
more intelligible and to convey 

much more information than 
usual. Brighter than the refer
ence but not in a nasty way, the 
'280 4/as a fine immediacy and 
' quickness'.

Not surprisingly notes from a 
steel stringed guitar are pre
sented with a knife like edge 
placed within a deep ambient 
acoustic. A triangle on this track 
is almost frighteningly realistic - 
that is if a triangle can be fright
ening!

Classical music is no less 
exciting, the timbre of instru
ments becoming alive and 
vibrant. Whilst it still concedes 
the last word in natural informa
tiveness to the Stax Pros, I found 
the bite and drama very appeal
ing, and only slightly fatiguing.

Not for the fainthearted or for 
owners of vicious source equip
ment, the K280 is certainly a 
remarkable dynamic headphone 
and one that's almost worthy of a 
Best Buy. But I guess £110 is a bit 
steep for that accolade, so 
Recommendation will have to 
suffice.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, dynamic

Mass 250g 

Audio Technica's £75 ATH-911 is 
the top of their current dynamic 
headphone range and naturally 
has all the trimmings. These 
entail a PCOCC cord (translated 
in the guff as 'perfect crystal by 
Ohno continuous casting') and 
gold plated jack plug, the former 
even advertised on the head
strap.

The shape is the same as the 
cheaper 'phones that we tested 
earlier this year, but the 911 has 
softer, more comfortable earpad 
upholstery. Although nominally 
circumaural, the pads are a little 
too small for my ears and long 
term comfort is not as good as 
first impressions led me to 
expect. They could hardly be 
described as uncomfortable, but 
are better suited to small or 

. medium sized ears. Adjusting the 
strap whilst wearing the phones 
is very easy, left and right chan
nels are well marked, so all told 
this is a quite intelligent as well 
as attractive design.

These open backed head
phones proved worthy of their 
highish asking price on audition, 
and gave the reference electro
statics a good run for their 
money. Tonally they lean towards 
the bright side of neutral and 
emphasised cymbals slightly on 
the Prince track. However, the 
bottom end was not found lack
ing and bass extension was quite 
convincing. The lucid top end 

really gave steel stringed guitar 
the jangly incisiveness that it 
deserves. There is also a triangle 
on this track which sounded 
extremely realistic, indeed more 
persuasive than with the refer
ence.

Orchestral music sounded 
nice and spacious with good clar
ity, plenty of information and 
enough subtlety to make a good 
job out of recordings. Lagging 
behind the reference in scale, 
depth and dynamic range, the 
911 still made a fine job of trans
ducing this particularly complex 
music source.

I wouldn't recommend the 911 
to people with larger than aver
age ears, or for use with systems 
that have a ragged top end. But 
they should work very well under 
most circumstances and so 
deserve a Choice Recommenda
tion.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, dynamic

Mass 210g

Size rating large

Length of cord 3m

Comfort rating very good

Sound quality rating very good

Price £75

Size rating large

Length of cord 3m

Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating very good

Price £110
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AKG
OCOUSCiCS

Mission ...Completed
K 280 PARABOLIC

DAT

Sectional view 
of "acoustic lens'

Phase 1
Design headphones that set 
a new standard by taking a 
new approach inspired by 
satellite technology to open 
up new dimensions of sound 
and spaciousness.

Phase 3
Said headphones shall be 
very comfortable, light, and 
cost efficient.

Phase 1
An "acoustic lens" using two dynamic transducers 
per channel focuses the sound waves into the ear 
canal. The result is a new dimension of fullness and

Phase 2
Utilizing the "Wigner dis
tribution", a mathemati
cal model for describing 
sound events, we made 
sure the K 280 Parabolic 
will handle the most de
manding of transients 
without introducing col
ouration.

Phase 3
Optimum comfort is ensured by a spring steel wire 
headband with an inner headband that automatically 
adjusts to any head shape, and special soft ear cush
ions. Weighs a mere 250 grams. Single cable. Avail
able now at your dealer.

spaciousness of sound.

Phase 2
Said headphones shall 
provide optimized transient 
response on the basis of an 
accepted mathematical 
model.

DIGITAL AUDIO \ /
TAPE

DIGITAL AUDIO COMPATIBLE

AKG ACOUSTICS LTD., 
Vienna Court, Lammas Road, 
Godaiming, Surrey GU7 1JG. 
Tel: (04868) 25702.
Tx: 859013 akgmic g. 
Fax: (04868) 28967.



BEYER DT325 BEYER DT880
BEYERDYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE IND. EST., LEWES, 
SUSSEXBNB 6JL~TEl7(0273T4794Ti. BEYERDYNAMIC,_UNITJI4, CLIFFEINDJST.JLEWES, SUSSeXbnBÌJL. TEL: (0273) 4794ÏÏ.

The £30 DT325 is Beyer's bid for 
the sound quality conscious per
sonal stereo market. Sales of 
relatively low priced 'hi-fi' head
phone accessories have certainly 
risen as a result of the Walkman 
boom that has been going on for 
the best part of seven or eight 
years now. During the last Choice 
review of such devices I noticed 
that the more expensive exam
ples were more than good enough 
to benefit considerably from bet
ter headphones than those sup
plied. And of course CD portables 
most definitely warrant some
thing more capable than turbo 
earplugs!

The open backedDT325s are a 
very light 100 gram and come fit
ted with a dual sized jack on the 
end of a Walkman-oriented 1.5m 
cord, the shortest on this test. 
This levity combined with well 
padded headband and earpads 
make these headphones initially 
very comfortable but in the long 
run I found the ear pressure was 
significant enough to mark them 
down a grade.

Although the DT325s are simi
lar to Sennheiser's HD450s in 
many respects, when it comes to 
sonic character they are quite 
different. The first test track 
gave an initial impression of 
reasonable neutrality, but com
parison soon made it obvious that 
the 325s unduly favour higher 
frequencies. They sound signifi

cantly brighter than the refer, 
ence and considerably less 
extended in the bass, but are 
nevertheless quite open and 
unveiled for a budget headphone.

The jangly sound of steel 
guitar strings comes over quite 
realistically, but this is tempered 
by a slightly 'edgy' impression 
which suggests that the volume 
level shouldn't be increased too 
much. Classical material man
ages to sound clear and even 
refined, although comparisons 
with the reference showed up the 
lack of spaciousness and air that 
one might expect from an inex
pensive dynamic phone. Never
theless the sound is essentially 
very listenable and devoid of any 
nasties even when the gain is 
increased.

These competitively priced 
headphones from Beyer offer a 
slightly bright presentation that 
may well suit certain systems, 
and quite a few inexpensive tape 
decks; in this respect they 
deserve Recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, open-backed, dynamic

Mass

Size rating 

Length of cord 

Comfort rating 

Sound quality rating 

Price

IOOg 

l arge 

L5m. dual jack 

very good 

fair 

£30

Last February we reviewed, and 
enjoyed, Beyer's top dynamic DT 
990 headphones. This month we 
are having a listen to the next 
model down the line, the £90 DT 
880. These German 'phones look 
superficially very much like the 
rest of the range, with the same 
wide headstrap and adjustment 
system, and large circumaural 
earpads.

The adjustment system seems 
intelligently designed and one 
can tailor it to choice whilst the 
phones are in use. The .earpads 
are upholstered in a reasonably 
soft matt plastic material; 
although not as appealing as the 
almost furry material on the 990s 
this is reasonably comfortable.

I found the ear pressure a 
little high, but one might expect 
a degree of give with use, so this 
shouldn't be a problem. Discern
ing left from right earpiece takes 
a fairly observant eye - a red mar
ker on one lead would have 
helped - but it's again something 
one would become accustomed 
to.

The DT 880 is a semi-open- 
backed design that theoretically 
enjoys some of the advantages 
(and disadvantages) of both 
open and closed back designs. 
That is they will keep out exter
nal noise to a degree whilst still 
having the breathability that 
gives some depth and openness 
to the sound.

In practice the 880s deliver a 
warm, slightly bass heavy 
response. Lower frequencies are 
well controlled with an attractive 
solidity, but bass extension is not 
as good as other similarly priced 
models. Musical presentation has 
a somewhat busy feel to it - not 
exactly congested but perhaps a 
little coarsened. Simple guitar 
music sounds warm and clean 
with slightly attenuated high fre
quencies, but the sound in 
general is essentially fluent and 
listenable. Lacking the freedom 
and relaxation of the best elec
trostatics, they still sound very 
pleasant and are reasonably 
informative.

Classical material reveals a 
good sense of tempo despite a 
rather 'soup-like' presentation 
that fails to reveal the full dyna
mic range of the disc (something 
which none of the so-called dyna
mic models achieved!)

On the whole the 880s are very 
pleasant headphones to use, but 
not really illuminating enough 
for formal commendation.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, semi-open, dynamic

Size rating large

Length of cord 3m, coiled

Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating good

Price £90
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OLDE FASHIONED 
SERVICE

BACKED BY SOME OF THE FINEST 
HI-FI AVAILABLE TODAY

Simply phone us for a demonstration or advice

SONY
HkFlNEWS ards

RI GK >nai
R

A MEMBER OF BADA

41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE: (0223) 68305

PROGRESSIVE AUDIO 
HOME DEMONSTRATION SPECIALISTS 

We give you six of the best!
Systemdek/Scorpio/Eroica 

R ock/Rega RB250/Goldring 1 0 30
Valdi/Kuzma/OC-7

Gyrodek/SME IV/Koetsu Black K 
Rock/Excalibur/Decca S.G. 
Voyd/Orion/Audio Note 1.0. 

A lesson in mutiel
Progressive Audio is a small specialised service offering 

unbiased consultation to audiophiles everywhere. 
We pride ourselves in being able to champion the 

equi pment we have ultimate faith in, rather than that which 
offers the biggest profit margin. In our opinion it is 

pointless to demonstrate equipment in a purpose built 
dem-room as very rarely will the acoustics match those of 
your listening room, thus we are only to pleased to offer 
expert demonstrations in the comfort of your own home. 
If,you fancy a no obligation demonstration of any of our 

fine equipment, or just need a sympathetic ear, don’t 
hesitate to call us.MICHELL VOYD SYSTEMDEK ROCK REGA EXCALIBUR HELIUS SME KUZMA KOETSU DECCA MILLTEK ORTOFON AUDIO TECHNICA GOLDRING AUDIO NOTE ALBARRY AUDIO INNOVATIONS SUGDEN QUICKSILVER EDISON INCA TECH MYST KELVIN LABS AUDION PROAC SNELL GOODMANS MAXIM SPICA JPW 

PHONE; (0634) 389004 or (0634) 366216

YOUR SYSTEMS BUILDER
JUST OFF THE M25Over 300 Separates & Systems in Stock Extensive Range of Hi-Fi Accessories

Alphason
British Loudspeakers 
Cambridge Audio 
Citation 
Elite Rock 
Goodmans 
Harman/Kardon 
Infinity Loudspeakers 
Manticore 
Kenwood 
Marantz 
Mordaunt-Short 
Musical Fidelity 
Nakamichi 
Philips (CD) 
Revolver 
Spendor 
Thorens 
Wharfedale
Avance Loudspeakers 
Audio Technica 
Foundation
Goldring 
Sennheiser 
Van den hul

Ariston 
Castle 
Cemac 
Denon 
Logic 
Luxman 
Onkyo 
Proton _ _ ■ Rote!
Ruark 
Sansui 
Tannoy 
Yamaha 
Chord 
Decca 
Jecklin 
Kiseki 
Maxell 
Milltek 
Nagaoka 
Ortofon 
Target 
Tiffany 
Vecteur

AR 
B&W 
Bose 
Dual 
Gale 
JBL 
NAD 
QED 
Quad 
Teac 
Trio 
ADC 
AKG 
Beyer 
DNM 
Glanz 
Grado 
Hunt 
Koss 
MDM 
Quart 
Rata 
Ross 
Shure 
TDK

BRENTWOOD
MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE

Ground & First Floor

2 Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex
Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)

Tel:(0277) 221210
Shoo h Home demonstrations



JECKLIN FLOAT MODEL TWO KOSS K/6X PLUS
PRESENCE AUDIO, THE OLD POST HOUSE, PLUMMERS 
PLAIN, HORSHAM W. SUSSEX. TEL: (0403) 76777.

HW INTERNATIONAL, 3-5 EDEN GROVE, LONDON N7 8EQ.
TEL: (01) 607 2717.

u-J

In our last headphones round up 
we included two models from this 
Swiss company, the least expen
sive Model One and the excellent 
upmarket electrostatics. This 
time around we have space for 
the missing link between them, 
the £100 Model Two. Like the 
One these are dynamic head
phones housed in the character
istic - some might say Darth 
Vaderesque - Jecklin shell.

The purpose of this rather 
large and unusual design is long 
term comfort, which is achieved 
by exerting the bare minimum of 
pressure on the side of the head 
and allowing a relatively free flow 
of air between ears and 'phones. 
Despite a complete lack of 
adjustability the Jecklins do 
seem to be very comfortable' on 
most male heads. Although initi
ally they seem a bit insecure, con
fidence in their ability to stay on 
grows with use.

The large and fairly rigid plas
tic shell also provides a good 
frame for the square open backed 
speaker panels, each of which 
contains a single dynamic driver. 
This shell was initially designed 
for the electrostatic model which 
uses large square drivers, but it 
seems to work just as well with 
conventional drivers attached to 
a perforated aluminium baffle.

The Twos reproduce bass in a 
meaty and solid fashion leaving 
no misconceptions about the 

tempo of the beat. At the opposite 
frequency extreme the treble 
comes across with an open and 
clean character. The tonal 
balance seems reasonably neut
ral if slightly rolled off at the 
extremes, and could well be flat
ter than the reference. On com
parison the midrange is a little 
veiled with some muddling.

The Jecklins created an entic
ing sense of spaciousness on sim
pler acoustic music. Although 
slightly lacking in clarity by com
parison, steel guitar strings 
sound refreshingly 'jangly'. Again 
there seemed to be a slight loss of 
information, which made the 
track seem a bit fiddly, but the 
apparent lack of distortion made 
listening an enjoyable experi
ence. Reproduction of orchestral 
music was most difficult of all to 
criticise, the Twos revealing a 
remarkable dynamic range.

The Model Two is a very com
fortable and musically satisfying 
headphone that will fit in well 
with most systems, and definitely 
deserves Recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural'ish, open-backed, dynamic

Mass 480g including lead

Size rating very large

Length of cord 3m

Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating very good

Price £99

Koss claim original invention of 
the stereo headphone concept, 
and make a massive range of 
headphones which includes cord
less infra-red models. But the Kl 
6X Plus is a fairly modest £30 
model that is distinctly different 
to the European alternatives 
available at this price.

And I'm not just talking about 
the sound. The styling, to put it 
bluntly, is tacky and looks like it 
was conceived some time during 
the •sixties. Although advertised 
as lightweight on the carton, 
their 178 grams makes them 
more of a middleweight by cur
rent standards.

The ear pads are an unusual 
combination of circumaural 
shape and supra-aural scale. 
They seem to be air filled and 
work reasonably well. The ear
pieces sit in swivelling yokes that 
attach to the headband via flat 
section aluminium sliders which 
are difficult to adjust in situ. The 
lead is of the flat coiled variety 
and terminates in a good quality 
jack plug.

Designed by Koss as a pressure 
type design, the K/6X are closed- 
back 'phones that use a slotted 
plastic cover but no cloth over 
the drivers. They seemed consid
erably more sensitive than other 
'phones, sounding quite loud 
even at minimum volume.

Listening tests revealed a very 
odd and uneven ‘ frequency 

response, with a distinct prefer
ence for the lower midrange. All 
the tracks sounded completely 
different not only from the refer
ence but the other models as 
well. Rock music sounded 
slightly veiled and a bit shut in, 
but reasonably informative and 
with a nice solidity to kick drums. 
Acoustic guitar was perhaps the 
most obviously disjointed, the 
track concerned sounding like a 
completely different mix. It 
didn't sound bad as such, but was 
very 'up front' and could have 
been coming from a totally diffe
rent system.

Because of the sensitivity 
problem I tried them direct from 
a Michael Hedges CD; again the 
balance of the piece seemed 
altered, bringing the guitar up 
and the voice down! Lack of basic 
tonal accuracy will rule this 
model out for many listeners, but 
I can imagine them appealing to 
some ears. The high sensitivity 
could be a boon with personal 
stereos, but an adaptor will have 
to be found.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic

Mass 178g

Size rating medium

Length of cord 3m, coiled

Comfort rating fair

Sound quality rating poor

Price £30
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HI-FI-CORIMER

At the originalHi-Fi-Corner

We Offer:
* FRIENDLY SERVICE

* 14 DAY EXCHANGE IF NOT 
ENTIRELY HAPPY

* TWO YEAR GUARANTEE

* QUALITY BRANDS
- Alexander, Gale, Spendor, Ruark, Celestion,
- YBA, A&R, Rotel, EAR, NAD,
- Pink Triangle, Alphason, Revolver

+ More.

* CREDIT FACILITIES - 
WRITTEN DETAILS ON 
REQUEST: APR VARIABLE

* SEPARATE 
DEMONSTRATION AREA

HI-FI-CORIMER
_1, Haddington Place, Edinburgh 

(Off Leith Walk)

Tel: 031-556-7901

Branches At:

FALKIRK GLASGOW EDINBURGH
44, Cow ^^nd 52, Gordon Street Rose St Precinct

Tel: 0324 29011 Tel: 041 248 2840 Tel: (031) 220 1535



QUART PHONE 30 QUART PHO.NE 70
SOUNDTEC MARKETING, UNIT 9, BELFONT TRADING EST., 
MUCKLOW HILL, HALESOWEN B62 80R. TEL: (021) 550 7387.

SOUNDTEC MARKETING. UNIT 9, BELFONT TRADING EST., 
MUCKLOW HILL, HALESOWEN B62 80R. TEL: (021) 550 7387.

• Since .our last headphone reviews 
the Quart range has been under
going a change of name, dropping 
the previousPMB prefix in favour 
of the more informative Phone. 
This Phone 30 model is a cosme
tically updated version of the 
PMB 25 !I that did quite well in 
our February review. Apparently 
the only technical change is the 
addition of a swivel joint between 
the headband and earpiece, an 
innocent and sensible little mod 
one might have thought. But 
something has changed these 
'phones, and it's a pity I don't 
have the old ones around for 
comparison.

The headstrap is a fairly con
ventional two part affair that is 
quite easy to adjust in situ. The 
'phones' suspension itself is 
somewhat different. The head
strap attaches to a plastic ring 
which holds the earpiece at four 
points using elasticated cord. 
The idea is to allow full freedom 
of movement so that the 'phone 
sits at a comfortable angle on 
your ear, which in my case it 
managed quite well.

Subjectively, the 30s seem to 
have lost the charm that 25 !Is 
had (mind you, charm in this 
instance has only tenuous links 
with accuracy). Rock music has a 
slightly dull, bass lifted sound 
thatwas somewhat mediocre and 
uninspiring. There are no other 
obvious pitfalls, and only on 

direct comparison does the 
sound seem a little fatiguing and 
flat.

Acoustic guitar seems mildly 
'clouded', though essentially all 
was there and came across in an 
even and unhurried way. The 
notes seem a little rolled off at 
the top end, while pushing the 
volume up above average results 
in a rather unpleasant sound. 
However, the '30s do seem to 
resist muddling and remain 
coherent. Orchestral music 
works best, sounding smooth if a 
little unrevealing. Comparison to 
reference 'phones reveals a lack 
of subtlety and involvement, but 
the 30s never offend even if they 
are a trifle bland.

The Phone 30's predecessor 
had a pleasant 'mid forward' 
coloration that must have 
empathised with the (transistor) 
amplifier I was using at the time. 
Unfortunately this model is less 
seductive, though it still 
improves on some of the competi
tion.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, semi-open, dynamic

Mas 240g

Size rating large

Length of cord 3m

Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating fair

Price £40

The Quart Phone 70 is essentially 
a tarted up PMB 65 - a worth
while touch up job as the • original 
didn't display the Quart name at 
all as I recollect. Like the Phone 
30, the one mechanical change 
that comes with the new badge is 
a new swivel joint between head
strap and earpiece.

Retailing for ten pence under 
£70, the 70 uses the same ear
piece suspension system as the 
'30. Suspending the 'phones on 
elasticated cords from a sur
rounding plastic ring gives it the 
three dimensional freedom to sit 
optimally on the side of the head. 
This worked quite well on my 
head, and the properly circum
aural earpads - larger than those 
on the '30 - don't interfere with 
the shape of one's ear, giving a 
fair chance of long term comfort.

These closed-back 'phones 
reproduce orchestral music with 
a good sense of depth and a fair 
amount of information. Although 
quite relaxed and clean there is 
also a certain lack of clarity; corn
parison with electrostatics 

: reveals a slight hardness which 
doesn't encourage listening at 
higher levels.. Acoustic guitar 
maintains the clear sense of 
attack and incisiveness that fits 
the instrument. However, a bit 
more bass extension would have 
given notes more substance, and 
the '70s couldn't quite keep up 
with the faster playing, but the 

rendition was quite compenent 
overall. The last track, No, 
sounded quite well balanced with 
good clarity and a fair amount of 
detail, but failed to sound as 
dynamic as it can, the music 
tending to sound a bit jaded.

When we reviewed the 65 last 
February we felt it was worthy of 
Recommendation and as far as I 
can tell the basics have not 
changed. But in the light of some 
of the alternatives that have 
turned up in this review the 
Phone 70 doesn't seem quite as 
competitive as it did. It's still a 
comfortable and enjoyable 
phone, however, and devoid of 
any obvious flaws.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic

Mass 245g

Size rating large

Length of cord 3m, coiled

Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating good

Price £70
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Rayleigh Hi-Fi
216 Moulsham Street, On-the-Parkway, 44a High Street,

GheliRsforä Rayleigh
Tel: 0245-265245 Tel: 0268-779762

747571

"11 f f|I II I Gurus
-------------ELECTROniCi -JbyMISSION

BEST BUYS FROM CYRUS

Cyrus I Amplifier £179.90
Cyrus 11 Amplifier £299.90
Cyrus PSX Power Supply £199.90 
PCM 11 CD Player £599.90
Cyrus Tuner £199.90

3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SYSTEMS 
---------1 ft***1**

!lk j LICENCED CREDIT BROKERS - FULL FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE - DETAILS ON REQUEST - APR 26.5%

THIS SUPERB NEW RANGE WITH IMPROVED PERFORMANCE, 
FACILITIES AND FINISH NOW ON DEMONSTRATION

High QUALITY H1-F1 from:
A&R * AUDIOLAB *AUDIO TECHNICA * BEYER * BLQ * CREEK * GYRUS * CELESTION * DENON * DNM * 
DUAL * EPOS * GALE * HEYBROOK * INCA TECH * ION SYSTEMS * LINN PRODUCTS * MANTRA * MISSION 

* MONITOR AUDIO * MORDAUNT SHORT * MUSICAL FIDELITY * NAD * NAIM AUDIO * NAGAOKA *
NAKAMICHI * ONKYO * PROAC * QED * QUAD * REGA * REVOX * REVOLVER * ROGERS * ROKSAN * 

ROTEL * ROYD * SYSTEMDEK * YAMAHA

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLY. DETAILS ON REQUEST

Visit either of our superb showrooms and discuss your requiraments with our enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable staff who will be pleased to tailor to suit you



QUART PMB 85 ROSS RE-2760
SOUNDTEC MARKETINGJNiïJ,JELFONTTRADING_JST.,_ _ _ _  

MUCKLÏÏWHILL, HALESOwEnB62 8DR. TEL: (021) 55o"7387? rossjlectronicsjtdj3 silverrd., whitejityjnd. 
PARK, WOODIE, LONDON W12 7sG TEl7(01)i740 52527

Just when I thought Jecklin had 
the monopoly on huge head
phones, Quart came up with 
these - or to be more accurate 
Soundtec sent them down for 
appraisal. At close on £90 the 
PMB 85s are the only other 
'phones I know that adopt the 
Jecklin approach of spacing the 
drivers to allow free flow of air 
around the ear, and this itself 
inevitably gives a far better 
chance of long term comfort. 
Unlike the Swiss design, these 
German phones have pads which 
press below and behind the ear, 
making them more secure but 
less comfortable.

The '85s share with AKG the 
supposed merit of having two 
drivers per side. These don't use 
a dividing network, but instead 
each is simply connected for full 
range operation, and is glued 
onto a perforated aluminium 
sheet.

The initial sonic impression is 
of an open and powerful charac
ter with a rather pronounced 
bottom end. They seemed to work 
nicely at higher volume levels 
and I ended up listening for 
longer than intended. On rock 
music the Quarts seemed more 
solid than the reference, but 
lacked its coherence and integra
tion. 

The steel strings on Adrian
Legg's . acoustic guitar didn't
really retain their 'zing', and this

particular instrument in fact 
sounded more like its electric 
counterpart. The rendition was 
definitely not as natural as some, 
but bass definition and clarity 
was quite good. The effect on 
classical music was similar; the 
sound was smooth and somewhat 
lacking in dynamic range, but the 
lack of subtle distortion made 
listening a pleasant and 
encouraging experience.

The '85s seem to have been 
designed with rock music and the 
average audio system in mind; 
this is a logical approach as the 
majority come into that category. 
But whether it makes the grade 
as a hi-fi product is more debate
able; it is perhaps too dependent 
on taste and ancillaries to be 
generally acceptable.

Shortly after completing this 
review Soundtec. informed us 
that when this model undergoes 
an imminent name change from 
PMB 85 to Phone 85 it will also 
lose two of its four drivers and 
become a more conventional 
(more Jecklin-like) beast.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, dynamic

Mass 330g

Size rating very large

Length of cord 3m, coiled

Comfort rating fair

Sound quality rating very good

Price £90

Not only is the Ross RE-2760 the 
only British headphones in this 
test, it is also one of - if not the - 
most up to date designs from an 
aesthetic point of view. Looking 
decidedly post modernist (which 
roughly translates as contempor
ary) Ross has been pursuing a 
design-led policy for some years 
now, and with considerable suc
cess. There is nothing quite like 
making a product potentially 
fashionable in order to improve 
sales - note the boom in personal 
stereos and mountain bikes.

A wide range of design para
meters have been considered in 
creating the 2760s, including 
channel identification (with 
brail markings), ease of manu
facture and robustness. But one 
of the important ones, comfort, 
seems to have suffered in con
sequence. The shape of the 
supra-aural earpads is reason
ably practical, but the way that 
the plastic strap holds them 
against the ears is fundamentally 
uncomfortable, and the 'padding', 
in the form of a rubbery plastic 
covering on the headband is 
really a bit too hard. On the posi
tive side they don't exert too 
much pressure on the ear, but 
this is definitely a try-before-you- 
buy design.

The sound quality produced by 
the mylar dome drive units is a 
little 'thick' with a bass heavy 
balance. The closed back design 

tends to give- the sound a rather 
shut in feel and there is an 
obvious lack of transparency. But 
to be fair there was little in the 
way of distortion or graininess.

Acoustic guitar seems a little 
bit crude and distant, with the 
balance still on the heavy side, 
but a fair amount of information 
was getting through nonetheless.

On orchestral music cellos 
take stage centre, emphasised by 
the warm presentation, and 
soundstages are generally a bit 
confined. However, even at high
' ish levels the sound stays most 
polite and free of any raggedness.

The combination of a warm 
clean sonic presentation, a dual 
sized combination jack plug and 
the closed backs make this a suit
able partnerfor the average per
sonal stereo. Use with a reason
ably neutral domestic system is 
harder to advocate.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, closed

Mass

Size rating

Length of cord

Comfort rating 

Sound quality rating 

Price

-back, dynamic 

150g 

medium

2m, dual jack 

poor 
fair 

£35
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SUMMER STOCK CLEARANCE
Of new boxed (and ex dem marked with an *) equipment. 

FULL GUARANTEE, VERY LIMITED QUANTITY 
Please check availability before ordering.

7^Mail order possible at £3.00per^dem

, NAD MONITOR SERIES
* A&R C200 pre-amp (£299) .../.................................

AR 44BX Speakers (Blk) (£349)......................... ..............
* AR A04 Amplifier (£159) ..../...................................

AR 406 Amplifier (£240}..../.....................................
ARCD04 Player (£289) .../...................................................

................ONLy¥i39

.......................... ONLY £27v9/

.......................... ONLY £89

.......................... ONLY £179

........................O NLY £165

z A unique opoortuhityjo own this superb equipment
NAD 1300 Pre-Amp (£239).......?^..................
NAD 2600 Power Amp ¡£649)...........Z..........
NAD 5300 CD Player (£649)...................\ v 
NAD 6300 Cassette Deck (£649)................\....

.............. ONLV £149

.............. ONLY £349

.............. O NLV £395

............ :.. ONLV £399

AR X04 Receiver (£269) .............................................. .......................... ONLY £179 __ z '
.......................... ONLY £259

SPECIAL OFFERSAR X06 Receiver (£359) ...................................................... Yamaha
Aiwa ADF360 (£119)..... .. ....................................................... ...........................ONLY £ve Nakamichi 10% EXTRA OFF ALL THESE PRC/DUCTS THIS MONTH

• Aiwa ADWX090 (£359) ................................................ ................... '....ONLY £249 Rotel /
Creek 404 Amp (£149) ..1l............................. ............. . ...........ONLY £89

Rogers LS2 Spkr Black (£189)..................../ 
NAD 2155 Power Amp (£229).................Z.....

...............ONLY £139 

...............ONLY £169
Denon DCD300 CD Play èr (£209).................................... ........................... ONLY £159 NAD 2200 Power Amp (389)................Z.......... ...............ONLY £249
Denon DCD600 CD Playe\(£249)....................................

........................... ONLY £189 Onkyo T4130 Tuner (£129).............../............ ...............ONLY £89
Denon DCD1300 CD PlayeM£389)................................. ...........................ONLy £289 Onkyo TX80 Receiver (£199)  Z....................... .............. ONLY £119

* Denon DRM20 (£269)..........3 ............................................. .......................... ONLY £185
Onkyo TX82 Receiver (£289) ...z/............. .
Onkyo DX130 CD Player (£22 ö) ’........................

.............. ONLY £159 

...............ONLY £129• Gale GS402 (Wal) (£699)........\ .................................... ........................... ONLY £395 • Rotel RA20 BX/2 Amp (£149)............................ ...............ONLY £99
• Heybrook HB3 (Teak) (£499)........ ..................................... ...........................ONLY £249 * Rotel RCD 820 DX CD Player (£269)................ .............. ONLY £149

Inca-Tech Clayvere (£365).........'..........Yz^.................. ...........................ONLy £279 Rotel RCD 820 CD Player (£229)...................... ...............ONL Y £129
• Mission PCM 4000 (£399)................................. /??>.  ...........................ONLY £199 Sansui AVX 201 Amp (£139)..............................

S ansui COX101 CDPlayer (£449).....................
.............. ONLY £99 
...............ONLY £299Monitor Audio R700MD Speakers (£269)..............Zz..„.................... ONLY £169 Sansui TVC 701Jüner (£299)............................ .............. ONLY £199

Marantz CD873 (£249).......................... ............................... __ Tannoy DC-1ÖO Speakers (£239)........................

BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS 
248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13 

PHONE: 01-318 5755 OR 01-852 1321 (10.00-?.00PM MON-SAT. CLOSED THURS)

The Radford Renaissance 
range of Valve Amplifiers

for over 25 years, Radford valve 
amplifiers have been held in the 
highest regard by enthusiasts and 
music lovers worldwide. Even 
today, many vintage examples 
are in use- a 'glowing' tribute to 
the Radford name.

With Arthur Radford's blessing, 
Woodside Electronics have intro
duced the Renaissance range.

Hand built to the highest 
standards these new amps, 
incorporate much of today's 
thinking on circuit layout and use 
the latest high specification 
components to bring performance 
right up to date.

Please send full details of the Radford1 Renaissance valve amplifiers 0
■ Loudspeakers □
■ Name:___________________________

I Address:_________________________

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Please 
tick

Tel:.

I
TRIPARTO

DICTRIBUTORS 
FOR RADFORD 
LOUDSPEAKERS

SC 25 AND 
STA 25 PRE 
AND POWER 
AMPLIFIERS

I 
I

-

The Renaissance range includes 
the SC 25 valve pre-amp STA 25 
(50 watt stereo) and M75 (75 watt 
mono) amplifiers.

For full specifications and 
colour leaflet, post the coupon or 
contact your Radford dealer today.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the Radford 
Renaissance Is Its bass -surprisingly good 
for a tube power amp."

Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87. 
"The SC25 provided very good sound 
quality with an air of relaxed and confident
authority" HI-FI Choice, April 88.
"The T90's are about as easy to live with as 
any speaker Ive found."

HI-FI N^ & Record Review, June 84.

T90 RADFORD

Man^cveit oews d^i^  ̂u^r iœ  ̂8t:

Woodside Electronics
Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon p,21 ^^. 0272 8ST611.

USA & rs.roPen

Wercel AReio íHarketing (416)731-97we.



SENNHEISER HD-450 SENNHEISER HD-480
HAYDEN LABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL,
CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. TEL: (0753) 888447.

HAYDENLABORATORIES, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTER^HILL,_ CHALFOnFsT. PETErTbUCKs'sL9 9EW. TEL: (0753) 888447*

The HD 450 is one of the latest 
models from German headphone 
giant Sennheiser. At 135grams 
it's amongst the lightest medium 
sized models in this test, due to 
the remarkably simple modular 
design adopted. As with other 
Semtheiser 'phones this can be 
almost completely dismantled so 
that individual pieces can be 
replaced if need be. However, the 
’'450 must also be amongst the 
most robust headphone around 
and the least likely to need this 

• sort of backup - a bit of a belt and 
braces job, but an admirable one 
in this age of consumer dispos
ables.

The low weight and intelligent 
design makes these supra-aural 
'phones particularly comfortable 
to wear, if maybe a little on the 
warm side. Discerning which way 
round to wear them isn't that 
easy - there are some small in
dented letters at the bottom of 
the strap, but a red marker on 
one cable would have helped 
here. In many ways suitable for 
use with portable music sources, 
they aren't too garish to wear in 
public and come fitted with a 
dual adaptable plug. But being a 
semi-open design they might let 
too much external noise in (or 
internal noise out) for some. 

The 450s turned in a relaxed if
weighty subjective performance,
with a slightly bass heayy tonal
character on rock material. Not

particularly revealing, the rhyth
mic accuracy of the turntable 
nevertheless came across in a 
convincing and smooth manner. 
The far less 'engineered' sound of 
acoustic guitar is rather more 
revealing of a veiled and some
what muddled nature. Though 
still quite informative the sound 
has a rather dead and 'shut in' 
feeling when compared to the 
reference electrostatics (which 
admittedly cost more than ten 
times as much).

Classical music is presented as 
a warm, slightly flat picture - 
smooth and enjoyable if a bit 
lacking in clarity. Despite a cer
tain lack of subtlety and depth, 
melodic and pleasant music is 
nevertheless created from the 
signal.

The HD-450s are • sensibly 
made, comfortable headphones 
that are equally at home in 
domestic and portable circum
stances. If they were a bit more 
revealing a Best Buy would be 
warranted, but as it is Recom
mendation is more realistic.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic

Mass lD5g

Size rating medium

Length of cord 3m, dual jack

Comfort rating good

Sound quality rating lair

Price £27 

The £36.99 Sennheiser HD 480s 
are exactly ten pounds more 
expensive than the HD 450s. 
They look nearly the same, 
though the silver colour here 
makes them look more like robot 
ears than the others. And by spe
cification are, with one excep
tion, exactly alike. That excep
tion is an extra 2002Hz of band
width - two at the bottom of the 
range and the rest at the top.

So where d'ya go from there? 
The headband is made of the 
same indestructible poly- 
whatever-ene, and the detach
able cord uses steel wire to make 
it all the better for garroting 
people with (a very dangerous 
trick not to be attempted with or 
without an adult present).

From a comfort and ease of use 
point of view the 480s are pretty 
good, though some might find the 
earpad pressure a bit wearing in 
the long run, and locating the R 
and L channel indicators takes 
practice .• For personal stereo 
users and owners of the latest 
Mission Gyrus amplifiers the 
jack plug is of the dual fit variety.

Sonically the-HD 480s do vary 
from their cheaper siblings. The 
first run reveals a very warm 
tonal balance which softens the 
edges of notes and takes away 
any crispness in the music. 
Synthesiser bass becomes almost 
squelchy. Generally rock music 
sounds less dynamic than it 

should, and basically a bit too 
smooth. The usually incisive 
acoustic guitar strings were blur
red, and fast picking was easily 
muddled by this lack of clarity. 
Essentially easy going and enjoy
able, there was also a definite 
loss of information.

Classical music came over 
rather better, - instruments gain
ing some depth and body despite 
- or possibly because of - the 
rather bass heayy balance.

Being fairly sensitive, these 
headphones are more suscepti
ble than most to any amplifier 
hum, so I tried them directly into 
a CD player. The overall effect 
was fundamentally the same, the 
music again being couched in a 
cosy ambience that denied full 
range and dynamics.

Despite the extra bandwidth 
accredited to these cans, they 
don't really make the grade and 
can only be commended for use 
with ragged and overbright 
sources. Mind you there are 
plenty of those around!

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, semi

Mass
Size rating

Length of cord

Comfort rating 

Sound quality rating 

Price

-open,dynamic . 

135g 

medium

3m, dual jack 

good 

fair 

£37
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SONY MDR-V3 SONY MDR-V7
SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSEJOUTH STREET, STAJNES, 
MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. TEL: (0784) '67000.

SONY UK LTD., SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, STAINES, 
MIDDLESEX TW18 4PF. TEL: (0784) 67000.

The £30 Sony MDR-V3 is the1east 
expensive, ostensibly domestic, 
Sony headphone to have been 
reviewed by Choice for quite 
some time. Fundamentally a 
scaled down version of the V7, the 
V3 is neat and slickly finished 
with the slogan 'digital monitor' 
printed in gold on the imitation 
leather headstrap. I say imitation 
but it takes a reasonable exami
nation to assess as much, and the 
V3 probably has the highest per
ceived value of all the budget 
headphones in this test.

Ergonomically these supra
aurals are quite well designed. 
Easily adjusted whilst worn, the 
earpads tend to exert rather too 
much pressure for long term 
comfort. I find that cans which 
bend any part of the ear, even 
only slightly, can be wearing after 
a while. The V3s don't feel all that 
secure on the head, but neither 
can they be dislodged without 
frantic movement and would be 
fine as walkphones.

Like the V7 this is a closed- 
back design, using slightly smal
ler (30mm) dynamic drivers. The 
cord is an OFC litz wire type, 
feeding the earpieces in the 
standard 'Y' configuration and 
terminating in your original gold 
plated uni-match plug.

What really marks the V3 out 
from the rest of the budget cans 
is sound quality. Rock material 
gives an impression of remark

able clarity and lack of distortion 
coupled with a fairly even fre
quency response that is only 
noticeably down in the lower 
octaves. The basic character of 
the 'phones seems to be slightly 
bright and shiny, but informative 
at the same time.

The steel strings on Adrian 
Legg's guitar were given an 
appropriately jangly and bright 
sound that was more lively than 
that of the reference. The Mozart 
piece was reproduced with a 
good sense of space that allowed 
some of the dynamic subtlety to 
be heard. Comparatively some 
slight hardness was noticeable, 
but unlike many renditions this 
one didn't become overly smooth 
and bland but retained some bite 
and flavour.

All in all the MDR-V3 is a quite 
exceptional little headphone at 
the price. Perhaps a bit forthright 
for more ragged sources, it is 
obvious Best Buy material 
nonetheless.

GENERAL DATA
Type

Mass

supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic

150g

Size rating 

length of cord 

Comfort rating 

Sound quality rating 

Price

small

3m, dual jack 

fair

good 

£30

Our last headphone review took a 
look at two Sony V models, the 4 
and 6. This time w? have the 
models immediately above and 
below those two. The £70MDR-V7 
is one of the most expensive 
closed-back designs in this test 
group and bears the motif 'studio 
monitor' proudly on its head
band. Like many Japanese mod
els the V'I is keen to let you know 
of its digital readiness, which is 
no doubt a profitable if meaning
less bandwagon on which to 
jump.

In a similar vein to the Aiwa 
Excelias the V7 has oval ear
pieces that are angled to suit the 
backwards slant of the ear when 
the weight bearing headstrap is 
resting on the top of the head -a 
sensible idea that seems to work 
quite well. Although deemed cir
cumaural by Sony, the earpieces 
themselves are only a little over 
medium sized and therefore fail 
to work in a circumaural fashion. 
Consequently they are not parti
cularly comfortable, but neither 
are they unpleasant to wear.

The audio oriented ingre
dients include an oxygen free 
copper litz cord that terminates 
in a gold plated dual sized jack 
plug. (One might question the 
benefit of this given the limited 
availability of gold plated jack 
sockets as yet.)

More important is whether any 
of these novelties make the V7 a 

good transducer. My impression 
is that. they do. Rock material 
delivers a very classy sound with 
plenty of muscle. The frequency 
response doesn't appear to have 
any obvious lumps, and various 
electronic instruments each fit 
coherently into the mix.

The acoustic guitar sound is 
also impressive with plenty of 
vitality and depth. Next to the 
reference a lack of transparency 
and low frequency extension was 
noted, but the V7 did very well for 
a closed back design.

Only on orchestral music was 
the V7's subordination to the 
reference obvious, as it couldn't 
match the electrostatic's remark- 

• able ability to pick up on every 
nuance in the music. However, 
the textured and fairly dynamic 
presentation was hard not to 
enjoy.

Sony has produced a closed- 
back headphone that seems to 
work well even if it's not as subtle 
as its peers. Recommendation is 
most definitely in order.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic

Mass

Size rating 

length of cord 

Comfort rating 

Sound quality rating 

Price

230g 

medium

3m, dual jack 

very good 

very good

£70
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STAX SR84 STAX GAMMA PRO/SRD-X
PATH GROUP PLC, UNIT_2, DESBOROUGHIND. PARK_ _ _  
HIGH WYCOMBE,"BUCKS HPÎHbG. TEL: Ä)«»

PATH GROUPPLC, UNIT2, DESBOROUGHJND^PARK,_ _ _  HIGh'wYCOMBE. BUCKS HP12 3BG. TEL: (0494)159981.

The Stax SR84, or Lambda 
Junior as it's sold, is made up -of 
the SR-80 headphones and the 
SRD-4 adaptor. The SR-80 uses 
electret drivers - electrets are 
the electrostatic equivalent of 
permanent magnets, and there
fore hold a constant electric 
charge and don't require a DC 
voltage to operate. Although very 
popular in microphones, head
phone applications are less com
mon; to my knowledge Audio 
Technica are the only other com
pany to market such models in 
the UK.

A major drawback with using 
an adaptor is that it has to sit in 
the loudspeaker signal path. The 
adaptor's own very basic copper 
cables attach to the amplifier's 
outputs and the loudspeaker 
cables are then connected to the 
adaptor's spring clips. This is 
obviously no problem if you're a 
headphone junky, but represents 
a bit of a compromise for normal 
loudspeaker use. No doubt a 
dedicated tweak could replace 
the adaptor's cables and connec
tors, but I don't suppose that 
would do the guarantee any good.

The SR-80 'earspeakers' (as 
Stax call them) are fairly light 
and comfortable supra-aural 
affairs, with properly open backs 
and a flat lead that terminates in 
a Stax five pin plug. Finish is 
exemplary but construction 
doesn't look all that robust, so 

keep them away from the kids.
This combo managed to make 

a much more coherent and 
detailed job of rock material than 
most of the dynamic 'phones. The 
sound still isn't as open as the 
reference and doesn't have the 
bass extension, but is still ex
tremely clean and revealing.

Acoustic guitar music has good 
neutrality and notes seem far 
more deliberate and organised 
than usual. A bit harder and flat
ter than the reference at times, 
the '84 almost equalled it on 
information.

Most impressive of all was per
formance with orchestral music, 
which had much more of its full 
acoustic than usual, while the 
dynamic range was allowed to 
shine through with plenty of 
drama.

The 'stats' are still ahead on 
absolute naturalness, but these 
electrets turned in an elegant 
performance that would embar
rass many loudspeakers at twice 
the price. Recommendation is 
the only, obvious conclusion.

GENERAL DATA
Type supra-aural, open-backed, electret

Mass 250g

Size rating medium

length of cord 2.5m

Comfort rating verygood

Sound quality rating very good

Price £210

Used as the reference throughout 
this review, the Stax SR-Gamma 
Pro electrostatic earspeakers 
and SRD-X Pro drive unit are 
priced at £295.95 and £229.95 
respectively. Our last headphone 
review looked at the standard 
version of the Gamma, used with 
one of their conventional ener- 
gisers. This time around we're 
examining the 'professional' ver
sion, and using the SRD-X driver. 
The primary advantages that the 
Pro models have over their less 
expensive siblings are thinner 
diaphragms - 1.5 rather than 2 
microns - and a wider gap 
between the electrodes for the 
diaphragm to move in. This in 
turn requires a higher polarising 
voltage of 580volts.

The Gamma has large oval cir
cumaural ear pieces that com
bine with medium weight and a 
wide headstrap to make an extre
mely comfortable headphone.

A major drawback with elec
trostatic headphones used to be 
that the energiser units needed 
to be connected in line with the 
loudspeaker signal, but Stax have 
come up with a series of drive 
boxes which can be plugged into 
any line output. The SRD-X Pro is 
the least expensive such example 
available in the UK and runs off 
the mains via a 12 volt trans
former (or alternatively uses 
batteries). It is essentially an 
energiser with a built in amplifier 

and has its own volume control.
The sound quality of the Pros 

is in a class of its own compared 
to the other units in this test. 
Certain models are able to com
pete in certain respects but the 
Pro is most impressive overall. 
On all material a natural, relaxed 
character doesn't seem to miss a 
thing. Retrieval of subtle infor
mation is the essential strength, 
and I would challenge conven
tional loudspeakers costing two 
or three times as much to come 
up with the nuances that the 
Gamma finds in recordings. 
Classic Decca SXL recordings 
really lived up to their reputation 
when listened to with these; the 
dynamic range is quite stagger
ing.

But I've run out of space 
before I've started. In a nutshell 
the Gamma Pro/SRD-X Pro com
bination is one which can tempt 
me away from loudspeakers at 
times; there are few higher 
Recommendations for a head
phone.

GENERAL DATA
Type circumaural, open-backed, electrostatic

Mass 250g

Size rating large

length of cord 2.5m

Comfort rating ve'Y good

Sound quality rating excellent

Price Gamma Pro/SRD-X Pro £296/£230
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LISTEN TO US

But.

DON'T LISTEN TO US

Goo magazine, goo dealer, goood choice.

IN HI-FI

BRITISH.^HIGH FIDELITY

"Choosing a gtood Hi-Fi Dealer is the most vital step in 
• acquiring the system thatis right for you." Hi-Fi Choice.

So.... until the advent of the paper transistor.... In Hi-Fi 
(Edinburgh and Norways ’favourite Hi-Fi shop) invites 
you to get an earful of.....

Stick your ear as close as you like 
to Hi-Fi Choice and (excellent though 
the magazine is) you will not be able to hear 
the equipment reviewed. Sorry.

Audiolab, A&R, Beard, Cambridge, Conrad Johnson, 
Denon, Quicksilver, Magnepan, Roksan; Manticore 
Mantra, Marantz, Yamaha, Kef, Meridian,. Kreil, 
Mission and much more.

63 George Street, Edooburgh 031-225 8854

Visit one of our dealers listed below to hear the Recommended LS2 
and the Best Buy LS6 plus our new LS7t and Studio 1A. Find out why 
we set the standards. *

SCOTLAND’S BEST HI-FI SHOP FOR EARS

setting
 the sta

ndard i
n louds

peaker
s 0) BRISTOL 

CAMBRIDGE 
CHANDLERS FORD 
CHELMSFORD 
COLCHESTER 
CROYDON 
EDINBURGH

FOLKESTONE 
GLASGOW 
HUDDERSFIELD 
LEEDS 
LEICESTER 
LIVERPOOL 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W1 
LONDON W2 
LONDON W5 
LONDON WC2 
LONDON WC2 
LONDON SW19 
MANCHESTER 
PETERBOROUGH 
RAYLEIGH 
READING 
ROTHERHAM 
SEVENOAKS 
WARRINGTON

Radford Hi Fi, 52/3 Gloucester Road
Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victqria Road 
Hampshire Audio, 8/12 Hursley Road 
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 216 Moulsham Street (on the Parkway) 
Lyon Audio, 16 Peartree Business Centre, Stanway 
Spaldings, 352/4 Lower Addiscombe Road 
Hi Fi Corner, 1 Haddington Place', 
I n Hi Fi, 63 George Street 
V.J. Hi-Fi, 29 Guildhall Street
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street 
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 4 Cross Church Street 
Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane 
Alpha Electronics, 1 Guildhall Lane 
W. A. Brady, 401 Smithdown Road 
Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road 
K.J. Leisuresound, 26 New Cavendish Street 
Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow Road 
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, 27 Bond Street, Ealing 
W. A. Brady, 18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road
M. O’Brien Hi Fi, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village 
The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street 
The Hi-Fi People, 42 Cowgate 
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High Street
Reading Hi Fi Centre, 6 Harris Arcade, Friar Street 
Moorgate Acoustics, 2 Westgate 
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 111 London Road 
Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway

SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 1 HX. Telephone: 01 -640 2172



SOUND DECISION LTD w 
Retailers of fine quality Audio equipment

Stockists include:
• Audio Innovations • A&R Cambridge • DNM Design • 

Denon • Dual • Townshend International • Gale • 

Heybrook • KEF • Marantz • Mission • QED • RATA • 

Revolver • Rotel • Ruark • Snell • Musical Fidelity

1 06 Harley Road, Sale, Cheshire M33 1 FP 
Telephone: 061 969 1074

PR SOUNDS
STOCKISTS OF

AKAI AUDIO EXCELLENCE RANGE, 
PIONEER, JVC, DUAL, ARISTON, 
BOWERS AND WILKINS, DENON, 

ETC.

5 KING STREET, MELKSHAM, 
WILTSHIRE

TELEPHONE: 0225 708045

THE AUDIO SHOP
HI-FISPECIALISTS

. Appointed stockists of'-
Tannoy • Mordaunt Short • Castle • Royd • Infinity • B&W • 
Goodmans • Dual • Mantra • QED • Revolver • Ion Systems 
(Nytech) • Nagaoka • Audio Technica • Goldring • Ortofon •. 

Philips • Target • BLQ • Goodman^ • Foundation • 
Denon • Rote!

(Demonstration Room)

Coffee Tavern Court, 
37a High Street, Rushden.

Tel: (0933) 56651

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
A & R, Creek, B&W. r^ N^^mtchi • Heybrook. I 
Dual, Unn, Meridian, Quad, Philips, Teac 

and many other leading brands. 

jnickwm
(HI-FI SPECIALISTS) LTD.

45 Radford Road, Nottingham. 
Telephone (0602)783862

* with listening room

* demonstrations in store and in home

* onIy quaI1. ty aud1"0, T.V. & Video

* THE BEST PRICES & DEALS

OPENING SOON
IN

STEVENAGE
We will be at:

57, High Street, 

Old Stevenage, 
Hertfordshire.

or provisionally call Stephen on 0767 50776

Full range of innovative quality handmade
loudspeakers with the world famous name for 

excellence in sound reproduction

THE BRITISH LOUDSPEAKERS THE 
JAPANESE BUY

JORDAN WATTS LTD
(Manufacturers & Distributors)
Benlow Works, Silverdale Road
Hayes, Middx UB3 3BW
Tel: 01^573 6928 & 4260
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

BUY! SELL! EXCHANGE!
We accept for cash or exchange ALL 2nd hand 

Audio & Video equipment.

Everything accepted in ANY condition - 
absolutely NOTHING refused !

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 

Open 7 days 10am-8pm
Tel: 01-727 0424



AUnOSCfNf
QUALITY HI-FIDELITY CHESTERFIELD
SOME FAMOUS NAMES YOU'LL FIND

MUSICAL FIDELITY : INCATECH 
RUARK . CELESTION : GALE : 
MARANTZ : ROTEL : KENWOOD 
SME : MOTH : EROS : SPICA :

D.N.M.: ALPHASON . REVOLVER 
MISSION . NAD : DENON : ITL ;

: PINK TRIANGLE : DUAL . ROCK 
CAMBRIDGE . AT : PHILIPS CD

CHATSWORTH ROAD, BRAMPTON
CHESTERFIELD 

TELEPHONE: 204005

AYLESBURY 
HIGH-FIDELITY

son-y: REGIONAL WINNER
^^1 J FOR THE BEST DEALER 

IN THE THAMES VALLEY

98 CAMBRIDGE STREET, r 
AYLESBURY, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

Telephone: 0296 28790

ASHTON AUDIO VISUAL 
SPECIALISTS

TARGET, RUARK, TIORENS, ARISTON, ^AR^DALE, 
TDK, THATS, SONY, ROBERTS, C^STION, MORDAUNT-SHORT, 

TANNOY, KENWOODJVC, TOSHIBA, JBL, LINX, MONSTER CABLE, 
VAN DEN ^, DENON,^^^^, PROTON, NAD, ROTEL, AR, 

NAKAMICHI, INCATACH, QUAD

6 HIGH STREET SO^ra, DUNST ABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE.
TEL; 0582 60806080

^^a's Club - ^mencan Extras - Visa - Credit Broken 
^Open Monday to Sa^^y 9.00am - SJ^rn (6 on ^Fridays)

WÄR B&W
L____________ a

Norman H. Field STOCKISTS OF:-

ALBANY HOUSE.
HURST STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM 86 4BJ
Telephone: 021-622 2323

8

A/WA - BEYER-B&W-CASTLE-DUAL-MISSION-

MORDAUNT-SHORT-NAGAOKA-NAKAMICHI-ORTOFON

-PIONEER-PH/LIPS (CD) -SENNHEISER-TARGET-

YAMAHA

24 Arundel Way, Portsmouth 
Tel: 0705 811230

ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE, LONDON SI 
. TEL: 01-771 7787

2 singles peaker demonstration rooms, Instant Credit Facilities'

All equipment deliver 0-& installed. Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc.

Interest Free Credit. 2 year warrani

Open 1 0-6pm, Six days a week - Closed all day Wednesday

HOPKINS Hi-Fi
THE SPECIALISTS 

Stockists of:
*Technics * Quad * Denon * NAD * Yamaha * Acoustic 
Research * Bose * B+W * Celestion * Dual * Mordaunt- 
Short * JPL * Cambridge Audio * Onkyo * QED* Tannoy 

* Trio/Kenwood * Heybrook * Monitor Audio * Harman 
Kardon * Celet

Demonstration Lounge 
Fully qualified engineers on premises

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH, 
HANTS P01 5BX. Tel: 0705 822155 

Hi-fi Markets
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,52 SOUTH STREET • TORQUAY TQ2 5AA 
Tel: (0803) 23094

Superb demonstration lounge

Koss,,Senheisser, Dual, Sansui, Exposure, lncatech,
‘ Sondex, Harman Kardon, Rogers, Mordaunt-Short, 

Celestian, Townshend, Ortofon, Nagaoka, Audio Technica, 
Philips, Target, That's, Maxell, Chord, Teac, Systemdek 
Evening & weekend dems ourpleasure. By appointment.

Credit facilities and repairs'

DENON, MARANIZ, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, KENWOOD, 
QED, PIO^ER. Y^^^, DUAL, ARISTON, 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, MORDAUNT-SHORT,KEF, 
WHARFEDALE, TANNOY,AND CELEF

72 Terininus Road. Eastbourne.
East Sussex, BN21 3LX 

Tel: (0323) 640911

AKG, AR, AIWA, A&R, AVANCE, ARISTON, ALPHASON, B&W, BOSE, BEYER, 
CASTLE, CELESTION, CAMBRIDGE, DENON, DUAL, dbx, ELITE ROCK, 
HARMON KARDON, HEYBROOK, INCA TECH, INFINITY, KEF, KENWOOD’ 
LUXMAN, MARANTZ, MONITOR AUDIO, MICHELL, MO N STER CABLE, 
MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELIAL, MYST, NAD, NAKAMICHI, 
NAGAOKA, PMB, ONKYO, PIONEER, PHILIPS (CD), QED, QUAD, REVOLVER, 
REVOX, ROKSAN, ROTEL, SOUNDEX, SPENDOR, SANSUI, STAX, 
SENNHEISER, TANNOY, TARGET, TEAC, THORENS, VdH, WHARFEDALE’ 
YAMAHA.
• LATE NIGHT THURSDAY • INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1 ,MO 
• MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME
• ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, AMEX, DINERS CLUB.

Bryants Hi-fi 

81 High Street, 
Aldershot, 
Hants.
Tel: 0252-20728

45 HIGH STREET, HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX 
TEL: 01-570 7512

* Full Demonstration Facilities *

* Single Speaker Listening Room *

If we don't have it in stock we will obtain it for you at 
a generously discounted price.

HI-FI MARKELS

THE AUDIO CENTRE
Hi-Fi Specialists in Northern Ireland

MAIN DEALER FOR SANSUI - The Audio file range of 
products. Hi-Fi Choice - Best Buys, Amplifiers, Compact Discs 
& Tuners - any CD, Video & TV - the complete range in stock. 

NEC Video & TV - complete range in stock. 
DUAL TURNTABLES, DENON CD Players

OPEN: 9-6pm (excluding Thursday)

84 Bridge Street, Portadown, 
Northern Ireland 

Telephone: 0762 358059

SHROPSHIRE HI-FI
THE HI-FI SPECIALIST

ARISTON. AUDIO TECHNICA, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CELEF.
DENON, DUAL, HEYBROOK, INFINITY, MANTRA, 

MORDAUNT SHORT. MUSICAL FIDELITY, MONITOR AUDIO. 
MARANTZ, PROAC, QED, ROTEL. TARGET, TEAC, ETC.

Demonstration Room. Free Parking. Free lnstallatton. Repairs

CLOSED THURSDAY

SHROPSHIRE HI-FI, ST. MICHAEL’S STREET, 
SHREWSBURY 0743 232317

SMC GROUP

NICHOLLS HI-FI

Sony e.s. specialists V

Also stocking: \

TECHNICS, TRIO, WHARFEDALE, MORDAUNT^ 
SHORT, HARMAN KARDON, LUX, JBL, PROTON, 

K THORENS, TRIO-KENWOOD.

\nicholls hi-fi
430-434 Lee High Road, Lewisham, <

London SEÌ^. Telephon^U)1-852^ (

e HOME INSTALATIONS 

e INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

e MORDANT SHORT 

e HOME DEMONSTATIONS 

e ION SYSTEMS

e 3 YEAR GUARANTEE 

e EXPOSURE

e LINN PRODUCTS

e ERVOLVER 

e heybr^k 
e DENON 

e epos 
e ROKSAN 

e ROYD 

e CREEK 

e A&R

OERn 1ALm^6pm. Thurs 10am^8pm 
Closed Sundays & Mondays

1 HOLBURY DROVE PRECINCT 
HOLBURY NR FAWLEY HANTS 

TEL: 0703 8ERAL



Analog Audio
First Class Separates from Marantz.

Also stockists of AR,Denon, Dual, Harman/Kardon, 
Jamo, Kenwood, Luxman, Mordaunt-Short, NAD, 
Onkyo, Proton, Rotel, Teac, Thorens, Tannoy + 

Yamaha.

Now in stock 
Monitor PC Cables for sound improvement. 

Access and Barclaycard Welcome. 

ANALOG AUDIO
849 HIGH RD., LONDON N12. 01-445 3267

PETER ELLIS AUDIO

AIWA, DENON, DUAL, KENWOOD, SONY, TEAC, TECHNICS, 
AUDIO TECHNICA, SENNHEISER, STAX and other products

SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM 
AVAIt1BLE.

PLEASE PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

29 Kirkgate, Newark, Nottingham 
(0636) 704571

MANDERS HI-FI LTD
For Nakamichi, Quad, Dual, Hafler, Luxman, 

Denon, Revox, Sansui, Harman-Kardon, A+R, 
Thorens, QED, Spendor, Monitor Audio, 

Rotel, Ariston, Revolver, Technics etc.

2 Edward St, Grimsby, 
Humberside 
04.72-351391

C^1Ct1ESTER 
t11Ct1 FIUELI-n' 

v
Appointed Stockists of A & R Cambridge, ^rnon, 
Castle, Creek Audio, Goldring, Linn, Nairn, Quad, 
Rega, Rogers, SME, Monitor Audio, N^^ichi, 

Roksan, Royd, Spondor, Tannoy

40 Little London, Chichester, W. Sussex 
Telephone 0243 776402 
(Cl^od al day Monday)

. I

ST5
Holds 120 records 
price £44

ST2
Holds 480 records 
price £140

ST1 .
Holds 600 records 
price £166

The Professional Sound Storage System 
Direct from the Manufacturer

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system 
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries through- 
outthe country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.

Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available 
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.

You have a choice of the NRecord Collection" which consists of five 
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or 
NThe Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a 
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just 
right for you.

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five 
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look 
good wherever you choose to keep them.

You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-3902101 or send coupon belowto:-
ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

--------------------------------------------------------------
i Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
: brochure. '
I
I

Name .........................................................................................................
I
1 Address .....................................................................................................

ST4 M «
Holds 240 records
price £84

All pnces are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

ST3
Holds 360 recor
price £114

ds

L
Tel No t1



THE DIRECTORY
The Hi-Fi Choice Dliectory was conceived 
as a reference guide to all the audio 

products reviewed by Choice that are 
currently available. At present this runs 

to some 700 plus products split into 
suitable categories, each with its own 
introduction containing information about 
the product type and its applications. 
They are particularly relevant to the 
uninitiated first time buyer and help sort 
out the order of priorities when buying a 
piece of equipment

Each product along with its retail price is placed 
in its respective category in alphabetical order. For 
instance the Acoustic Research EBJOJ is presently 
at the beginning of the Turntables and Tonearms 
section; however, the Anston R090 Superwrheads 
the Motor Units section as it is sold and was 
reviewed as a separate component - requiring a 
separate arm_ Where there are several products with 
the same name but different model numbers these 
are in price ascending order.

Then come the ratings for the standard achieved 
in laboratory and listening tests, with the exception 
of certain product groups where lab tests were not 
carried out One important point to remember is that 
they cannot be used to compare products from 
different categories - ie a cassette deck rated 
'excellent' in sound quality will not usually offer 

the same standard of fidelity as a similarly rated 
turntable or CD player (unless you can get hold of 
first generation copies of the master tape I).

The Comments column contains a potted 
summary based on the original review, emphasising 
the salient points of a product's character and sonic 
performance. The space available doesn't allow for 
great detail but in the 20 or so words we have 
attempted to put across the essence of the review, 
in some cases using quotes from the review itself. 
Obviously, rmportant information on compatibility or 
auxiliary equipment used in the test cannot be 
included, and it is best to refer to the original 
review for this, of which more later.

The next column{s) varies from category to 
category but is usually either features or 
specifications, the former being facilities available 
on a cassette deck or amplifier or the type of drive 
system on a turntable_

Specifications vary with product type but usually 
relate to suitability or capability, for rnstance arm 
matching figures are given wrth the cartridges which 
tie in with the mass figures for the tonearms 
themselves, making it easier to avoid compliance/ 
mass mismatches.

Perhaps the most influential letters in the 
Directory are those found in the Value column, the 
Rs and BBs denoting the Recommended and Best Buy 
ratings that are appended to products we consider 
meritworthy . The Best Buy tag means that a product 
not only offers good sound quality but is reasonably 
priced as welL With source components a price 

limit of approximately £300 is usually used as a 
guide. Recommended means that either the 
performance of a product is particularly good 
rrrespective of price or, alternatively that a good 
value standard is achieved but overall attainment 
falls short of Best Buy classification. An ideal 
situation would be to choose suitably priced Best 
Buy or Recommended products from relevant 
categories and create a Best Buy system, but, due to 
the variety in tonal balance that exists in much 
audio equipment {especially the electromechanical 
elements - ie cartridge and speaker) system 
building is not quite that simple. These ratings make 
a useful guidelrne for shortlisting components, but 
only experiencing the actual combination will tell 
you whether it works for you

The final column contains a reference to the 
issue of HiFi Choice which featured the complete 
review. If you wrsh to get a better rdea of a product 
by reading the complete review it is possible to 
order a copy {rf still in print) through our back issues 
department Every Choice issue contains a Back 
Issues page for this purpose.

The Directory is constantly updated with the 
latest reviews and price changes as well as having 
discontinued products removed. If a listed product is 
updated to a 'mark two' form and the alterations are 
purely cosmetic or not too extensive we sometimes 
leave the product in with its current model number 
and an asterisk to denote that it has changed since 
our ongrnal review was published

Pre-packaged one-make systems have been 
commercially very successful, with advantages like 
cosmetic consistency, competitive pricing, and 
{assumed) technical compatibility_ However, 
despite the mass market clout of the consumer 
electronics giants, the hi-fi tradition of specialised 
separate components seems as strong as ever, and 
certainly represents the route taken by those who 
place sound quality ahead of other criteria.

Yet those who choose the separates route still 
have lingering doubts - usually completely 
unjustified - over the compatibility of components 
from different manufacturers. Gross 
incompatibilities are very rare nowadays, only 
likely to rear their heads amongst the most exotic 
components. Here the delicate art of 
'supercompatibility' really takes over the major role 
and might be regarded as the key to 'real' hi-fi.

There are now three different pre-recorded music 
media competing for the attention of the hi-fi user, 
and to go for all three will either cost a lot of money 
or involve substantial compromises in the sound 
quality of each. For this reason many separates 
purchasers may start with just one source, adding 
others or a tuner when funds permit

There will always be controversy over the 
relative qualities of LP, CD and cassette. LP is still 
the choice for ultimate sound quality - particularly 
for those prepared to spend a substantial sum on a 
good quality turntable system. Furthermore the vinyl 
repertoire is still the cheapest, largest and most 
varied.

Cassette has never really challenged vinyl's 
superior quality, but it is a multrple role format, 
offering 'go anywhere' flexibility, a uniquely useful 
recording capability, plus a broad catalogue of pre
recorded musicassette materiaL. As a Hi-fi medium 
cassette suffers from pre-recorded material which 
has been improving but is still patchy in quality, and 
can usually be bettered by a home recording. There 
is also the worry that a tape made on a specific 
machine usually replays best on that machine, 
which may cause aggravation when upgrading a few 
years hence. lt is worth remembering that though 
such opportunities are rarely possible or practical, a 
live recording onto cassette using good quality 
microphones can be the hi-fi equal of any other 
source.

CD is the latest challenger to these two 
established media, using a digital instead of 
analogue storage format The sound quality remains 
controversial, hailed as near perfect by its fans but 
derided by vinyl freaks, so it is probably fairest to 
say that CD is fine for most listeners, but may not 
suit everyone; certainly the lack of background 
noise, defects and deterioration over time are major 
strengths

While there will always be arguments about the 
different music storage and transmission formats 
available to the hi-fi listener, there is also 
controversy over the relative importance of the 
different components which make up the system 
chain - by which is meant the source, the 
amplification, and the loudspeakers {and for the 
pedantic the room itself, though there's often little 
that can be done here)

For many years the 'weakest link' theory 
proposed that the loudspeakers needed the most 
attention, that amplifrers merely had to have 
sufficient power, and that turntables were pretty 
well perfect However, this perspective has become 
steadily discredited by an alternative 'theory of 
precedence', which stresses that no subsequent 
component can make up for the inadequacies of its 
predecessors - all it can do is supply its own 
additional degradations. In such a context it is not 
uncommon to find more than half the system budget 
allocated to the record player, wrth scrimping and 
saving made on amplifiers and loudspeakers, even 
though these are used all the time whatever the 
source.

Choosing the components of a system is only 
part of the task of getting the system as a whole 
working as well as possible. Good turntables and 
loudspeakers both benefit to a surprising degree 
from proper support - from stands that enable them 
to give their best performance, whether floor
standing or wall mounted.

Siting of components within a room can play a 
significant role, as can the room itself. Some people 
may prefer an acoustically more 'live' room than 
others, but most will agree that the larger it is the 
better, because this tends to provide smoother and 
better extended bass reproduction. All rooms create 
reflections and standing waves, and the effects of 
these are more severe if all opposing walls are 
parallel, similar distances apart, and with hard 
reflective surfaces. Provided that the loudspeakers 
can be placed fairly symmetrically, slight 
asymmetry elsewhere in the room is usually helpfuL

The loudspeakers are most critical of placement, 
because it is their job to create the stereo image, 
and it will be impossible to do this if the sound from 
each is not roughly similar at the listening position. 
Each loudspeaker should operate in a similar 
immediate acoustic environment, unencumbered by 
other furnishings and structure, and a similar 
distance from listener, nearby walls, and corners. 
Some loudspeakers are designed to operate close to 
a rear wall, others a metre or so out into the room, 
but all loudspeakers benefit from being closely 
mechanically coupled via proper stands to the floor. 

There is some debate about the best form of
fixing, however, adjustable spikes through to the

floor proper or seated into the tops of cross-head 
screws are generally regarded as the best solution 
in most circumstances. There is no need for paranoia 
about using spikes through normal pile carpets 
because the holes will be almost impossible to find 
when the stands are removed.

Most decent quality turntables are fairly immune 
to feedback from loudspeakers, so it should not 
matter too much if these items are sited fairly close 
to each .other. Indeed it is debatable whether any 
advantages gained from keeping the turntable well 
away are not lost through the need to use longer 
connecting cables.

Mixing and matching the components of a record 
player to get optimum results can be something of a 
black art, over and beyond the fairly simple 
business of choosing a cartridge of roughly the right 
compliance to suit the arm •effective mass. Certainly 
the combining of turntables and tonearms is not a 
simple matter, and this is where a good specialist 
dealer will come into his own, both in terms of 
recommending good combinations from the models 
he holds in stock, and then in correctly carrying out 
the sometimes tricky set up procedures which are 
often required to get the best results.

The key to getting the best results from a 
separates system lies rn finding an experienced and 
skilled dealer in the first place, one who takes the 
trouble to find out what you really want and then 
demonstrate some likely alternatives, without trying 
to cram his own particular prejudices down your 
throat To some extent the customer's task must be 
to discover for hrmself whether the dealer in 
questron is competent or not. Membership of trade 
organrsatrons like BADA can be a worthwhile pointer 
to a degree of professionalism, but the bottom line 
is whether the dealer in question can create a good 
sound in his own shop. If he can't, there is precious 
little chance of him doing so in your home. The best 
dealers should lay on demonstrations so you can 
hear the differences between components for 
yourself, and hear the sort of rmprovements which 
can be had at different price strata. You can then 
establish the sort of performance you are prepared to 
accept within whatever budgetary constraints you 
have set

The Directory has been compiled so that it can be 
used by Choice readers as a buying guide. A guide in 
the sense that you should use the information in it to 
make a shortlist of equipment suited to your needs 
and budget, and then audition it at a dealers before 
taking the plunge_ Because tastes inevitably differ it 
would be unwise to buy purely on the basis of our 
recommendation and dealers are the most 
experienced people around when it comes to making 
systems work as a whole.

HI-FI CHOICE ^^ OCTOBER 1988
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The schizophrenic split between consumer improvements, but lack so-called convenience quality rating is based on results achieved using a
electronics and 'real hi-fi' is most obvious amongst features (that practised users often find irksome). high quality system-but in point of fact the
turntables The former are supplied simply as a Such turntables at the cheaper end of the market turntable is usually the limiting factor soundwise in
means of playing vinyl in a system context Cheaply (sub-£3501 tend to be supplied with matching any system. lab performance summarises the
manufactured in the Far East, these are complete tonearm, and often include a 'starter' cartridge. Still speed stability, vibration generation and
players with a variety of automatic facilities, better quality is found at higher prices amongst the environmental isolation of turntables, along with the
sometimes tied into system remote control. But separate motor units and tonearms. Careful friction, alignment and adjustment of tonearms. The
engineering compromises severely limit sound partnering and set-up is essential for these tonearm's physical characteristics also define a
quality, cartridge choice may be P-mount restricted, individual components, but 'naturally sympathetic' range of mechanically compatible cartridges (see
and such machines are rarely stocked by specialist combinations do exist, and the good dealer can help. cartridge listings).
hi-fi dealers these days. Listed separately as integrated players and as

Specialist turntables offer big sound quality turntable motor units and tonearms, our sound

NAME 
■ PRICE

■ LAB
■ SOUND

■ COMMENTS ■ FEATURES 
ARM EFF. MASS

■ VALUE ■ BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Acoustic Research EB101 

£230
Good 
Good

This genuine high fidelity product offers an impressive package at a competitive price Subchassis, manual, 13.5g BB 48

Alphason Sonata/HR-100S-MCS Excellent 
£695/£412 Good

Highly capable audiophile system with real resolution and control. Bass is powerful and dynamic 
ability unbridled

Manual, subchassis, belt drive, 
10g

R 60

Ariston 0-Deck 

£140
Good
Averace+

Well engineered and good sounding low cost package which is both easy to set up and to use Semi-auto, belt drive, solid BB 55

Ariston RD60

£219
Good 
Good

With the Enigma arm, this balanced and communicative turntable falls only slightly short of the 
RD90 on sound qua :v

Manual, belt drive, subchassis, 
11.5g

BB 48

Ariston RD40 0/Enigma 

£388
Average + 
Good

Worth considering for stylish appearance and decent performance, but undermined by RD60 in value 
for money terms

Man/electromc, belt drive, 
subchassis, I 1 hp

48

Bang and Olufsen TX2 

£288
Average + 
Average+

Fully automatic, it can interlace to B&O's remote control system, is attractively styled and even 
sounds .-espectable'

Automatic, belt drive, subchassis, 
(B&O carts. on v:

48 (Summar;l

Dual CS583-1 

£125
Poor
Average

Slated as a replacement for the CS505, the 503-1 needs careful system matching to mask rumble 
and ó borfcii? but is good to benefit from a better cart'd®

Semi auto, belt drive, low mass 
arm

R 55

Dual CS5000

£200
Average
Average+

The rare 78 facility may give grandma's collection a new lease of life but the player did not merit 
recommendation on pt a vs sound

Electronic, belt drive, subchassis, 
10g

48

Goldmund ST4

£4,000
Very Good 
Excellent

The Studio turntable takes on a cheaper tonearm than the T3F, yet provides a similar reference 
standard objective and subjective performance at £2,000 less, in a neatly integrated though bulky 
uackage.

Solid subchassis, direct drive, 
parallel arm, detachable headshell

R 60

Heybrook TT2 turntable & arm 

£279/£249
Average 
Good +

A gradual process of.nformed evolution and a sensibly designed arm combine to make this a good 
sound ru middle of tie road paboag:: Well scpiwted in dealers

Manual subchassis motor with arm, 
belt drive, its

R 55

Kuzma Stabi/Stogi 

£575/£349
Average + 
Stabi: Good;
Stogi:
Excellent

Stabi s powerful, spacious tut not sufficiently subtle. Stogi is an excellent all rounder with even 
spread of abilities.

Manual, belt drive, subchassis. 
12 5g

Stogi: R 60

Linn Axis 

£345
Good + 
Good +

Setting new periormance-for-price standards this cleverly engineered and competent deck has 
of the opalines of the Sondek LP12

Electronic, belt drive, semi 
subchassis, Ids

BB 48/Coll

Linn Sondek/lttok (Troika) 

£509/0420 (£6251
Excellent 
Excellent

Superb sound - the best LPI2 combination yet. The Troika gives the system real solidity and 
site itch ng the deck and arm tbo'ilms to the full

Manual subchassis player, belt 
drive, Us

R 60

Manticore Mantra

£30000 (Arm)
Good +
Good +

Fitted with a Rega RB250 arm variant and AT95E cartridge the Mantra fared very well indeed with 
a fine ire bobo and coed focus

Subchassis, 12g, manual BB 48/Coll

NAD 5120 

£90
Average 
Average-

Offering near hi-fi quality on a suspended sub-chassis deck fitted with an Ortofon OMIO cartridge 
can't be bad at this pt use

Semi-automatic, subchassis, 9g BB 48

Omega Point Silver/Black 

£895/8295
Good
Good +

An avowedly stripped down turntable that lacks even an on/off switch, the Omega Point Silver 
offers fine t; and tad stereo, but some HF mrbobore and a lack of 'wellie'

Manual, solid, belt drive, unipivot, 
11g

55

Rega Planar 2 

£135
Average+ 
Good

A remarkable product at the price, surprisingly articulate and confident I ntegrated turntable, manual, 
115s

BB 48

Rega Planar 3 

£188
Good 
Good

A long time leader in its price category, the '3 (with its excellent RB300 arm) sounded nicely 
'musical' in a balanced and coherent manner

I ntegrated turntable, manual, 
11.5g

BB 48

Revox B291

£759
Average
Average-

Sound quality ranks as below average. Subjective bandwidth is narrow and the music lacks grace 
and energy. Ease of use however is unrivalled

Automatic, remote controllable, 
direct drive parallel arm, prefitted 
cartrid re

55

Rotel RP-838 

£160
Average 
Average

Reasonable sound, but nothing to get excited about. Bass quality not well integrated, but control 
OK; in d top are fine

Manual, integrated, belt drive, 
solid, inc unubo

R 55

Source/Odyssey RP1

From £1,908
Very Good Mixed The turntable has tremendous power and authority, but as tested suffered pitch imprecision. 

The arm is rather ill controlled and lacks resolution and focus
Manual, belt drive, subchassis, 
motor, outboard PSU, 1M

55

Systemdek 11 
£199

Good +
Good

Rating above average for its price the 11 sounded open and clear, if a bit soft in the bass Manual/electronic, belt drive, 
subchassis, 15c

BB 48

Systemdek IIX 
£199

Good + 
Good

The more conventional appearance of the IIX has made it popular, performing competently, but 
esaent alls bordes similar to the 11

Manual/electronic, subchassis, 
15g

BB 48

Technics SLBD-22 

£90
Average
Average—

Not had for the price and a great improvement on the L20, it performs reasonably when not stretched Semi automatic, solid plinth, 
electronic, P-mount

R 48

Technics SL-D033 

£110
Average 
Average

As with the QD33 though better value . Automatic, direct drive, solid 
all nth, 7.5S, P-mount

BB 48

Technics SL-L20

£115
Poor
Average-

A rather lightweight parallel tracker achieving a poor overall rating, with little to recommend it 
unless facilities

Electronic, solid plinth, 5g, 
P-mount

48

Technics Sl-0033

£140
Average 
Average

The quartz speed controlled version of the DD is short on sound quality but not features. But it did 
have fair focus and some depth

Automatic, Quartz, direct drive, 
solid p ¡nth. 7 5g P-mount

R 48

Thorens TD280

£159
Average 
Average

Not impressive in the context of other Thorens models. The sound was considered lively if 
somewhat coarse and brash

Electronic, solid plinth, 12.5g 48

Thorens ID 166111

£179
Good 
Good

Old turntables never die, this revived 166 yet again takes its place near the top of its class Auto lift, subchassis, 7g BB 48

ThorensTD316

£219
Good 
Good

A competent, well bwlt if not dynamic sounding machine, ably holding its own in its price category Electronic, subchassis, 4.5g R 48

ThorensTD320

£319
Good + 
Good

The top of the range and a solid performer providing a stable focused sound, and not critical of siting Electronic, subchassis, 7g 
(available without arm)

R 48 TT2 ^=
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Uxbridge 
Audio

UXBRIDGE AUDIO 
278 HIGH ST. UXBRIDGE 
MIDDX. Tel: 0895-30404
OPEN 10 TILL 6-6 DAYS A WEEK

X
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Illi MD/I
■ tie ultimate in 11 SOUND ADVICE 1

ACOUSTIC ENERGY • A&R CAMBRIDGE • AR • ARISTON • AUDIOLAB • B&W • BLQ
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO • CANTON • CREEIV CYRUS • DENON • DUAL • EPOS • EXPOSURE
GALE • HEYBROOK • INFINITY • JPW • KEF • LINN PRODUCTS • LOGIC • MANTRA
MARANTZ • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION • MONITOR AUDIO • MORDAUNT SHORT
NAD • NAIM • NAKAMICHI • ONIX •QED^ QUAD • REVOLVER • ROGERS • ROTEL • RUARK
SPENDOR^STAX^TANNOY^^^FDALE^YAMAHA



THE DIRECTORY
NAME LAB COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE
PRICE SOUND FULL REVIEW

Ariston RD90 Superior Good + Good but slghtly damped sound quality, with powerful and stable bass. The pro quo s a certain lack Belt drive, subchassis, electronic 55
£900 Good of pace, energy and resolution
Audio Labor Konstant Good + + The space-station-like solid alloy frame needs a substantial shelf, but absolute stability renders a Belt drive, subchassis R 48/Coll
£2,560 Very Good confident, neutral sound
Coldmund Studio Very Good A reference point for high end audio, only exceeded by the even more extravagant Reference, Electronic, direct drive, solid R 60
£2,350 Excellent Currently being reworked into a more competitive (I) package subchassis
Michell Synchro Good A particularly happy blend of qualities endows the Synchro with a blend of subtlety and force - the Manual, bet drive, suspended R 55
£235 Good mailed fist in the velvet glove. Easy on the ear in the best sense. motor unit
Michell Cyrodec Good Sweet and natural sounding player, well exploited by the Rega RB300 arm. Aesthetics, and the Manual, belt drive, suspended 55
£595 Good acres of acrylic, are unique motor unit
NVA Turntable Average A surprisingly fast and assured performer, but with l ghtweght bass and a l ttle aggressive . Easy to Manual, belt drive subchassis, 60
£499 Good set the price (necessarily includes stand stand, 33‘/3rpm
Oracle Delphi Ill Very Good Stable imaging, good bass and refined detail, Is we# made and consistent in service - but very Manual, belt drive, subchassis R 60
£1500 Very Good expensive
Oxford Acoustics Crystal Very Good Ths bg, open and powerful sounding turntable works beautifully with Airtangent arm to give superb Manual, belt drive, subchassis, R 60
Reference £1955 Excellent 3-D imagery stand
Pink Triangle PT TOO Very Good A substantial improvement on its predecessor, the TOO's new outboard power supply and motor gave Electronic, subchassis R 48/Coll
£539 Very Good a neutral sound with find depth and detail
Roksan Xerxes Excellent This unique design cuts a swathe through the conventions of turntable design, providing superb Manual, bet drive, solid/ R 60
£595 Excellent resolution and stereo. Setting is critical, and for experts only decoupled
SEE Revolver Average Nicely balanced, but unimpressive timing and lightweight bass made this deck rather average for Manual, belt drive, solid plinth 48
£127 Average the price. Manufacturer has since made several changes, but not re-submitted for review
Systemdek IV Good + Clarity and definition n the midrange and treble were outstanding. It was better for firm support; Electronic, belt drive subchassis R 43
£448 Good + 1 ess happy on floor tables
ThorensTD160S Mk IV Average Good value suspended sub-chassis turntable which doesn't need specialist setting up; and which Manual, belt drive, subchassis R 55
£225 Average+ performs consistently and well. Bass s a little over-warm motor unit
Thorens TD521 Average Nice product; Unexciting, rather undynamic and insubstantial sound quality, but facilities such as Manual, belt, suspended motor 55
£625 Average + ability to accommodate 12 inch arm compensate unit, 78rpm, pitch control,
Townshend Rock Good Tight, tidy sounding player which works with a wide variety of (non-tangential) arms, giving almost Manual, belt drive, solid, arm R 55
£450__________________ Good CD like precision and clarity. Good bass depth, but dry balance damping, various optional extras

NAME LAB COMMENTS ARM EFF. MAS VALUE BACK ISSUE
PRICE SOUND FULL REVIEW

Airtangent 11 n/a A complex but superbly built arm for high quality systems, giving excellent stereo and resolution 7.5g (vertical) R 60
£1998 Excellent
Alphason Opal Good This is a straightforward adequate sounding low cost arm; priced just above where it rightly belongs lOg 55
£110 Average
Alphason Delta Good A highly competent design from Alphason gives good sound quality but with slight blurring and 16g R 48
£165 Average+ treble fizz
Alphason Xenon Good A trimmed down HR lOOS, the Xenon has inferior bearings and a simpler finish, but sounds crisp and 12 75g R 55
£210 Good + coherent. Fits any Linn cutout
Alphason HRl DOS Good + + This S-shaped arm sounds smooth, but nevertheless reproduces transients with fine attack lOg R 48/Coll
£395 Very Good
Ariston Enigma Average Good but not the best in its class: mid-band sounds a little uneven; treble a trifle "brash"’ ll.5g 48
£99 Average+
Audio Technica AT1120 Good This low effective mass (5g) arm suits fairly high compliance MM cartridges; gives pleasant tonal 5g 35
£132 Average+ balance with good stereo imagery
Decca International Average+ This uni-pivot design gives a rather rich tonal balance and some bass muddling. Could be good with 12g 48Summary
£49 Average+ Decca cartridges, but not well built
Eminent Technology Good + One of the best sounding tonearms around, the linear tracking Eminent delivers impressive stereo 9g (vertical) R 48/Coll
£960 Good+ + imagery, focus and transparent sound
Coldmund T3F arm Excellent This complex parallel tracker created an "ear-opening"" experience when tested with a (since 165g R Coll 2
£3850 Excellent updated) Goldmund Studio turntable
GraceG707 Good This venerable is still capable, if not competitive with modern alternatives 7g 48
£299 Good+
Helius Orion 2 Very Good Very expensive but with a performance that merits recommendation 12g R 48
£490 Very Good
Linn LV Plus Good + The fixed headshell provides an improvement over the LVX resulting n better clarity, detail and 13g BB 48
£129 Good p unch
Linn lttok LVII Very Good Suitable for many turntables this top-quality arm performs best with the LP12, the combination 135g R 48/Coll
£429 Very Good exceeding the sum of both parts
Manticore (Logic) Datum 2 Very Good Rated sonically very good with fine depth focus and transparency, good air and life, albeit slightly 15g R 48/Coll
£140 Good + + ' untidy'
Mission Mechanic Good Nearly right, but inconsistency with level and vague imagery spoil what is otherwise a firm, llg 55
£700 Good + powerful advocate for black vinyl
Moth Arm Good The ultimate budget arm? Refined, detailed, sweet and natural - performance improves in line with 12g BB 60
£65 Good + the rest of the system
Rega R8300 Good + + Despite its modest price this sets exceptional performance standards and could be used on a number 10-llg BB 60
£90 Good + + of high-quality turntables
SME 3009 Series IIIS Good A simplified less flexible (as regards adjustment) Series Ill with a similarly 'soft' sonic character 5g 48
£156 Average+
SME 3009 Series Ill Good Comprehensively adjustable and very well made, suited to MM and high compliance MC cartridges 5g 48
£216 Average+
SME 3009R Average+ A higher mass version of the Series Ill designed for low compliance MC cartridges 12g 48
£272 Averaye+
SME Series IV Excellent Superb engineering and finish with a finely balanced sound giving impressive stereo focus and low 10 ;5g R 60
£675 Very Good coloration
SME Series V Excellent Excellent in terms of design engineering and sound quality, this arm arguably sets a new reference 10 5g R 60
£1138 Very Good standard regardless of price
Souther Tri-Quartz Average A unique parallel tracking arm that makes up for what it lacks sonically in its unusual appearance 3-4g 48
£850 Good
Well Tempered Arm Good + + The overall performance of this arm "grows"’ on the listener, justifying the possible mounting 6 8g R 48/Coll
£545 . Good + + complications and radical styling
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THE DIRECTORY
Very much the 'slave' of turntable and tonearm and Cartridges fall into two groups: high output
to some extent undermined by the supply of free models, capable of working directly into any
' starter' cartridges on many turntable systems, the amplifier, and more expensive low output modes.
cartridge is still worth taking seriously . The quality Stereotypically, low output cartridges use the
of both the stylus itself and the cartridge's tracking moving coil principle of operation, have better
performance are important in preserving that most mechanical integrity and tighter tolerances, and
iimportant part of the hi-fi system - the record give better performance but at much higher cost.
collection-and the cartridge also plays a Most under-£150 amplifiers and many valve
significant role in determining the overall balance of designs need either an extra head amp or transforms
a system. to cope with the low output. Cartridge/amplifier

interfacing can be very subtle, but even basic high 
output moving magnet designs benefit in overall 
balance from optimised amplifier capacitance 
loading . Still more important, the mechanical 
cartridge characteristic of cantilever compliance 
('springiness') needs to be considered in the light of 
the effective mass of the tonearm which will be 
used (see Turntable & Tonearm entries).

: r

■ NAME
■ PRICE

■ LAB ■ COMMENTS
■ SOUND

■ ARM ■ VALUE »BACKISSUE
■ OUTPUT/TYPE FULL REVIEW

A&R C77

£20
Average + A sensible moving magnet package with good bounce at a competitive price 
Averape+

6-16g BB 48
Normal, MM

A&R E77Mg

£47
Average Our sample had a disappointing stylus, but gave a coherent, rich and laid back sound, with good 'scale'
Average

3-8g s 48
Normal, MM

A&R P77Mg 

£57
Average + Cautiously recommended, the P77Mg was preferred to its cheaper partner by virtue of a better tip. Channel 
teia® i balance could have been better

4-9g R 48
Normal, MM

ADC TRX1

£49 90
Average Sounding bright and "tinkly" but with a rich bass this model may endear itself to those who like canaries
ten® and gongs Now qite aRrotte® a tea

6-15g 38
Normal, MM

ADC TRX 11

£69 60
Average Comments like "fiercely exciting" treble and "plummy" bass made this cartridge seem overpriced, though
kxJ?" । ri ■: reductions now make it more it-i ®a

6-15g 38 (Summary)
Normal, MM

Audionote 102VDH

£795
Good One of the best, giving 'an extraordinarily relaxing midrange clarity'. But it picked up a bit of surface noise
Very Good and dust and needs a transformer

8-18g 43
Very low (transformer), 
MC

Audioquest MC5 

£200
Average Offers high-output benefits but the drooping frequency response and severe VTA error preclude

recommendation
I0-20g 54
Normal, MC

Audio Technica AT 105

£13.95
Average Tight budget people may enjoy this cartridge whose "overall performance was very good for the price"
Average

6-16g
Normal, MM

Audio Technica AT95E 

£1495
Average- Clear, dynamic if richly balanced, the magnetic '95E is a definite Best Buy
Average

8-14g BB 48
Normal, MM

Audio Technica AT 115E

£27 95
Average Clear and detailed sound quality although a bit on the "heavy" side. Sonically lagged the cheaper 110E1
Average

5-16g 
Normal, MM

Audio Technica AT3200XEI 

£42 95
Average + This high output MC sounds better than it looks, with a decent 'laid back' sound quality 
Average

6-18g R 43
Normal, MC

Audio Technica ATFJOCC 

£70
Good Slight generator asymmetry but low overall distortion and broad arm matching, plus a lively balanced sound
Good

8-18g BB 54
Low, MC

Audio Technica AT 140ML 

£99.95
Average Pricey product this. Prefers low-medium mass arms and low capacitance loading, and is sonically
Aven« unremarkable

6-12g '
Normal, MM

Audio Technica ATF50CC

£100
Average+ Decent output, good channel balance and a thoroughly refined sound sets the standard at £100 
Good

9-20g BB 54
Low, MC

Audio Technica AT33ML 

£23895
Average + A little expensive but technically competent, and sonically pretty good; low output MC with rather garish 
Good gill finish

6-16g 43
Low, MC

Audio Technica ATOC7 

£245
Good+ Technically and subjectively this cartridge represents a new dawn for AT, in the twilight of analogue audio
Good +

6-13g R 54
Low, MC

Audio Technica ATOC9 

£400
Average+ Tonal colours were reproduced faithfully while stereo images were clearly isolated and focused despite
V"it Good cotmbiijiiig to a t ® . -te-ro whole. S .il'ila less 101010' than more cost» MCs

6-14g R 60
Low, MC

Azden YM10VE 

£12.50
Average A good tracker. Sounds rather bunched-up but not totally incoherent - for very basic systems only
Average-

5-15g 54
Normal, MM

Azden GM1E

£30
Average- Of academic interest only, this high o/p MC is seriously flawed in sonic terms
Average-

8-18g 54
Low/normal, MC

Azden GMP5L

£99
Average+ Although no P-mount system will do this cartridge justice, it can still be enjoyed in its universal mode. 
tea.0 i The subtle balance ooi, x,x- irresistible to some

4-IOg R 54
Low, MC

B&O MMC5

£21
Average+ Cheapest in the family- smooth treble and good focus, but the bass was left in the wings 
Average

5-15g 38 (Summary)
Normal, MM

B&O MMC4

£33
Good Solid and well balanced in the midrange, the '4 lacks bass impact
Average+

5-15g 48
Normal, MM

B&O MMCJ

£50
Good Slightly "laid back" sound quality but a good performer for the price. Best suited to B&O equipment
Average

5-15g 48
Normal, MM

B&O MMC2

£75
Good Only a modest improvement on its cheaper brothers (and sisters)
Average+

5-15g 48
Normal, MM

B&O MMC1

£97
Very Good Great clarity and detail at high frequencies but a slightly plodding bass. it may appeal more to the classical 
Good enthusiast

5-13g 48
Normal, MM

Cello Chorale 

£799
Good Looking like a piece of NASA gadgetry the Chorale's transparent treble delicacy was without equal. A
0» Good serious <0 ogg a choice

4-IOg R 48/Coll
Low x p MC

Clear Audio Gamma 

£285
Average Brimming over with enthusiasm, the unusual-looking Gamma is more than an audio oddity, but it lacks a
¡0 + little tec® at times

4-llg 54
Low, MC

Clear Audio Delta 

£450
Average+ Midway between the Gamma and exotic Pradikat, the Delta sounds like neither1 Nevertheless, it delivers 
Good the goods

6-llg R 54
Low, MC

Clear Audio Pradikat 

£1225
Average+ Sounded absolutely glorious, creating a full sense of scale and a large well-focused soundstage - but
Very Good watch for record wear

8-18g Coll
MC

Clear Audio Accurate

£2,000
Good A remarkable cartridge, not only by virtue of its effortless and highly neutral sound quality but also because
Excellent this has been achieved with the same basic aesign as Clearaudio's ®®- 1 MCs

4-llg R 60
Low, MC

Oenon DL110

£60
Good Firmly recommended as a fine all-rounder, this high-output moving coil model is likely to perform well in
Good nearly all circumstances

6-16g BB 48
Normal, MC

Denon DL160

£80
Average+ Although listeners just preferred the 110 its brother here proved a twin in lab tests and is still "thoroughly 
Good comgetent"

6-16g 43
Low, MC

Denon DL 103

£90
Average This classic spherical stylus model gives a lively sound with powerful bass, and is popular in broadcast
Good studios

6-16g 5 48
Low, MC

Oynavector DV-50X 

£60
Good A high-output MC model with impressive lab performance, but whose tip and sound quality both
Average disappointed

6-14g 48
Normal, MC
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■ NAME
■ PRICE

■ LAB
■ SOUND

■ COMMENTS ■ ARM
■ OUTPUT/TYPE

■ VALUE ■ BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Dynavector DV1OX IV 

£60
Average 
Avera ue+

fine sounding and reabstically priced, damping is recommended to ensure successful tracking ability 8-18g
Normal, MC

R 48

Dynavector DV23RS 

£150
Average + 
Good

Sound quality was described as "shut-in", lacking energy and sparkle but with some "edginess" in high 
frecuencies

I0-22g 
Low, MC

28

Dynavector DV XX-1 

£360
Good 
Good +

The XX-I embodies a power and solidity rarely encountered amongst the breed, nevertheless it did exhibit 
a peul'cly suppressed character that will suit vely rather than who! o neutral sysirn

7-l7g 
Normal, MC

60

Glanz MFG 110EX 

£24
Average 
Average

A little bright but giving detailed bass and clear treble this was competitive at the price 6-16g
Normal, MM

R Systems

Glanz GMC20E

£129
Average 
Average

You could try haggling but we thought the makers of this number were demanding too much lucre for their 
p roduct

3-6g 
Low, MC

48

Goldmund Clearaudio 

£1500
Average + Something of a mixed bag overall, its sonic character bears a strong resemblance to the Pradikat though it 

shares some of the hallmarks of the more expi: n>e Accurate
5-12G
Low, MC

60

Goldring Epic 

£18
Average
Average

An unpretentious "punchy" partner to a budget system, giving decent dynamics and focus 6-14g
Normal, MM

R 48

Goldring G1010 

£34
Average 
Average

A bit fiddly to set-up but rewarding once accomplished The big and bouncy sound belies its price. 
Sensitive to

I0-20g
Normal, MM

BB 54

Goldring G1020 

£49.95
Average + 
Average-

This one strutted finely onto stage but couldn't project to the "gods" 8-16g
Normal, MM

43

Goldring G1040 

£74.95
Average + 
Average-

High frequency extension was improved by the van den Hul tip, nice looking model - no great actress 8-16g
Normal, MM

48

Goldring Eroica L 

£91
Average
Avera;e +

Open and relaxed sounding, the L version is just that bit more refined than its high output brother 7-18g
Low, MC

R 54

Goldring Electro 11 
£135 cwiMte

Average 
Average+

A pretty decent allrounder that did not excel sufficiently to warrant recommendation 8-16g
Normal, MC

43

Goldring Electro 11LZ Boron 

£199 cornplete
Average 
Average+

Well balanced sound but lacking low frequency authority, midrange focus and "punch" 12-20g 
Low, MC

38 {Summary)

Grace F9E11
£240

Good 
Good

for lively presentation, excellent separation and generally satisfactory sonic delivery - consider this 
model

5-!0g 
Normal, MM

48

Grado XTE+1 

£20
Average- 
Averaye

Bass and treble are a trifle coloured but the midband proved highly enjoyable . Ideal for budget systems 6-13g {dampingl 
Normal, MM

R 54

Grado XF3E+ 
£45

Average- 
Averaee

Downtilting balance disguises the brightness of this cartridge; bit of a mixed bag at this price 9-20g {damping) 
Normal, MM

54

Highphonic MCA3 

£360
Very Good 
Good +

Exquisitely crafted by a group of ex-Denon engineers, this superb tracker had a sweet and seductive {if 
rather treble

5-12g 
Low, MC

43

Kiseki Blue Silver Spot 

£395
Average+ 
Good

Solid performance from a very solid cartridge but lacks some of the magic of other Kisekis. Compliance too 
hich

5-12g 
Low, MC

54

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire 

£695
Good +
Good +

Rare, beautiful to look at and sweet to listen to, our review of this high-flyer conjured up images of 
Ja panese art

5-14g 
Low, MC

Collection

Kiseki Blackheart 

£1595
Good 
Good

This cartridge demonstrated refined poise and a delicate but at once potent security, however, the price did 
seem a little on the t' p.l’ side compares to other Kisekis

6-16g
Low, MC

60

Kiseki Lapis Lazuli 

£3500
Good
V-rv Good

Combining very sensible design concepts at a silly price, the Lapis Lazuli is best thought of as combining 
the detail of the MC3000 and the fluid of the Clearaudios

4-12g 
Low, MC

60

Koetsu Black K 

£550
Good +
Good +

I mpressive in scale and dynamics but with some criticism of bass muddling and high treble fizz. Listen 
before acicii®

6-18g
Low, MC

R 48/Coll

Koetsu Red 

£896
Good +
Very Good

Named like a rare, and perhaps dangerous, little oriental fish this famous cartridge sounded "almost larger 
than life"

I0-25g 
Low, MC

R 48/Coll

Koetsu Red Signature 

£1300
Good 
Excellent

Technically this cartridge suffers no faults whilst on a subjective levelit offers rare musical insight 10-2lg 
Low, MC

R 60

Linn Basik 

£19.50
Average
Average

This goes much further in delivering the goods than its price tag might indicate 6-14g
Normal, MM

BB 48/Systems

Linn K9 

£69
Average 
Good

Linn threw this model into the leading pack by beefing up the Basik's bodywork, adding a super stylus, and 
seeping the pr a fair

6-15g
Normal, MM

BB 48/Coll

Linn Asaka 

£279
Good +
Good +

Disciples of Linn who are trying to realise their true "Karma" may fmd that saving money s not a short 
cut to heaven

9-18g 
Low, MC

R 48/Coll

Linn Karma 

£435
Very Good 
fey Good

A specialist which is strongly recommended for Linn-based systems; results may be less predictable in 
more n e r •

9-18g
Low, MC

R 48/Coll

Linn Troika 

£625
N/A 
fey Good

Ex-Karma users have been seen with glazed expressions indicating smug self-indulgence the morning after 
tiling a Troika

8-18g
Low, MC

Coll

London Maroon 

£109
Poor
Average+

Utterly different from other cartridges, the Maroon combines Heaven and Hell with good bass and midband 
but pern N ad control

8-16g + damping 
Normal, MM

48

London Super Gold 

£248
Average
Good +

Sometimes a bit fierce in emphasising record surface faults, it is perhaps best at revealing the excitement 
and tension in music

8-20g + damping 
Normal, MM

: R 48/Coll

Madrigal Carnegie One 

£685
Average + 
Good

Looks like a duck but sounds much better, certainly worth auditioning. Compliance too high 5-llg 
Low, MC

54

Milltek Aurora 

£198
Good +
Good +

An overall feeling of relaxed ease characterised this clear and atmospheric Kiseki-built cartridge 8-16g
Normal, MC

R 48/Coll

Milltek Olympia 

£298
Average + 
Good +

Warm and detailed sound - packs the punch of the best MCs with high output as a bonus 12-20g {damping) 
Normal, MC

R 54

Mission 773HC

£150
Good 
Good

A sufficiently well-balanced and competitively priced "old-timer" which still warrants recommendation 6-16g
Low, MC

R 38

Monster Alpha 2 

£479
Good
Good +

I n the final analysis this fine all rounder is insufficiently exceptional in any specific respect to justify fully 
its hi eh nice

6-14g
Low, MC

Collection

HAD 9100

£12
Average
Average

Clearly a Best Buy model for rock music fans, opera and choral music lovers might do better to avoid its 
iinelnne {inabilities

10-20g
Normal, MM

BB 38

HAD 9200

£26
Average- 
Avera se-

Although competent in many respects, overall the 9200 must be considered an undistinguished contender 6-19g 
Normal, MM

28

Nagaoka MM4 

£8
Average- 
Avera ge-

Clear punchy sound that delivers the rudiments of a good performance 6-16g
Normal, MM

R 54

Nagaoka MP10 

£17
Average 
Average

High frequencies sounded "shut-in" with this spherical-stylus model, but mid and mass were energetic, 
1 .. . and ounchv

5-13g
Normal, MM

R 48
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RA820A STEREO AMPLIFIER

LW.MW.FM.
STEREO TUNERRT830AL

The thinking man's affordable tuner; where its modest looks and operaHng simplicity belie the 
sophisticated circuitry employed to produce an unusually open and musical sound. In its latest guise, 
the new appearance design RT830AL takes over from the critically acclaimed RT830L. Also 
available is the RT850AL offering digital tuning with 16 preset staHons.

Latest in the famous 820 series amplifiers from Rote!, offering dynamic power far- in excess of its 
conservaHve 30 watt rating. The RA820A has benefited substanHally from Rotel's UK product 
development programme with significant improvements to sound quality, useful features and 
improved appearance design to match Rotel's new product line. First choice for many on the road to 
serious sound reproducHon.

RCD820B

UK DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

RL850/II LOUDSPEAKERS

DIGITAL STEREO 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4 Hmes oversampling technology combine wth Rotel's own UK product development expemse to provide a C.O. signal source of fine resoluHon, 
definiHon and musical performance. With lull numeric remote control, programming and full feature 
display the RCD820B offers fine value and is easy to use. For the more adventurous the RCD820BX2 
provides the music lover and enthusiast alike, with stunning performance whilst remaining eminenHy 
affordable.

These modeSHy sized loudspeakers offer an unusually 
high musical performance for their cost. In its latest form, 
the RL850/II benefits from an improved tweeter and 
crossover which have further refined its performance. 
With black ash finish and complete with black cloth grills 
(shown here without grills) they blend into any room 
environment. Possibly the most acclaimed loudspeaker 
in the UK today. (Recipient of Hi-Fi Choice's Best Buy 
Award for the last four years, as part of Rotel's Best 
system Award from What Hi-Fi? for the past four years, 
and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s presHgious award for 
Best Loudspeaker of the Year for 1988.)

These line proponents are but a small sel^lection from! Rotel's award winning range of real Hi^Fi 
products which offer very high standards ol lechnical ced^ance and musical enjoyment. All are 
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design canconcept which ensures that within the resuuress available, 
each as^ct of the products design has ben optimlsed. To find out why Rotel has now ^ivod - Whatat Hi-Fi?'s ^^gious awards tor 1988 tor Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker 
and ^st Hi^Fi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rofel tor details of your nearest dealer.

ROT «3
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■ NAME
■ PRICE

■ LAB 
■ SOUND

■ COMMENTS ■ ARM
■ OUTPUT/TYPE

■ VALUE ■ BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Nagaoka MP11 Boron Average Responding well overall in PM's equipment and listening room, this model was mildly criticised for low 5-13g BB 48
£38 Average+ l evel and ttynarric limitations Normal, MM
NagaokaMPlOSB Average Stiiton's mods have improved the fine detail resolution of this popular budget model 5-ISg R 54
£40 Average+ Normal, MM
Nagaoka MP11 Gold Average- There were mild criticisms directed at most areas, but in general the sound was clear, open and even 3-8g R 48
£45 Average + Normal, MM
Nagaoka MP11 Gold SB Average- Excessive price loading for a bob of aluminium 2-6g 54
£70 Average Normal, MM
Ortofon OM5E Average- The OMIO is a hi-li cartridge -the OMSE is not 5-16g 43
£12 Average- Normal, MM
Ortofon VMS5E 11 Average Sound quality was thought fair for the price, though a little 'untidy' 8-18g 38 (Summary)
£14 Average Normal . MM
Ortolon OM10 Average One of the leading "cheapies", this gives a fine level of sound quality for the price, with good matching 5-ISg BB 48
£15 Average compatibility Normal, MM
Ortolon VMS 1 DE 11 Average- Some of its stablemates fared rather better, and showed less evidence of tracking problems to boot 38
£21 Average- Normal, MM
Ortolon VMS20E 11 Average One of the most popular cartridges ever, sound quality was a bit laid-back and tracking could have been 3-IOg 48
£35 Average better Normal, MM
Ortolon OM20 Average This turned out to be the listening panel's favourite among Ortofon's moving magnet models 5-16g R 48
£45 Average + Normal, MM
Ortolon Xl Average The cheaper XI scored higher marks with our listening panel than the X3, but both were a disappointment 6-!Sg 48
£50 Average Normal, MC
Ortolon VMSJOE 11 Average + Rather an old soldier in relation to turntable technology, it will perform undemandingly in demanding 5-13g 38
£52 Average circumstances Normal, MM
Ortolon MC10 Super Average "What a delightfully sweet-sounding cartridge this is . . .” we said 5-!Sg BB 48
£65 Good Low, MC
Ortolon OM40 Average Highly competent engineering, secure tracking and decent sound quality are major strengths But it's a little 3-8g 48
£75 Average+ cold, a little polite Normal, MM
Ortofon XJ Average A lack of bass power, definition and a "zitty” top end makes this competent but uninvolving 5-!Sg 48
£75 Averse Normal, MC
Ortolon MC20 Super Average+ An "inviting” sound quality; polite rather than exciting it approaches much more expensive models, but 6-!Sg R 48/Coll
£139 Good+ does not better them Low, MC
Ortolon MC30 Super Very Good Beautifully engineered and well-balanced, it was slightly criticised as bland, though some may appreciate 5-14g Coli
£199 Good+ the lack of rough edges Low, MC
Ortolon MCJOOO Good Quite simply, the most accurate transcription device yet created - not one for the faint hearted 6-16g R 60
£800 Excellent V Low, MC
RATA RP20 Average- Good integration, a clear dynamic midrange and the beginnings of fine stereo imagery merits clear 6-14g R 48
£22 Average recommendation Normal, MM
RATA RP40 Average The '40 did a good job of sorting out the layers and complexity of the mix, with good focus, excellent stereo 6-!Sg R 48
£44 Average+ wS3 and fine scale Normal, MM
RATA RP70 Average Clearer and sweeter than the '40 this also seemed heavier and less lively. For £99 you can have a van den 6-14g 43
£77* Average+ Hul Normal, MM
Rega RB100 Average Remarkable mechanical performance in the right system context, but "try before you buy” 5-12g R 48
£38 Average+ Normal, MM
Shure M92E Average- Though lacking depth, the overall sound quality was competent, but treble was not its forte 10-!Sg 43
£15 Average Normal, MM
Shure M99E Average- Sister to the 92E this is a solid but not particularly exciting cartridge 5-!0g 38 (Summary)
£26 Average- Normal, MM
Shure ME75ED Average Rather bright and splashy in the high frequencies but nevertheless a competent model 5-!0g 38
£24 Average- Normal, MM
Shure M104E Average- Capable in many ways, but giving no substantial improvement over the 92E in our view 5-!Sg 38
£32 Average Normal, MM
Shure ME97HE Average 11 won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable into a silk purse, but will at least keep going and produce an 8-20g R 48
£44 Average+ gKej'ao >:■ result Normal, MM
Shure M105E Average A slightly 'spitty' sound lacking deep bass and dynamic contrast, but can be used in virtually every system 5-12g 38 (Summary)
£45 Average- where it will perfo’m "unobtrusive v Normal, MM
Shure M110HE Average Sound quality was thought eminently presentable, but not exciting; smooth clear high frequencies, but a 5-!0g 38 (Summary)
£55 Average l oss of bass definition Normal, MM
Shure M111HE Average Early reviews of this cartridge complained principally of the price - which has since come down 5-!0g 38 (Summary)
£67 Average Normal, MM
Shure ML120HE Average+ Quite decent sound quality and a generally fine balanced performance 6-ISg 48
£95 Average + Normal, MM
Shure ML140HE Average+ Qualitatively the treble of this well-balanced moving magnet model was a match for many moving coil 6-16g 43
£120 Good cartridges Normal, MM
Shure V15 VMR Good I nitial listening gave promising results, but extended familiarity gave the feeling of a lack of energy and a 5-12g 38
£195 Average+ "shut-in” sound Normal, MM
Shure Ultra 500 Good There was no doubting the accomplishments of what could well be the finest moving magnet cartridge 6-14g 48
£452 Good around Normal, MM
Supex SM 1 ODE Average Delivers as much musical information as many moving coils - the bass in particular having an attractive 6-ISg 38
£115 Average+ bounce Normal, MM
Supex SD9001V Average+ The 900 is an inherently line cartridge, but despite a recent update it is beginning to show its age 10-18g 48/Coll
£350 Good+ Low, MC
Supex SD9011V Average+ This high output model delivered sufficient subjective and objective performance, plus good compatibility, 8-18g R 48
£375 Good+ to iusti'v its price Normal, MC
Supex SDX2000 Good The high-o/p 2000 was preferred on listening tests to the low-o/p model, which even so has a unique place 6-16g 48
£651 L £721 H Good+ emong the designs Either, MC
Van den Hul MC10 Good A neutral balanced performer giving transparent midrange, line depth and locus with firm extended bass. S-lOg R 60
£699 Good+ Gosh' Low, MC
Van den Hul MC One Good This txtended all the positive qualities of the '10 but added greater authority and scale - worth it for the 6-12g R 60
£799 Veiy Good extra money Low, MC
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The amplifier sits at the heart of the system, 
processing the outputs from all the various music 
sources as necessary and then driving the 
1 oudspeakers . These two (quite separate) functions 
are integrated into d single box at the low-to-middle 
price points; separated pre- and power amplifiers 
become increasingly common as one moves 
upmarket. At the upper end of the specialist market, 
valve amplifiers provide a popular alternative to the 
transistor types amongst enthusiasts.

There is a substantial difference between 
specialist (sound quality oriented) amplifiers and 
the consumer electronics style models. The former

are bleakly simple, avoiding al unnecessary 
features to provide the most direct signal path in the 
i nterests of best sound quality. The latter range from 
models with just basic tone controls and tape 
recorder switching, to those with elaborate 
facilities such as graphic equalisers, remote control 
(including volume), surround sound options etc. etc.

lab measurement provides some useful data, 
particularly in regard to an amplifier's ability to 
drive a wide range of different types of 
loudspeakers, but this is only obliquely related to 
sound quality. We also include our measured power 
output (RMS, 8ohm load, 1 channel driven) - but

again, paradoxically, ths doesn't necessarily 
correspond to the loudness capability of the 
amplifier, which has as much to do with the 
elegance of the overload characteristics within a 
given system (valve amplifiers invariably sound 
more powerful than their rating would suggest). The 
listing of features provides some indication to the 
complexity of an amplifier: many users prefer to 
retain the option of tone controls to ‘shape’ the 
overall sound according to taste; many others have 
found living without tone controls surprisingly easy. 
with additional benefits in terms of transparency.

NAME
PRICE

LAB 
SOUND

COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Acoustic Research AR-04 

£160
Very Good A powerful, well equipped model precisely tailored to UK standards. Peformance s close to the 
Good class winners

40W, MM/MC. 
controls

5 inputs, hdph, tone BB 62

A&R Arcam Alpha 

£150
Average+ This good all-rounder sounds musical if slightly softened. Good build and presentation
Fair

5 Inputs hdph MM/MC tone controls 50
30W

A&R Arcam Delta 60

£250
Very Good Our first pre-production sample was not up to expectations but better ones are promised soon. It
Fair gave a solid technical performance

SSW, MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph 62

A&R Arcam Delta 90

£330
Good Well balanced and sweet-natured in any given system with MC capability, but pricey
Fair

70W MM/MC 5 inputs tone controls 50

Albarry M408 11 
£649

Good+ Unusually styled transistor monoblok power amplifiers reintroduced with improved performance
Good+ and sound quality. Needs good warm-up for best sweetness and clarity

40W R 56
’ower amp only

Albarry M 1 008 1 

£899
Very Good A larger version of the similarly styled M408II, fairly good all round but only of average quality 
Good for the price

SOW, monoblok 62

Audio Research SP9 

£1700
Very Good This new high perfonnance valve FET hybrid preamplifier sets a high standard for versatility, 
Very Good build quality and sound

5 inputs, MM/MC R 60

Audio Research SP8 

£1998
Very Good The sound from this valve preamp was good enough to do justice to the finest ancillaries 
Good +

5 inputs MM 39

Audio Research MlOO 

£2850 each
Good + These high end valve monoblok power amps justify their cost by providing near state of the art
Excellent sound quality. Our reviewer was so excited he bought them

lOOW R 60

Audio Research SP1111 
£5350

Very Good Current state of the valve preamp art. A reference point
Excellent

Straight line MM/MC Disc + phase R 60
nvert

Audiolab 8000C

£325
Excellent A well established preamp with a highly controlled sound, though it could do with more life and
Good depth

MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, tone controls R 62

Audiolab 8000A

£350
Very Good A long running and high dependable classic, versatile and consistent via all inputs 
Good

SOW, MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, tone R 62
controls

Audiolab 8000P

£495
Excellent A dynamic powerhouse, load tolerant and sonically reliable
Ve ry Good

lOOW R 62

Beard 506 

£1195
Good+ A versatile valve preamp - the bass sounded lively if a touch softened while the treble was
Good+ detailed but lacked a little sparkle and air.

4 inputs MM/MC 50

Beard M70

£1995 pair
Good A substantial British monoblok power amplifier, but not a great deal more impressive than the
Good+ P35 at half the price

70W 50

Burmester 838

£1490
Very Good A disc-only minima list preamp, strong points include excellent build, extreme neutrality, dry 
Good clean bass and notably sharp stereo focusing

MC only, MM option Collection

Burmester 846

£1599
Very Good Usually coupled with the 838 this high-level preamp provides many and versatile input facilities 
Good +

6 inputs Collection

Burmester 850 

£3995
Good+ Each of these mono power amplifiers contains separate high current 25W amps giving a refined
Good coherent sound over most of the frequency range

100W Collection

Cambridge Audio P40 

£200
Good A very fine sounding integrated amplifier with simple facilities and MC cartridge capability
Good +

5 inputs 40W MM/MC straight line BB 50

Cambridge Audio C75 

£279
Good+ Whilst not quite on par with ts A75 companion this preamp provided excellent stereo imagery
Good+ but was a touch "heavy” in character

MM/MC disc R 50

Cambridge Audio P55 

£290
Very Good A grown up P40, the PSS suffers slight noise on the moving coil input but offers great sound for 
Very Good the maney

SSW, MM/MC. 5 inputs, hdph BB 62

Cambridge Audio A75 

£299
Very Good This strong power amplifier sounded open and effortless, with fine bass drive and dynamics, 
Very Good albeit a touch grainy and harsh at high frequencies

lOOW R 50

Cello Audio Suite 

£5280
Excellent Cello's preamp represents a whole new ball game in flexibility and sound quality (or war of
V Good/Excellent attrition on your wallet)

Optional inputs MC etc R 50

Conrad Johnson PV7 

£799
Very Good This beautifully finished quality preamplifier performed well, delivering a musically relaxed
Good sound though not offering especial value for money

5 inputs, MM disc 57

Conrad Johnson MV50 

£1795
Good+ Coupled with the PVS, this CJ power amp performed well on audition
Good +

50W Collection

Conrad Johnson PV5 

£2010
Good+ The PVS is a classy sounding valve preamp, and natural partner to the MVSO
Good +

5 inputs MM Collection

Conrad Johnson Motif MC-8 

£2500
Very Good A cheaper alternative to the '7, this preamp is an undoubted success in maintaining the Motif
Very Good sound but does not compare on sound quality

MM/MC R 50

Conrad Johnson Premier Three 

£3775
Good+ The Three is a musically accurate and graceful preamp which proved versatile on a wide range
Very Good of inputs

5 inputs MM/MC R Collection

Conrad Johnson Premier Four 

£3900
Good+ Ambience was the Four’s forte
Very Good locations

-this power amp proved exceptionally revealing of instrumental lOOW Collection

Copland Pre and power amps 

£649 each
Good+ At £649 each this simple Danish valve pre/power combination is expensive, though the power
Fair amplifier sounds very easy on the ear

3 inputs MM, 12W 50

Counterpoint SA7 

£747
Average+ 
Good

Simple valve Californian preamp offering inspiring transparency for the price 4 inputs straight line MM/MC Collection

Counterpoint SA12 

£1250
Good+ A real power-house power amp, beefy and load-tolerant although like the SA7 a trifle untidy at
Good+ Ire quenc y extremes

lOOW Collection

Creek 4040

£145
Average-1- This simple integrated model had a controversial sound, liked by some, plus an acceptable lab 
Fair performance

4 inputs MM 12W R 50

c >
Creek CAS 4040II 

£160
Good The Mk II has no problems and is a fine all rounder
Good

30W, MM, 4 inputs, tone controls BB 62

^_4__

r «
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NAME
PRICE

LAB COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE
SOUND FULL REVIEW

Creek CAS 4140 

£219
Good+ Redesigned for '88, this s a fine allrounder with good moving coil input, plain presentation 40W MM/MC 3 line inputs BB 62
Good

Croft Micro 

£150
Average+ A real upsetter, this excellent valve preamp put the cat among the pigeons proving good sounds 4 inputs MM straight line R Collection
Good can be made at budget price levels

Croft Super Micro A 

£500
Average+ The looks are somewhat improved, while this 'hot rod' version with tuned components performed 4 inputs, MM, straight line R 57
Very Good very well indeed. There is still no gain on the line inputs

Croft Series IV(S) 

£730
Good The original IV is still available now supplemented by the higher price and power (S); both are 40(60)W channel R 57
Good fine performers

Croft Series IVSA 

£1000
Good Featuring tuned components chosen for their sound quality, the 'A' variant is an impressive 60W special supply regulation R 57
Very Good example of Croft's technique in valve design

DBX CXJ/OXJ 

£1500
Good Versatile separates majoring on 4-channel surround sound and high power. Garish presentation 125W MM/MC 7 inputs, tone, 56
Fairly Good and unexceptional sound 4-channel surround

Deltec OPA 1 OOS 

£2200
Very Good A top-quality transistor power amp, sounding fast, articulate and well controlled, though maybe BOW R SO
Very Good a touch clinical for some tastes

Denon PMA 250 11
£125

Good Despite a claimed increase in power this competent model now slips behind the competition on 30W, MM, hdph, tone controls 62
Fair sound quality grounds

Denon POA-6600

£l,000/pair
Excellent Delivers abundant high quality sound, solid engineering expertise and content clearly 250W monoblok, remote power R 60
Excellent compensating for compromising of purist audiophile principles

DNM 3 

£1000
Good+ The DNM3 in its acrylic case is a remarkably revealing and neutral state of the art preamp 5 inputs MM/MC twin vol controls R 44
Ve yy Good

E.A.R.

£3,000/pair
Very Good A valve monoblok that measures like a solid state amp is itself an achievement, but exceptional 200W monoblok, bias setting 60
Very Good power delivery and bass 'slam' s not fully matched delicacy and transparency elsewhere

Exposure VII/VIII 

£360/£340
Very Good Supplied as a combination without the separate preamp power supply, this pre power SOW, MM/MC, 3 inputs, straight line 62
Good combination performed satisfactorily especially on the moving coil input

Goldmund Mimesis 6

£2,500
Very Good Small and discrete for those who'd rather not flaunt it, this is no powerhouse but sounds subtle, 8OW stereo power amp 60
Very Good delicate and refined

Grant G60AMS 

£94S pr.
Good Ths neat and compact 60W valve monoblok gave good sound on the 8ohm tap, better still on 60W monobloks 41 8ohms R 57
Very Good 4ohms. The midrange was particularly natural

Hailer DH120 kit form 

£295
We didn't build one; see below 60W 44

Fair
Hailer OH120 assembled 

£360
Very Good Sound quality results were decent enough, but this power amp won't set the world on fire at this 60W 44
Fair price

Harman Kardon 640 Vxi 

£225
Good + + Moderately priced but built to HK's high standards; good value and good load tolerance SOW MM, 5 line inputs tone controls 56
Good

Harman Kardon PM645VXi 

£300
Very Good Fits in well with the Harman Kardon series, giving a competent all round performance at a fair ?SW, MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, tone 62
Good_________ p rice___________________________________________________________________ controls

Harman Kardon 655 Vxi 

£449
Very Good Plenty of well built integrated amplifier for the money, with lots of power to drive almost IOOW MM/MC 6 line inputs tone 56
Good anything, plus versatile inputs controls

Harman Kardon PM665Vxi 

£699
Good A versatile and meaty amplifier with high current capability, but sound quality lags behind !SOW MM/MC tone controls 60
Good certain home grown alternatives (switchable)

Hitachi HA-006

£120
Very Good Despite reasonable lab test results this did not make the grade on sound quality SSW, MM, 4 inputs, hdph, tone 62
Fair controls

Hitachi HA007 

£150
Good+ Decent but unexceptional performance and sound quality, plus good facilities; represents a ?SW MM 6 line inputs tone controls 56
Fair worthwhile improvement from Hitachi

Inca Tech Dirk 

£215
Good+ This tiny, minimal i st model s effectively a power amplifier with volume control, providing SOW, 2 line inputs, straight line 56
Good + inputs for CD player and tape recorder but not tuner y

Inca Tech Claymore 

£345
Good+ Limited facilities but a strong, clear, well-focused sound results inauspicious Choice debut for SOW MM/MC 3 line inputs straight line R 56
Good+ this relatively young company

ITl MA-80 

£150
Good A promising start for this young company, the MA-8O gave a fine sound with CD but was ess 30W, MM/MC, 5 inputs R 62
Good wonderful on the moving coil input

Jadis JPJO/JAJO

£6,790
Fair Two-box preamp plus monoblok power amps, classic valve design gives stereotype valve sound. 30W 2-box pre-, monoblok power, R 60
Excellent Beautiful build, nostalgic styling and delightful sounding midrange transcend limitations at MM-only, 4 line inputs

frequency extremes, in lab, and re cartridge matching
JVC AX-222 

£110
Good Not very impressive, JVC need to pull their socks up if their budget amplifiers are to score 35W, MM, 4 inputs, hdph, tone 62
Fair controls

Kelvin labs Junior/JJO

£295/£295
Good Their heart is in the right place but the class A Junior combination is a bit expensive for what 20W, MM/MC, 5 inputs 62
Good you get

Kenwood KA-5500 

£130
Very Good Having dropped its moving coil input, this latest version has British style dynamics and rhythm 35W, MM, 4 inputs, hdph, tone R 62
Fair but is not first grade controls

Krell PAM5 

£15S9
Very Good Superbly built, the Pam 5 preamp gave good definition throughout the frequency range with a good MM/MC SO
Good measure of excitement

Krell KSA50 Mk2 

£2540
Very Good This power amp still holds ts own with good depth and ambience and excellent stereo focus SOW SO

f Good +
le Tube

£SS5
Good+ If moving coil sensitivity is not required then this preamplifier will offer a clean view with very 3 inputs MM R 44
Good good stereo

LFD

£2,995+
Very Good Can set the subjective standards that others merely aspire to, but this outstanding if MC (with care), passive line extra R 60
Excellent unconventional multi-box preamp needs careful matching to ancillary components (cartridge,

p ower am p)
linn LK2 

£440
Good+ A durable tolerant power amp, setting a respectable standard on both lab test and auditioni Latest 5 inputs MM/MC * 50
Fair version, the LK2.75, not tested

linn LK1 

£459
Good+ This preamp was marginally less successful than the LK2 but the pair (of Linns) worked well 60W * 50
Fair together and are well worth considering. Recent modifications as unchecked

linx Stratos 

£999
Good+ Facing strong competition in the UK this New Zealand pre/power combination gives good sound 120W MM/MC straight line 50
Good quality... but not exceptional at the price

luxman LV100

£205
Good Nicely finished modern integrated amplifier, generally competent though not exceptional 45W MM 4 line inputs tone controls 56
Fair

luxman LV-105 

£599
Very Good Superbly finished and built, in a sense this model managed to capture the "valve" sound with 85W MM/MC 44
Fair an easy musical quality and good bass register

luxman LV105u

£685
Very Good This very well equipped and beautifully finished Japanese integrated amplifier has two valves 9 inputs 8OW, MM/MC tone controls 57
Good in the early section of the power amplifier. Pleasant and musical it sets no value for money

record here c . -
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► LINN NAIM A&R CREEK DENON DUAL MANTRA BLQ HOYD

Ireland's Leading Hi-Fi Dealer
Now open in Belfast

(0232)332522
Mon.-Sat., late opening Thursday 

Donaldson & Little's Shopping Precinct, 
Hope St., (off Great Victoria St.) Belfast

Townshend Rock

SIMPLY MADE 
FOR

EACH OTHER 
ABSOLUTE 

CLARITY
"They offer qualities of detail and 

articulation that few cone speakers 

can match, and once you’ve heard 

________________________ this quality, it can be difficult to 

Hom-loaded Impulse accept more conventional designs" 

H4 Loudspeakers_____ Jimmy Hughes, HFA June 1987
AGENCIES INCLUDE:

BEARD AUDIO • ESOTERIC AUDIO 
RESEARCH • KISEKI-MILLTEK • AUDIO 

INNOVATIONS • ZETA • SNELL 
MICHELL GYRODEC • VO YD 

HIGHPHONIC MCA 3 • IMPULSE H4 
AUDIO NOTE • HELIUS • AUDIO • STATIC 

MDM • SPICA • VECTEUR • JECKLIN 
DECCA • GARROTT P-77 • GOLDRING 

GRANT • SAE COMPACT DISC 
ALPHASON • VAN DEN HUL • INFINITY 

KUZMA • COPLAND • FOUNDATION 
ELITE ROCK • AUDIO TECHNICA 

GLANZ•GRADO•NAGAOKA•ORTOFON 
SHURE • STAX • TARGET

SOUND ROOM SPECIALS FOR MAYEX DEMONSTRATION
s Northern Ireland BT2

* I ntereut TI u^O
• e credit ^
fr (Written r'- ^^S^0^

n^^IB
—

' F idelity, 
ge Audio, Alpha- 

.inx, Audio Innovation,
gH^ogic, Systemdek, Marantz, Audio 

^^TOnterpoint, PS Audio, Albery, Infinity, 
roac, Tannoy, JPW, Diesis._____________________

Tullynure Lodge, 18 Castlecaulfield Road, Donaghmore, 
Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland. 

Telephone (08687) 67935 (24hr. answering service) 
Hours: Tuesday-Friday 2 p.m. - 10 p.m. 

Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Closed Monday.

AUDIO INNOVATIONS MC1000 ....................................................... £199 £225
liNN LK1 LK1 ............ . £900 £595
SONUS FABER . £1100 £995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 . . £5150 £2950
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8 .. £1998 £825
AUDIO RESEARCH 0115 MKII NEW VALVES..............  £331 2250
DRIADE SPEAKERS NEW . . £865 £695
CONCORDANT PRE AMP PIS .. . £995 £750
REVDX SYMBOLS LOUD SPKS . .. . £1500 £695
EXPOSURE PRE AMP VI VII PLUS EXPANDER . . £700 £350

PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HEYBROOK TI-BASIK PLUS-P77 

KRELL KSA50 Two available £1250 each 
SD1 LOUDSPEAKERS £850 
COUNTERPOINT SA7 £450 

ROBERTSON 4010£450 
SNELL TYPE K £295 
SNELL TYPE E £725 
SPENDOR SP1 £370 

LUXMAN CX1 head amp £100

OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS 
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PHONE 01-764-9295
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■ NAME
■ PRICE

■ LAB 
■ SOUND

■ COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE IB BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Magnum A100 

£1995 pair
Good + + 
Good +

Given their massive power rating a pair of A lOO's make a fine stereo power amp; ideal for high 320W 
levels and with a wide ovnanoc range for digits' programr-.e

50

Marantz PM25

£125
Marantz PM35

£170

*

Good 
Fair 
VeryGood 
Good

Soft and sweet like the rest of the range, the PM25 is inoffensive and undemanding 25W, MM, 5 inputs, hdph, tone
controls

This new generation Marantz is a good allrounder, and shows that extra care is being taken over 45W^/MC 3 line inputs 
sound peel v well a;, pee: and versatile tone controls

62

56

Marantz PM45

£200
Good+ 
Fair

Generally pleasant and polite with above average clarity; there was some softening in the bass, 40W MM/MC tone controls 
restricting dynarric cctDrit somewhat

50

Marantz PM94 

£1,000
Very Good 
Good

At 23kg the PM94 is no lightweight in either physical or sonic respects A very powerful and 
comprehensively equipped amplifier

140W MM/MC tone controls 
(switchable)

60

Meridian 2011205

£550/£395 each
Very Good 
Good+

A fine preamp with additional luxury option of full system remote, plus competent and attractive IOOW MM/MC 6 line inputs remote 
monoblok power amp Im's with generally goso performance capable straight line

R/- 62

Mission Cyrus One 

£1BO
Very Good 
Good

A red hot class winner, which caused the whole issue to be re-rated 1 it's even well built - 
however, the neadphcce socket will cn: take a 3.5mm ace

30W, MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, straight BB 62
li ne

Mission Cyrus PSX 

£200
Very Good 
ito Good

The PSX does make the Cyrus Two sound better; and also improves the PCM 11 CD player giving Auxiliary power supply 
more .va, m and dainty

R 62

Mission Cyrus Two 

£300
Very Good
Verv Good

Also a top performer in its group with fine moving coil and compact disc sound, Again, only 
3.5mm headphone socket

SOW, MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, straight R 
li ne

62

Mordaunt Short MS-A5000 

£350
Very Good 
Good

With a recognisable pedigree, Mordaunt Short engineers have made a good job of this one. A 
musical all rounder

SOW, MM/MC, 6 inputs, hdph, tone 
controls

R 62

Musical Fidelity A1

£249
Musical Fidelity B200

£299

Good 
Good + 
Very Good 
Good+

Fine-ranking in terms of overall sound quality for money, the excessive heat output could be 20W MM/MC 4 inputs straight line BB 56
hazardous to yoji t os if yea re careless
Running cooler than other MFs, the B200 delivered fine musical and dynamic sounds with plenty BOW MM/MC 4 line inputs straight line BB 62
of power

Musical Fidelity Pre 3/P140 

£299/£299
Very Good
Ve'ï Good

Delivering true audiophile sound quality well ahead of their price, both components shine in their lOW MM/MC 4 line inputs straight line R 
own ri iht

56

Musical Fidelity A100 

£439
Good +
Vew Good

This is another one recommended for fine sound with which you could keep your Chinese carry- SOW MM/MC 5 inputs straight line 
outs warm

R 62

Musical Fidelity P170 

£499
Very Good 
Ve "ÿ Good

Acquitted itself wel, later samples showing steadily increasing refinements
•

BSW R 50

Musical Fidelity MA-50 

£Bl5 oair
Good 
Excellent

An audiophile bargain, One of the best sounding power amplifiers made SOW, monoblok R 62

Musical Fidelity MVT Mk 3 

£1199
Very Good
Verv Good

The MVT preamp was "strong in its class", providing competition for £1500-plus amplifier 
svstems now rivalled the MF3B

MM/MC 5 inputs R 50

Musical Fidelity P270 

£1199
Very Good 
Excellent

If the hot-box aspect is not a deterrent, this is something of a bargain, A big amplifier scale of !35W 
sound which is ust a little rough-edgeo

R 50

Musical Fidelity MVX 

£2,000
Very Good 
Excellent

Soundwise this preamp puts Musical Fidelity on terms with much more expensive exotics, with MM/MC, phase invert 
class transpars'm focus and dynamics

R 60

Musical Fidelity A370 

£2199
Very Good 
Excellent

Arguably the finest sounding power-amplifier manufactured in the UK IBSW R 50

NAD 3020e 

£110
Good
Fair

A little light in balance and "weight" but supenor to run-of-the-mill budget amplifiers 20W MM/MC 4 inputs R 50

NAD 3220PE 

£140
Good
Fair

Like the 3020E but with more peak power and loudness thanks to the 'power envelope' 20W, MM, 5 inputs, hdph 62

NAO 2200 

£339
Good++
Fair

Not recommended on grounds of sound quality, but worth serious consideration for its exceptional IOOW 
c ower output

44

Nairn NAil 2 

£322
Average+ 
Fair

Well built with good load tolerance the NAIT delivered a fully competitive sound in spite of its !SW pc MM 3 inputs 
modest measured power output. Recent modifications as >m unchecked

R * 50

Nairn Separates 

£560-c£B,OOO
Very Good 
Good

A consistent and coherent series of ‘building blocks' for conventional passive or active 4Ü-7OW, MM/MC etc
operation. Sound quality ignores conventional audiophile standards of presentation, but achieves 
fine musical communication

R 60

Nakamichi CA-SE 

£150
Very Good 
Good

A fine lab performance and high build quality but rather disappointing sound quality for a preamp MM/MC, 6 inputs, hdph, tone controls 
of this price

62

Nakamichi PA-5E 

£1150
Very GoDd 
Good

A strong sound in several respects but one which ultimately failed to satisfy IOOW 62

Nakamichi CA7E/PA7E 

£2500/£1100
Very good 
Good/Good+

Exceptional build and finish, plus good general performance, remote control and versatility, but 200W MM/MC 6 line inputs, remote, 
experts >e tone controls

56

Nikko NA700 

£!B9
Good++ 
Poor

Disappointing sound quality at an above budget price. Inescapably old fashioned 60W MM/MC 4 line inputs tone filters 56

Nuance 

£195
Very Good 
Good

A subtle civilised pre-amp though a little lacking in resolution and detail;suited to some tastes 4 inputs MC 
but not to a-drawer

50

Orell SA-040 

£359
Good 
Good+

This promising newcomer from a brand new company sounded pretty good and should improve as 45W MM/MC, 4 line inputs, straight 
production settles line

R 56

Perreaux SA3 

£690
Very Good 
Fair

This exotic New Zealand-built preamp did not really offer the sort of sound quality expected at 4 inputs MM/MC 
the price

44

Perreaux 1850 

£990
Pink Triangle PIP

£2610
Pioneer A333

£149

Very Good 
Fair
Excellent 
Excellent
Very Good 
Fair

This power amp's musical qualities were disappointing, though powerfully delivered. Build and !BOW 
finish were
This state-of-the-art preamp is one of the few truly high end products to come out of ths country MM/MC, 4 inputs, battery supply 
this yea' lt will most neriamy worry the oomneiii m
A rather average but nonetheless competent performer that is pleasant enough 55W, MM, 5 inputs, hdph, tone

controls

R 44

62

62

Phi lips FA860 

£249
Very Good 
Fair

Well balanced model from Phi lips' Japanese factory, with versatility, good build and finish lOW MM/MC 5 line inputs tone 
controls

56

Philips FA960 

£299
Very Good 
Good

Japanese built higb quality integrated model with versatile features and plenty of power IIOW MM/MC B line inputs tone 
controls

56

Plenitude 

£195
Very Good 
Good+

Rating slightly higher than its Nuance partner, this power amp provided a tight, controlled sound, BOW 
if somewhat lacking n scale and grace

R 50

QED A240 CO 11
£169

Good+ 
Good

Latest 240CD is fine value for CD and has competent MM disc input as well 45W MM 5 line inputs straight line BB 62

QED A240 SA 11
£219

Good + + 
Good +

Redesigned 240SA represents a significant allround improvement over its predecessor, and 
provides a wm; imoniy rm! disc rput in a competitive puce

45W MM/MC 5 line inputs straight line BB 62 jjiunjuin
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Quad 34 

£269
Very Good 
Fair

This well-built durable preamp has useful filtering and above average tone controls but was 
found lacking m sound quality (viz: detail/dynamics)

4 inputs MM/MC tone controls 44

Quad 405 

£329
Very Good 
Fair

Not an impressive power amp but easy on the ear if not pushed and very reliable lOOW 44

Quicksilver Mono 

£1495
Good
Good +

Moderately improved for '88 the Quicksilver still rates well despite up and coming competition 60W monoblok 4/8ohms 57

Radlord SC25

£598
Very Good 
Very Good

A very fair price for a solid, well built valve preamp, combining good allround performance and 
a neutral sound

5 inputs, MM, straight line R 57

Radford MA75

£776
Good
Very Good

A fine quality valve monoblok with good load tolerance and a neutral accurate sound, offering 
significant gains in power and focus over the STA25

7SW monohloks R 57

Radlord STA25 Renaissance 

£897
Good 
Good +

Offering superb midrange performance if not quite as good at the extremes, the Renaissance valve 
power amp is a genuine audiophile product

25W R 50

Revox B250 

£1128
Very Good 
Good

With much Improved sound over its predecessors plus amazing remote control facilities, this 
could form the heart of a round-the-dream-house system

150W MM/MC system/house remote 
tone controls

56

Robertson Forty Ten 

£987
Very Good 
Good

Here is a neat little power amp (60W) you can fit and forget; it proved most satisfying over long 
li stening sessions

60W Collection

Rotel RA81OA 

£100
Very Good 
Fair

As a cut price RA820AII this is a very successful little amp that ioses little in sound quality to 
its predecessor. Excellent value

20W, MM, 5 inputs, hdph, tone 
controls

BB 62

Rotel RA820A 

£130
Good + + 
Good

This A version of an established budget favourite delivers the goods sonically and is fine value 
for money

35W MM 4 line inputs tone controls BB 56

Rotel RB/RC850 

£140/£119
Good + + 
Good+

Quality separate pre and power amplifiers at near budget integrated amplifier priceSi A notable 
achievement

60W MM/MC 4 line inputs tone 
controls

BB 62

Rotel RA820BX3 

£160
Very Good 
Good

The latest upgrade is not that impressive, but the BX remains a fine amplifier and now has a 
movin g coil disc input

30W, MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, straight 
li ne

BB 62

Rotel RA870BX 

£325
Very Good 
Good +

A powerful blockbuster with solid and well focused sound, good versatility and fine load 
tolerance

85W MM/MC 7 line inputs tone 
controls

R 56

SansuiAU-G11X

£139
Good+ 
Fair

Tightly controlled if somewhat congested and lightweight, but a reasonable compromise between 
features and sound quality

25W MM hdph 4 inputs, tone controls 50

Sansui AU-G30X

£199
Good+ + 
Fair

A very competent amp with no glaring faults, performing well with phono and compact disc inputs 4inputs MM 45W tone controls hdph 50

Sansui B2301

£1880
Very Good 
Good+

Rating better than the preamp and providing generous power output, this amp could not be 
considered competitive in its price bracket

300W Collection

Sansui C2301 

£2306
Excellent
Good

Sansui's flagship preamp did not really rate well given its price, but is not short on features All facilities Collection

Sony TAF 500ES 

£349
Good + 
Fair

Not too hot at the price, lacking in bass action, rating poorly on vinyl and only marginally 
i mirovmg on CD

75W hdph tone controls MM/MC 50

Sony TAF700ES 

£500
Good + + 
Fair

Scoring higher than the 500 but still not offering the sort of standards set by the competition. 
But mani buttons to push

lOOW MM/MC tone controls 50

Sumo Nine + 

£1200
Very Good 
Excellent

Macho styling of this class A stereo power amp conceals a sonic subtlety that is exceptional for 
the price, limited by bts of waste heat and a noisy fan on our sample (being improved)

65W R 60

Tannoy SR-840 

£1713
Very Good 
Good

A "muscle" power amp, capable of impressive levels into difficult ioads while remaining quite 
subtle and reveal i ni

250W 50

Vacuum State FVP 

£999
Good
Very Good

This well thought out valve preamplifier is designed for optimum musicality and transparency, a 
goal which is handsomely achieved

5 inputs, MM, straight line R 57

Yamaha AX-300 

£120
Good 
Fair

A lively and dynamic performer, offering a credible if bright sound ata competitive price 30W hdph tone controls (MM) 50

Yamaha AX500

£200
Very Good 
Good

A well built versatile performer with generous power, decent sound 90W MM/MC 5 line inputs tone, var. 
1 oudness

56

YBA 2 pre & pwr 

£1395/£1695
Good + + Superbly finished French audiophile separates, with very good space and transparency, slightly 
V Good/Excellent softened bass. Needs extra transformer (£300) for MC cartridges

lOW MM (MC extra) straight line R 56

YBA 1 preamp 

£2895
Very Good 
Excellent

A front line French audiophile product Great stereo and a fine Kreil style finish MM/MC, 3 inputs, straight line R 62

YBA 1 power amp 

£2995
Good
Excellent

This equally well finished power amp offers front rank stereo staging and transparency, and is 
capable of driving the most difficult loads

85W R 62

last i tem in the hi-fi chain, to some extent the part of a tree, plus a couple of drive units hidden dispersion come into the equation
1 oudspeaker is merely the slave of what has gone behind a removable grille Inside the box lurks a Careful placement of the loudspeakers within
before, capable only of reproducing a signal as good simple electrical circuit known as a crossover, the room is as important as the initial choice of
as it is fed. Nevertheless the distortions which divides the incoming (full range) signal into model. For good stereo they need to be more or less
(colorations and stereo effects) introduced by the right bits for the drivers to handle Variations on the same distance from nearby walls, and preferably
loudspeakers (and rooms) tend to be more the above formula are specifically identified in the on similar rigid stands The listener should be about
iimmediately obvious than those anywhere else in entries. The designer's primary task is to balance the same distance from and listening angle to each
the chain, so careful choosing according to taste is the sensitivity of the loudspeaker (how loud it goes loudspeaker. The ideal placement depends on the
very important. for a given electrical input) against the bass way a particular model has been balanced (not to

The average loudspeaker consists of a smallish extension (how low does it go) for the given box mention a number of other factors), and our
enclosure, much of which may have begun life as size. After that such subtleties as coloration and recommendation is given in the entries.
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Acoustic Energy AE1 

£700
Good
Very Good

To the author’s knowledge, the most awesomely dynamic and articulate miniature 29.5 x 18 x 25cm semi- 88dB/W 
ever made open space 60Hz

R 59

Acoustic Research BBX 

£100
Average 
Average-

Spacious and informative sound quality with bass well under control. Not that there 40 x 25 x 19cm shelf 88.5dB/W
was much bass to control or 50cm stand near wall 70Hz

53

Acoustic Research 22BX 

£170
Average 
Average

Basically well-engineered with sound "nicely out of the box”. Some of our "ears” 47 x 29 x 22cm shelf or 89.5dB/W 
were less enthusiastic 50cm stand near wall 55Hz

R 59

Acoustic Research 35BX 

£200
Average 
Average-

This is quite loud, with some boom and fizz, making it suitable for supine Strummers 58 x 26 x 27cm free 91.5dB/W
of imaginary guitars perhaps space on 40cm stands 55Hz

53

^J 
^

Apogee Caliper 

£2550
n/a
Very Good

Near state of the art performance, not materially worse than bigger Apogees, just less 122.5 x 71 x 10cm ex. n/a
bass. Rich, subtle and slightly dull, with a clear, articulate midband, but rear foot, free standing, n/a
uncommonly system fussy. ________________ away from walls

R 60

= Apogee Scintilla 

£4990
Good
Very Good

These take-me-to-your-leader speakers gave exceptional transparency and can 145
achieve excellent results in a true audiophile system space

88 x 9cm free 79dB/W
on floor 20Hz

R 46/Coll
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A&R Arcam Three 
£150

Average +
Average— '

Arcam's baby speaker did not delight our listeners, but it might do better in less 
expensive systems

34 x 18 x 23cm close to 
wall at head height

88.5dB/W 
95Hz

53

A&R Arcam Two 
£250

Good 
Average

Most things to most men this compact is unlikely to disappoint with its lively 
"ballsy” character though lacking weight... a bit

38 x 23 x 28cm near wall 
shelf or 40cm stands

88dB/W 
55Hz

59

A&R Arcam One Plus 
£359

Good 
Average

Provides a solid, weighty and rich sound, but is a little raw in the treble and 
indefinite in the midband

22.3 x 28.1 x 37.8cm 
cnee space on stands

885dB/W
60Hz *

59

Ariston OLN1 
£350

Very Good 
Good +

This very sophisticated loudspeaker has much of the euphony of a LS3/5A but with 
rather more 'oomph' . A little 'romantic' for some tastes - Schubert and Sting rather 
than Stockhausen or the Stones

35 x 25 x 265cm free 
space, 24 inch stands

84.5dB/W 
65Hz

R 59

Audiostatic ES200
£1495

Average 
Averaged-

Sounding forward and unbalanced with limited bass power, these excelled in 
iransoa-aio and detail, and m ght suit some tastes

150 x 53 x 23cm low 
stands, free seace

79dB/W
45Hz

46

Audiostatic ES300
£1995

Average + 
Good

Marred by similar problems to its cheaper ES200 stablemate, this line source 
electrostatic was superb in the upper-mid and treble but lumpy in the bass

44 x 5 x 93cm free 
standing

82.5dB/W 
30Hz

46

Avance 120
£279

Average + 
Average-!-

This unusual "after eighties"" looking speaker has the recipe for success, but not 
quite the ift snr o ci

42 x 30 x 30cm 30cm 
from wall on 40cm stands

86.5dB/W 
60Hz

53

Avance Concrete 2000 
£970

Below Average
Below Avdav'

Very low cabinet talk, but the system sounds terminally uneven - lumpy bass and 
over-forward midband dominate

86.5 x 29.2 x 43cm clear 
of walls

94dB/W 
40Hz

60

B&W DM100i
£120

Good 
Average

Not universally Iiked on test. but the consensus view was positive, the best feature 
being a sharp, clear midband.

37 x 22 x 22.6cm free 
space or near wall, on 
stand

88.5dB/W 
90Hz

R 59

B&W DM110i
£159

Very Good 
Average

On the hard and aggressive side of neutral, this is a tactile and detailed transducer 
that remains musically adequate, if slightly intrusive.

48.7 x 26 x 27cm open 
space, on 55 stands

88dB/W 
60Hz

59

B&W LM1 Mk 11
£249

Average + 
Average

Probably one of the best 'micros' ever made, worth considering for special 
applications (boats or vehicles). Upgraded since our review

24 x 15.5 x 20cm shelf or 
flush mount

865dB/W
80Hz

31

B&W DM1600
£399

Good
Good

Crisp, dynamic loudspeaker with tight but not especially deep bass and a tweeter 
that sometimes sounds overcooked

49 x 23.6 x 30cm free 
smee cieen stands

87.5dB/W
60Hz

R 59

B&W Matrix 1 E
£595

Very Good 
Good +

There was enthusiastic and consistent praise for these speakers with their 
is'Miep and seductive"" midrange

41 x 23 x 32cm free 
space on 35cm stands

85.5dB/W 
50Hz

R 53

BBC LS3/5A
£265

Good + 
Averaged-

As a working tool it does its job but as a piece of value engineering this old-timer 
is beginning to look a bit grey-haired (recent revsions not checked)

30 x 185 x 16cm open 
stands, free space

8l.SdB/W 
57Hz

R* Coll

BLO 02 
£275

Average
Average

Nearly a good loudspeaker, the basic balance is good, but the midband is very uneven 
and there are severe losses of resolution, ‘space’ and dynamics

43 x 25.1 x 24 5 semi 
open on stands

87.5dB/W
70Hz

59

Base 6.2
£570

Average
Average-

Wishy-washy (but not unpleasant) sound and vague imagery are the hallmarks of this 
unusual feciri

25 4 x 50.8 x 24.4cm 
free space on stands

87.5dB/W 
55Hz

59

Boston A4011
£110

Average 
Average-

Competent performance for size and price but below average relative to the UK 
competition

34 x 21 x 20cm on stands 
near wall

88.5dB/W 
63Hz

41

Castle Clyde 
£139

Average + 
Average

A tidy little performer packing punch, but beginning to show its age in the light of 
new ccnra'Ccn

37 x 21 5 x 22cm open 
space on stands

89.5dB/W
64Hz

R 46

Castle Durham 
£189

Average + 
Average

Listening results were encouraging, well engineered and finished, but lean on treble 
and a brt weak on bass; still recommended

41 x 215 x 25cm near 
rear wall

89dB/W
67Hz

R 46

Castle Pembroke 
£289

Good
Averaged-

Comfortably recommended, a sweet smooth sound with good overall balance of 
engineering-based performance

55 x 37.5 x 30 5cm
ceca space on stands

88dB/W
46Hz

R 31

Celestion DL6 Series Two 
£149

Good 
Average

Good tonal colouring and plenty of bass for the enclosure size; the metal dome 
tweeter is excellent, but bass and mid lack clarity and 'bite’

45.4 x 24.5 x 26.2cm 
near wall, on stands

87dB/W 
65Hz

59

Celestion DLB Series Two 
£199

Very Good 
Good

A refined middle market speaker has a smooth but slightly dull quality, with good 
definition and deep, if slightly boxy bass

50 x 27 5 x 27.8cm open, 
stands

87.5dB/W
60Hz

R 59

Celestion SL6S
£350

Good
Good +

A luxury compact speaker that gives a sweet treble sound with fine musical detail 37.5 x 20 x 27cm free 
specs on 40cm stands

84dB/W 
50Hz

R 46

Celestion SL600
£700

Good
Good + +

Clearly an exceptional device in terms of design and transparent sound quality. An 
audiophile miniature

37 x 20 x 255cm open 
seece on stands

83dB/W 
55Hz

R 46

Celestion SL700
£1220 nc stands

Good
Good

Very sophisticated, mostly smooth and accurate transducer, with fast but not very 
deep bass and a rather buac treble

37.5 x 20 x 23 5cm 
free air on tall stands

83dB/W 
45Hz

60

Celestion 6000
£1470

Very Good
Verv Good

A genuine fullrange audiophile quality speaker system - with Star Wars styling to 
suit a high tech environment

Complex, on floor in free 
space

82.5dB/W R 60

Chameleon 500
£349

Average
Average-

Sounding badly coloured, dull and compressed, it is also amateurishly constructed, 
dcsp te uses qua tv materials

38 x 2 5 3 x 31.3cm free, 
stands

89.5dB/W 
75Hz

59

dbx 1000
£450

Average
Average-

This system sounds soft and woolly, with an effusive bass, an occasionally sharp 
treble, and a recessed midband. Stereo posdioing s peiiu

78.7 x 35 6 x 27.9cm 
against rear wall

9ldB/W 
60Hz

59

Gale 301
£279

Average 
Averaged-

Of unusual, distinctive appearance this produced a mixed response, being lively but 
lacking depth

44 x 23 5 x 22cm on 
stands quite near wall

865dB/W
63Hz

46

Gale GS402
£699

Average + 
Averaged-

Clean but rich and powerful bass; stereo focus was not a strong point. but it s worth 
considering. (Recent revisrons not checked)

61 x 35.5 x 28cm on 
iiiabchce stands near wall

88dB/W
48Hz

* 46

Goodmans Maxim Two 
£80

Average+ 
Average

More wham-bam-thankyou-mam sound that imitates much bigger speakers when you 
1 et these babies vei. lA well-controlled ve :

26 x 17 x 19cm near wall 
on shelf or stand

86dB/W 
85Hz

BB 59

Goodmans Point 3
£90

Average + 
Average-

Recommended as good value for money, but our listeners' differing opinions mean 
vci.1 ears should |uac for themselves

4 7 x 25 x 20cm shelf! 
bigi stand near wall

90dB/W
80Hz

R 53

Goodmans Point 7
£170

Average + 
Average

Basically competent performance-mix and a fat of speaker for the money, but a 
certain lack of refinement nonetheless

69 x 33 x 26cm free 
space on 35cm stand

89dB/W
47Hz

53

Harbeth HL Compact
From £455

Very Good 
Average

The clean and neutral sound lacks resolution and gives rather unsubtle though well 
differentiated stereo. Can be bi-wired to advantage

52 x 27.2 x 28.1cm open 
on ii । stands

87.5dB/W
65Hz

59

Harbeth H L Mk 4
£525

Good +
Good +

Recommended for the good results at its price, and only mildly criticised for heavy 
bass and a mild 'chestiness'

64 x 33 x 30cm free 
space on 46cm stand

89dB/W 
40Hz

R 53

Heybrook Point Five 
£139

Average 
Average

Disappointingly prosaic performance on listening tests; wooden and hollow, with 
restricted i.--" :: and specc Earlier samples sounded better

37 5 x 23 x 23cm near 
wall, on (m::-ic stands

86dB/W 
65Hz

59

Heybrook HB1 
£189

Good
Averaged-

No longer an over-bright character, a strikingly clear sound and fine transient 
Mriowcc now merits recommendation

47 x 29 x 23cm
on stands near wall

88dB/W
61Hz

R 46

Infinity RS2000 
£130

Good
Good +

Fast, detailed and assured miniature with quick but not very deep bass. The top end 
s detailed but sometimes jangly

36.2 x 22 5 x 20cm near 
rear wall, high stands

9l.SdB/W
70Hz

BB 59

JBL TLX-3 Gl 
£130

Average 
Average—

Lively and punchy but also untidy this little speaker may have deviated from the Hi
Fi standard but cannot be summarily dismissed

38 x 25.5 x 22cm free 
space on stands

87dB/W 
55Hz

46
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JBL L 60T

£399
Good + 
Good

Well balanced and offering realistic value for money, tlie fine treble and extended 
bass make it suitable for larger rooms

78 x 30.5 x 26.5cm low 88dB/W
stands or floor 40Hz

R 46

JBL LSOT 

£549
Good 
Average

Large scale, dynamic if rather unwieldy sounding, this is a performer of integrity, if 
not much subtlety

85.1 x 35.6 x 30.3cm 89.5dB/W
floorstanding, open space 55HZ

59

JBL 18Ti

£599
Good + 
Good

Beautifully engineered, well finished miniature with many good points, but 
unexceptional overall. the cheaper L20T

34 x 24 x 22.5cm 50cm 85.5dB/W 
from wall on rigid stands 53Hz

46

JBL 250Ti

£3599
Good +
Good +

In general this speaker did not show the required level of dynamic presentation 
transparency and stereo depth expected of a pricey flagship model

132 x 57 x 36cm free 
space on floor

89dB/W 
53Hz

46

JPW Pl 

£125
Good
Average+

Honest and basically articulate if not very sophisticated, resolution is good but it 
can sound a little wearing in bright systems or with rough sounding material

44 x 25.9 x 26.lcm free 89dB/W 
space on stands 60Hz

R 59

JPW AP2 

£145
Good
Average+

Few grounds for criticism but purchasers should check out the treble qualities to 
avoid hammering the ear anvils

46 x 26 x 25cm 40cm 89dB/W
from wall on 45cm stands 65Hz

R 53

JPW AP3 

£210
Good 
Average+

Pretty good stereo and well balanced overall it had its own character which is well 
suited to vinyl replay

52 x 25 x 29.5cm near 90dB/W
wall on stands 57Hz

R 46

KEF CID 

£94
Good 
Average—

Listening panelists gave this a poor reception 30 x 20.5 x 17.5cm 
stand near wall

87.5dB/W 
75Hz

46

KEF C40

£209
Average+ 
Average-

Criticisms were made of a lack of fine detail and loss of depth and transparency, but 
it could handle power well

65 x 24.5 x 26.5cm free 90dB/W 
space on stands 55Hz

46

KEF Rl02

£335
Very Good
Very Good

High class near-miniature with expressive, articulate midband and clean, accurate 
bass and top. The sound quality of the Kube circuitry, however, is suspect; what 
would an audiophHe Kube sound like?

33 x 20.7 x 26.3cm near 89.5dB/W 
wall or open on stands 60Hz

R 59

KEF 103/3

£630
Good + 
Good

Technically impressive, excellent bass/power handling for size, but not for the 
audiophile system. Better among cheaper components, and good n a large room

56 x 27 x 30cm supplied 90-95dB/W 
stands free space 35Hz

53

KEF 104/2 line KUBE equaliser) 

£806 (£905)
Very Good 
Good + +

A reference point for dynamics, preferred without KUBE, suited to many rooms. Good 
stereo, high sound levels

90 x 28 x 41.5cm floor 92dB/W
standing n free space 50Hz

R 60

KEF 107 

£1890
Very Good 
Good +

A welcome sense of.ease and lack of strain at most normal levels. Minor criticisms 
included a dulling in the extreme treble. Excellent bass extension

116.5 x 33 x 45cm on 87.5dB/W
floor in free space 20Hz

R 60

Linn Nexus 

£350
Good 
Average

Good features include a solid, meaty bass plus good imagery and tonal balance. The 
catch is that Nexus lacks resolution and timing

49 x 23.5 x 30.4cm near 89dB/W
rear wall supplied stands 60Hz

59

Linn Sara 

£729
Good
Very Good

The new Sara is now much smoother and sweeter, with much better imaging. Bass 
power and dynamics are as good as ever, and the system is no longer as fussy as 
before

43 x 344 x 26.5cm 88dB/W
stand mounting, near wall 50Hz

R 60

Linn lsobarik 

£1695
Good
Good + +

Exceptional capabilities in the dynamic range and bass performance; demands 
serious consideration as a state of the art contender, but odd stereo

76 x 33 x 41.5cm low 
stands against rear wall

R* Coli II

Magneplanar SMGa 

£697
Average
Average

Tonally 'rich', n the right room it proved a satisfactory musical experience 122 x 48 x 4.5cm on floor 85dB/W 
clear of wall 56 Hz

46

Magneplanar MG2.5R 

£1897
Offers the low coloration and profound musical insight of better electrostatic 
loudspeakers but without loss of low frequency extension

183 x 56 x 4.5cm 
Open space

83-85dB/W 
35Hz

60

Magneplanar MGIIIa 

£2650
Good
Very Good

Another excellent true-audiophile loudspeaker this American panel speaker helps to 
convey much of the original character of the music

180 x62 x38cm we 
clear of walls

84-86dB/W 
35Hz

46

Marantz LD20 DMS 

£150
Average 
Average

Recommended more for CD users than vinyl keepers, soundly engineered and built but 
should be heard before bought

36 x 23 x 24cm free 86,5dB/W
space on 45cm stands 55Hz

53

MB Quart 390

£499
Below Average An aggressive, messy sounding design whose uncouthness undermines the positive 
Poor level of detail

52 x 31 x 30.5cm open 89.5dB/W
space, on stands 60Hz

59

Meridian M30

£725
Average+ 
Average

Pricey but easy on the ears and worth considering especially where space s at a 
premium

38.5 x 18 x 32cm free Active 
space on stands 40Hz

46

Mission 70 11
£110

Good 
Average

Lively and transparent, the 70 11 was favoured for its speed, though the sound had a 
mildly'thin' tonal balance

35 x 21 x 2lcms on 89dB/W 
stands or shelf near wal l 68Hz

BB 46

Mission 7DOLE 

£140
Good 
Average

Mission re-submitted this popular model and again got a positive review - which 
proclaims their (and our) consistency

38 x 21 x 2lcm straight 89dB/W
ahead stand near wall 66Hz

R 59

Mission R737 Renaissance 

£250
Average 
Average

Effusive, over-the-top bass and obtrusive treble get in the way of a marvellously 
lucid and transparent midband. Inconsistent on audition - wonderful piano, bloated 
orchestras etc

54 x 25 x 27cm near wall 88.5dB/W 
on dedicated low stands 60Hz

59

Mission Argonaut 

£700
Good 
Good •

Perhaps not the most subtle or sweet these were recommended for their excitement, 
drama, power handling and .. . good looks

95 x 23 x 3lcm floor 
standing near wall

9ldB/W 
40Hz

R 60

Monitor Audio RlOO 

£139
Average+ 
Average—

Tonally quite neutral, but with small box character, negligible low bass and a rather 
' hard' midrange

40.5 x 25 x 2lcm free 87.5dB/W 
space on stands 70Hz

46

Monitor Audio R252 

£159
Average+ 
Average

Rating well for its price this model displayed a rather rough top end and a generally 
dry character helped by good detail and focus

47 x 25 x 24cm stands 89dB/W
quite near rear wall 62Hz

R 46

Monitor Audio R352

£250
Good 
Average

Well-built and finished, 'sensitive' speaker which is easy to drive and capable of 
extracting good results from any good amplifier

64 x 25 x32cm on stands 90dB/W 

in free space 50Hz
R 46

Monitor Audio R700 MD 

£269
Average+ 
Average+

Lively and involving with good, punchy, if rolled off bass. The metal dome speaker 
gives a clean and open treble

32 x 21.5 x 25cm on 87.5dB/W
stands 0.4m from wall 62 Hz

R 46

Monitor Audio R352 MD

£299
Good
Average+

Better suited to CD than vinyl perhaps, this is clearly good value for money . But some 
found it coarse while others praised its cleanliness

64 x25 x 32cm 25cm - 89dB/W 
stands in free space 42Hz

BB 53

Monitor Audio R452/MD 

£350
Average 
Average

This big, efficient, dynamic sounding loudspeaker 
pinched, two-dimensional midband. Can be tiring

has a clean, open treble but a 
n the long run

64 x 25 x 31.8cm open 89dB/W
space, low stands 55Hz

59

Monitor Audio R652 MD 

£369
Average 
Average+

Mild bass and crossover weaknesses were criticised, but the sound was quite well 
liked and it s decently built

51 x 20 x 26cm free 86.5dB/W
space on 40cm stands 45Hz

53

Monitor Audio R852/MD 

£380
Good + 
Good

This finely crafted design has a sharp and clear if occasionally rather rough sound 
quality. Bass is light but qualitatively very good - an intriguing performer

45 x 25 x 27.5cm open 89dB/W
space or near rear wall, 68Hz 
high stands

R 59

Mordaunt Short MS10 11 
£90

Average 
Average-

One of the best miniatures around. A borderline Best Buy because of the bass 
limitations, which may depend on your taste

29 x 20 x 17cm wall 
bracket

86dB/W 
75Hz

R 53

Mordaunt Short MSl DO 

£189
Average+ 
Average+

A 'mid forward' tonal balance s its main drawback but other aspects such as 
ambience, transparency and stereo depth compensate

32.5 x 22.5 x 21.5cm 85dB/W
stands near wall 80Hz

R 46

Mordaunt Short 45Ti

£230
Good 
Average

A sensitive tandem-bass number that can be driven loud but loses its balance a bit 
and can be unsubtle

63 x 26 x 30cm low 90.5dB/W
120cm) stand near wall 52Hz

53

Mordaunt Short MS300

£319
Average+ 
Average+

Not considered particularly competitive in its class, though it has good power 
handling and stereo focus

54 x 22.5 x 25cm on 
stands near wall

89dB/W 
65Hz

46
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Mordaunt Short 442

£1150
Good +
Good + +

A resounding success with the listening panels Make sure your room can 
accommodate the bass

95 x 26 x 38cm floor 
standing in free space

87.5dB/W 
40Hz

R 60

Musical Fidelity MC-2 

£300
Very Good
Very Good

This exceptionally clean and clear design offers real subtlety and finesse. Bass 
quality s light but exceptionally clear; the treble s smooth if slightly shallow

48.5 x 25.5 x 16.5cm 
open space and stands

87.5dB/W 
65Hz

BB 59

Musical Fidelity MC-4 

£499
Very Good + 
Very Good

Achieving a very high standard, the MC-4 sounds detailed and coherent like the MC- 
2, but with more bass depth and solidity, and large image scale

56.5 x 26.9 x 29cm open 
space on stands

87.5dBIW 
60Hz

R 59

Quad ESL-63 

£1459
Good +
Good + +

With its unusual but subtle characteristics this classic electrostatic may not be 
punchy in the bass, but has strengths that some cannot live without

92 x 66 x 27cm open 
stand well clear of wall

84dB/W 
34Hz

R 60

Rogers LS2 

£170
Good
Average+

A coherent and polite speaker considered more suited to classical music. Tonally 
well balanced, neutral and with good power handling

36 x 23 x 22cm on stands 
near wall

86.5dBIW 
51Hz

R 46

Rogers LS6 

£240
Good + 
Good

Sonically fitting in between the LS2 and 7, the 6 was a consistent success on 
audition - well balanced with an open and informative nature

51 x 27 x 28cm open 
stands, free space

87.5dB/W 
50Hz

BB 46

Rogers LS71 

£360
Good +
Good +

A fine combination of classic qualities at reasonable price produces the " 
try to get a pair home on approval to check for bass 'heaviness'

R" tag, but 56 x 27 x 28cm free 
space on 40cm stands

88.5dB/W 
48Hz

R 59

Roksan Oarius

£1285 inc. stands
Average 
Poor/Very Good

A controversial speaker which when set up right can deliver impressive performance 
but with a far from neutral balance

98 x 31 x 51cm integral 
stands near side walls

88dB/W 
50Hz

53

Rote 1 RL85D 11
£120

Average+ 
Average-I-

Strongly recommended. Well-balanced, clear, with decent focus and fine stereo, but 
tendency to 'heaviness' needs decent stands and space

44 x 25 x 24cm free 
space on 40cm stands

86.5dB/W 
50Hz

BB 59

Royd A7 Series 11 

£99
Average+ 
Average

Lively clear sound; good upper bass and dynamics, but treble "ramp" made vocals 
sound shut in. before

31 x 20 x 17cm shelf or 
50cm stands near wall

86dB/W 
75Hz

R 53

RoydA25 

£100
Average + 
Average-

Receiving mixed reactions on audition, the A25 is flawed but offers a lot of speaker 
for the money

51 x 29.5 x 24cm, stands 
near wall

87dB/W 
52Hz

R 46

SO Acoustics SO 1 

£1050
Average 
Good

A large scale, airy and unusually detailed system with excellent dynamics. Balance 
is light and bright, and can upset some systems/listeners

123.5 x 38.2 x 31.9cm 
free standing, away from 
walls

90dB/W 
50Hz

R 60

Sony APM 1 DES 

£100 Average
An obvious Best Buy at its highly competitive price point, it can do justice to a good 
hi-li system of Sony or specialist origins

40 x 25 x 20cm, 40cm 
stands 40cm from wall

87dBIW 
55Hz

BB 59

Sony APM 22ES 

£249
Good + 
Good

Sounding notably clear, the 22ES scored well on listening tests was easy to drive 
and achieved high sound levels

51.5 x 29 x 30cm free 
space on 40cm stands

88.5dB/W 
46Hz

R 46

Sony APM 66ES 

£700
Average + 
Average+

Powerful heavyweight sound with a brilliant midband - clear articulate and 
transparent. But the bass is on the boomy side and the treble can sound grainy

66 x 38 x 36.5cm open 
space, low stands

89dB/W 
60Hz

59

Spendor Prelude 11 
£350

Good + 
Good

Good clarity and detail were evident everywhere in this speaker. Though a little boxy 
or muddy in the midrange t is strongly Recommended

50 x 26 x 28cm open 
stands in free space

88dB/W 
52Hz

R* 46

Spendor SP2 

£450
Very Good 
Good +

Conceding little to the SP1, this 30 litre model displayed good tonal balance with a 
highly articulate midrange, only slightly marred at frequency extremes

50 x 25 x 30cm free 
space, stands

87dBIW 
45Hz

R 59

Spendor SP1 

£680
Very Good 
Good

A very subtle and musical performer that works particularly well with digital 
material. An exceptional allrounder

63.5 x 29.5 x 30.5cm 
stands in open space

87dBIW 
41Hz

R 60

Spendor SAJ Passive 

£1400 Good+
Same as Spendor SA3 active 85 x 38 x 46cm low 89dB/W 

32Hz
R 46

Spendor SAJ Active 

£2708
Good +
Very Good

Substantial speakers designed to deliver high sound levels and killer bass. Suited to 
larger rooms and power hungry ears

85 x 38 x 46cm low rigid 
stands in free space

89dB/W 
32Hz

R 46

Spica TC-5D 

£595
Average+ 
Good

These American wedge-shaped-cabinet speakers just merit recommendation at their 
price and were detailed and clear

40 x 33 x 28cm free 
space on 50-60cm stands

85dB/W 
48Hz

R 59

Spica Angelus 

£1195
Good 
Average

A little bass shy and soft in the bass and lower mid, the Angelus is otherwise tidy, 
extremely lively and fluid, if uneven overall

116.8 x 53.3 x 26cm 
free standing away from 
walls

86.5dB/W 
50Hz

60

Tannoy Eclipse 

£120
Average + 
Good

Although a little bright, the essentials are right: hear-through clarity at all 
frequencies, good dynamics, firm bass

38.8 x 22.6 x 21cm semi 
open on stands

87dB/W 
65Hz

BB 59

Tannoy Mercury 11 
£160

Good
Average+

This genuine allrounder represents an exceptionally accurate free-space system for 
the money. Recent modifications as unchecked

50 x 25 x 23. 5cm open 
space 45cm stands

88dB/W 
55Hz

BB* 53

Tannoy Westminster 

£3500
n/a
Good +

These awesome horn loaded speakers are remarkably controlled and impressive, if 
only suited to a few pockets and rooms

Huge, flat against rear 
wall, away from corners

96dB/W 
(manu!.)

R Coli

Technics SRC 25D 

£130
Average + 
Average-

Despite a fairly even tonal balance, the 250EK sounded muddled in the midrange ant 
dull in character

36.5 x 23.5 x 20.5cm 
free space, stands

86dB/W 
60Hz

46

Technics SB-RX5D 

£500
Very Good 
Average-I-

With its unique coaxial drive unit the RX50 proved a smooth and well balanced 
loudspeaker, its minor weakness being a mildly excessive low bass

48 x 3o x 26cm free 

space on 40cm stands
86dB/W 
40Hz

R 46

Wharfedale Delta 3D 

£80
Good 
Average

Very clear and surprisingly neutral for the price, with good dynamics and stereo 
within limited volume ceiling

37.9 x 20 x 16.9cm near 
wall on high stands

88.5dB/W 
80Hz

BB 59

Wharfedale Delta 5D 

£99
Average + 
Average-

"There's nothing obviously wrong, but it seems a bit mundane,"’ is what we said 
when the Delta 50 was £129. But Since then the price has dropped by 30 per cent, 
making it great value

48 x 27 x 19cm near wall 
on 40cm stands

88dB/W 
55Hz

53

Wharfedale Diamond 111

£100
Below Average 
Average-

This latest version of the long running Diamond sports a better tweeter, but bass, 
though deep, is soft, and the midband is indistinct and uneven

24 x 18.5 x 20.5cm near 
wall, stands

86.5dB/W 
75Hz

59

Wharfedale 5D4 

£139
. Average+ 

Average
Acquitting itself well on audition, the 504 produced a clear, reasonably balanced 
sound with above average treble

21 x 18.5 x 20cm stands, 
near wall

85dB/W 
75Hz

R 46

Wharfedale Super Diamond 

£140
Average 
Average-

Although there are improvements on the basic "legendary" model, listening 
panelists did not get airborne about this upgrade

24 x 19 x 19cm close to 
wall at head height

88dB/W 
57Hz

53

Wharfedale 51D.2 

£299
Average 
Average-

Even in it's latest guise, this loudspeaker still sounds hard, cluttered and lacking 
innate clarity. The bass is uneven and midband coloured

61.5 x 28 x 29.6cm near 
wall, high stands

89dB/W 
50Hz

59

Yamaha NS 1 DDDM

£900
Good 
Good +

Living up to its monitor label, and tonally well suited to digital material, the 
NS 1000m is superbly crafted and capable of high levels

67.5 x 37.5 x 32.5cm
30cm from wall, stands

90dB/W 
40Hz

R 46

* rating refers to original, tested model.
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THE DIRECTORY
The bad odour of copyright theft hangs around the to be taken in choosing the best tapes for a specific HX Pro system is becoming steadily more
compact cassette, but there is no doubt it is the machine. (Trial and error is one effective technique, widespread. Remote control remains rare, though
world's most versatile and ubiquitous music storage but many decks have manual bias adjustment and sometimes it is available as a system option.
medium. Hi-fi buffs may wrinkle their noses some match up to the tape automatically.) Lab Three-head recorders allow simultaneous checking
pointedly, but are still happy to use cassette decks performance and sound quality often go hand in of the recording being made. Auto-reverse is a
to make up tapes for the car or personal - at the hand, and are frequently somewhat dependent upon useful convenience feature, but usually with some
same time complaining loudly about the quality of factory alignment. The mechanical integrity of the mechanical compromise, while double-mechanism
pre-recorded material. (In fact the very best decks mechanism itself is another crucial factor, that is 'dubbing' decks of dubious quality are fashionable
can do a surprisingly good job with musicassettes.) often reflected in the asking price at the bottom end of the market. The welter of

There is no problem in connecting a cassette All modern hi-fi decks have Dolby B and the different 'music search' systems available is some
deck to any normal amplifier, but some care needs majority have Dolby C besides; the very worthwhile indication of their frequent ineffectiveness.

NAME
PRICE

LAB COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE
SOUND FULL REVIEW

AiwaAD-F370
£130

Average Adequate but uninspiring recorder with detail shortcomings but good control layout and Dolby B, C, HX Pro, bias adjust This
Average successful sounding with recorded musicassettes

Aiwa AD-WX707
£180

Poor Not bad value for a twin deck, but marginal from the high fidelity viewpoint. The review Dual deck, auto-reverse, Dolby B & C, 57
Average sample was poorly set up. bias adjust

Aiwa XK-007 Excelia
£400

Good Downmarket version of XK-009 with simplified bias/equalisation adjustment section and Dolby B, C, dbx, HX Pro, 3 Head, tape This
Good more 'forgiving but less informative sound. Still good, but less exciting than XK-009 alignment

Aiwa AD-WX909
£400

Good Convenience meets sound quality, and both win. An essentially clean, positive recorder which Dual deck, auto-reverse, track search, R 57
Good works alongside an auto-reverse player of lower standard - a sensible compromise Dolby B/C/HX Pro, bias adjust, 3 Head

Aiwa XK-009 Excelia
£550

Very Good Excellent detail, stable articulate midband and slightly obvious treble. The most interesting Dolby B, C, dbx, HX Pro, 3 Head, tape R This
Very Good Aiwa for yonks alignment, CD direct

Akai GX-52
£249

Very Good Well finished and a pleasure to use this well specified deck sounds clean and defined with Dolby B, C, HX Pro, track locate BB 57
Very Good all tape groups, with or without Dol by features

Akai GX-6 
£350

Good There s a strong sense that someone has really thought this one through; it has an indefinable Real-time counter, track search, R 52
Good ‘specialness' Dolby B, C, bias adjust

Denon DR-M07
£125

Average+ Despite minor operational and measured shortcomings, sound quality is excellent for the price Dolby B, C, bias adjust BB 52
Excellent

DenonDR-MlOHX 
£180

Good Very well laid out, a sensible range of features and smooth cam-operated transport .Replay- Dolby B, C HX Pro, memory counter, R This
Good only sound quality suspect, but the deck is successful as a recorder - clean, precise but bias adjust

slightly 'grainy'
Denon DR-M12HX
£220

Good Well constructed and pleasant to use, a lack of true pitch constancy kept it from sounding Track search, Dolby B, C, HX Pro, R 52
Good+ suyerb bias adj ust

Denon DR-M24HX
£290

Good This deck will slot into many high grade systems without disgracing itself-or the cassette Dolby B, C, HX Pro, bias adjust, 3 Head R 60
Good+ medium. Very presentable high resolution sound with good stereo with or without Dolby

Denon DR-M34HR
£320

Very Good Prerecorded cassettes sounded grey and dull, but this may have been a sample fault. As a Oolby B, C, HX Pro, 3 Head, manual This
Good+ recorder, the DR-M34 is refined and detailed - and good value tape calibration, memory counter

Denon DR-M44HX
£400

Excellent A well designed deck that also performed fine sonically, working very well with ferric and Real-time counter, Dolby B, C, HX Pro, R 60
Excellent metal tapes tape alignment adjust, remote control,

3 Head
Dual CC8010
£ll0

Average The only limitation worth noting is a slight opaqueness; the Dual otherwise sounds stable and Dolby B & C, microphone input BB This
Average® effective. An excellent low-cost design

Harman Kardon CD491 
£695

Good Excellent audio engineering and tremendous flexibility make this an audiophile cassette deck Real-time counter, auto reverse, track R 52
Good+ 'par excellence' search, Dolby B, C, HX Pro, bias adjust

Hitachi D-003
£130

Average- Dry, slightly 'wobbly' sound quality but suitable for many non-critical applications. The Dual deck, auto reverse, Dolby B 57
Average- manual tape direction switch s poorly designed

Hitachi D-007
£180

Average- This double 'dubbing' deck proved a mixed bag - good in parts but disappointing overall Dual deck, auto reverse, track search, 52
Poor Dolby B & C

JVC TD-V711
£380

Very Good This is a complex recorder which is built on the back of some important ideas with audiophile Dolby b, C, HX Pro, 3 Head, variable R This
Excellent roots. 1t has a (mostly) superb technical performance and is very capable, if not always bias, track search, 3 line inputs

strictly accurate
JVC TD-W222
£150

Below Average Well endowed but somewhat user-hostile twin deck. Sound quality is very tape dependent, Dual deck, auto reverse, Dolby B/C This
Below Average but offers tolerable stability with considerable loss of resolution and scrappy musical

p resentation.
Kenwood KX-440HX
£140

Average+ Uneven, unstable sounding player with limited resolving power, butgood control layout and Dolby B, C, HX Pro, intra scan This
Poor finish

Kenwood KX-660HX
£170

Good Well designed control system with useful search aids. Sound quality is positive and detailed Dolby B, C, HX Pro, track & blank R This
Good search, intra-scan, bias adjust

Luxman K-105
£349

Average Rating quite well for an auto reverse deck, and featuring complex track search facilities, it Auto reverse, track search, 52
Average was not sonically competitive on price Dolby B & C, remote control

Luxman K-112
£349

Average Build quality is not truly consistent with the price . Nor is sound, which veers on the warm, Dolby B, C, HX Pro, bias adjust, 3 Head 57
Average lossy side of neutral

Marantz SD-35
£160

Good Rock steady tape transport gives very competitive sound quality for the price, but the slightly Dolby B & C, bias adjust R 52
Good + bright replay may not appeal to some

Marantz SD-4511
£200

Good+ Well built and dynamic sounding player, working better as a recorder than with musicassettes Dolby B & C, bias adjust R 52
Good+ Auto selection

Marantz CP230
£300

Average This is a competitively priced portable recorder though not suited to replay of musicassettes Dolby B, bias adjust R 52
Averaye

Marantz SD-55
£349

Good Slightly tacky feel and restricted signal/noise performance are the main shortcomings of an Real-time counter, track search, Dol by R 57
Very Good excellent sounding piece of kit B/C/HX Pro, bias adjust, 3 Head

NAD 6300
£649.95

Very Good Solid and homogeneous sound quality and very good replay compatibility thanks to 'play trimh Dolby B, C, HX Pro, 3 Head, bias adjust R This
Very Good Distinctive, musical - and costly

Nakamichi CR-lE
£345

Very Good Modestly equipped by any standards, the CR-IE stands or falls by its build quality, which is Dolby B & C 57
Good high, and sound which is highly competent

Nakamichi CR-2E
£395

Very Good Ordinary to look at, in some respects rather awkward to use (tape switching especially), the Dolby B & C, bias adjust, R 57
Good+ CR-2E sounds very slightly better than the CR-IE, and therefore ranks well. But it doesn't remote control

come cheay
Nakamichi RX-202E 
£545

Good Fine, clear and articulate sounding player Excellent with prerecorded material, but Auto reverse, Dolby B, C, 2 Head R This
Very Good+ idiosyncratic and sometimes obstructive control system

Nakamichi CR-3E 
£595

Very Good The user interface is a little clumsy, though conceptually straightforward , Sound quality Dolby B & C, bias adjust, R 57
Very Good approaches the CR-4E, and is amongst the best at the price._________________________ remote control

Nakamichi CR-4E 
£745

Very Good+ High class deck with a reasonably full range of features and superbsound at a slightly unlikely Dolby B & C, bias adjust, R 57
Very Good+ price remote control, 3 Head .
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Nakamichi CR-7E 
£1500

Excellent 
Excellent

Remarkably this deck is not only ergonomically but also sonically superior to the Dragon, 
particularly on record/replay

Real-time counter, track search, Dolby 
B & C, tape alignment adjust, bias 
adjust, remote control, 3 Head

R 60

Nakamichi Dragon 
£1750

Excellent
Excellent

Previous to the birth of the CR-7E, this machine stood head and shoulders above the rest. It 
is still the ultimate for musicassette replay

Auto reverse, Dolby B & C, tape 
alignment adjust, bias adjust, remote

60

Nikko D-80II 
£309

Average 
Average

Easy and rewarding to use (apart from the mannered aesthetics), but sound quality is below 
for the price, especially with dbx

Real-time counter, auto reverse, track 
search, Dol B, C and dbx, bias adjust

57

Onkyo TA-2120 
£120

Average+ 
Good

Clear, vivid sound with good timing and resolution when using Type 11 tapes without Dolby 
The controls are less inspiring-the meters in particular are plainly inadequate

Dolby B/C, auto tape sensing, block! 
side repeat

R This

Onkyo TA 2130 
£140

Average + 
Average+

Rating fairly well on both pre-recorded and record/playback, ergonomics were a little poor but 
overall performance was generally consistent

Track search, Dolby B & C, bias adjust 52

Philips FC566 
£179

Average+ 
Average+

Mostly well equipped, though sometape search facilities fail to exploit the auto-reverse 
capability. Sounds clean and stable - with prerecorded tapes too

Auto reverse, track search, Dolby B & C 57

Philips FC567 
£279

Average 
Poor

Well equipped but ergonomically substandard; sound quality is messy and lacking in clarity 
and dynamics

Dual deck, auto reverse, track search, 
Dolby B & C

57

Pioneer CT-443
£180

Average 
Good

Structurally sound and subtly musical recorder. Sophisticated, mildly damped sound quality Dolby B & C, fine bias adjust, track 
search

R This

Pioneer CT-737
£300

Average
Average-

Interesting design and a pleasure to use with rather too many rough edges to really work 
properly

Dolby B, C, HX Pro, 3 Head, bias 
adjust, memory counter

This

Proton AD-200 
£140

Poor 
Poor

Sound quality is essentially on a par with many portables, and has nothing to do with high 
fidelity. The main problems are an unrelenting hardness and an almost total lack of detail

Dolby B & C 57

Proton AD-300 
£200

Average
Poor

Highlevelsof flutter givesound a roughness and coarseness that rules it outfor high quality 
work. The record and replay electronics certainly deserve better

Auto reverse, Dolby B & C 57

Revox B215 
£1461

Good
Average+

Superb engineering and good sound, but lacking the subjective qualities that characterise the 
very best hi-fi equipment

Real-time counter, Dolby B & C, tape 
alignment adjust, remote control

52

SAE C102
£549

Average + 
Good

Looking most unlike a cassette deck designed in the States and proving competitive in its 
price group. Not sonically that outstanding, however

Real-time counter, track search, 
Dol B & C

52

Sony TC-FX 150
£90

Average + 
Average-!-

Recording and playing back on this deck itself gave acceptable results, whereas prerecorded 
stuff was a joke. But it s a good £90 worth

Dolby B & C 52

Sony TC-W300 
£150

Poor 
Poor

Deeply unimpressive and messy sounding deck with bloated quality and poor pitch integrity 
Dubbing performance substandard

Dual deck, Dolby B & C This

Sony TC-RX50 
£180

Average
Poor

Terminal inability to play at a steady pitch, or (on prerecorded material) in tune spoiled this 
simple but otherwise attractive design

Auto-reverse, Dolby B/C/HX Pro This

Sony (WMDOC) ProWalkman 
£249

Good + 
Excellent

" ‘One of the finest sounding cassette decks on the market todayr A mandatory Best Buy, which 
also fits in your pocket"

Dolby B, & C BB 60

Sony TC-RX60ES 
£250

Average 
Average

For once a stable sounding auto-reverse deck but sound quality is rather 'dirty' and 
compressed, especially with Dolby C

Auto-reverse, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, auto 
tape recognition

This

Sony TC-RXBOES 
£350

Average + 
Good

Clean, powerful and detailed sound, especially without Dol by C. Stable pitch - but prerecorded 
cassettes sounded disappointing

. Auto reverse, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, bias/ 
l evel adjust

R This

Sony TC-K700ES 
£499

Excellent
Excellent

Firmly in the esoteric league, this is easy both to operate and to listen to. Best points: first 
class imagery, focus and stability

Auto reverse, track search, 
Dolby B & C, tape alignment adjust

R 60

Tandberg 3014A 
£1650

Good
Very Good

Very exactingly engineered but excessively complex to use. Test sample had poor response 
for prerecorded tapes, but recordings were unusually stable and clean

Real-time counter, track search, 
Dolby B & C, bias adjust, remote 
control, 3 Head

57

Teac V-250 
£89

Average 
Average

Ultra-basic design which works quite well. Lack of pitch integrity is the main shortcoming, 
but t wasn't always noticeable

Dolby B R This

Teac V-270C
£109

Average
Average-

Not quite cheap enough to compete solely on price, the V-270C is a rather messy and unstable 
sounding deck

Dolby B & C, bias adjust This

Teac R-515
£299

Average+ 
Average+

Expensive, this deck is basically a competent but pedestrian performer which will not fully 
satisfy the critical user

Real-time counter, auto reverse, 
Dolby B & C, bias adjust

57

Teac V-870
£399

Good + 
Good

Cut-down V-970X for the proletariat. Expensive and carefully engineered with mostly very 
good but slightly cold sound quality

Dolby B, C, HX Pro, 3 Head, manual 
tape calibration

R This

Teac V-970X
£499

Very Good 
Very Good

An excellent sounding deck with useful features (tape calibration etc) that fully justifies the 
price

Real-time counter, track search, 
Dolby B/C/dbx & Dolby HX Pro, bias 
adjust, remote control, 3 Head

R 57

Technics RS-T230 
£160

Average
Average

Satisfactory with prerecorded material but otherwise unexceptional, the main features of this 
deck are its excellent user interface and value for money

Dual deck, Dolby B/C This

Technics RS-B355
£140

Good 
Good

Good sound let down by inadequate meters and poor prerecorded replay only sound quality Dolby B, C, microphone inputs, cue and 
review

R This

Technics RS-B505 
£160

Average + 
Average-!-

Neatly made recorder with Dol by HX Pro that sounds precise and stable, though sometimes a 
little processed and grainy too

Track search, Dol by B/C/HX Pro 57

Technics RS-B605
£180

Good
Average-!-

Mixed but generally good sound. Weakest points are dbx and prerecorded sound, best are Type 
IV (metal) recordings which sound sharp and precise

Track search, Dolby B/C/HX Pro & dbx 57

Technics RS-T330R
£200

Average + 
Average-!-

One of the very few dual cassette decks with any real pretensions to audio quality, the RS- 
T330 is a considerable success musically as well as being a pleasure to use

Dual deck, Dolby B & C R This

Technics RS-B705 
£250

Average 
Average-

3 heads for the price of two, but not the sound quality to go with them Track search, Dolby B, C, HX Pro, 
bias adiust, 3 Head

52

Technics RS-B905
£350

Good 
Good

Good, well set up cassette deck with a clean, accurate sound but some compression dbx 
circuit sounds poor

Dolby B, C, HX Pro, dbx, bias adjust, 
3 Head

57

Technics RS-T80R
£400

Poor 
Poor

Flexible and pleasant to use but poor transports led to poor sound on our latest sample Dual deck, auto reverse, track search, 
Dolby B, C, dbx

52

Yamaha KX-2OO 
£140

Good
Good

Cheap, well-equipped and workmanlike with the sound quality less obviously processed than 
most - the whole is more than the sum of the parts

Track search, Dolby B & C, remote 
control

R 52

Yamaha KX-300 
£150

Average + 
Average-

Uncommonly well equipped and adequately made and presented, this model turned out to be a 
disappointingly uncertain proposition on audition

Track search, Dolby B, C, HX Pro with 
'play trim', bias adjust, remote control

57 ’

Yamaha KX-4OO
£200____________________
Yamaha KX-500
£210

Yamaha KX-800
£330

Good 
Good + 
Very Good 
Very Good

Good 
Average

A highly commercial package with every widget under the sun. Happily it sounds good too.

An accomplished performer, strongest in the areas of pitch and spatial stability, but slightly 
rough around the edges

The present Yamaha range seems oddly inconsistent. This sophisticated model sounds fine 
(almostl but came a clear second best to the KX-500

Auto reverse, track search, Dolby B, C, 
HX Pro, remote control
Real-time counter, track search, 
Dolby B/C/HX Pro with play trim, 
bias ad| ust, remote control
Real-time counter, track search, 
Dolby B, C, HX Pro with play trim, 
bias ad| ust, 3 Head

R

R

52

57

57
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Yamaha KX-1200

£500
Excellent A veritable rats' nest of buttons and dials, albeit well laid-out. This is nearly a great recorder, Real-time counter, track search, 52
Average+ but lacks simplicity of sound Dolby B, C, dbx, HX Pro, bias adjust,

remote control

w
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Aiwa Excelia XD-001 

£1300
Very Good Clear and very listenable recorder roughly comparable to but slightly sweeter sounding than
Very Good the Sony DCT -I OOOES - but with an inferior front panel design

Track ID and search, remote R This

Luxman KD-117

£1499
Good Slightly soggy, earth-bound sound quality, this model trails the other OAT decks tested so far Two analogue inputs, remote twin This
Good address

Pioneer D-1ODD 

nla
Excellent Fine, clear, colourful and consistent sounding deck. The Pioneer is lavishly (uneconomical/?) Many search
Excellent constructed and equipped, lt shows what s possible, but will probably never on sale

and memory facilities R This

Sony DTC-M100 

£799
Very Good Clean, clear sounding 2nd generation model with most of the features and sound of the DTC-
Very Good IOOOES

- Midi-width, alpha-numeric display, R This
remote, .g cal interfaces

Sony DTC-1ODDES 

£1299
Very Good Fine, consistent performer with accomplished tape handling and good build quality 
Very Good

Standard track ID and search, remote R This ’

This all-digital music source is well established, than top quality vinyl replay. quality control.
despite still high disc prices and the opposition of Introduced five years ago at around £500, CD Compared with many hi-li components, CD
many hi-li enthusiasts. Compact Disc's strengths players now average less than half that price, and players give impressive lab performance, though
over conventional vinyl are complete freedom from for tne main offer improved performance besides. there are differences between players nonetheless.
surface noise with automatic and programmable Even cheaper players may have the latest decoding Sound quality variations are even more marked,
play, plus track skip and fast music scan - chips and the most useful play features; extra money particularly in a good quality system. As it behaves
frequently under full remote control. However, many can buy remote control, remote volume control, very like a preamp, there are no problems connecting
vinyl enthusiasts find COs sound less involving audio 'tweaks', plus improved build and component a player to a normal amplifier.

MODEL 
PRICE

LAB COMMENTS
SOUND

1 FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE
FULL REVIEW

Acoustic Research CD-04 

£290
Good Stylish but basic player, based on Philips 14-bit 4 x oversampling with respectable sound and Remote Control, headphones 51
Fair remote control

ADC C0-250X

£230
Good+ Well made and engineered, and average soundwise; trumpets could sound 'thin' though violins Skip and search, manual, repeat and 16- 58
Fair were liked so it may prefer Stephan Grappelli to Miles Davis track programming

Arcam Delta Black Box 

£249
n/a This rich, powerful and articulate sounding DAC transforms the majority of medium price CD
Very Good players

Needs D-out CD players R 60

Arcam Delta 70 

£500
Good This solidly built British player has attractively understated presentation with straightforward, Simple remote, headphone socket etc. R 58
Vers Gnod simple ergonomics. The very good sound quality shows a steady improvement over earlier

sam pies. _________________________________ _____
Aiwa CD-001

£300
Good Pretty close to Recommendation, delivering a respectable sound quality and lab performance
Good from an ergonomically attractive package, but ultimately failed to yxcel in any particular

res pect. *

Track entry/volume remote, direct 58
recorder connection etc.

Akai CD-73

£450 ‘
Good A little uneven musically, the Akai tends to smother fine detail, but has first class dynamics
Av/#e and stereo imagery Worth <d! r LA

Track entry keypad remote, menu display 62
(switchable)

Akai CD93

£700
Good Undoubtedly a CD player of real class in build, presentation, lab performance and sound quality, Track entry remote, menu display etc. 58
Very Good but also a shade expensive for formal Recommendation - though that's not to dissuade lovers

of black lac yuer wood finish.
Cambridge Audio C02 

£600
Fair The finest midrange in digital audio is sufficient grounds for Recommendation, though there
Very Good remains a tinge of disappointment that the C02 didn't get closer to big brother elsewhere,

notabl y in the bass.

16x oversampling, remote control R 58

Cambridge Audio COl 

£1500_________________
Good+ Advanced design and circuitry give this top class two-box machine exceptional performance,
Excellent so the intrinsic p u es of CD, silent surfaces), make themselves felt

No headphone socket, seven audio R Coli II
filters, ' p and scan

dbx DX5

£640
Good Sound quality proved a single disappointment, though it's refreshingly unique in providing
Poor semi-pro post-production facilities that some users will undoubtedly relish.

Track entry/volume remote, 58
compression, impact recovery, 
ambience etc.

Denon DCD-600

£250
Below Average Slightly raw sound which lacks resolution. Bass and dynamics are good however and the player Remote track entry, calendar display, 61
Average sounds pleasant on audition, even if it isn't quite the obvious first choice at the price headphone output (fixed)

Denon DCD-800

£300
Good A generally good subjective and objective performance, a comprehensive range of remote
Good controllable facilities, plus Denon's good reputation for build quality and field reliability.

Track entry remote, menu display etc. R 58

Denon DCD-150011

£500__________________
Very Good The extra build quality over cheaper Denons is justified in terms of sound quality and lab 

Good performance, while the feature list is comprehensive and quite niceiy presented
Track entry/volume remote, menu R 60

: -d etc.
Oenon DCD 1700

£650
Good+ The overall sound was strong and coherent approaching reference standards. Fine build quality Remote, skip, scan, headphone socket, R 58
Very Good and facilities make this a firm contender rn m m ujs

Denon DCD-3300

£1200
Good + + Sounding tight and coherent though not significantly better than the cheaper 1700. Very well
Very Good built and comprehensive/ equipped

Remote control, with volume, keypad 51
programme, scan, search, LAddurf >

Goodmans GCD-500S

£150
Average- User-friendly but flimsy build quality and second class sanies make this poor value even at the Audible scan and track skip, 51/45
Poor price pro mramminy

Hitachi DA-7000 

£180
Good Generally competent, especially considering the price, this was well built and styled if lacking ¡Memory a ml
Fair in some facilities - a good budget starter

repeat, plus the basics R 58

Hitachi OA7200

£200_________
Good Distinctly more competitive than the '009, the '7200 remains undistinguished in the current
Fair state of compact disc m .'m cw. and sound qua iy

Simple remote etc. 58

Hitachi DA007

£230
Average Unusually fitted with wooden end cheeks and comprehensively kitted out, but only average in Full remote control, adjustable 51
Fair sound q^a tv ^dCLAsLA cupm Keypad programmes

Hitachi 009
£30l)

Good Despite a pretty clean bill of technical health and an extensive range of facilities, the 009 Random, 'roulette' play, menu display, 58
Fair failed to inspire the subjective enthusiasm needed for recommendation at its £300 price level. complex remote_______________________________________

Kenwood DP-660SG

£180
Below Average Build quality and ergonomics are good, and the range of features far exceeds the price norm.
Below However, sound t, is - - >, with a soft bas „ reLA .ed mid and sometimes w LA • p

Remote control, calendar/menu display, 62
LA 20 track

Kenwood DP-990SG

£400
Very Good Falling just short of the required subjective standard for Recommendation at this price level,
Good this is a doughty player nonetheless, with a build quality and technical performance that

arguably justifies its cren u^ of sc

Track entry remote, menu display, 58
sprung feet etc.
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Kinergetics KCD-3D 

£1700
Very Good 
Very Good

Definitely a technical uddball with its distortion-cancelling circuits, the pricey KCD-30 
nevertheless does sound very good, and also noticeably 'different' - not necessarily to our 
collective tastes, but possibly to your’s

Favourite track selection, remote, high 
output (vol, ball

60

Luxman D-9D 

£300
Fair
Good

Despite technical ingredients that do not seem particularly inspiring, this is a nicely judged 
package that is ergonomically neater than most, with decent sound quality for the price and 
distinctive finish and presentation.

Track entry remote, programming etc. R 58

Luxman D-1DD 

£399
Average 
Poor

Sparsely equipped with a slightly old fashioned sonic character, offering little but physical 
weight for a quite high price '

Remote control, skip, scan, headphone 
socket (variable)

51

Marantz CD273 

£170
Good 
Good

An ambitious machine at the price, offering pretty good sound quality but a slightly below 
average build standard

Skip, scan, programmable BB 51

Marantz CD873

£200
Good
Very Good

Putting many 'audiophile CDs’ to shame in terms of sound quality this proved another winner, 
though there was slight criticism of control accessibility at times

No remote control, but the usual skip, 
scan etc

BB 53

Marantz CD-273SE

£200
Good +
Very Good

The Euro-tweaked version of the standard 273, this model fulfils pretentions to audiophile 
standards at a budget price

Manual control, skip and scan (audible), 
20 track programming, repeat

BB 51

Marantz CD873LE

£250
Good 
Excellent

This was the outstanding sound quality bargain in its review group, with discreet if plasticky 
presentation and rather lightweight build.

Manual repeat, skip, scan, programming BB 58

Marantz C0-75DX 

£300
Good
Very Good

Attractively sharp, clear and articulate sounding player with tidy treble and powerful bass. 
Good tracking ability, ordinary build quality but pleasant to use.

Remote volume, comprehensive display, 
headphone socket, fTs, optical output

R 62

Marantz CD94

£800
Good + + 
Very Good

Clearly the best Marantz CD player, with high build quality and good objective and subjective 
performance

10 digit keypad, headphone socket, 
favourite track selection, remote

R 58

Marantz CD94/CDA94

£1600
Very Good 
Excellent

Taking its logical place at the top of the Marantz CD hierarchy, this two-box combination 
delivers reference standard lab and listening test results, albeit at a price which seems a little 
steep. Very refined

Favourite track selection, remote, 
balanced output etc

R 60

Meridian 207

£950(+)
Very Good 
Excellent

Not only arguably the prettiest model around, but also one of the best sounding and most 
versatile - on-board preamp now accepts vinyl disc for an extra £100, and Meridian plans 
round-the-house future-readiness

On-board preamp, remote (inc volume) R 60

Mission PCM7DDD 

£400
Good
Very Good

Stylish with a large informative LCD display this deserves recommendation on the basis of 
sound quality alone

Remote volume control, digital filtering R 51/Coil

NAD 5220

£230
Average
Poor

Conforms sonically to a stereotype of the medium that most players have grown out of. Hard, 
thin and raw sound with poor stereo and resolution.

Time/track display, memory 62

Nakamichi OMS-1E 

£400
Good 
Good

This neat enough player doesn't really follow the Nakamichi tradition of providing exceptional 
sound quality while at the same time perpetuates that of selling at an above average price

Simple remote etc. 58

Nakamichi OMS-3E 

£995
Good 
Good

Superbly built and presented this expensive machine was a bit of a "stuffed shirt"’ when it 
came to sound quality

Remote control, skip and scan, 
headphone socket

51

Nakamichi OMS-4E 

£1200
Very Good
Very Good

Solidly controlled and comparatively simple this clearly represents one of the major 
benchmarks for CD sound quality, though the midrange sounded a touch thin

Skip and scan, headphone socket 51

Nakamichi OMS-SEII

£1500
Good+
Very Good

",.. delivers near state of the art performance and build quality in a deliberately starkly 
functional package, but at a very high price. .."

Skip and scan, simple track 
programming, manual control

51

Nakamichi DMS-1EII 

£2000
Good+ 
Good

The only serious criticism here s of the price. And in our not always humble opinion you can 
better sound quality for less elsewhere in Nakamichi's range

10 digit track entry keypad 
programming, headphones

51

NEC CD61D

£250
Good
Very Good

Although NEC’s CD players may take a bit of hunting down, the sound/price/build equation 
comes down firmly in favour of the '610 despite unspectacular lab performance.

Track entry remote, menu display etc. BB 58

NEC CD81D 

£400
Very Good 
Very Good

While the lab performance might have been better st:l, sound quality, ergonomics and build 
quality all point towards Recommendation for this rare but attractive example of the CD player 
maker's art.

Track entry remote, menu display etc. R 58

Nikko CD2DOR 

£250
Fair 
Fair

This player delivers fair overall performance at what is presumably a fair price, but is 
insufficiently distinguished to warrant Recommendation.

Simple remote, skip, scan, programming 
etc.

58

Dnkyo OX-250D 

£200
Average- 
Above Average

Attractive, easy on the ear sound quality at the cost of some loss of bw level clarity and 
dynamics. Good tracking

Keypad remote, memory, heaphone 
socket (variable)

R 61

Philips CD311 

£150
Fair
Good

Though the build and presentation may not be to every taste, this is a fundamentally honest 
basic player that delivers more than enough of the sonic goods to merit a Best rating.

Skip, scan, programming BB 58

Philips CD412 

£200
Fair
Good

Once again one cannot arguewith the fine sound quality Phil ips make available at a modest 
price - with remote control and extensive facilities besides.

Simple remote, programming etc. BB 58

Philips CD373 

£250
Average 
Good

Good, but slightly less so than CD371, which is better value for money. Musical architecture 
and dynamics are excellent, but some coarseness and 'smear' remain

Track entry/volume remote, headphone 
output, FTS

R 62

Philips CD413 

£250
Good 
Good

I n the forefront as regards sound quality, this is one of the best sounding Philips players yet; 
we were unable to catch it out on classical through Jazz program

Favourite track selection, remote 
control with volume, headphones etc

BB 58

Philips COBBD 

£500
Very Good
Very Good

The '880 is an impressive blend of luxury build quality and features at a far from extravagant 
price, and also delivers the subjective goods.

Volume remote, FTS, menu display etc. R 60

Pioneer PD-91

£800
Excellent
Excellent

Close to state of the art in nearly all areas - soundstaging, clarity and simple lack of 
artificiality. A well made and sophisticated player

Track entry remote, calendar display, 
i ndex search, etc.

R 61

Revox B226
£756

Good + 
Good

The traditional Revox house style is combined with the fine Philips 16 bit chip set, but this 
player doesn't really offer sound quality to match the price

I nfra-red remote control, full search, 
scan, programming

51/Coli

Rotel RCD82DBX2 

£300
Good
Very Good

Start with a good base and then make it sound better, the '820BX2 CD player maintains the 
reputation established by its namesakes, and comfortably deserves Recommendation.

Direct track entry remote etc. R 58

SAE D1D2

£700
Good 
Good

Considering the high price of this player, most of the innards seem fairly prosaic. Sound quality 
and lab performance are both respectable enough, but hardly justify the price premium involved, 
thouph spyli ng is unusual.

Remote (inc volume), skip, scan etc. 58

Sanyo CP11 

£200
Average
Poor

A no-frills midi-sized package, this was not up to the usual Sanyo sonic or technical standards 
but it was well built

Skip, search, repeat, 16-track memory 
programmable

53

Sanyo CP27 

£220
Fair 
Fair

System remote apart, the CP27 offers no improvement over the cheaper CP17, and neither of 
these systems-oriented players really are the subjective musical

LCD display, skip, scan, programming 58

Sharp DX-R7DOH 

£225
Average
Poor

A workmanlike player that does not offer exemplary lab or sound quality but which is well-built 
with good facilities and should perform well in use

Remote control, track selection keypad, 
skip, scan repeat programming

53

Shure Ultra 0600D 

£495
Average+ 
Fair

Ergonomically well thought out with full function remote control, but not really scoring 
sonically considering te price

Remote control (full function inc 
volume)

51

Sonographe SDI (by Cl) 

£799
Good
Very Good

Distinctive with oak end-cheeks, using Phil ips based 14 bit x 4 oversampling, Conrad Johnson 
electronics make this a musically rewarding player

Full search programme and timing R 51/Coli

Sony COP-M35 

£170
Fair 
Fair

There is no disguising the lightweight plastic construction of this player, but the technical 
performance, sound quality, aesthetics and ergonomics all deliver more than one has the right 
to expect for £170.

Skip, scan, programming etc. R 58 ■
=E
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Sony COP-M55 

£190
Fair 
Fair

£20 buys a remote control handset to operate your M35, Sony call it an M55 (see CDP-M35 
review) .

Simple remote, skip, scan, programming 
etc,

R 58

Sony COP-M75

£230
Good
Good

This midi version of the '750 saves £20 on the price (see CDP-750 review). Track entry remote, menu display ect, BB 58

Sony COP-310

£250
Average + + Fine build, facilities and healthy enough sound quality - recommended, but look around the 
Fair range

Remote control ( + usual) 51

Sony CDP-750 

£250
Good
Good

A seductive blend of fine presentation and solid performance, all at a very realistic price that 
should ensure its success,

Track entry remote, menu display etc, 58

Sony COP-222ES 

£449
Good 
Fair

Exceptional build quality and presentation plus respectably good sound quality but some of its 
kin were preferred

Remote control, 20 digit keypad, track 
access, programming

51

Sony COP-337ESO 

£550
Good Well built, high grade player with excellent if undemonstrative sound. Excellent resolution,
Very Good + dynamics and bass weight, though arguably not control

Random access remote, calendar 
display, FTS, memory

R 61

Sony COP-333ESO

£600
Excellent
Excellent

Sony's new '333 represents a triumph for their development department, effectively bringing 
down the entry level price to 'high end' compact disc replay.

Track entry remote, menu display etc. R 58

Sony COP 555es

£1000
Very Good
Very Good

Extravagant build quality, sophisticated features and near state-of-the-art performance, t 
competes effectively with more expensive models

Remote control, 20 digit keypad, track 
access, programming

R 51

Tandberg 3015A

£1250
Good 
Fair

Very classy presentation is not enough to compensate for subjectively and objectively faring no 
better than standard and modified Philips packages that cost a fraction of ts price.

Simple remote, skip, scan, programming 
etc,

58

Teac P0135

£180
Fair
Fair

Particularly easy to use, this lags a little behind the pack when it comes to sound quality, but 
it still represents a valid alternative for those who find the presentation attractive.

Skip, scan, programming, repeat. 58

Technics SL-XP5 

£250
Average
Poor

A contender for the "'World's smallest"" title, this beautifully crafted miniature falls short in 
terms of sound quality

Headphones, "high cut"’ filter, skip, 
search

51

Technics SL-P770

£350
Excellent 
Good

Sophisticated, high resolution player, but inconsistent with level with some coarseness and 
compression during 1 oud passages

Remote, 18 bit, rotary cue wheel, 
comprehensive display

R 61

Technics SL-P990

£450
Excellent 
Good

An obvious technical tour de force, with ample engineering and build quality to justify the price, 
but some subjective reservations nonetheless.

Track entry remote, menu display, 
search dial etc,

58

Technics SL-P1200

£800
Good + +
Good

Looking more like a desk workstation than a stackable component, this will appeal to the 
creative recordist and semi .pro-user. Sounded pretty good

Headphones, remote control, search dial 
cueing, etc

51

The radio medium operates at a much lower profile often selected merely to match a chosen amplifier Tuners come in two basic types. Analogue
than TV, but in areas outside pop music the BBC cosmetically . However, the task they carry out is far models tune gradually (and usually manually) across
servce is the envy of the world. Live Prom concerts from simple (or cheap), combining the skills of RF the bands, and can have analogue or digital
can rival all other sources from a hi-fi perspective, (reception) and audio (signal processing) displays; they are often preferred for sound qualty.
Only the FM (VHF) bands give stereo hi-fi sound, . engineering. The importance of the former will and are certainly best for AM bands. Digital tuners
though AM (MW & LW) are useful for receiving depend on local reception conditions, but money offer convenient automatic tune facilities and hold
certain transmissions in the UK. invested in a high quality outside aerial system is many station positions in pre-set memories.

Something of a hi-fi afterthought, tuners are usually well spent.

NAME
PRICE

LAB 
SOUND

COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

A&R Arcam Alpha 

£149
Good
Average+ +

Attractively classic British analogue tuner with sound quality comfortably better than most FM/AM Analogue BB 50

A&R Arcam Delta

£270
Very Good
Very Good

Hi-fi sound on FM, good on AM, a dependable British all-rounder 6AM, 6FM presets. FM/MW, LW 
display manual tune

BB 55

Creek CAS3140

£150
Very Good
Very GooO

A true front-rank tuner, excellent ergonomics and audiophile sound quality albeit with the minor 
handicap of having FM only

FM only BB 50

OenonTU 450L

£130
Average+ 
Avera ge +

Poor AM sound quality may be a deterrent but the FM performance fully merits recommendation FM/AM Digital R 50

Harman Kardon TU920

£299
Good
Average

Rather weak sound quality for the price despite good lab test results 16 presets, AM/FM, digital auto scan, 
active tracking

55

Harman Kardon

Citation 23 £559
Good
Very Good

Fine performance, interesting features and ease of use are this tuner's forte, and the sound quality is 
top notch

FM/AM seek/manua 1 adjustment 
muting 16 presets remote control

R 60

Hitachi FT-MO 5500

£200
Excellent
Good + +

A powerful, good sounding tuner with versatile facilities 16 presets, FM, AM, MW auto scan 
digital, signal meter

BB 55

Hitachi FT5500 11
£200

Very Good 
Good +

Soundwise highly rated on FM, and on AM basically satisfactory - a versatile all-rounder Auto and manual tuning, 16 presets R 44

Marantz ST35L

£125
Good + 
Average-

lt works well enough but the sound could be better for the money 16 presets, AM/FM, digital auto scan, 
active trackin g

55

Meridian 204

£495
Good +
Good

Pleasant sounding with a fine finish but does not make the grade at this price FM only, auto scan, digital, remote, 
clock timer

55

Musical Fidelity Tl 

£300
Good +
Very Good

Top class FM stereo sound on good signal strengths from this audiophile model. Watch out for local CBI FM only, analogue box dial, manual 
tune, signal meter

R 55

NAD 4020B

£139
Good
Average+

Not the quietest or most sensitive tuner tested, it still provided good sound for the money, being 
"musical and ambient""

Analogue FM/AM BB 50

Nairn NAT 01

£1098
Very Good
Very Good

There may be better sounding tuners in the world, but we have yet to hear one No presets, Two box, flywheel tuning 
FM onl y, Analogue

R 50

Nakamichi ST-7E 

£750
Good + + 
Good +

Exceptionally good for weak-signal areas, and good all round 16 AM/FM presets, Schotz enhanced 
sensitivity, auto time digital

55

Nikko NT-540

£154
Good 
Average

Lab report was promising but the sound was rather dated 8 presets, AM/FM, digital auto scan 55

Onix B.W.O.l 

£520
Good + + 
Good

Unexceptional sound despite the costly power supply option FM only, manual digital, variable 
bandwidth

55

Pioneer F551L

£100
Good +
Good +

High value budget tuner, very little to argue about (includes ong wave) 12 FM, 12 AM presets, auto scan, 
digital and signal strength meter

BB 55

Pioneer F91

£350
Excellent
Good + +

Easy to use, this model has excellent RF performance and scored very high ratings on the listening tests FM/AM 24 presets R 60

QuadFM4 

£289
Very Good 
Good +

Fine sound, excellent ease of use, good build and finish and a more than satisfactory technical 
p erformance

7 presets , Digital R 50

^^ 

^= t^^

Revox B260

£918
Excellent
Very Good

Sophisticated and expensive, the B260 is ideally suited to the rest of the Revox range and should also 
work well in other systems

FM - virtually everything R 60

Rotel RT-830AL 

£110
Good + 
Good

Fine sounding budget audiophile material, no frills, no fuss Manual dial analogue, FM, MW, LW BB 55
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RoteI RT-850AL 

£160
Good +
Good +

Scoring well on listening tests and one of the best sounding tuners at its price level, it was a bit let 
down on AM but RF performance was good

FM/AM, digita 1 BB 50

Sansui TU-D99XL 

£249
Very Good This slimline compact model gave good FM sound quality and strong RF performance . But the AM 
Good+ sounded unpleasant

FM/AM, 16 presets R 50

Sony ST 500ES 

£200
Good + + Disappointing sound quality but good lab performance . (Includes long wave) 
Averape-

10 AM/FM presets, auto scan digital 55

Sony ST-S 700ES 

£299
Very Good First class in every respect including FM sound quality. Even AM was well above average
Ve.y Good

FM/AM, 10 presets, digital scan BB 60

Yamaha TX-L400

£130
Good + + Good FM sound, let down by poor AM but otherwise good value
Good +

16 presets, auto scan, digital, FM, 
MW, LW

BB 55

YamahaTX-500

£150
Average + Under a gaudy coat, this sensitive tunergave reasonable stereo results. However, the AM had again 
Average been thrown down a well

20 presets (10 buttons) digital 50

So you want a hi-fi, but you don't wantto make a they are known in the trade, as a replacement for demonstration and comparison. Our test programme
fuss about it. A pre-packaged system with earlier floor-standing rack systems (themselves the includes extensive auditioning and lab testing,
everything matching up and no aggravation may not upmarket development from music centres). Only while making al lowance for the different aspirations
rank with carefully chosen separates on sound some 330mm wide, midis can more or less match of designers and expectations of users. Key features
quality, but there's no denying the attractiveness or full-size (430mml rack components for valued highly by customers include system remote
popularity of this approach - the market for pre- performance, and are certainly cheaper to make, control, automatic switching, double 'dubbing'
packaged component hi-fi systems is at least as big ship, sell and buy cassette decks, and elaborate equaliser tone
as that for separate items, even ignoring the vast Whereas specialist hi-fi is moving steadily controls. And the top end of the market is developing
numbers of low-cost single unit stacker systems towards ultra-simple 'no frills' components, midi with surround sound audio/video-ready packages.

The arrival of compact disc led to a new fashion systems tendto be sold on a feature count at a price
for shelf-standing compact systems, or 'midis' as point, usually with little opportunity for
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FULL REVIEW

Aiwa Y1500DX

£999
Good 
Good

Remarkable features level even includes independent record feeds to each cassette. High 
class build, satisfying sound, but best without loudspeakers

Separates system, twin auto-reverse 
cassette, full remote, timer

R 54

Binatone Laser CD System 2000 

£270
Bad 
Bad

A bit of a disaster even at the price. Built to extremely low standard with an appalling 
turntable. CD and loudspeakers OK, but let down by amp

Twin cassette Systems

Ferguson HF03 

£400
Average+ 
Good

An all round success with British built speakers and all sources achieving a reasonable 
standard. Compact disc was weak compared to other units

Twin cassette BB Systems

Fidelity MS202 

£340
Bad 
Bad-

Very cheap and poorly finished. Thin, raw sound to match appearance and build Twin cassette, one-piece system 54

Fisher Midi System M46CD 

£500
Average 
Average

Somewhat overpriced, the M46 is let down by a poor amplifier and worse speakers. Other 
elements perform reasonably, CD being its strongest point

Twin transport Systems

Fisher Midi System M56CD 

£580
Average 
Average

Fitted with a pretty good amp, but dire loudspeakers; otherwise a competent combination 
including a pretty fair cassette deck

Twin cassette, 5-band graphic 
equaliser

Systems

Goodmans 5200

£459
Average + 
Average-)-

Offering possibly the best speakers around in this midi system market, the Goodmans wins on 
a fair standard for the price, though the turntable was not too hot

12 Band Graphic Eq, Twin deck BB Systems

Goodmans Maxim-Midi System 

£520
Average 
Average-)-

De-luxe version of 5200 system - very good value for money and readily upgradeable. Sonics 
rough but OK and speakers good; CD crude

All separates with twin cassette R 54

Marantz MX673CD System 

£900
Average + 
Average

Tremendously flexible audio/visual system. Sound quality is satisfactory at best and 
ergonomics a mess

Various A/V inputs, remote, speakers 
optional

R 54

Sanyo W40CO 

£380
Average 
Average

Low cost, no options package with attractive displays, cassette had high wow and flutter, but 
the rest worked OK

Semi auto TIT, auto record start, twin 
cassette

R 54

Sharp SA-CDBOOH 

£700
Average 
Averape-

A superficially high grade, high spec system, the SA-CD800H actually sounds clean but a 
li ttle 's ynthetic'

One-piece, 6-disc CD, no TIT 54

Sony Compact 510 

£599
Average + 
Averape+

Very good control layout. Shabby loudspeakers not up to otherwise uniformly good system Remote, twin cassette R 54

Sony Compact 610

£700
Average 
Average-

I nconsistent. Same turntable used in much cheaper Sonys gave 'iffy' record reproduction 
Cassette likewise

Remote, 'shuffle' play CD, twin 
cassette

54

SonyFH1215CD 

£800
Average 
Average-)-

Probably the ultimate miniature system. The CD player is particularly good. Best to chuck the 
speakers away though

Miniature, transportable (AC only) 
Single auto-reverse cassette

R 54

Sony Compact 710

£999
Good 
Good

Typically well built and presented but complicated to use except via remote. Record deck poor 
but remainder good, including speakers

Full remote, auto TIT, twin auto 
reverse cassette

R 54

Sony Compact Series 90 

£1500
Good
Good +

The best of a not too wonderful bunch, the excellent compact disc player and pretty good 
speakers make for reasonable sound quality, though the tuner wasn't of quite the same 
standard

Twin deck, auto reverse, timer, extra 
tape socket

BB Systems

Toshiba V17CD

£399
Average 
Average-)-

Loudspeakers are the weak link, with cassette and turntable also indifferent. Tuner and CD 
worked well though, so reasonable value for money

Twin cassette, semi-auto TIT R 54

There are a variety of different approaches to bypass switch to the loudspeakers. which are useful in situations where it is necessary
headphone design, and examples of each turn up in The more down to earth models feature dynamic to block out background noise.
this group. Amongst the more expensive esoteric drivers in circular open-backed designs. The Another means of distinguishing different types
models, electrostatic drivers are used in square advantage of open backs seems to be a is the way they sit on your head or ears. There are
open-backed phones such as the Jecklin and Stax correspondingly open sound and a less three styles: circumaural models enclose the ear
models. The majority of these come with some form claustrophobic feel to the music. One can also of and rest on the side of the head; supra-aural designs
of transformer which takes the signal initially from course hear external noises and irritate people on press on the outer ear (pinna); and intra-aural types
the speaker terminals on the amplifier. The actual public transport rest inside the ear and are popular amongst users o
speaker cables then travel from this unit via a The third category are closed-back designs, personal stereos.
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Aiwa HP-X8 

£49
Good
Ver y Good

Very slick Walkman oriented phones which are tonally well balanced and go loud without 
becoming painful

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic R This
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Aiwa HPEX-200 

£90
Good 
Good

Modern looking and well finished the Excelias, as they are dubbed, had meaty bass and 
sounded reasonably open for the type

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic This

AKG K135

£35
Fair
Poor

Despite a very appealing design the Kl35s don't live up to the usual AKG standards, though 
they do have the ability to reproduce rhythm well

Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic This

AKG K240 Monitor 

£60
Good
Very Good

Something of a classic these AKGs are very user friendly in all respects; sonically on the 
warm side of neutral

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic R This

AKG K280 Parabolic 

£110
Very Good 
Good

A very revealing and unusual twin driver design that uses the same principle as a satellite 
dish to beam sound into the ear

Circumaural, open-backed, dynamic R This

Audio Technica ATH 909

£55
Average 
Average

Quite impressive in the treble though a bit bass shy, the 909s worked well at highish levels Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 55

Audio Technica ATH 910

£65
Good 
Average

The closed-back 910s are an improvement on the 909s with a nice rhythmic quality rarely 
found with headphones

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic R 55

Audio Technica ATH-911 

£75
Very Good
Very Good

Nicely finished dynamic headphones with all the trimmings, plus a very clean and subtle 
sound

Circumaural, open-backed, dynamic R This

Beyer DT 325

£30
Fair
Very Good

Lightweight in more ways than one, the 325s may be a l ittle bright for some systems and 
tastes but will suit duller sources

Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic R This

Beyer DT330 Mk 11 

£45
Poor 
Good

Not the most revealing 'phones encountered, the 330s were nevertheless enjoyable and rarely 
offended

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 55

Beyer DT550 

£69
Good 
Good

On their own the 550s sound articulate with a slightly 'gritty' treble and 'keen' midrange; not 
suitable for headbangers!

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 55

Beyer OT880 

£90
Good
Good •

Well made cans with a warmish sound but fairly solid midrange, though they're not that 
i nformative for the price

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic This

Beyer OT990 

£119
Very Good
Very Good

The 990s are definitely a significant pair of dynamic headphones; they have a smooth and yet 
revealing, neutral sound that s hard to criticise.

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic R 55

Jecklin Float Model One 

£79
Very Good 
Good

Whilst very unusual in appearance the Floats give remarkable sound quality and openness at 
a reasonable price

Circumaural-ish, open-back, dynamic BB 55

Jecklin Float Model Two 

£99
Very Good 
Good

Helmet shaped and pretty unflattering but open sounding and comfortable in the long term. Note 
lack of adjustment means should before

Circumaural'ish, open-backed, 
dynamic

R This

Jecklin Float Electrostatic 

£399
Excellent 
Good

One version of the state-of-the-art, these electrostatics have an openness of sound rarely 
found in the breed, with good dynamic range to boot

Circumaural-ish, open-back, 
electrostatic

R 55

Koss KI&X Plus 

£30
Poor 
Fair

'Sixties-style 'phones from the good ole US of A, their sonic style is unique and can make a 
system sound quite different

Supra-aural, closed-backed, dynamic This

Quart Phone 30 

£40
Fair
Good

Whilst not as seductive as their PMB25 predecessor the 30s are reasonably neutral and do 
improve on some of the competition - though not stunning

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic This

Quart PMB 2511 

£40
Good 
Good

Despite a somewhat unconventional suspension system the 25s put in a convincing and 
enjoyable performance with warm yet lively balance

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic BB 55

Quart Phone 70

£70
Good 
Good

Competent performers that were hard to criticise but lacked the life and sparkle of which some 
of the competition are capable

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic This

Quart PMB 65

£70
Good 
Good

Quite revealing and neutral albeit with the usual closed back sound, this competes well with 
more established models

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic R 55

Quart PMB 85 

£90
Very Good 
Fair

These more expensive Quarts bear a striking resemblance to the Jecklin Float models and use 
two drivers per ear. Sound is a bit bass heavy but not bad overall

Circumaural, open-backed, dynamic This

Ross RE-2760 

£35
Fair
Poor

Stylish white cans from the only British firm in the business. Unfortunately sound quality is 
not to in this price range

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic This

Sennheiser H030 

£13.50
Poor 
Good

Built specifically for the personal stereo market these small and light Sennheisers have a 
slightly synthetic sound, but are an upgrade on the average Walkphones

Supra-aural, semi-open back, dynamic 55

Sennheiser H0450 

£27
Fair
Good

Modern, simple and lightweight phones that are remarkably robust and which turned in a 
relaxed if weighty performance that was at worst pleasant

Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic R This

Sennheiser H0480 

£37
Fair
Good

Using the same shell as the 450s, the 480s were a little softened and unrevealing by 
comparison with their competitors

Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic This

Sennheiser H042DSL 

£47
Good 
Good

The 420s gave a full and tangible quality to instruments and voices; whilst not the most 
revealing headphones around they would suit slightly brash sources

Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 55

Sennheiser H0540 Rei Gold 

£160
Very Good 
Good

The 540 Golds prove that dynamic headphones can be subtle, informative and capable of 
creating a remarkable sense of space

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic R 55

Sony MOR V3 

£30
Good 
Fair

Portable stereo oriented phones that are very nicely made and combine clarity with a pleasant 
l ack of distortion

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic BB This

Sony MOR V& 

£70
Good
Very Good

A lot more civilised and dynamic than the V4s, these were pretty good for their type and fold 
up to boot

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic R 55

Sony MOR V7 

£70
Very Good
Very Good

Classy sounding cans that are very slick and work well with all types of music, setting the 
standard in their price range

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic R This

Stax SR34

£140
Very Good 
Fair

The least expensive Stax headphones around, the SR34s are lively and rhythmic with good 
tight bass and a sweet midrange

Supra-aural, open-back, electret 55

Stax SR84

£210
Very Good
Very Good

The stepping stone between dynamics and full electrostatics, these electret phones are 
revealing, open and highly enjoyable

Supra-aural, open-backed, electret R This

Stax Gamma pro/SRO-X pro 

£296/£230
Excellent
Very Good

The Gamma pros are like a stethoscope for your hi-fi, revealing subtleties that many 
loudspeakers fail to resolve

Circumaural, open-backed, 
electrostatic

R This

Stax SR Gamma

£299 (inc. SRD-6 Adaptor 
at £1001

Very Good 
Very Good

The next model down the Stax range from the Lambda, the Gamma is an excellent headphone 
with little to criticise but the price.

Circumaural, open-back, electrostatic R 55

Stax SR Lambda Pro

£545 (inc . SRD-7SB Mk 2 Adaptor 
at £1851

Excellent
Very Good

A bit of an industry reference the Pros are frighteningly revealing, bringing across more 
i nformation than loudspeakers costing twice as much

Circumaural, open-back, electrostatic R 55
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Whilst not exactly hi-fi components, personal to close on £300, although the sub-£50 sector is some even record, but usually only from a
stereos probably play more music to more ears than the most popular
COs and LPs combined and as such should not be There seems to be almost no end
ignored. Since the introduction of the Sony Walkman that appear on personals; some of th
n the early eighties, more and more people have specifications like a midi system Gr
adopted these diminutive machines and equalisers are very popular, for what
consequently the market has become saturated with and Dolby s fairly common on the £4
a vast assortment of players. This is obviously good though the qual ity of noise reduction
for competitive pricing but bewildering if one is to be pretty poor. You can expect mo
trying to select a reasonable machine. Prices start features such as autoreverse and fer
i ncredibly low {around £10) and wind themselves up metal tape type compatibility on man

microphone or built n radio where it exists.
to the features The sound quality available tends, not
em have surprisingly, to increase with the price of the
aphic machines but even quite expensive players are prone
they're worth, to wow with critical material, so if classical piano

10 plus models, music is your bag then steer clear of the cheaper 
systems seems {sub £50) players.
re useful Note that our value judgements relate to the
ric/chrome- personals group a, a whole, and are not comparable
y machines and with separate hi-fi ratings.
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Aiwa HS-G35 Mkll 

£30
Poor 
fair

A reasonable player for the price but not well suited to classical material and let down by the 
headphones

Autoreverse, graphic EO, types I & 11 56

Aiwa HS-136

£89
Good- 
Averape

Comprehensive facilities and reasonable sound are no mean feat for the price Dolby, autoreverse, types I, 11 & IV, R 
AM/FM, recorder

56

Aiwa HS-PX101

£149
Average
Good

A very slick little number with soft touch controls and remote control headphones Dolby B, C, autoreverse, types I, 11 & IV R 56

Ferguson 3T46 

£35
Very Poor 
Poor

Not particularly subtle but having reasonable speed constancy, it's OK with most material but 
can get painful

Autoreverse, AM/FM 56

Philips D6658 

£30
Very Poor 
Poor

The low price limits sound quality, and this is not a spectacular machine, but it does a 
reasonable nonetheless

Graphic EO, AM/FM 56

Saisho PS90R Poor A bit of a jumble of features and gadgets, the PS90R has on-board speakers, an extending aerial Graphic EO, types I, 11 & IV, AM/FM, 56
£40 Poor and even records, but sound quarry is dubious recorder
Sanyo MGR-77 

£35
Very Poor 
Ver v Poor

Rather a basic machine with a raw edgy sound, not helped by poor speed stability Graphic EO, AM/FM 56

SanyoMGR-87 

£50
Very Poor 
Fair

The 87 came up with a slightly fast but rhythmic sound. Although lacking in finesse, it worked 
OK with pop material

Autoreverse, graphic EO, AM/FM 56

Sanyo MGP 600D Average+ With styling aimed at the fairer sex the 6000 sounded a little better than the similarly priced Oolby, autoreverse, graphic EO, types 56
£50 Average- MGR-87. .act ng n mix it was still cxa endurable 1, 11 & IV
Sanyo JJ-P4 Poor Claimed by its makers to be the world's smallest personal stereo the JJ-P4 is a tasty looking Oolby, autoreverse, tape types I, 11 & 56
£100 Good ut.ect that's capable of gucd sounds to boot IV,
SonyWM-34

£40
Poor
Average

This straightforward no frills Walkman makes pretty plausible sounds at a reasonable price and 
apart from the Walkman Pro was the prly model to earn a Best । i r

Dolby, types I, 11 & IV BB 56

Sony WM-F63

£100
Average— 
Average-

This attractive Sports Walkman s nicely built but sonically flawed by rather hissy intra-aural 
headphones

Dolby, autoreverse, types I, 11 & IV 56

Sony Walkman Pro Good + One of the finest sounding cassette decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, it takes Dolby B, C, types I, 11 & IV, record, line BB 52/56
£249-£289 Excellent other jexionax to the cleaners iaxci.it on . aft and power cmxPiciiri": i n/out, paripppsp
Toshiba KT-4027

£35
Very Poor
Ver? Poor

Not a very wonderful machine, the 4027 sounded pretty appalling with all but the most unsubtle 
music

Graphic EO, AM/FM 56

Toshiba KT-4047 Average This model proved capable of making the most of better recordings, and sounds reasonably Oolby, autoreverse, graphic EO, types R 56
£60 Average tuneful I, & 11, AM/FM

CD Portables or Yuppie Blasters as we classified 
them are basically portable stereos gone digital, ie 
a compact disc player is included alongside the 
usual AM/FM radio and single or double cassette 
deck. Compact disc is a novelty that seems to add a 
fairly hefty premium onto the price of the standard 
ghetto blaster, but the improved sound quality over 
standard cassettes may justify this for some.

I n virtually every case a CD output socket is

fitted which means that it's possible to play silver 
discs through a domestic amplifier and
l oudspeakers, thus they are some sort of susbstitute 
for standalone mains machines {as are the personal 
CD players). One drawback with having a CD player 
on board is that batteries are gobbled up even 
quicker than usual, up to ten batteries being required 
i n some cases. Neither are the units particularly 
li ght, the heaviest weighing eight kilos ।

However they do all run off the mains too, and 
come with an appropriate lead for this purpose. 
Other useful features common to most are spare 
input sockets to record from an external line source 
such as a preamplified vinyl disc signal, and 
microphone sockets for recording live events 
{although the usual lack of record level adjustment 
is a nuisance).

■ MODEL 
■ PRICE

■ SOUND ■ COMMENTS ■ FEATURES ■ VALUE ■ BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Ferguson RCD02 

£300
Poor A large, slightly tinny midi system-esque unit with removable speakers and a slightly brash 

11' i a- CD 1 ■
Twin cassette, graphic equaliser, 
Mis rpat {DIN)

53

Fisher PH-D473F 

£300
Average The Fisher s quite a neat and compact player which s nice to use but doesn't offer 

ox’ x ax Mai sound pixx
Autoreverse, AFC 53

Hitachi CX-WBOO 

£300
Average+ This meaty Hitachi lives up to Blaster expectations, te super woofer bass speaker giving 

maximum street
Twin cassette, graphic equaliser, 
phono input

R 53

Memorex CD-3300 

£280
Average A little bit tacky, the Memorex put in a plausible if unenthralling performance, and will work 

with external speakers
Spare input 53

Panasonic RX-FDBOL 

£300
Average- Shiny in a glitzy way, this Panasonic features a reasonable cassette deck but a below par CD 

player with ' x® x' controls
Autoreverse, spare input 53

Sharp WQ-CD15 

£250
Good A reasonably compact machine with a quite impressive CD player and a novel twin cassette 

mechanism
Twin cassette, graphic equaliser, 
spare input

R 53

Sony CFD-66L 

£350
Good A very attractive player in the true yuppie mould of white plastic with silver details, it even 

sounds OK
Spare input, shuffle play, AMS {tape 
search s .stem)

R 53

Toshiba RT-7096

£250
Poor Quite a large box for the money, the Toshiba isn't too special when it comes to sound qual ity 

but does have axrly wooden detachable
Twin cassette, graphic equaliser, 
spare input

53
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i t's becoming more and more apparent that all the 
components in a hi-fi system benefit from being 
placed on the right kind ol support lt is already 
acknowledged that performance of electro
mechanical transducers, such as turntables and 
loudspeakers, can be greatly improved by using 
highly rigid supports . This notion has been expanded 
to include electronics such as amplifiers and 
compact disc players, and inevitably a broad range 
of stands and supports have been produced to cater 
for this requirement

With loudspeaker stands there seems to be two

broad schools of design. The most common is the 
open frame type which uses square section steel 
tubing (usually less than an inch square) made up to 
form a tripod or quadropod stand usually fitted with 
spikes top and bottom to ensure good coupling to 
both floor and cabinet However, for reasons of 
domestic harmony this latter option is often not 
pursued as eagerly as perhaps it should be. The 
alternative approach is to use mass. Larger section 
(approximately 3 inch x 2 inch) tubing is welded 
between square top and bottom plates and filled 
with sand and/or lead shot Again, this type uses

spikes at the base but Blu-tack or the like for
coupling with the speaker cabinet

Equipment supports generally place isolation 
quite high on the list of priorities and usually use a 
lightweight steel frame to support an MDF platform. 
Once again spikes are used to minimise contact with 
the platform and ensure good coupling to the floor. 
Minimising weight without compromising rigidity 
seems to be the aim with turntable supports but 
those designed for electronics often employ some 
form of damping to kill vibration, sometimes in the 
form of mass.

MODEL 
PRICE

TYPE COMMENTS TOP PLATE SIZE VALUE BACK ISSUE
FINISH HEIGHT FULL REVIEW

Appolo A820 

£40
4 leg A light open-framed budget design slightly lacking in rigidity and subjectively superceded by 19 x 19cm 58
Fair other stands costing £10 more. 53cm

Appolo A 10 

£47.25
4 leg A robust and lightweight model, it would make an ideal upgrade for those still happy with the 19 x 19cm R 58
Fair bigboxes of old. 44cm

Foundation Fred 

£65
2 leg With sand filling the Freds made speakers sound tight and coherent with a more even balance. 19 x 19cm 58
Average 36/43/59cm

Foundation Maggi 

£159
Pair Made for Magneplanar and other similar panel speakers they seem to have a healthy effect on 50 x 2cm R 58
Very Good the sound quality thereof. 2cm

Foundation Pi 

£250
2 leg Overpriced in material terms the Pi nevertheless has a very positive effect on the low frequency 20 x 20cm R 58
Very Good performance of conventional speakers. 25/38/46/53cm

Heybrook Point 5 

£50
3 eg An unusual triangulated open frame stand that can help certain speakers sound more transparent 23 x 21.5cm BB 58
Very Good and fluent -a good value stand 47cm

Heybrook HBS1 

£75
4 leg With its new aluminium base frame the HBSl fared very well in the listening tests. lt allowed 23 x 2lcm R 58
Very Good much of the speakers own 'sound' to remain intact 47cm

linn Kan 11

£74
4 leg Built to support Linn's Kan speaker this stand is well suited to the task, but is less successful 19 x 16cm 58
Very Good with other loudspeakers. 59cm

linn Sara 

£80
4 leg The Sara exhibits some odd properties so its use other than with the Sara loudspeaker should 25 x 2lcm 58
Very Good be viewed with caution.53cm

Monotrak Engineering M1 

£58
! leg The Ml gave the mid and treble a commendably smooth and detailed presentation bui bass 19 x 18.5cm 58
Good sounded rather lacklustre and muddy. 48cm

Monotrak Engineering M4 

£58
4 leg Begging comparison with Heybrook's HBSl the M4 maintained much of the openness and 23 x 21.5cm R 58
Very Good forthright detail of that model. 53cm

Monotrak Engineering M4S 

£58
4 leg Its stature and stability would seem to mark itout as most suitable for smaller, lighter 20 x l7.5cm 58
Very Good cabinets. The M4S possessed an open midband and clear treble. 53cm

Mordaunt-Short IS1 11 

£45
3 leg Suited to low mass speakers, preferably using spikes to effect coupling, they sounded slightly 18 x 15cm R 58
Good 'jazzed but the overall sound was quite unmuddled. 56cm

Origin live 

£117
3 leg An unusual tripod stand devoid of top plate and taking up more floor space than normal, (support area) 22 x 17.5cm R 58
Good subjective and technical performance was exemplary. 52cm

Partington PP4 

£50
! leg The PP4 offers a rather mixed performance, though when damped with sand infil it was less 18 x 16.5cm 58
Good ready to embellish the overall sound and low frequencies became !auter and quicker. 48cm

Partington Dreadnought 11 

£120 (filled)
! leg Ideal for systems on the light/bright side of neutral, the Dreadnought lis nevertheless still need 17.5 x 16.5cm 58
Very Good some careful re-examination by Partington. 63cm

QED TS22 Tristand 

£50
3 leg Most tracks sounded uplifted or buoyant, never thick nor coloured. lt worked well with most of 19 x llcm BB 58
Very Good_______ the speakers tried and encouraged a fluid and revealing midband.________________________45/50/58cm

RATA Torlyte 

£190
2 panel Suited to low mass speakers, these unusual stands are hardly discreet but offer transparent and 25 x 2lcm R 58
Excellent clean sound-much like the Torlyte table 1 48cm

Target HS20 

£53
! leg This monopod stand can be used either filled or unfilled and encourages different 19 x 16.5cm 58
Excellent characteristics in the sound accordingly. 53cm

Target HJ15/3 

£83
3 leg Sound quality was basically very good though without the sand infil some loudspeakers may 28 x 28cm R 58
Very Good sound a little unbalanced as both bass and treble regions are subjectively exaggerated. 40cm

MODEL 
PRICE

TYPE COMMENTS SIZE (H x W x DJ VALUE BACK ISSUE
FINISH FULL REVIEW

Appolo CT2 

£38
Shelf A sturdy 18 x 37mm rectangular section frame with four adjustable spikes supports a dual 20 x 45.5 x 38cm 57
Fair coloured board.

Appolo ATI 

£50
Table This two-layer table didn't quite make the grade on sonic grounds and build quality could be 46.3 x 45.5 x 38cm 57
Fair improved.

Audioquest Sorbothane Feet 

£10 each
Feet These large gumdrops are very useful for damping vibrations in amplifiers and especially CD 6.5 x 2.5cm (circular) R 57
Good payers.

Cornflake TCS5

£50
Table A little too close to the ground for comfort, perhaps, but this novel and stylish little table is 29 x 43 x 33cm R 57
Very Good certainly worth seeking out

Cornflake TCS6

£50
Shelf A squat and rigid frame supports a Medite top board with four adjustable spikes, better suited 43 x 23 x 33cm 57
Good to suspended sub-chassis turntables.

Deltec Isolation Base 

£135
Platform Designed for all CD players, amplifiers and separates, but not suspended sub-chassis 50.5 x 40cm R 57
Good turntables, the isolation is second to none.

RATA Model A

£125
Table A three-legged Torlyte turntable support that has become something of an industry reference.46 x 46.5 x 38.5cm R 57
Verp Good

RATA Amplat 

£40.25
Platform A lightweight and rigid Torlyte slat with spikes for floor or shelf mounting, it works well in 4 x 44.5 x 35cm 57
Very Good conjunction with the Target TI2 .

Sound Organisation Table 

£55
Table A deceptively simple structure that just happens to be engineered in a thoughtful, and 37 x 45 x 35cm BB 57
Very Good ultimately successful manner.

Sound Organisation Wall Stand 

£40
Shelf The first of its ilk and still amongst the best, this simple framework represents a vast 27.5 x 43 x 35cm BB 57
Very Good improvement over standard furniture shelves.

TargetTT1 
£46.50

Shelf This rigidly braced shelf offers both good sound quality and material value for money 26 x 46.5 x 35.5cm BB 57
Excellent
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Target TO 
£47.50

Table
Very Good

Standing up to the best in most areas, the IT2's only real foible concerns a slight loss of bass 
' slam'.

52 x 46.5 x 35.5cm BB 57

Townshend Suspension Base 

£145
Platform 
Fair

Designed to complement the Rock turntable, this platform will bring subjective improvement to 
a wide range of electronics.

43 x 36cm R 57

Although cables and connections are sometimes signal. interconnects summarised here were rested in 1m
thought to be the least important items in an audio The characteristics of any cable are determined terminated lengths and therefore the results and
system there has been a growing awareness in by the materials and topologies utilised in its prices relate to that length - some cables may well
recent years that they have a significant effect on construction. The purity of the conductor, nature of perform differently when used in longer lengths.

- sound quality. To this end there is now a vast array the insulator dielectric, mechanical construction, The features column contains information on the
of exotic cables and interconnects available to physical geometry, RF characteristics, efficiency of material make-up of the different cables with the
those interested in experimentation. The key screening and finally the connectors themselves, all following abbreviations: OFC - oxygen free copper,
observation on cables is that they are much more play vital roles in the sonic character. These factors OFHC - oxygen free high conductivity (Audionote
than mere accessories. Carrying the audio signal, tend to vary more with interconnect cables which define the HC as high crystal), PC-OCC - pure
just as any amplifier does, it's really not too are used to carry the signal between active copper by ohno continuous casting, LC-OFC - linear
surprising that they can influence the quality of that components like pre and power amplifiers. The crystal oxygen free copper.

MODEL
PRICE (per metre)

LAB 
SOUND

COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Apature LSD

N/A in UK
Poor 
Fair

Faint resonant boom was audible at very low frequencies, but otherwise this cable sounded 
remarkably neutral.

Silver plated copper, PTFE 
dielectric

59

Audioquest Reference 2 

£29
Good 
Fair

Ultimately Reference 2 simply damped much of the atmosphere and emotional charge of a 
musical performance.

OF copper 59

Audioquest Livewire Topaz 

£29
Good 
Fair

Sounding 'bigger' and faintly richer than Reference 2, Topaz was also slightly grainy at the top 
end.

Gold-plated plugs, OFHC 
copper

59

Audioquest Livewire Ruby 

£45
Fair
Good

Smoother sounding than the Topaz, the extended crystal Ruby is less grainy and coarse, better 
able to resolve complex passages.

FCL copper twin axial R 59

Audioquest Livewire Quartz 

£65
Good 
Good

Quartz has an ideal, neutral balancethat embodies sparkling clarity without the drawbacks of 
harshness or compression.

3 piece plugs, PTFE 
dielectric

R 59

Audio Technica AT6115 

£50
Very Good 
Fair

This cable sounds somewhat 'quieter' than the original LC-OFC interconnect, but is also less 
transparent and three dimensional.

PC-OCC copper coaxial 59

Audionote Copper ANC 

£35
Fair
Good

ANC sounded punchy with a faintly lean but tightly-focused bass character. This crystalline 
precision waned slightly at higher frequencies.

OFHC copper twin-axial R 59

Audionote Flexible Silver ANS 

£85
Fair
Good

ANS scored a hit with ts transparent midband and revealing but quite unforced treble quality. 
Bass transients were slightly softened.

Silver signal & Copper 
screen

R 59

Audionote Silver ANY 

£140
Poor 
Fair

Far weightier-sounding than the flexible ANS, ANV interconnect also possesses a fair degree 
of treble clarity and sparkle.

21 strand silver Litz 59

Aural Symphonies 

NIA in UK
Poor 
Good

This cable enjoyed an open and transparent midband and sounded remarkably neutral and 
faithful to the source.

OF copper PTFE dielectric R 59

Budget Patch Cords 

see text
Fair
Poor

As thrown in gratis with cassette decks and the like - frequency extremes were restricted and 
performances were veiled.

Thin coaxial 59

Budget OFC 

circa £7
Fair
Fair

Subjectively, this cable did lift much of the aural fog experienced with scrawny standard hook
up leads.

OFC 59

Deltec Slink 

£32
Good
Very Good

I deally used in lengths of under 4 metres, it errs on the lean side of neutral but has an 
uncommon transparency in the midrange.

4 silver plated OFC strands 
PTFE dielectric

BB 59

Deltec Black Slink 

£152
Excellent
Excellent

I nherently neutral the cable faithfully reproduced broad and deep stereo soundstages with 
precise focus and a sense of tactility.

8 silver plated OFC strands 
PTFE dielectric

R 59

DenonLC-OFC

NIA separately
Very Good 
Fair

Supplied with Denon's dearer CD players this cable introduced a peculiar 'twangy' coloration 
at high frequencies, and a slightly soft bass.

LC-OFC, non-magnetic gold 
plated plugs

59

DNM Solid-core 

£15-£25
Fair
Good

Transparent in the midband and full of sparkling detail in the treble, low bass was slightly 
curtailed (unterminated price £4.60 m .)

Single strand nickel-plated 
copper. Unshielded

R 59

Kimber Kable PSB 

£32
Very Good 
Very Good

An exceedingly transparent midband but slightly 'clanky' treble. lt always managed to sound 
remarkably uncluttered and open.

OFC, PTFE dielectric BB 59

Kimber Kable KC-1 

£47
Very Good 
Fair

Tonally faintly leaner and brighter than the more open-weave PSB, KC-1's treble detail was 
just too sharp and grainy.

Multi-gauge PTFE dielectric 59

Kimber Kable KC-AG 

£375
Good
Very Good

Treble detail resolution was percieved in a slightly abrupt if wholly controlled fashion. Depth 
re-creation and lateral separation were excellent.

Multi-gauge silver, PTFE 
dielectric

R 59

MDM Interconnect 

£14.95
Good 
Fair

The subjective performance of MDM did appear a little imprecise at the frequency extremes, but 
a worthwhile upgrade on budget interconnect.

Coaxial, solid core, gold 
plated plugs

59

MIT PC-Squared 

£75
Fair
Good

This multi-gauge cable produced a very open and buoyant midband but sounded slightly 
‘peculiar’ at frequency extremes.

OFC, multi-guage R 59

MIT Spectral Ml330 

£193
Poor 
Fair

Ml330 displays a marvellously open and enticing midband quality, bass is warm and rich but 
this character has a tendency to dominate.

Multicguage balanced 
bandwidth

59

Monitor PC 0100381 

£17
Good 
Fair

There is more than a hint of instrumental muddling and bass is slightly soft, however, the 
slightly'shut-in' sound is par for the course at the price.

OFC, coaxial R 59

Monster lnterlink 400

£30
Good 
Good

Bass is solid and punchy, counterpointed by a slightly overblown midband which tends to make 
vocalists sound larger-than-life.

Multi-guage R 59

Monster lnterlink CD 

£44
Fair
Fair

Low frequency is commendably weighty, but the top-end sounds vague and lacking in image 
focus. Suited to some systems better than others.

Multi-guage 59

Monster lnterlink Reference 

£88
Good 
Fair

Protracted listening indicated a lack of dynamic speed - a subjective sluggishness . lt may 
prove well suited to up-front systems.

Multi-guage Balanced 
bandwidth Gold plated plugs

59

Mysf Tm 

£15.60
Fair
Good

Fairly neutral with a pleasantly open and transparent midband. Some deep bass detail is lost 
but treble is sharply focused.

Solid-silver PTFE dielectric BB 59

Origin LiveSoli-Core Super 

£60
Good 
Fair

Improves over previous Soli-core samples in stereo depth and bass weight, but a ‘loud’ treble 
presentation remains.

Solid-core gold-plated AT 
plugs

59

QED lncon PI-Gold 

£14.95
Good 
Good

A lively open presentation thatjust borders on the lean side of neutral, the quick and lucid 
delivery affording considerable musical insight.

OFHC, gold plated Deltron 
plugs

BB 59

QED lncon Graphite GPl Gold 

£18.95
Fair 
Fair

A shielded version of lncon P1, it sounded thicker at the frequency extremes, the top end being 
coarser and more out of focus. Good for long runs though.

OFHC Graphite shielding R 59

SonyRK-C310ES 

£40
Excellent 
Good

Possessing deep firm bass and a sparkling top end it offers a balanced perspective with 
negligible coloration

Coaxial LC-OFC R 59
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Sterling 

£250
Fair
Good

Possessing a neutral if faintly rich overall balance it supplies a pleasantly open and 
ngngpngem ongngng! (Reviewed in pre y idingoor form.)

2 silver strands per 
conductor

59

Thorens SAC 1 DO 
£50

Good 
Fair

Performance is undermined by a slightly coarse and splashy treble, not necessarily bright, 
simply rather confused - and fine detail lacks resolution.

Silver-plated OFC, coaxial 59

Van den Hul MC-D30011

£59
Poor 
Good

11 tended to highlight some upper mid detail, but a generally open and spacious acoustic proved 
i ts saving ng Sightly soft at LF.

Silver plated single strand
VdH pogs

R 59

Van den Hul MC-1 02111

£69
Good 
Good

Possessing the same endearing qualities as the 0300 it presented open and transparent 
ngngngnging and mpngngd timbral resolution

Twin axial silver plated 
copper

R 59

Van den Hul MC-D502 

£77
Fair 
Fair

The tonal balance was 'tilted' by a strong and authoritative bass line, which had the knock-on 
effect of ng treble detail. A bit dear.

Twin axial silver plated 
ngiMng teflon dielectric

59

Van den Hul Thunderline 

£147
Good 
Fair

Thunderline essentially parallels the sonic performance of the cheaper 0102. HF is 
occas ung i tainted a ! ngy 'coarseness', bass s iign and

Silver plated 'matched 
copper'

59

Van den Hul MC-Gold 

£247
Fair
Good

11 possesses a rich and beguiling treble balance that matches a weighty, slightly warm bass 
character. Seductive balance may prove worthwhile in some circumstances.

Silver & gold plated copper 59

Van den Hul MC-Silver 

£747
Good 
Good

Although remarkably transparent for an asymetric design this costly cable was not considered 
to be of 'state-of-the-art' standard, and is bettered ingngng models.

■ 19 silver plated copper 
strands

59

Vecteur 8045

£49
Very Good 
Good

Sounding solid and forthright it might seem slightly cold in some systems but the treble 'edge' 
is ■ ng t clean. vng ow wernngs were a little las.- re in 'slam'.

LC-OFC signal & screen R 59

-

I n-car entertainment is an area not usually them offering practically every gadget or feature is on the frequency modulated band and AM often
associated with the esoteric world of domestic hi- under the sun. The majority of sub £300 players are suffers as a consequence, but fortunateiy for radio
li. However, it represents a source of musical integrated units featuring a cassette player, AM/FM enthusiasts there are some exceptions.
entertainment that many of us are exposed to every tuner and amplifier, all in one remarkably compact The amplifier is usually designed to drive two
day. The majority of new cars are fitted with some standard sized box. At this price level the cassette pairs of speakers mounted fore and aft of the
form of radio before they leave the showroom and in players tend to be fairly basic affairs, although vehicle, and a fader is fitted to adjust the balance
many cases this usually very basic player is taken autoreverse and noise reduction systems are both between the two. The dearer machines feature
for granted and accepted as representative of in-car fairly common. Tuners are usually of the digital separate bass and treble controls which can be quite
audio standards. variety with varying degrees of sophistication in handy given the unusual acoustic of the car

For the price of a budget amplifier there is a wide signal tuning and presetting, with some machines environment and the variety in balance and
variety of in-car machines to choose from, some of featuring as many as 18 FM presets. The emphasis presentation to be had from car speakers

■ MODEL
■ PRICE

■ LAB
■ SOUND

■ COMMENTS FEATURES VALUE BACK ISSUE 
FULL REVIEW

Alpine 7282L 

£250
Good
Very Good

A very attractive and seductive sounding player. The matt surfaced transparent preset keys are 
especially sexy

Bass/treble controls, 12 FM 6 AM 
presets, chrome to clock, 8W

R 61

Aiwa CT-Z3500YL

£199
Fair
Fair

A nicely designed machine with a flip up lid for disguise purposes. Sound quality from 
cassette is a bit pong but the radio is exemolary especially on AM

Bass/Treble controls, 6 FM, 12 AM 
presets, Dolby, chrome 8,4W

R 62

Blaupunkt Paris SQM 48

£253
Average 
Average

A powerful and sensibly designed player but let down by a very dull sounding cassette. The 
radio is a bit better

Bass/treble controls, 5 FM, 10 AM 
presets, uni-directional, 11.5W

62

Blaupunkt Windsor SQR 38 

£275
Good
Average

Not very enthralling sonically, the Windsor is rather low powered but does have a reasonably 
stable :ng? aaaa

5 FM, 10 AM presets, 11W 62

Clarion 916HP 

£160
Good
Average

With its rubbery buttons and touches of white this s a modest looking player let down by a 
weak cassette

Bass/treble controls, 5 FM, 5 AM 
presets, 9W

61

Clarion 946HP

£250
Very Good
Very Good

A good FM side let down slightly by AM performance. This Clarion s particularly nice to use 
with its ngi SAM ng ng ngngo

Bass/treble controls, 12 FM/6 AM 
Slot-in, 15.1W

R 61

GoodmansGCE229

£150
Fair
Average

If knobs, switches and legends are your bag then the GCE229 is the one for you - a lot of 
gizmos for the price and it even sounds OK

Bass/treble controls, 6 FM/6 AM 
presets Chrome eq., clock, MSS, 
10.1W

BB 61

Hitachi CSK-402E

£250
Good
Good

An attractively designed little player that foronce doesn't disappoint when it comes to playing 
music, and it even has a security system

Bass/treble controls, 6 FM, 12 AM 
presets, Dolby, chrome eq., music 
search, 74W

R 62

JVC RX-318

£200
Average 
Average

This JVC sounded quite enjoyable and turned in an impressive performance on FM. lt even 
looks ng ng nice

Bass/treble controls, 5 FM, 10 AM 
slot-in, 8.8W

R 62

JVC RX-418

£250
Average 
Fair

An attractively designed machine with a fair selection of features - even an aux socket for a 
portable CD player

Bass/treble controls, 10 FM, 10 AM 
presets, Dolby, chrome eq., slot-in, • 
aix socket, 7.7W

62

Nakamichi T0-400E/PA-300 11

£450/£275
Very Good 
Excellent

I f you want your in-car entertainment to compete on sound quality grounds with your domestic 
system, this combo offers a very strong challenge

Bass/treble controls, 5 FM, 10 AM 
presets, uni-directional, chrome eq., 
Dolby B, C, 75W

R 62

Panasonic Crl-497 

£117
Fair
Poor

The CQ-497 has a traditional style analogue tuning system making it easy to use. AM 
receptior was gngd but the other sources are less ngs n.ngngng

Bass/treble controls, chrome, NR, 7W 62

Philips 553 

£120
Average 
Average

Not the most ergonomic player on test but sound quality was quite refined for the price. 
Presets are a bit angry

4 FM, 4 AM presets uni-direction 
cassette 3.1 W •

61

Philips DC680 

£180
Average 
Good

A colourful and musically competent player that despite a gammy volume knob is well worth 
checking out.

8 FM, 4 AM presets 3.5W R 61

Pirrneer KE-3030

£150
Poor 
Fair

A tasty looking, if sonically bass heavy, little box well suited to blasting out rock or dub 18 FM, 6 AM presets 4.2W 61

Pioneer KEH-5080B 

£230
Fair
Good

A chunky and neatly styled player with healthy power output and an easy relaxed sound. Just 
the i- a, for pmngng ng the volume

Bass/treble controls, 18 FM, 6 AM 
assets. anti-theft device, slot-in. 9W

R 61

Sansui RX-3100L

£180
Poor 
Fair

Quite flash looking with a reasonable feature count but FM sound and cassette replay quality 
could be a bit ng at the in -

Bass/treble controls, 12 FM, 12 AM 
ngngng chrome eq, 8W

61

Sansui RX-5100L

£250
Good
Very Good

One of the cleaner machines around the 5100 has an excellent AM section and a re^onable 
cassette pang

Bass/treble controls, 12 FM, 6 AM 
presets chrome eq slot-in, 12.5W

R 61

SharpRG-F816E 

£200
Poor
Average

Nothing if not novel the 816, with its unusual anti-theft system s custom built for the furry 
dice ng nr but is ng ng, a bit lacklustre

Four band graphic, 8 FM, 16 AM 
presets. ASP, Dolby. MSS, 10.9W

62

Sharp RG-F882E

£220
Average 
Average

Again a glitzy full feature machine with a flip out control panel and plenty of lights. However, 
sound png iv is a bit ingangngu'mp

Seven band graphic, 5 FM, 10 AM 
pngngng ASP, chrome ng., Dings 8.5W

62
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SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring 
the system that is right for you. This unique directory gives 
full information on dealers in your area.

AVON

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 65 Park St, Clifton, 
Bristol. (0272) 264975. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Mission, 
NAD, Quad, Roksan, Rote!, Yamaha, etc. (closed Weds). 
BADA MEMBER ^^
PAUL GREEN Hl-Fl LTD, Kensington Showrooms, 
London Rd, Bath (0225) 316197. A&R, Creek, Dual, Hey
brook, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Rote!, Systemdek, Wharfe- 
dale. Dem facilities available, ring for appointment, car 
park. Open Tues-Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa. BADA MEMBER. ^^
RICHER SOUNDS, 20 Cotham Hill, Bristol BS6 6LF. 
(0272) 734397. City-centre budget hi-fi discounts; most 
popular 'majors' from A to Z and all points in between; 
monthly 'specials'. Facilities: expert advice; free 48 page 
Hi-fi Guide and monthly Newsletters; mail order; part 
exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard.

BEDFORDSHIRE

ASHTON AUDIO, 6 High Street, Dunstable. (0582) 
608003. AR, Akai, Ariston, Cambridge Audio, Denon, 
Dual, Incatech, JVC, Linx, Monster, NAD, Nakamichi, 
Proton, Quad, Rote!, Sony, Trio Kenwood. Instant credit 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. 
Service department. Open 9-5.30. Open to 6p.m. Friday. 
No early closing.

BERKSHIRE

READING Hl-Fl CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St. 
Reading. (0734) 585463. 'The best equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire's premier Hi-Fi emporium'. BADA 
MEMBER^!m!

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, 
Milton Keynes. (0908) 561551. A&R, Audio! ab, Heybrook, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Gyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 
Nytech, Rote!. Dem facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER ^^
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, AylesbufY. 
(0296) 28790. Dual, Heybrook, Linn arms, Musical Fidel
ity, Mission, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Rote!, ITL. 2 Dem 
rooms available, ring for appointment. Open 10-6 Mon- 
Fri, 9.30-5.30 Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, 
instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Amex, 
Diner, Visa. Service dept.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CAMBRIDGE HI FI, 1 Hawthorn Way, Cambridge. (0223) 
67773. AR, Mission Gyrus, Monitor Audio, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Sony ES, Technics, Thorens, Kenwood. Demon
stration facilities. No appointment required. Open 9.30
5.30 Mon-Sat. Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept. available. 
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(0223) 68305. Quad, Rote!, Dual, Denon, Krell, Naka
michi, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Tannoy. Demonstration 
facilities. No appointment required. Open 10.00-6.00, 
Mon-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit up to £3,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Barclaycard, Service dept.

CHESHIRE

ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St., Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. 
Wide selection of equipment in N.W. Two-year guarantee. 
Dem facilities: 3 dem rooms, appointment required. 
Open 10-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installa
tion. Instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Amex, Diners, Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBER ^a:! 
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. (Padgate 0925) 828009. 1986 Sony/Hi-Fi 
News Best Dealer in N.W. England and Wales. 'Largest 
choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. £100-£20K'. All credit 
cards. 3 Dem Rooms. Dem facilities.
BADA MEMBER ^DD!
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle St, Lower Bridge St, 
Chester. (0244) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National 
Panasonic, Denon, Rote!, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Philips. 
Dem facilities: 2 dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, 

closed Wed. Free installation, instant credit. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Trustcard. BADA MEMBER =332 
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, 
Mission, Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Trio, Yamaha, NAD. 
Dem facilities available. Open M on-Sat 9.15-5.45. Closed 
1-2 Lunch. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept. BADA MEMBER ^^
RICHER SOUNDS, 4 Wellington St, Stockport SKI 3RN. 
(061) 480 1700. Cheerfully small store by BR station with 
virtually all major 'budget' names; many on special offer. 
Facilities: expert advice; free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and 
monthly Newsletters; part exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-6, 
Sats 10-5. Creditcards: Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard. 
Mail Order for all Richer Sounds stores from this branch. 
CHRIS BROOKS Hl-Fl, 29 Gaskell St, Stockton Heath, 
Warrington. 0925 6121213. Open Tues-Sat 10-6pm. 2 dem 
rooms. Credit facilities. All credit cards. Total absence of 
ball"". BADA MEMBER im!

CORNWAll

N.C.E. HI-FI, The Bridge, Boscastle, N. Cornwall (08405) 
248. Ariston, Arcam, Creek, Denon, Dual, Gale, Heybrook, 
lncatech, ITL, JPW, Manticore M antra, Marantz, Michell 
(Gyrodec & Synchro), Proac, QED, Rogers, Tannoy. Most 
cartridges. Dem room. Full credit facilities including 
interest free, Access, Visa. Evening dems a pleasure (by 
appointment).
TRURO HI-FI & E.T.S. Ltd, 25 King St, Truro (0872) 
79809. A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, Linn, Mission Gyrus, 
Nad, Quad, Rote!, Thorens. Dem facilities: Single speaker 
studio. Open Mon-Sat M5-5.30. Home trial facilities, 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, ETS Visa. 
Service dept.

DERBYSHIRE

ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. 
(0332) 380385. Meridian, Mission, Denon, Yamaha, 
Rote!, A&R Cambridge, Monitor Audio, Trio, Marantz. 
Demonstration facilities. Open 9.30-6.00 - early closing 
Wednesday. Home facilities: credit up to £1,000. Credit 
cards: Access, Barclaycard, Diners, American Express. 
Service dept.

ESSEX

A.T. LABS, 44214 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, Ilford. (01) 
518 0915. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem 
rooms. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa.
BADA MEMBER ;imJ
RAYLEIGH HI-FI, 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. 
(0268) 7797621747571. 216 Moulsham St, On-the- 
Parkway, Chelmsford, Essex. (0245) 265242. A&R, 
Audiolab, Beyer, BLQ, Gyrus, Celestion, Denon, DNM, 
Epos, Gale. Access and Visa. ■ 3 years parts and labour 
guarantee on hi-fi systems.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE, 2 Ingrave Rd, 
Brentwood. (0277) 221210. Alphason, B&W, Cambridge 
Audio, Denon, Harmon Kardon, Marantz, QED, Quad, 
Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30
5.30 (Thurs from lOam, Sat from 9am). Home trial facili
ties, free installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Hi-Fi Markets. Service dept.
LYON AUDIO, 16 Peartree Business Centre, Peartree 
Road, Stanway, Essex C03 5JN. (0206) 560259. QED, 
Rogers, Denon, Nad, Rote!, J.A. Michell, Mission, Roksan, 
Gale Quad, TDL. Dem facilities available. Open M on-Sat 
9am-6pm. Home trial facilities, installation, credit facili
ties up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Hi-Fi Mar
kets, Eurocheque. Service dept available.

GlOUCESTERSHIRE

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42 Albion St, Chel
tenham. (0242) 583960. A-R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meri
dian, Mission, NAD, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha, etc. 
(Closed Wed). BADA MEMBER. ^^
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. 
(0452) 30046. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magne- 
planar, Nairn, NAD, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon. 
BADA MEMBER im!
ROBBS OF CHELTENHAM, 3 Clarence St, Cheltenham.
(0242) 584404. Sansui pure hi-fi, Kenwood, Sony ES,
Dual, Technics, QED, Heybrook. Dem facilities. Open 9
5.30 Mon-Sat. Instant free credit. Credit cards: Visa,

Access. Service dept.
HAMPSHIRE

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 4 Feathers Lane, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG21 JAS. (0256) 24311. A&R, 
Audiolab, Denon, Dual, Linn, Mission, NAD, Rote!, Tech
nics, Yamaha. Dem facilities. Open: M on, Tues, Thurs, Fri 
9.30-6.00. Sat 9.30-5.30. Closed Wed. Home trial facilities. 
Free installation. Credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, 
Barclaycard, Connect, Amex, Diners. Service dept. .. 
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
Ford. (0703) 252827/265232. Quality CD and analogue 
agencies. 5 dem studios. Large free car park. BADA 
MEMBER ^^
TRUE-FI SOUND AND VISION, 10/12 Grosvenor Rd, 
Aldershot. (0252) 26390. Akai, Aiwa, B&W, Nakamichi, 
Hitachi, JPW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, 
Technics. Dem facilities available. Open 9.30-6.00 Mon
Sat. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit 
cards accepted: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.

HERTFORDSHIRE

ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd, 101 StAIbans Rd, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Denon, Magneplanar, 
Quad, Rogers, Meridian, TDL, Jadis, Krell. Dem facilities: 
2 dem studios, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30
5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation. Instant credit 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER ^im!
THE AUDIO FILE, 40 Hockerill St, Bishops Stortford, 
Herts. (0279) 506576. Linn, Roksan, Rega, Nairn, A&R 
(Camb), Heybrook, Rote!, Denon, Epos, QED. Demon

. stration facilities, no appointment required. Open 9.30
5.30 Mon-Sat. Home trial facilities. Free installation, 
credit facilities up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Diners, Amex. Service dept. available.
BADA MEMBER ^^

ISlE OF MAN

ISLAND COMPACT DISC CENTRE, Parliament Square, 
Ramsey. (0624) 815521. Musical Fidelity, Sugden, Celes- 
tion, Harman Kardon, Teac, Castle Acoustics, Philips, 
A&R, JBL, Luxman. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.00pm. Dem 
facilities. Home trial facilities, free installation. Full 
credit, no limit. Credit cards: Access, Elite. Service dept.

KENT

JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd West, 
CanterbufY. (CanterburY) 69329. Also at Dover - (0304) 
207562. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, M.Y.S.T., Nakamichi, 
Pink Triangle, Rote!, Sansui, Technics, Quad. Dem facili
ties available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 closed Thurs. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Creditcharge. Service 
dept.

LANCASHIRE

MONITOR SOUND, 54Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 71935. 
A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Rote!, Spendor, 
Thorens, Nakamichi, Yamaha, etc. Dem facilities, 2 dem 
rooms. Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation, 
instanct credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.

LEICESTERSHIRE

SOUND ADVICE, The Sound FactorY, Duke St, Lough
borough LEll lED. (0509) 218254. A&R, Creek, Linn 
products, Epos, Mission, Gyrus, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, 
Rote!, Yamaha. Dem facilities, domestic size and 
furnished studios. Callers welcomed. Demonstrations by 
appointment. Open 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. Free installation. 
Credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex. 
Service dept.
ALPHA AUD IO, 1-3 Guildhall Lane, Leicester, LE I 5FQ. 
(0533) 518597 or 530330. Open 9.30-5.30 M on-Sat. Stock
ists of Aiwa, Adc, Akai, Ariston, Beyer, Bose, Cambridge, 
Celestion, Denon, Dual, Goodmans, Infinity, Harman 
Kardon, JBL, Jecklyn, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, 
Rogers, Rote!, Sennheiser, Supra, Teac, Thorens, Van 
Den Hul and more. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Access, Visa. Demonstration facilities. Compre
hensive repair facilities.
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LONDON

A.T.LABS, !59Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367
3132. Open M on-Sat 10-6. Two single speaker dem rooms.
Export worldwide. Service dept, car park. Amex, Visa,
Access. BADA MEMBER ^^
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, London NW6. (01) 794 
7848. Open Mon-Sat, 10-6. Two single speaker dem 
rooms. Access, Amex, Visa. BADA MEMBER «w 
CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill Street (just off 
Tottenham Court Road), London Wl. (01) 631 0472. 
!Oam-7pm, Mon-Sat. Cambridge, DNM, Epos, Koetsu, 
Nairn, PS Audio, Roksan, SME, Van den Hul. Excellent 
demonstrations, 2 demo rooms, full delivery and installa
tion service. Full credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa.
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS, 84 Charing Cross Road. 
(01) 379 763517427. Quad, B&W, Meridian, Mission, 
Yamaha, Sony, Philips, A&R Cambridge, Nakamichi, 
Rote!. Dem facilities - no appointment required. Open 
Mon-Sat !Oam-7.30pm. Home trial facilities, free installa
tion - to suit the customer. 7.30am-11.30pm weekdays, 
9am-9pm weekends. Credit cards: Access, Visa, American 
Express, Diners Club. Service dept.
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, 18 Monmouth St, London WC2H 
9HB. (01) 379 4010. Wide range of top specialist hi-fi 
from Britain, America and Japan. Dem facilities. 3 Dem 
rooms. All credit cards. BADA MEMBER. ^^ 
GRAHAMS HI-FI, 86-88 Pentonville Rd, London NI. (01) 
8374412. 'FBA Dealer of the year 1985'. Linn, Naim, Rega 
etc. £300-£3,000-£13,000. BADA MEMBER ^^ 
H.L. SMITH & Co Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2 
!BE. (01) 723 5891. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, 
Ortofon, Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha. Dem facili
ties available. Open Man-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-1, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Diners. 
Service dept.
KJ WEST ONE, 26 New Cavendish St, London WIM 7LH. 
(01) 486 8262. A&R Cambridge, Audio Lab, B&W. Audio 
Res - Krell, Rogers, Gale, Musical Fidelity, Linn, Magne
planar, Nakamichi. Dem facilities available - appoint
ment required. Open Mon-Sat !Oam-6pm. Limited home 
trial facilities. System Design & Installation. Credit facili
ties -Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service dept available. 
BADAMEMBER
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD,' 12 Park Avenue, Palmers 
Green, London Nl3 5PF. (01) 882 4975. Air Tangent, 
Apogee & Alphason, Audio Research, Koetsu, Krell, 
Magneplanar, Meridian, Nakamichi, Oxford Acoustics, 
Tandberg. Dem facilities: 2 single speaker dem rooms, 
appointment required. 10-6 Tues-Fri, 9-5 Sat. Home trial 
facilities. System design & installation service. All major 
creditcards. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No. I, Cathedral St, 
London Bridge, London SE! 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3088. 
Counterpoint, Denon, Exposure, Koetsu, Linn, Nairn, PS 
Audio, Roksan, Rega, SMe and others. Dem facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat, 10-7. 
Free installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.
RICHER SOUNDS 2, 6 London Bridge Walk, London SE!. 
(01) 403 1988. Major names in esoteric hi-fi, unusually 
matched to discount offers and special end-of-line purch
ases. Demo facilities, expert advice, free local delivery & 
installation (£500+), plus 2 Yr G'tee. Hi-fi Guide and 
monthly Newsletters; part exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-7, 
Sats 10-5. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard. 
Service Department on premises.
RICHER SOUNDS, 2 London Bridge Walk, London SE! 
2SX. (01) 403 1201/4710. The original bargain hi-fi store, 
now refitted; lOOs of regular and special discounts on 
most budget/mid price major names. By London Bridge. 
Facilities: expert advice; free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and 
monthly Newsletters; mail order; part exchange. Open 
Mon-Fri 10-7, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Richer ChargeCard. Service Department on premises.

MIDDLESEX

OXBRIDGE AUDIO LTD, 278 High St, Oxbridge, Middx 
UB8 1LZ. (0895) 33474/31993. Music from the best equip
ment at all price levels. Acoustic Energy, A&R Cam
bridge, AR, Ariston, Audio Lab, Cambridge Audio, Canton, 
Creek, Gyrus, Denon, Dual, Epos, Exposure, Heybrook, 
JPW, KEF, Lynn Products, Manticore, Marantz, Meridian, 
Michell, Mission, NAD, Nairn, Nakamichi, Onix, QED, 
Quad, Revolver, Rote!, Stax, Tannoy, Wharfedale, 
Yamaha. Two demonstration rooms, system design ana 
installation, two year guarantee, seven day equipment 
exchange. 10am-6pm six days a week.
BADA MEMBER ^^

MERSEYSIDE

W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in N.W. £100- 
£20K'. All credit cards. 3 dem rooms.
BADA MEMBER ^W •
PURE SOUND - Acoustic Energy, ADC, Audio Quest, 
Beard, DBX, Denon, Deltec, Incatech, ModSquad, 
Mordaunt-Short, QED, Radford, Sumo, Target, Meridian. 
(Dem. stock at reduced prices). Home demonstration a 
pleasure, plus evenings and weekends. (Sundays by 
appointment). Birkenhead 051 645 6690. Wallasey 051 
630 5055.
RICHER SOUNDS, 69B Church St, Liverpool Ll IDN.

(051) 708 7484. Virtually every major 'budget' name - 
small store with big discounts and special offers. Facili
ties: expert advice; free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and monthly 
Newsletters; mail order; part exchange. Open Mon-Fri 
10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Richer Charge
Card.

NORFOLK

SOUND APPROACH, 161 Unithank Road, Norwich. 
(0603) 622833. Ariston, AR, Claymore, Castle, Elite Rock, 
Heybrook, Matra, Musical Fidelity, Revolver, Yamaha. 
Dem facilities. Open 9-6.30 Mon-Sat. Home trial facili
ties. Free installation. Credit up to £1,500. Credit cards: 
Visa, Access, Diners Club. Service dept available.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

CLASSIC Hl-Fl + VIDEO, School Lane, Kettering, North
ants. (0536) 515766. We are stockists of ADC, Marantz, 
Onkyo, Sansui, Teac, Harmon Kardon, Pioneer, Proton, 
Ariston, Thorens, Mantra, Goodmans, Castle, JPL, Mar- 
daunt Short, Seleco TV, Monitor Cable + others.

WEST MIDLANDS

SOUND ADVICE, 162 Alcester Road, Moseley, Birming
ham B13 8HS. (021) 449 3328. A&R, Creek, Linn, Epos, 
Mission Gyrus, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Rote!, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities, domestic size and furnished studios. Callers 
welcomed. Demonstrations by appointment. Open 9.30
6pm Tues-Sat. Free Installation. Credit facilities. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Service Dept.
BADA MEMBER
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 93-95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull. 
(021) 742 0254 (sales), 0248 (service). A&R, Audiolab, 
Denon, KEF, Marantz, Meridian, Mission, M.A., The 
Source, Philips. Dem facilities available, appointment 
required. 10-6 Tues-Sat, closed Mon. Home trial facili
ties, 3 demo rooms, service dept, free installation, instant 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex.
FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row, Edgbas
ton, Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Denon, Dual, 
KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Philips CD, 
Quad, Revox, etc. Dem facilities. Single speaker dem 
room. Open 9.30-6 Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
GRIFFIN AUDIO Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 
692 1359. Linn, Nairn Audio, Rega, Creek, Denon, Naka
michi, Quad, Mission, Monitor Audio, Rote!. Dem facili
ties 2 single speaker rooms. Open M on-Sat 9.30-6. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, interest free credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa.
BADA MEMBER ^^
RiCHER SOUNDS 2, 12 Smallbrook Queensway, Birming
ham B5 4EN. (021) 643 6664. Popular esotertic hi-fi for 
upgrades, monthly special offers. Demo facilities, expert 
advice, free local delivery/installation (£500+ ), 2 Yr 
G'tee. Hi-fi Guide and monthly Newsletters; part 
exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard. Service Department 
on-site.
RICHER SOUNDS, 10 Smallbrook Queensway, Birming
ham B5 4EN. (021) 643 1516. An A-Z of affordable, popu
lar hi-fi; no-frills environment. Facilities: expert advice; 
free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and monthly Newsletters; part 
exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard. Service Department 
on-site.

OXFORDSHIRE

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, 
Headington, Oxford. (0865) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, 
Mission, nAd, Rote!, Yamaha. Also 256, Banbury Rd, 
Summertown. BADA MEMBER «»a1
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, Oxford. (0865) 
247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, 
Mordaunt-Short. Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, etc. BADA 
MEMBER SOTS!
WITNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Witney, Oxford. (0993) 
2414. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, 
Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Yamaha. Dem facilities. Open 
Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.

SHROPSHIRE

AVON Hl-Fl Ltd, 12 Barker St, Shrewsbury. (0743) 
55166. A&R, B&W, JBL, Dual, NAD, Nakamichi, Revolver, 
Trio, Quad, Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open M on- 
Sat 9-5.30, closed Thur. Home trial facilities, free instal
lation, instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, 
Visa. Service dept.

SOMERSET

WATTS RADIO-THE ENGINEERS, Jim Badman, l West 
Street, Somerton. (0458) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, 
KEF, Mordaunt-Short, Ortofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, 
Yamaha. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-1, 2
5.30, Wed 9-1. Home trial facilities, free installation. 
Credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service 
dept.

STAFFORDSHIRE

GRANGE Hl-Fl LTD, 153 Branston Road, Burton-on- 
Trent. (0283) 33655. Pink Triangle, Voyd Valdi, Marantz,

Audio File, AR, Systemdek, Denon, Audio Innovations,
Cambridge, Quad, Rote!, Elite Rock, Snell. 2 dem rooms-
no appointment required. Open Mon, Tues. Thurs. Fri.
Sat. 9-6.00pm, Wed 9-l.OOpm. Free installation. Credit
facilities. Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service dept.

SUFFOLK

EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 
217217. Quad, Audio Lab, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Nad, Nakamichi, Technics, Arcam. Dem facilities avail
able. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00pm. Free installation. 
Credit facilities - Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept 
available. BADA MEMBER SgBgl

SURREY

AERCO Ltd, 11 The Broadway, Waking. (04862) 4667. 
A&R, Ariston, Exposure, HK, A.R., Heybrook, JBL, KEF, 
Magnum, NAD, Pt. Quad, Revox. BADA MEMBER ^K 
ROGERS Hl-Fl, 13 Bridge Street, Guildford (0483) 
61049. Ariston, Acoustic Research, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, 
Denon, Gale, JBL, JPW, Kenwood, Mordaunt-Short, 
Marantz, Onkyo, Pioneer, QED, Tannoy. Mon-Sat 9.30
6.00. Dem. facilities. lnstantCredit. Service Dept. Access, 
Visa.
TRU-Fl SOUND AND VISION, 2 Cromwell Rd, Redhill, 
Surrey. (0737) 66128. Akai, Aiwa, Band W. Nakamichi, 
Hitachi, JPW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, 
Technics. Dem. facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30
6.00. Free installation, instantcredit up to £1,200. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
UN!LET PRODUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Maiden, Surrey 
KT3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-7. Credit 
cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa. Dem facilities. Large 
stock.

SUSSEX (EAST}

DEFINITIVE AUDIO, 30 lslingword Street, Brighton, 
East Sussex BN2 2UR. (0273) 672796. Voyd, Systemdek, 
Helius, Golding, Audio Note, Audio Innovations, Sugden, 
JPW, Snell, Spiker, Herbeth, Pirates, Marantz, Denon, 
Rote!. Open !lam to 7pm Weds-Sat. Home demonstration 
through out Sussex. Credit faciJities - Barclaycard + 
Visa.
JEFFRIES Hl-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 609 431. 2 dem rooms, closed M on, late night Wed. 
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities.
BADA MEMBER
JEFFRIES Hl-Fl, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31336. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. 
Late night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities.
BADA MEMBER
HASTINGS Hl-Fl, 31-32 Western Rd, St Leonards On Sea. 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Gyrus, NAD, Naka
michi, Quad, Rote!, Systemdek, Tannoy, Yamaha. Dem 
facilities 2 single speaker dem studios. Open M on-Sat 9
6. Home trial facilities. Free installation. Credit facilities. 
Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa. Service dept.

SUSSEX (WEST)

BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, I Becket Buildings, Little
hampton Rd, Worthing. (0903) 64141. B&W, Dual, JVC, 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony, Technics. 
Dem facilities 2 dem rooms. Open M on-Sat 9-5.30, Weds 
9-1. Home trial facilities free installation, instant credit 
up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
CHICHESTER HI FI, 40 Little London, Chichester P019 
1PL. Tel: (0243) 776402. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek, Naka
michi, A&R, Denon etc. Demonstration facilities avail
able - no appointment required. Open Tues-Sat, 10-1, 2
5.15 (closed Mon.) Free installation. Credit cards: 
Access + Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBER

TYNE & WEAR
RED RADIO SHOP AND Hl-Fl CENTRE, 11 Olive St, (Off 
Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 5672087. Aiwa, 
Bose, Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spendor, 
Thorens, Trio. Dem facilities available. Open M on-Sat 9
5.30. Free installation, inters\ free credit. Credit cards: 
Visa. Service dept.

WILTSHIRE

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 60 Fleet Street, Swin
don. (0793) 38222. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, 
NAD, Rote!, Technics, Yamaha. (Closed Wed).
BADA MEMBER m&!
PR SOUNDS, 5 King St, Melksham. (0225) 708045. 
Pioneer, Akai, JBC, Dual, Ortofon, Philips, Toshiba, B&W, 
Celestion. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-6.00pm. Dem facilities, 
home trial facilities, free installation. Full credit up to 
£1,000. Credit cards: Access. Service dept.

YORKSHIRE (NORTH)

ELITE Hl-Fl, 178 Kings Road, Harrogate HGI5JG (0423) 
521 831. Voyd, Elite Rock, Systemdek, Celestion, Helius, 
Audionote, Snell Acoustics, JPW, Nakamichi, Teac. Dem 
facilities - 2 dem rooms. Open 7 days a week 9-6. Free 
installation. Service dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. (0904) 
27108. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Epos, Ruark, Gale, 
Denon, Rote!, Mantra. Dem facilities available. Open 
Tues-Sat 10-6. Home trial facilities, free insta^^!l!l! 
instant credit (written details on request). Credit cards: 
Access, Amex, Visa, Diners. Service dept. BADA 
MEMBER SSB! HI -FI CHOICE IIUI OCTOBER 1988



SELECTED DEALER DIRECTORY
RICHER SOUNDS, 6 Feasegate, York Y01 2SQ. (0904) 
645535. Probably the smallest hi-fi store in York; but 
stocks the A-Z of popular budget hi-fi at special discount 
prices. Facilities: expert advice; free 48 page Hi-fi Guide 
and monthly Newsletters; mail order; part exchange. 
Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Richer 'ChargeCard.

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH)

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS Ltd, South Yorkshire's leading 
specialist hi-fi dealer. Roksan, Meridian, Mission, Quad, 
Musical Fidelity, Rogers, Beard, Bryston etc. Single 
speaker demonstration facilities. 2 Westgate, Rotherham 
S60 lAP. (0709) 370666.

YORKSHIRE (WEST)

AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 
304565. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dem facilities avail
able, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Fri 9.30-6, Sat 
2.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, 
Visa. Service dept. BADA MEMBER ^11
ERRICKS, Hi-Fi Experience, Fotosonic House, Rawson 
Square, Bradford (0274) 309266. Dem facilities. Sales/ 
service agents for A&R, Linn, Quad, Nairn, Nakamichi, 
Mission etc. BADA MEMBER =SES!
HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Cross Church St, 
Huddersfield. (0484) 544668. B&W. Loudspeakers, 
Kenwood, Denon, Dual, A&R Cambridge, Musical Fidel
ity, Quad, NVA, Audio Lab, Philips, and many more. Dem 
facilties - appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 9.00
5.30. Thursday 9.00-8.00. Closed Wednesday. Free instal
lation. Credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, 
Barclaycard. Extended guarantee facilities.
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8-10 St Annes Rd, Headingley, Leeds. 
(0532) 789374. AR, Audio Lab, Denon, Linn, Marantz, 
Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, NAD, Quad. Three 
dem rooms. Open times: Mon-Fri 9.30-6.00. Sat 9.00-6.00. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Instant credit up 
to £1,000. All majorcreditcards accepted. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER ^!!1!1!
RICHER SOUNDS, 55 The Headrow, Leeds LS1 6LR. 
(0532) 455717. Affordable special deals on every big 
budget line from Akai to Yamaha; separates & systems. 
City centre store opposite Lewis's. Facilities: expert 

advice; free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and monthly Newslet
ters; mail order; part exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sats 
10-5. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard.
SELECTIVE AUDIO, The Forge Cottage, 19 Crossgate, 
Otley. (0943) 467689. Exclusively handles Alphason, 
Roksan, NVA, ProAc in the area and other minimalist 
British designer products for the discerning listener. 
Single dem facility. Member of the Cognoscenti. Open 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm.

IRELAND

CLONEY AUDIO, 34 Main St, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. 0001 
889449. Linn, Roxan, Nairn, Rega Research, Rogers, Spen- 
dor, Musical Fidelity, Cambridge Audio. Open Tues-Sat 
10-6.00pm. Thurs & Fri open til 9.00pm. Free installation. 
Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service dept.

SCOTLAND

EDINBURGH

BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43Clarke St, Edinburgh. (031) 
667 2877. AR, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha. Dem facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free installation. Instant 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept.
RICHER SOUNDS, 1B Chambers St, Edinburgh EHl 1HR. 
(031) 226 3544. Discount hi-fi near the Royal Scottish 
Museum; affordable culture with monthly special offers 
on major names. Facilities: expert advice; free 48 page 
Hi-fi Guide and monthly Newsletters; mail order; part 
exchange. Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard.

GLASGOW

BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. A.R., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha etc. Dem 
facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 10-6. Free installation, 
instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service dept. 
RICHER SOUNDS, 24 Gordon St, GlasgowG1 3PU. (041) 
221 9147. The affordable hi-fi alphabet in an unpreten
tious atmosphere; regular special offers. Facilities: 
expert advice; free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and monthly 
Newsletters; mail order; part exchange. Open Mon-Fri

10-6, Sats 10-5. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Richer Charge
Card.
STEREO STEREO, 278 St. Vincent St, Glasgow G2 5RL. 
(041) 248 4079. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Exposure, A&R Cam
bridge, Acoustic Energy, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Epos, Heyb
rook, Mission, QED, Rote!. Free delivery + installation. 
Open Mon-Sat 10 to 6. Accept Visa + Access. Interest 
Free Credit. BADA MEMBER ^11

GRAMPIAN

HOLBURN HI FI Ltd, 441 Holburn St, Aberdeen (0224) 
585713 - Agencies include Linn, Rega, Quad, Arcam, 
Audiolab, Mission, Gyrus, Rote!, QED, NAD, Magnepla
nar, Krell, Revox, Beard, Nakamichi, Marantz, Denon, 
Dual, Kenwood, Technics, Yamaha, Sansui, Sony, KEF, 
Celestion, AR, Heybrook, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, 
Wharfedale, Audio Technica. Separate demo room avail
able. Credit cards: Access Visa, Amex. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER ^S

WALES

ClWYD

ACTON GATE AUDIO, 4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham. (0978) 
364500. Quad, Rote!, Nad, Onkyo, AR, B&W, Sansui, 
Revolver, Castle, Target. Opening times: Mon-Sat 9.30
5.30pm, closed Wed pm. Dem facilities available. Home 
trial facilities, free installation. Full credit, credit cards: 
Access, Amex. Service dept.

GlAMORGAN

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. (0222) 
28565. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, 
Nairn, NAD, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon.
BADA MEMBER ^IDI!
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 
474608. Audio Research, Dual, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, 
Nairn, NAD, Yamaha and lots more. Closed Mon. BADA 
MEMBER =3ES!
RICHER SOUNDS, 5 Central Square, Cardiff CFl lEP. 
(0222) 383311. From Akai to Yamaha on a budget-regu
lar end of line special offers. Facilities: expert advice; 
free 48 page Hi-fi Guide and monthly Newsletters; mail 
order; part exchange. Open M on-Fri 10-6, Sats 10-5. Cre
dit cards: Access, Visa, Richer ChargeCard.
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Listen to music 
without listening to 

the radio.

If your tuner is giving you for 
too much snap and crackle with 
your pop, hove o listen to the 
Pioneer F-737.

Its Digital Direct Decoder 
system instantly converts radio 
frequency signal into digital 
information. Which means it will 
reduce the hiss on any broadcast. 
Virtually eliminating background 
noise.

But if you'd like more back
ground, cost on eye over its other 
features:• Honeycomb chassis - anti - 
resonance construction• 24 random presets for FM! 

MW stations
Improved lineorfront end
Narrow/wide bandwidth 

switch.
Coli Teledoto on 01-200 0200 

forfurther information.

Û0 PIONEER®

Wait’til you hear Pioneer
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